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Abstract
Scholars and practitioners in the worldwide Christian movement are at odds
regarding the employment of symbols of battle, conflict, spiritual contest, and militancy,
by people and organizations involved in the ministry of the gospel. This study considers
the influences that give rise to this language, h examines the issues that make it worthy
of debate in the contemporary world context, h also evaluates the rhetoric and corporate
cultures of six North American churches which significantly employ militant language.
Based on the assumptions of the constitutive fimction of language, the study
employs Symbolic Convergence Theory (SCT) and Edgar Schein's categories of
corporate cultures to gather and evaluate data. Six exemplar ministry organizations are
analyzed in an embedded multi-case design. Rhetorical visions are gleaned from a
corpus of 160 sermons and other public expressions of ideas. In addition, group and
individual assumptions and practices are evaluated based on observations, 229 participant
interviews, and 330 completed questiormaires.
Analysis of the data makes clear that, at least within the universe of the six
exemplar cases, militant language provides an explanation of reality and motivates
action. Due to the metaphorical nature of language and multifaceted influences on
organizational culture, groups united under such rhetorical visions do not always have
concomitant operational language or systems. While it is appropriate to note cautions,
extensive use ofmilitant language is neither a destructive influence nor a panacea for
creating effective missional groups. SCT and Schein are found to provide suitable and
fruitful tools for evaluating missional organizations.
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CHAPTER ONE ~ INTRODUCTION
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter explains the basic ingredients of the study, including the background
of the problem, research questions and basic assumptions. It explores the missional
significance, theoretical and analytic frameworks, and other key features of the research
design. The chapter concludes with an overview of the plan of the study by major
sections.
Background
"My Daddy always said, 'If you see a good fight, get in it!'" (Reverend
Vernon Johns, progenitor of the Montgomery bus strikes and pastor of
Dexter Ave. Bapfist Church).
In June of 2002, 1 began my 19* year of pastoral ministry by inifiating a
systematic study of the Bible, writing a devotional on about three chapters each day.
Early in the process I was struck by a recurring theme. Besides records ofmilitary
campaigns, there were iimumerable contests, such as interior battles between sin and
righteousness, extemal conflicts between Jesus and those who opposed him, and
contested ground where the gospel was resisted by various powers, ranging from evil
spirits to religious and political stmctures. Not every day, but in every book of the sacred
text, the reality ofwhat could be reasonably represented by the word "battle" presented
itself to me as a constant theme.
The steady dmmbeat of battle was curious to me. It conflicted both with my
natural peace-valuing temperament and with earlier emphases I had preached from the
Bible that focused on love, peace and personal and communal advancement. While terms
2such as worldview- and paradigm-shift were not constructs I would have used then to
describe my experience, a great change was under way down to the level ofmy
assumptions and beliefs. Certain elements ofmy theology were challenged by the ways 1
was seeing God revealed in the Scriptures, even as some ofmy assumptions and practices
related to people were being altered before the force ofmy growing awareness of these
themes. I concluded that unexamined cultural assumptions had contributed to ministry
practices that could be described as attraction-based rather than impact-oriented, and
were guided more by tradition than mission. This season of study sobered me by repeated
evidence that positive change is rarely accomplished without risk, cost, conflict, and
overcoming opposition.
As I pursued this joumey, I resigned from the church I loved to further study this
theme, and found that this field ofmilitant language is littered with sharp and heavy
stones. I found myself immersed in an already existing debate. Reasoned voices are at
odds with one another regarding how Christians should talk about our world, their
mission, and the kingdom ofGod. At issue is whether, or to what extent, the language of
conflict, spiritual contest, and militancy should be employed by people and organizations
involved in the ministry of the gospel.
Many current communicators emphasize biblical texts and church traditions that
advance what Gregory Boyd calls a "warfare worldview" (Boyd 1997, 2001; Collins
1987; Ellens 2004; Hanson 1987; Kraft 1983, 2002b; Zenger 1996). This narrative
describes earth as a battle zone, and gives rise to a dualism that pits good against evil and
invites people to participate with God in the redemption of the world, hi agreement with
an historic interpretation of the atonement, some proponents of this view emphasize the
3conquering, or Chhstus Victor, role of Jesus, who in his earthly experience, current
ministry, and future rule, vanquishes those who are enemies of both God and humanity
(Aulen 1950; Beilby and Eddy 2006; Boyd 1997; Boyd and Eddy 2002; Wright 1996).
Another stream ofmilitant Christianity can be found under the theme of liberation
theology. Arising in the 1960s in Latin America, this contextual theology emphasizes the
message of God's preferential regard for the poor and the church's role in delivering
people from all forms of evil, including economic oppression (Fierro 1975; Gutierrez
1971). Other cahs for justice, such as the Civil Rights Movement in the United States,
have exercised biblical texts and combined the messages of love and power in their
causes (Cone 1975; King 1963).
Also, a number of writers perceive weaknesses in the devotion and intensity of
average Christians and echo the call of the Apostle Paul to see the world as a place of
conflict, to serve as soldiers, and to join the adventure of overcoming obstacles to the
reign of Christ (Bagalawis 2000; Eldredge 2001; Stu Weber 1993, 2001; Wilson 1991).
They call the church to arise and fulfill the great commission ("Go into all the world and
make disciples") in the spirit of the great commandment (to "love God with all your heart
and your neighbor as yourself).
Other Christian leaders may have the same ultimate goals (the spread of the
gospel and progress toward the peaceable kingdom), but speak differently about the
pathway. These practitioners avoid language of conflict and militancy (Bainton 2001;
Yoder 1972; Snyder 2001). They emphasize that besides the battle motif, the Bible and
Christian tradition present a strong commitment to peace, and a rejection of forcefulness,
even in the service of good purposes. In many regards, believers are called to lay down
their rights rather than stand for them, to surrender rather than oppose, to remain separate
and pure rather than be involved with and stained by the world. In some circles most
expressions of spiritual warfare. Christian soldiery, deliverance from demons, and the
like, are rejected as remnants of pre-modem perceptions of the cosmos (Ellens 2004), and
not binding on modem disciples of Jesus. And, occasionally, ministries that function in a
highly organized and disciplined fashion, with or without militant language, are looked
on with suspicion by believers who prefer a more "organic" church atmosphere
(Hutcheson 1979).
The current world milieu raises strong objections to militant language in Christian
service. Though many Americans seem highly receptive to the resurrection of forceful
rhetoric in the church, many, especially from other cultures, are wary. In the age of
fundamentalist extremism and intemet cormectivity, language that is formative and
motivational for a group of Christians in Midtown, Indiana, can be twisted into an excuse
to riot against Christians in Mumbai, India. Forceful words that could be affirmed as
timely can also be perceived as bellicose, provocative, and dangerous.
Statement of the Problem
The place and role that the language ofmilitancy, warfare, and conflict should
have in Christian ministries is disputed. As discussed above, some contend that the
church would be better served by eliminating these ways of speaking and behaving for
the sake of interreligious peace and a faithful representation of the gospel, while others
believe the use ofbiblical and contemporary batde language is both tme to the faith and
helpful for disciple-making and community formation.
5Beneath the debate about appropriate rhetoric lies a problem ofmissional
compromise for at least three reasons. First, mission is compromised by what may be
unnecessary conflict and criticism between these different rhetorical worids within the
church. Cultural differences too frequently spawn ethnocentric judgment and divisions
between those who otherwise share so much in common. Second, there may be elements
of unheeded wisdom within the assumptions and practices of those who think and speak
in battle terms. Third, the mission of churches that use militant rhetoric may be
compromised if their symbolic systems remain unexamined and any dangers and
unintentional consequences to their language of conflict are unaddressed.
The complexity of these issues calls for an interdisciplinary approach that draws
from the work of thinkers in many fields. While several of the subjects discussed in these
pages have already filled numerous volumes, insufficient attention has been given to
them in an approach that weighs the linguistic, philosophical and biblical fraditions
alongside the cultures of various ministry communities that have labored to be faithfiil to
their sense of calling in history and today's world. This is the missiological task of the
current project.
Claims and Questions
This study affirms that language of conflict and contest has been present in
Hebrew and Christian contexts since ancient fimes and continues to be employed in
significant ways by some Chrisfians and their missional organizafions today. Through
reviewing historical sources and examining contemporary groups, we can leam both the
pros and cons ofmilitant rhetorical visions and come closer to answering the question,
"Zs militant language a viable genre ofspeechfor Christian ministries today?
"
6Three questions guide the objectives and research that answer this overarching
question. These are summarized in the following table.
Research Questions
What has given rise to militant language in
contemporary North American
Christianity, and what has generated
reaction against this way ofspeaking?
What role does militant language play in
the public rhetoric ofselect groups that
seem to embrace this way ofspeaking?
How does the rhetoric ofselect ministries
that employ militant language influence the
group 's assumptions andpractices?
Research Objectives
To access and summarize recent voices
that have both encouraged and opposed
militant language in Christian mission.
To evaluate the rhetoric ofcontemporary
Christian ministries that employ militant
language.
To analyze the corporate cultures of
Christian ministries that employ militant
language, making connections between
public speech, assumptions, and
practices.
Table 1.1, Research Questions and Objectives
Missional Significance of Study
This study is designed to produce at least four contributions to the scholarly
discussion and practical fulfillment of the Cliristian mission.
Fhst, the study speaks to an issue that is controversial in ecclesiastical and
missiological circles, hi our post-colonial, globalized, connected and rehgiously volatile
world, there is a valid reticence toward language of conflict, and toward assumptions of
cosmic dualism. Yet, we are uncertain how much alteration of our language is
demanded, and to what extent adjusting some of our terminology impacts the missional
assumptions and practices of our organizations. This work sets out to assist both those
7who embrace and those who oppose the Christian employment ofbattle language to
wrestle with the theme's biblical-historical presence and consider implications for our
contemporary contexts.
Second, the research approaches the role of language as a constitutive force for
the development ofmissional communities. The consideration of the battle theme as a
particular constellation ofmetaphors has implications beyond itself to the possibility of
intentionally focusing ministries around these ways of speaking or other motifs. Groups
commonly share a variety of insider terms and shared language. However, the process of
following related rhetorical visions in a variety of places offers to illuminate the wisdom
ofpurposefiilly developing churches around a rhetorical vision.
Third, the primary field research method employed offers promise as a method of
analyzing church cultures. While there is no shortage of individual and meta-studies on
churches, this approach attempts to get at the interior life of a community of faith and to
examine the cormection between their language and their assumptions, as well as
comparing assumptions to practices. Effort is given in the research stage to developing
an interview and information gathering process that can be replicated in numerous kinds
of consulting situations. With the focus on identifying the underlying assumptions of a
community, this process differs from many church consulting approaches which center
on statistical analysis and the solving of immediate problems.
Fourth, this study adds depth to our discussions regarding the important issue of
conflict within and between missional organizations. Conflict is present in all of life,
including within Christian organizations. Neither local churches and mission stations,
nor their larger administrative systems are immune from strongly opposing opinions.
8One consideration of this research is to look for connections between assumptions
regarding conflict and how groups handle debated intemal issues.
Key Features of the Research Design
This is a mixed method project, which uses a combination of qualitative and
critical research approaches, including both historical and contemporary group studies,
participant observation and discourse analysis of specific site-based cases. 1 focus on
specific units of analysis to derive a corpus of symbolic material. These include those
symbolic systems found in written texts such as the Bible and church publications. 1 also
use observations, interviews and questiormaires to add interpretive power to my
organizational investigations.
The first question, which focuses on the historical background giving rise to and
reaction against the language of Christian militancy, is addressed in the literature review,
drawing largely on the extensive writing of other researchers. As such, this study utilizes
secondary sources for tracing biblical and historical themes, and presents various
interpretations ofhistorical sources, from the perspectives of historians and theologians
who are for, against, or ambivalent toward the question of current ecclesial language.
Field research includes six case studies of local church ministries, identified
through a non-probability, purposive sampling. As a non-probability sampling, there is
no intent to choose churches at random to achieve a representative sample of all churches
or to make statements about "average" churches. Purposive sampling asserts that
ministries are chosen with a certain purpose in mind. In this instance, the research is
focused on Christian missional groups that seem to manifest a militant rhetorical vision,
or an antitype, i.e., a clear avoidance or opposition toward communicating in battle terms.
9The case study data collection plan includes three stages.
Stage One: Narrowing the Sample Field (Screening)
In order to conduct a non-probability, purposive sampling, cases are chosen based
on the purposes of the study, utilizing a combination- or mixed-sampling method
involving two processes: snowball referencing (seeking exemplars), and criteria.
Snowball sampling is a system that seeks the referencing of potential cases from
people familiar with them, in this instance, those knowledgeable of a variety of churches.
The approach is as simple as "I am looking for churches that use what might be
considered battle or militant language and which seem to be successfully advancing the
kingdom ofGod," or, "Are you familiar with any ministry that clearly avoids militant
terminology?" Answers are accumulated, and prospects contacted. A snowball process is
then used, as the leaders of suggested ministries are sohcited for further
recommendations. Prime candidates include those repeatedly suggested. The purpose of
this effort is to identify a number of potential exemplar organizations (Webster 1998,
183-216) that reveal how either embracing or rejecting conflict language has a broad
effect in theh culture and community.
Strata two is a criteria test. Groups need to meet the following qualifications:
1) Size. Case studies include a great range of church sizes. The controlling issue
is less the number ofmembers or average attendance, but the ministry's ability, with the
researcher, to gather sufficient numbers for interviews and surveys. Organizations with
modest numbers may offer more data than those many times their size if the larger ones
do not provide access to a sufficient number of informants. Though small churches
differ from very large churches in many respects, it is expected that churches of all sizes
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employ militant rhetorical visions and thus offer insight for the purposes of this study.
Churches considered for inclusion in this study are those ranging from roughly 50 to
4000 in attendance, so long as the researcher is given sufficient access.
2) Pastoral tenure. Pastoral changes create a period of time in which the
congregational culture and the new leader's rhetorical world can be at various stages of
disjunction. Though there may not be a magic timeframe when these worlds merge, it is
reasonable to expect the process significantly tested after a period of three years. Tenure
of three years is the established criteria for this study, raising the expectation that the
pastoral and congregational rhetorical visions have experienced some merging (or
conforming).
3) Variety. Positions surrounding Christian militancy are not the domain of a
single ecclesiastical tradition. Indeed, practitioners and detractors of battle language can
be found in various denominations and organizations. This study sets out to include and
leam from groups representing a variety of theological and historical traditions.
4) Consfraints of accessibility and timing. The final screening factor is the ability
of the investigator, within the constraints of time and finances, to conduct the on-site
research.
Stage Two: Obtaining Organizational Access.
Churches that were recommended and which seemed to meet the criteria were
contacted personally and invited to become part of the study. Letters of recommendation
and other promotional materials containing information about the study were delivered,
with indications of how the study may help the participating churches. Mutual
understanding regarding expectations was settled and the on-site interaction scheduled.
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Stage Three: Gathering Information
As stated, this is a multiple-case project. More specifically, it has an embedded
(i.e., multiple units of analysis) multiple-case design (Yin 2003, 40-53). Each church is a
unit of analysis. Within each church are embedded many sources of informafion, four
streams ofwhich are accessed.
The first embedded unit of analysis is the content of the church's worship and
preaching events and publicity. Churches were asked to supply the worship and sermon
themes for the preceding 12 months, along with a list of songs (with lyrics) and sermon
texts for the past 12 months. Ideal sources included recordings of the enfire worship
service weekly for the time frame, and recordings and other records from other functions
in the past year, (leadership training events, youth camps, gender groups).
The second data stream is historical, biographical, statistical, and community
information, either gathered by church administrators for the benefit of the researcher or
collected on site. A list of desired information, based on Schaller's suggested inquiry
(1997, 155-61), was produced to solicit as much information as possible prior to the
initiation of the localized study. On location, particular attention is given to the nature of
discipleship and community impact ministries, including everything from small groups,
leadership development and recovery programs, to healing, deliverance, missionary and
mercy ministries.
The third embedded data stream is the verbal exchanges shared in the semi-
private setting of interviews, along with limited participant observation consisting of the
researcher's attendance in one or more public services. A list of individuals and groups
to be interviewed was provided, so that the host church could prepare a place and the
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people for these interactions, hidividual staff interviews were set up as the situations or
the desire for confidentiality demanded, but the preferred format remained small groups.
The small group interview approach is the preferred method for the employment of both
Symbolic Convergence Theory and Edgar Schein's approach to cultural analysis (see
theoretical framework section below). Distinct groups suggested to the churches
included pastoral and ministry personnel, administrative personnel, founders, long-
tenured members, newcomers, new converts, former members, youth, ministry groups
such as musicians, teachers, etc.
Group interviews were scheduled for 90 minutes, with a 30-minute break between
sessions. All participants were instructed regarding the limited use of information
gathered, including the possibility that their collective or individual expressions may be
reported in a dissertation and possible publications. Group interviewees were assured
that no names would be attached to specific comments in any report or publication.
Group interviews were loosely structured as follows:
1 0 minutes Introductions and orientation: Why we are together. How responses will be
used. The make up of the particular group. (Everybody says something in the
first five minutes).
55 minutes Soliciting responses and particularly stories that speak to the various categories
of a group's culture. Participants are prompted with words, projected slides, or
simple questions as notes are made not only regarding the verbal responses, but
also the reaction or "chaining out" among other participants. When chaining
out occurs that is probably a time to solicit additional stories.
20 minutes Word-Response series that solicits responses to battle terminology or that gives
space for participants to provide alternative terms.
5 minutes Appreciate participants, and invite further response by email.
The fourth information stream is questiormaires disseminated through the ministry
offices. While the group interviews are designed to shine light on the corporate culture,
the questionnaire is devised to gain impressions into the lives ofparticipants and their
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evaluation of how the group culture has impacted them. Questions in this instrument are
patterned, in part, after the research projects of Smith (1998 and 2000), and the extensive
Baylor Religion Survey (2006). Effort is made in each case to solicit the participation of
those familiar with, but not currently participating in, the study ministries, though the
focus is on current participants.
Data Analysis Plan
Since the purposes of the study involve both the public rhetoric and the ground
level practices of a ministry, the information gathered through the four data streams, as
described above, is sorted to one or both of these ends. This is done in five basic stages:
coding surface observations, sorting information into cultural categories, dealing with
conflicting data, summarizing public rhetoric, and framing the rhetorical vision.
Stage one, coding surface observations, is a process ofnoting repeated terms,
guiding metaphors, and purposefiil statements. Repetition of these forms of
communication in sermons, songs, publicity, and other public messages are observed and
noted as clues to the core themes of the community. Repeated terms and images
communicated in the semi-private and private venues of interviews and questiormaires
are noted as a means of evaluating the views and practices of group participants. Taking
notes on each group includes a listening ear in particular to militant terms, but not to the
exclusion other repeated groups of symbols.
Stage two, sorting information into cultural categories, involves charmeling data,
gathered from each of the embedded units of analysis, into the category or categories of
culture to which it speaks. For example, if a story is told of a direction the church takes
based on the pastor hearing God speak to her or him, that story could be entered into two
14
categories. First, it becomes testimony to the group's understanding of the nature of
reality and truth ("truth is (sometimes) revealed by God speaking to the pastor"). Second,
especially if there is a repetition of testimonies that "God spoke to me," the phrase and
story enters into the category of "common language and concepts."
Stage three, dealing with conflicting data, is a necessary consequence of studying
corporate cultures, which are rarely, if ever, straight forward and consistent. Since the
data gathering plan involves noting the public and private words of leaders and
participants, it is necessary to present contrasting views, and to weigh and reconcile
opposing perspectives. An example of the weighing of testimonies is giving higher
credence to powerful stories than official statements. To carry on the example in the
previous paragraph, a published doctrinal statement of the same organization may state
that "the only dependable source of revelation is the Bible." The testimonies of God
revealing truth to the pastor may not negate the official statement, but it might be
considered a powerful modifier, especially if related stories show up repeatedly. In any
case, this illustrates the value of coding data according to the source or stream of
evidence.
Stage four, summarizing public rhetoric, is an essential step that goes beyond
simply observing repeated terms to gathering important terms into themes, and important
themes into broader types. Over a period of time, an immeasurable number ofmessages
are shared in a ministry environment, utilizing thousands ofwords and images, but these
must be digested to reveal the soul of their content. Categorizing these communications
from small to broader levels of analysis reveals the group's essential messages.
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The fmal stage of each case analysis is to frame the previous ways of looking at
the data in terms of a rhetorical vision. This gathers the various ways leaders and
participants communicate in dramatic terms to digest their view of the world and their
place in it.
The conclusion of the study goes beyond the various individual case studies to
compare the completed case sbidies with one another. Conclusions depend not only on
finding parallels befween cases, but in having cases that reflect different starting points,
i.e., a variety�^perhaps even a contrast�of language and conceptual systems. The
process of forming these conclusions is one of explanation-building, h is an effort to
explain phenomena and the causal links between them.
DeUmitations
This study has deliberate boundaries designed to maintain its focus.
Geographically and linguistically, the scope focuses on North American, English
speaking congregations. Ecclesiastically, cases are exclusively ofProtestant churches,
though historical research is more expansive. The focus is also on what might be called
"mainstream" groups, eliminating the field of "extremisf sects that operate with militant
rhetorical visions, but which demonstrate unhealthy or even violent tendencies. The
focus of this study is in the debated area ofmilitant language, not the manifestations
which are supported by only a few. This does not mean that this research does not touch
on extremist issues, only that its case studies do not include such groups.
Limitations
As this project deliberately centers on exemplar groups (type and antitype) it does
not yield a fiiU spectrum ofmilitant language. Though a variety of rhetorical visions are
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explored, this study does not aim to suggest that a militant rhetorical vision is of greater
or lesser value than ministries with contrasting language.
Because of the sampling strategy, the results of the study do not have literal
generalizability, so the conclusions do not speak statistically to the church at large.
However, by establishing and being true to a theoretical framework, this project does
carry theoretical generalizability. I.e., its pattems of research are worthy of emulation,
for those studying rhetorical issues, wrestling with battle terminology in society and
particularly in the church, and, in the widest level of application, those studying corporate
cultures.
Ethical Considerations
Since this is a study of real people and their private organizations, it is essential
that the process adheres to high standards of security and integrity. This begins with
thorough communication before case studies are initiated. Potential participants are
informed of the nature and purpose of the study, and presented an outline of the desired
data streams and the planned procedures for collecting information. Groups are also
informed that the study is to be published and available to the public.
Ethical assurance also includes an atmosphere of security for those being
interviewed. Persons participating in this study's group and individual interviews are
assured that their names will not be attached to any comments, nor will their names be
included in publication without written permission. Lead pastors are given the
opportunity to review the content of their interviews, after which, those contents, along
with their public communications, are regarded as public information. Throughout the
process it is the researcher's responsibility to maintain confidentiality, including the
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maintenance of sensitive data in a locked area and in a password secure operating system
for electronic data.
Finally, groups taking part in this research do so voluntarily and graciously, and
therefore have both the freedom to withdraw at any time, and the right to have a copy of
the results of their group study, and the study as a whole.
Definhions of Key Terms
Kingdom of God. George Eldon Ladd can be quoted for a brief and helpful
introduction to the meaning of the kingdom ofGod: "The Kingdom is the rule ofGod,
and the realm of his blessings" (1986, 28). Joachim Jeremias adds that "the reign ofGod
is neither a spatial nor a static concept; it is a dynamic concept. It denotes the reign of
God in action ... in contrast to all rule in heaven and on earth" (1971, 98).
The kingdom has been identified as a major unifying message of the Bible that
asserts that while the world is currently in rebellion, the Creator is in the process of
reestablishing the physical and ethical reign of God over all creation, an age in which
"the distinction between Israel and the Gentiles would disappear" (Jeremias 1982, 49).
John Bright traces the kingdom idea to very the nature of Israel's monotheism,
which exalts God as being in control of the cosmos and ofhistory (1955, 25), and as the
one who established Israel by grace as a fledghng nation to demonstrate life in covenant
with God. While the Davidic kingdom both deepened and distorted the idea ofGod's
reign, the testimony of the Old Testament is that the kingdom of Israel was never
universally identified with the nation of Israel. In fact, the preaching of the prophets was
frequently opposed to the spatial/political state, and as the nation was being crushed by
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mighty empires they pointed to a persisting remnant of the people ofGod, a future
revival, and a coming all-encompassing kingdom.
The central proclamation of Jesus, as observed in the gospels, is that in his arrival
the reign ofGod has come to earth. Jeremias sees this as a unique characteristic of Jesus'
message, since "he is the only Jew known to us from ancient times, who proclaimed that
the new age of salvation had already begun" (1971, 100). Jesus' words and acts
demonstrated the authority ofGod over the spiritual and human powers, and formed a
community ofpeople who were to demonstrate the reign ofGod, overcoming the values
and ethics of the world. The character of the kingdom is seen in Jesus' freeing of the
oppressed, speaking against the powers, suffering on the cross, rising from the dead, and
empowering his people to follow his example.
As in the days of Jesus' earthly ministry, the kingdom today is both present and in
process. Followers of Christ are continually called to live in, demonstrate, proclaim, and
anticipate God's reign. They are to be an "eschatological community," which is never "a
proud, conquering church as the world understands those terms," rather "it must remain
the Church of the Suffering Servant, a martyr church" (Bright 1955, 241).
While the persons, the church, and nations are cahed into the reahty of the
kingdom ofGod, they must not be confused with the kingdom. Bright writes, "God does
not . . . have favoured people. No earthly state is established ofGod, guaranteed ofGod,
and identified with His purposes. Nor has any earthly order, however good, the means of
setting up God's order in terms of its own ends" (1955, 69). Bright adds the waming that
"all societies are under the judgment of God's order, and those that have been favoured
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with the light doubly so! . .. we must, like Israel, leam that our order is not God's but
must conform to it or perish." (1955, 69-70).
The biblical testimony is that God reigns over all, but that in the current age that
reign is both contested and bursting forth. But, burst forth it will, until it finds its
consummation after the retum ofChrist. Howard Snyder looks to this eventuality:
The kingdom ofGod, then, looks ahead to an age and environment of
peace, justice and love analogous to but greater than that of the Garden of
Eden, one based on just economic, political and social relationships, and
ecological harmony and balance throughout the creation, with God as
supreme mler. Father and Mother (Is 66:13), and Friend of ah, worshiped
and glorified by the whole creation. Biblically, this is not an otherworldly,
disembodied, normiaterial, nonhistorical, spiritual realm of existence, but
something sufficiently like present experience that our own bodies will be
resurrected to be a part of it . . . this will come not by the total destmction
of this world but by its liberation (Rom 8:21) through a process of death
and resurrection. (2001,85-86)
The kingdom is the reign of God and the realm of his blessings, which are here
and now, in part, and will be complete and expansive in the future. Since its
consummation is an act ofGod, those who participate in God's kingdom do not built it,
or enforce it, but are called to experience it, live it, demonstrate and proclaim it.
Mission. The root meaning of "mission" comes from a Latin verb meaning "to be
sent," but the term has come to mean a long-term goal or purpose that motivates and
directs people as they pursue more proximate goals and actions. It is in vogue for all
kinds of organizations to constmct and publish mission statements in an effort to help
participants see the "big picture," and thus conform their daily activities toward the
accomplishment of the ultimate goal.
In recent decades there has been a widespread movement toward understanding
the mission ofChristianity under the umbrella of the missio Dei, or the mission ofGod.
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Beginning with the theology of Karl Barth, who spoke of the missionary nature ofGod,
church movements, including Roman Catholics, Mainline and Evangelical Protestants,
and Orthodox, have come to see the church as participants in God's mission to redeem
the whole world (Bosch 1991, 389-91). Christopher Wright articulates this
understanding ofmission well: "Fundamentally, our mission (if it is biblically informed
and validated) means our committed participation as God's people, at God's invitation
and command, in God's own mission within the history of God's world for the
redemption ofGod's creation" (Wright 2006, 22-3).
In this study, "mission" sometimes references the divine-human goal of ultimate
redemption, and at other times the stated (or assumed) long-term purposes of particular
ministry groups. In both uses, "mission" is distinguished from activity and structures that
may appear beneficial but are not directed toward the fulfillment ofultimate purposes.
Similarly, the term "missional," as the adjectival form, means that missional
organizations or activities are intentionally directed toward agreed upon goals, including
the redemption of people and the world at large.
DuaUsm. Dualism is the idea that universal elements can be divided into two,
often opposite, natures. There are many examples of dualistic thinking. One example is
human dualism�the belief that people consist of flesh and soul, as opposed to a monistic
conception ofpeople as bodies that include minds. Ancient Gnosticism, as well as other
living traditions, conceive of the cosmos in dualistic opposites such as the mundane or
bad material reality and what is spirit and good. Seeing the world in terms of gender
opposites or the financial haves and have-nots represents dualistic thinking.
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In this study, dualism most often represents the Christian tradition that juxtaposes
good and evil, both in the belief that there are personal beings behind good and evil
(cosmic dualism) and that actions can accurately be characterized as good or evil (ethical
dualism). C.S. Lewis speaks to the difference between Zoroastrian dualism, which like
Manichaeism teaches that both sides are coetemal, and affirms the Christian conception
of cosmic dualism:
The difference is that Christianity thinks this Dark Power was created by
God, and was good when he was created, and went wrong. Christianity
agrees with Dualism that this universe is at war. But it does not think this
is a war between independent powers. It thinks it is a civil war, a rebellion,
and that we are living in a part of the universe occupied by the rebel.
(1943, 36)
Lewis' distinction is an important one. The Christian conception of a dualistic universe
maintains that while evil has power and dominion, it is neither complete, nor equivalent
to the power and dominion of God. While it may be pervasive in specific spatial and
chronological spheres, it is yet subject to the Creator.
Rhetorical Vision. Cragan and Shields write, "A rhetorical vision is a composite
drama that catches up large groups of people into a common symbolic reality. The
contribution of numbers of people, who have helped to create it, makes it a composite
vision" (1995, 39). Each rhetorical vision contains five essential elements. The first
ingredient is dramatis personae, characters that give the rhetorical vision life. These
often include heroes and vihains and supporting players. Secondly, rhetorical visions
contain a plot line, which charts activity and movement. Next, the drama includes a
scene, the location wherein the characters and plot are carried out, whether it is a specific
location such as the Garden ofGethsemane, or an abstract such as "in a secret meeting."
The fourth essential element is a sanctioning agent. Every rhetorical vision has a
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sanctioning agent, a person, thing, or concept, which justifies the worldview and course
of action promoted by the rhetorical vision. Examples include justice as a sanction for
punishing criminals, salvation as a justification for the death ofChrist, the American
Declaration of Independence as a basis for one group's vision for racial equality and
another collective's vision of happiness through amassing wealth. Finally, each
rhetorical vision demonstrates a master analogue, characterized as either "righteous,"
"social," or "pragmatic." With a righteous master analogue, groups communicate in
terms ofmoral correctness, while those with social master analogues speak in terms of
common humanity, and participants in a pragmatic master analogue emphasize practical
justifications for their beliefs and activities.
In Symbohc Convergence Theory terms, this study seeks to grasp who a group
believes are the dramatis personae, the important actors/forces that are active in the world
and history, and to discern their sense of the world's plot line, i.e., what the directions
and shifts have been which are important to them, and their ideas regarding where people
are ultimately going and how they will get there. The scene varies from one group to
another, in terms of scope (the neighborhood to the universe). The primary sanctioning
agent in the various visions ofChristian organizations might be assumed to be God, but
the study is open to fmd variations in group understandings ofGod, and also find other
agents such as the Bible in general and specific passages, as well as historical persons or
events that are built into the self-understanding of groups.
Organization of the Study
This study is comprised of six chapters. Chapter one oufiines the background of
the study, its problems and expectations. Chapter two traces past and current literature
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that speaks to the core questions. Chapter three discusses the theoretical framework that
provides a way of gathering and analyzing the data in such a way that results are
dependable and insightful. Chapter four presents each case study, while chapter five
draws comparisons between them and asks and answers key questions related to their use
ofmilitant language. Chapter six concludes the study with recommendations for the
church and academy. Appendices include data gathering instruments, as well as charts
that summarize the conversations that inform the cultural analysis, and the results of the
questionnaire sparming all churches studied.
Summary of the Chapter
This chapter begins with the presentation of a missiological debate that surrounds
the use ofmilitant language by contemporary Christian ministries. It introduces the plan
of this study, its researchable claims and ensuing questions. After exploration of the
missional significance of this work, this chapter identifies several key features of the
research design and the data collection and analysis plan. Finally it defines several key
terms and presents a plan of the study's structure.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW OF STUDY ISSUES
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter surveys relevant literature regarding militant language. It observes
that the uncomfortable language of conflict and warfare is a long-standing and unsettled
reality in the faith community, and it asks of other writers, "What issues surround the
missional use ofmilitant language?"
The literature review organizes around four themes. It first recognizes the
ubiquity ofwarfare metaphors in general, and notes several resources that comment on
the influential role symbols of conflict have played in the history ofChristianity and other
religions. Second, it considers a number of authors who examine images ofGod, warfare
and salvation as touched upon by militant themes. The third section explores issues of
worldview, the unseen realm, and spiritual warfare. Fourth, a number of historical and
missiological sources are armotated which contribute either support or caution to the
missional use ofmilitant language.
Warfare Metaphors in General and in Religion
As this is a study about words, it is essential to consider the function of spoken
and written words in human life. If verbal cues are not important, then it is of little
relevance whether a particular group speaks in agricultural terms, battle imagery,
business pattems, the language of love and family, or any other constellation of symbols.
A number of writers specifically consider issues regarding terms of warfare in
various manifestations. Chapter three highlights the work of Lakoff and Johnson (1980),
who illustrate the role ofmetaphors through highlighting the prevalence ofwar
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terminology m various areas of life. Best-selling author, Deborah Tannen, sounds an
alarm over the increasing tendency in American culture to conduct public discourse
through a "war ofwords." She notes.
The war on drugs, the war on cancer, the battle of the sexes, politicians'
turf battles�in the argument culture, war metaphors pervade our talk and
shape our thinking. Nearly everything is framed as a battle or game in
which winning or losing is the main concem. These all have their uses and
their place, but they are not the only way�and often not the best way�to
understand and approach our world. (1999, 4)
Tannen acknowledges, additionally, that Americans are rather middle-of-the-road in this
regard, noting that other cultures value confrontation and oppositional discussion in
greater or lesser degrees than Americans are accustomed (1999, 208-236).
Governmental programs have capitalized on the genre. Warfare is a metaphor that
has been applied to numerous subjects, such as Lyndon Johnson's "War on Poverty," and
the more recent "War on Dmgs," and "War on Terror." Aric Rindfleisch (1996) reviews
the tradition of "marketing as warfare," providing both healthy critiques and bibliography
on the field. Arran Stibbe (1995) finds and discusses ways of approaching sickness
through contrasting metaphors including "illness as puzzle" and "illness as warfare."
Agneta Schreurs {Psychotherapy andSpirituality, 2002) discusses the warfare metaphor
as a "root metaphor" in our culture', and considers various implications from the
' Civil and military conflict is an essential ingredient in American history and identity. Significant chapters
of the national narrative retell the exploits of little-trained militia battling imperial armies and navies,
brother fighting against brother in the War Between the States, and American G.I.s fighting for freedom
around the world. Military leaders, as well as foot soldiers, are regaled as heroes, not only for their
conquests, but for their character traits such as courage and sacrifice. Recent decades have witnessed some
reinterpretation of history, which has led to books and even popular movies that recognize the perspective
of some former opponents in war, allowing a reexamination of ethnocentrism in popular culture, but this
does not change history. Warfare remains a prominent root system in national history, language and
identity. Anthropologists and cross-cultural scholars debate the degree to which warfare and the language
associated with it is integral to the broad human experience. Margaret Mead (1940) argues that while
conflict is inevitable, war ("conflict between two groups as groups, in which each group puts an army into
the field to fight and kill") is an invention that may be replaced by another social invention. Her
identification of certain non-warring groups, however, may be overshadowed by subsequent studies. E.T.
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therapeutic viewpoint. Publications such as these announce that whether or not battle
language is ideal, it is certainly common. Some people fmd it useful for communicating
ideas and motivating action, even as others fight against it and offer altemafives that raise
fewer objections.
Other authors move into discussions that tie militant language to Christianity. Jon
Davies {The Christian Warrior in the Twentieth Centuiy, 1995) proposes that war and
religion combine as core identity markers of Euro-Chrisfianity, which includes the
territory from the Russian continent to the Westem hemisphere. He points to Westem
monuments, to those fallen in battle, which announce that such sacrifice in the defense of
freedom all but guarantees etemal heavenly reward. Davies righfiy notes the equivalence
our culture, if not the church, has made between Christian martyrs and national warriors,
a reality that reflects and contributes to a cultural glorification ofwar.
The role of language in the early expansion ofChristianity is considered by
Averill Cameron in Christianity and the Rhetoric ofEmpire (1991). An article by Joe
Bessler-Northcutt, "Knowledge as Empire: A Troubling Metaphor in Chrisfian
Theology" (2004), highlights the metaphors in early Christian discourse that he says
propelled Christianity forward in imperial fashion. These texts affirm that the adopted
language of the early church motivated expansionist attitudes and action. The exclusivist
New Testament claims of Jesus, (e.g., to being the way, the tmth and the life, and the
Hall (1959) names "defense" as one of the universal and natural systems of living things on all levels, and
as a system, like most systems, most highly evolved in human societies. Though the question of the
biological necessity ofwar may be debated, the widespread reality ofwar is universally recognized. The
ubiquitous nature and severity ofwar suggests its influence is equally widespread, but this goes beyond the
scope of the current study. This study recognizes, however, that the language of conflict and warfare may
function differently in societies whose warring experiences are remembered more from the position of
victim than victor. More light may be shed on this question as anthropological studies give their attention
to the responses of contemporary groups in war torn areas, an effort encouraged by Hugh Gusterson,
"Anthropology and Militarism" (2007).
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only way to the Father (John 14:6)), and the sending of the disciples to make disciples of
ah nations (Matt. 28:18-20; Acts 1:8) are correctly understood as compelling Christ-
followers to expand the faith. These writers provoke church insiders to reflect on the
difference between mission and imperialism. The former reaches and offers, while the
latter dehumanizes and imposes. History has witnessed both approaches.
A number of authors have addressed the issue of historical violence and the
possible contribution that Christian theology and language have made to it. A recent
publication, which takes a critical approach to the Scriptures and the sometimes violent
history ofmonotheistic faiths is a four volume work edited by J. Harold Ellens, The
Destructive Power ofReligion: Violence in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam (2004).
These works highlights the dangers of religious fundamentalism, and speak strongly
against belief in personal evil and the demonic. BeliefandBloodshed (Wellman 2007) is
a recent work raising similar questions, and Philip Melling {Fundamentalism in America,
1999) looks particularly at one segment ofAmerican rehgion that arose in the historical
context in which the fundamentals ofChristianity seemed to be under attack. In a
thoughtful post-91 1 treatment of the subject. Hector Avalos (2005) argues that much of
the world's violence is inspired by the scarcity of resources created by religious texts and
absolutist claims to such things as territory and salvation. Among other things, he
advocates the elimination of the Bible, Quran, and all other religious texts that contain or
suggest positive views of past or future violence, and an end to salvation claims that are
less than universal, hi a dissenting treatise, David Martin {Does Christianity Cause War?
1997) examines the question of rehgiously motivated violence and the accusation in
particular that Christianity causes warfare. He makes strong arguments that social
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differentiation is a universal phenomenon, and that the core tenets ofChristianity
promote peace, while also recognizing that any social and rhetorical system can be
marshaled for communal action, including war.
The texts cited through this section suggest that an examination of the role of
militant language in the contemporary church can not be comprised simply of counting
related words, but also how the language functions and what it creates in participants and
their groups. The human species is both religious and violent; it is devout and generous,
even as it operates with both self-defense mechanisms and the desire for expansion and
conquest. Logic and history reflect the possibility of religious rhetoric spilling over into
intellectual and physical domination. But, such has not been universal, nor must it negate
an entire way of communicating that people find natural and helpful, however, it does
raise just cautions. Therefore, as faith communities that use militant rhetoric are
examined in this study, such ways of speaking are weighed. What the metaphors
highlight and hide, and their flexibility, is considered. Clues regarding the potentially
exclusive and imperial nature of this genre of speech are evaluated, along with whether or
not there seem to be connections between bellicose language and violence in the current
envirormients.
Images of God, Warfare, and Salvation
Christian ministries that employ the language of conflict are not pulling their
speech simply from the ubiquity ofbatfle terms in their mother tongues; they are
continuing the language of the book that provides the foundation for their faith, the Bible.
Among other things, the Bible traces the lives of the Hebrews and early Christians, who
lived in places and times of conflicting families, tribes, nations and empires. Heroes and
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anti-heroes were often people ofwar, including those known as well for their devotion to
God as for their physical battles. These sometime-warriors include the likes ofAbraham,
kings such as David, Solomon, and Jehoshaphat, the rebuilder Nehemiah, the prophet
Elijah, and the apostle Peter. Biblical themes include taking over territory in God's
name, overthrowing tyranny, heavenly as well as human armies, and a fiiture,
apocalypfic, cataclysmic judgment to bring about justice on earth. The Bible pictures
God as a nurturing mother as well as a mighty warrior, and presents Jesus as both irenic
lamb and conquering king.
The following paragraphs provide introductions to exegetical and theological
approaches to the warfare motif in Scripture. These are followed by introductions to two
important theological considerations: Christian pacifism and the nature of the atonement.
Libraries are rich with commentaries and monographs dealing with the character
of God and God's people as represented in the Old Testament. Description and analysis
of the many militant passages can be found in any of these. In addition, many theological
treatises take these issues seriously, including Gerhard Von Rad's Holy War in Ancient
Israel (orig. 1958) and Old Testament Theology (1962), in which the scholar takes the
theme ofholy war as a prominent indentifying mark of Ancient Israel that underwent
various permutations in their history.
Millard Lind, through Yahweh Is a Warrior (1980), contends that Ancient Israel
largely operated under a pacifist ethic. Having been bom of the landless (and thus
powerless) patriarchs, and surrounded through most of theh history by greater political
and mihtary powers, the Israelites had to rely on God for their existence, protection, and
prosperity. Lind identifies Exodus 15 as a very ancient text that is foundational for
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Israelite identity. The chapter contains the song celebrating the destruction of the
Egyptian army in the Red Sea, accomplished by God alone while the Israelites simply
walked in obedience.
Longman and Reid's God Is a Warrior {1995), provides a helpftil review of 20*
century theological treatments, including their own biblical studies of the divine warrior
theme through both the Old and New Testaments. They identify five stages in the
biblical narrative, first finding God as a warrior who fights for Israel against their flesh
and blood enemies. Second, they see the God who fights in judgment against Israel itself
Third, they observe the prophefic expectafion of a coming divine warrior. Fourth, they
note Christ's earthly ministry as conqueror, and fifth, the anficipafion of the divine
warrior's retum to judge the spiritual and human enemies ofGod. They see the battle
against spiritual enemies, including the cosmic forces of chaos, as something that takes
place in the background throughout the text and history.
Some authors focus on particular sections of Scripture in their analysis. Marc
Brettler combines biblical interpretation and metaphor analysis of four relevant Psalms in
Images ofYHWHthe Warrior in Psalms (1993). Erich Zenger takes the vimlent God
issue head-on in^ God of Vengeance? (1996). Zenger views such ancient songs as
providing the Hebrews a cathartic effect that would lead away from violence rather than
toward it, because through reciting these Psalms hearts are poured out and vengeance is
expressly left to God. Old Testament scholar, Walter Bmeggemann has authored a
number ofworks that encourage the church to regain its prophetic voice that confronts
the powers and the status quo. In works such as The Prophetic Imagination, (1978) and
the recent The WordMilitant: Preaching a Decentering Word (2007), he advocates that
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contemporary believers give up their detente with the world and envision a church and
society that operates under the rule of God.
Apocalyptic writings are a stream of texts contained in biblical and extra-biblical
sources that have contributed to the militant mindset in some Christian traditions,
including eschatological expectations. Biblical examples include Isaiah 24-27 and 56-66,
Zechariah 9-14, Daniel, Mark 13, and the book of Revelation (also known as the
Apocalypse of John). Contemporary scholarship designates these and similar texts as
prophetic messages of reorientation, written in times of crisis and imaging a just future.
The demise and lengthy subjugation of the nation of Israel provoked the people of faith to
anticipate a swift and vengeful day of judgment for their oppressors, and a birth of
freedom and God's reign for themselves. The inter-Testamental period saw a rise in
apocalyptic thinking and literature. Paul D. Hanson analyzes the setting and related
biblical texts in some depth in The Dawn ofApocalyptic (1975), and produces two
introductions to the topic (1983, 1987/ Though acknowledging the constraints of
defining a widely varied topic, Hanson provides a good starting place for defining this
genre of literature:
A group ofwritings concemed with the renewal of faith and the reordering
of life on the basis of a vision of a prototypical heavenly order revealed to
a religious community through a seer. The author tends to relativize the
significance of existing realities by depicting how they are about to be
superseded by God's universal reign in an eschatological event that can
neither be hastened nor thwarted by human efforts, but which will unfold,
tme to an etemal plan, as the resuh of divme action. (Hanson 1987, 27-8)
Tom Neufeld (1997) provides a joumey through the period of the Bible's writing,
by following the image of the Divine Warrior from Isaiah through Paul's episties. He
puts the spiritual armor message ofEphesians 6 in the context of previous writings, to
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demonstrate a progression in biblical thought, from God as warrior to the children ofGod
as warriors, who participate in God's conquering of the hostile spiritual powers. He
shows that ultimately God's battle and that of the church is on behalf of, not against,
human beings. His application of the principle of progressive revelation is a gift to
students of the topic.
The frans-biblical approach of Longman and Reid, as well as the more particular
foci of the other writers above, point to a God who wars for justice, not simply for a tribe.
Lind's foundational text for Yahweh as warrior springs from Israel's deliverance from
Egyptian oppression. Von Rad notes that the wars in the period of the judges were
defensive. The writers of the Psalms call for the divine warrior to deliver them from
unjust persecution. Brueggemarm's writing is based in the literature of the biblical
prophetic period, in which Longman and Reid see the God who fights against Israel. The
Old Testament prophetic expectation writings, the ministry of Jesus, and the apocalyptic
writings that conclude the biblical texts, all reflect the image of a God who fights on
behalf of the enslaved and abused populations of the earth.
Concems arise when those who call for the mighty hand of God have a positional
shift from a place ofweakness to that of strength. Rather than calling for God's justice,
one can use God as another weapon in an earthly arsenal, something that is especially
onerous to those who believe Christians should renounce the option of violence in both
defensive actions and offensive or interventionist war. Texts by Bainton (1960), Homus
(1980) and Swartley (1986) provide excellent historical surveys ofChristian thought on
the subject. Important recent works include those by Yoder, {Karl Barth and the
Problem ofWar, 1970, and The Politics ofJesus, 1972), Hauenvas {The Peaceable
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Kingdom, 1983), an anthology in honor of Yoder titled The Wisdom of the Cross
(Hauerwas 1999). Bush articulates the contemporary Mennonite peace stance (1998),
and Chase and Jacobs have produced a collection of articles considering both historical
and ethical issues (2003). These writers communicate the commitment to Christian non
violence that has been at least a minority stance of believers through the ages, and an
approach to life designed to support the believer's soul as well as to provide an authentic
witness to Jesus.
The concept of the atonement is of great importance in all branches of
Christianity, and militant language is part of the discussion. Christus Victor is a classic
work by GustafAulen on the meaning of the atonement. Published in Swedish in 1931,
the book was popularized in America after its English publication twenty years later.
Aulen reviews historical understandings of the passion ofChrist, and calls for a retum to
the early church's view that in the cross and resurrection God was defeating the enemy,
rather than merely providing forgiveness of human sins. The "dramatic" or "classic"
view, according to Aulen, is that Jesus Christ, Christus Victor, came to earth to bring the
powers of the kingdom of God against the evil powers ravaging and enslaving humanity.
He characterizes later views of the atonement as primarily rational and lacking dynamism
in their view ofGod and cosmic redemption. The Jesus ofChristus Victor is a
conquering Savior, at war with evil. This understanding of the work ofChrist is
sometimes echoed and sometimes debated in texts such as Beilby and Eddy (2006), Boyd
and Eddy (2002), Gunton (1989), Stott (1986), Webber (1999), and Wright (1996).
W. Paul Jones (1989, 2000) defines five distinct worlds in which Christians
operate. The residents of each particular thought-world perceive their major problem
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("obsessio") differently, and find their peculiar theological answer ("epiphania") in the
Christ with an appropriate atonement emphasis. While he affirms that many people find
meaning in conquering imagery, he limits receptivity to such a message to those who live
in only one of the five rhetorical worlds. All of these approaches to the atonement affirm
the theological teaching of the victory ofChrist, but place it on various levels of
importance relative to other accomplishments and benefits of the work ofChrist.
The works under this heading on biblical and theological approaches alert the
researcher to several possible manifestations of a militant mindset or sensitivity that
might exist in churches. These include images ofGod as warrior or avenger, and the
debate over whom God contends for in the present, the nature of anticipated apocalyptic
judgment in the eschaton, and what role nations and armies might play in those events.^
The way churches view war, and their convictions regarding the participation of believers
in military service, are other areas that the language ofmilitancy may have influence.
Even how believers view the founder of their faith and the nature of their salvation is a
concem of the theological debates raised here, as curiosity is raised regarding the
awareness and priority given to the Christus Victormotif in relationship to other
salvation aspects.
Issues ofWorldview, the Unseen Realm, and Spiritual Warfare
Many scholars attempt to make sense out ofboth the world and Scripture through
the large lens ofworldview, and wrestle with how many aspects ofworldview have
changed from the biblical middle-eastem cultures to modem Westem civilization.
^ Since a number of popular books (e.g., Lindsey 1970, LaHaye and Jenkins 1995) identify the modem
nation of Israel as the center of eschatological events and connect American fHendship with that nation as a
condition for God's blessing on America, the word-response portion of the group interviews seek to discern
if participants adopt or are influenced by this view.
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Relative to the use ofmilitant language, they debate the degree to which the Bible
emphasizes embattled spiritual forces, as well as the nature of those forces, how the
biblical writers should be interpreted today, and how the church should carry out the
ministry of the gospel today.
Debate regarding the unseen world and its characters has spanned Christian
history. Tertullian (AD 160-225) articulated a general acceptance of the belief that
wicked demons are angels fallen from grace. Noble (1996) notes that the Nicene Creed
(AD 325) expresses faith in God as the "Maker of heaven and earth, of all things visible
and invisible," and that while demonic agencies are not a major focus of the Scriptures,
the victory of Christ over wayward powers is a central focus of the New Testament and
Christian tradition. In an essay, "Thinking about Angels," Stephen Noll (1996) traces
several important voices. According to Noll, St. Augustine (AD 354-430) affirmed the
belief that though all angelic spirits were created good, Satan and his angels chose to
worship their ovm nature and became oppositional characters to God's plans. Thomas
Aquinas (AD 1225-1274) devoted space within his Summa Theologica to rational,
biblical and curious questions about angels, concluding that they exist in an almost
infinite variety and have neither bodies nor matter.
Reformation theologians, according to Noll, turn their attention away from the
nature of angels and to their function as ministers of salvation. Calvin's Institutes argue
that behevers should follow the Scriptural pattem, in which angels are on the periphery as
messengers�^not sources�of salvation and should not receive undue curiosity, and that
both good and evil angels are subservient to the sovereignty ofGod. As a Protestant not
committed to Calvin's tenets, John Milton envisions a world in which the human realm is
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a dim reflection of the angelic, and where human and angelic freedom obscures and
contends with God's reign.
John Wesley reflects his 1 8* century commitment to the existence and activity of
surrounding spirit entities in many ways. He preaches separate sermons "On Good
Angels" and "On Evil Angels" (Wesley 111, Sermons 71, 72), in which he teaches that
evil angels are hierarchically arranged and are diligent in their works of destruction,
including both tempting people to sin and hindering the good works ofChristians.
Wesley envisions history as a drama, speaking frequently about the goodness of creation,
the intrusion of sin, and the victory ofChrist at the cross, in the lives of believers, and in
his future reign. Wesley lived and led with a sense of calling and purpose, and was
known for his passionate opposition to the status quo in church and world. The language
of conflict is strongly represented in Wesley's writing, including the hymns, which
moved Methodists to sing such poetry as, "Equip me for the war, and teach my hands to
fight; my simple, upright heart prepare, and guide my words aright. Control my every
thought, my whole of sin remove; let all my works in thee be wrought, let all be wrought
in love" (Wesley VII, 404). Wesley was a firm believer in spiritual agents, but also and
both divine and human agency in this contested world. He also found it reasonable to
combine the language ofwarfare and love.
Early to middle 20* century liberal and neo-orthodox theologians have proposed a
different view of the invisible realm, one which they hope is more in line with the
modem Westem worldview. Several writers in Lane's text (1996) provide introductions
to Rudolph Bultmann and Karl Barth. Bultmarm, best known for his efforts to
demythologize the New Testament, seeks to rid the biblical text of reports he deems
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unbelievable to the modem mind, including miracles, angels, and demons. The neo-
orthodox scholar, Barth, sets out to restore theology to a stronger biblical basis, and
expresses a nuanced belief in angels, concluding that they are without characteristics of
independence, and an equally nuanced dismissal of demons, which he understood as das
nichtige, or "nothing."
More recently, Walter Wink produced a trilogy of substantial books analyzing the
language of the "powers" in the New Testament. Beginning from a predisposition
against the existence of invisible spiritual beings, he identifies the powers as the inward-
outward manifestations of earthly conditions and human institutions. Naming the
Powers: The Language ofPower in the New Testament (1984), Unmasking the Powers:
The Invisible forces That Determine Human Existence (1986), and Engaging the Powers:
Discernment andResistance in a World ofDomination (1992), envision a troubled
cosmos which will only be redeemed when people realize it is their collective spiritual
failings that create and bind the world in evil. Though Wink's view of the powers differs
from that ofNew Testament scholar, Clinton Amold, and spiritual warfare writers
(below), he too speaks in conflict language, calling believers to work in partnership with
God as they battle against, resist, and overthrow the stmctural powers of domination and
violence.
Rene Girard {I See Satan Fall Like Lightning, 2001) seeks to demythologize the
bibhcal texts, and sees Satan as a code name for the destmctive forces ofmimetic
violence that so pervade and degrade the human experience. For Girard, the violent death
of Christ exposes, once and for all, interior evil and the victim mechanism that societies
have used through the ages to achieve homeostasis. The cross is central, as he writes.
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"Against the mythic deities stands a God who does not emerge from the
misunderstanding regarding victims but who voluntarily assumes the role of the single
victim and makes possible, for the first time, the full disclosure of the single victim
mechanism" (130). The resultant ethic of Girard' s analysis is to make concem for
victims absolute, an ethic that he affirms has flowed from Christianity into all the earth,
and a way of life followers of Christ must uphold.
Many contemporary writers, however, exegete both the Biblical texts and the
current world and arrive at the conviction that many problems originate in forces that are
both invisible and personal.
A trans-Testamental approach to the battle theme in Scripture is provided by
theologian and practitioner, Gregory A. Boyd. He develops and embraces the battle
motifmost fully in God at War: the Bible and Spiritual Conflict (1997) and Satan and the
Problem ofEvil: Constructing a Trinitarian Warfare Theodicy (2001). The first of this
pair is primarily a study ofwarfare language in the Old and New Testaments, as well as
the intertestamental period, and argues that the cultures Ancient Near East and the
bibhcal writers agree that the cosmos is a war zone. He calls contemporary Christians
not just to a biblical worldview that perceives conflict, but to also embrace their role as
followers of Christus Victor, who is in the process of destroying the works of the devil.
New Testament scholars offer insight into oppositional texts in the early church.
Clinton E. Amold expounds on issues ofpower and the language of spiritual warfare
particularly in the writings of the Apostle Paul. In Power andMagic: the Concept of
Power in Ephesians (1992), Amold identifies power issues as central to the issues facing
first century Ephesian Christians. His Powers ofDarkness: Principalities andPowers in
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Paul's Letters (1992) contends that New Testament writers viewed the "powers" as
personal spiritual forces. Arnold's Three Crucial Questions about Spiritual Warfare
(1997) affirms the existence of demons and the ministry of the church to help people find
dehverance. This text is often quoted as a balanced voice on spiritual warfare issues.
Utilizing the discipline ofbiblical theology, George Eldon Ladd's A Theology of
the New Testament (1974) includes several chapters on the subject of the kingdom of
God. He understands God's kingdom to have been present to a degree before the coming
of Jesus Christ, and that it will be complete in the age to come. Since the Christ event, he
says, the kingdom became quite present among us. Ladd builds on the analogy drawn by
Oscar CuUmann (1964, 84), that the Christ event provides a decisive victory that will be
consummated later, much like a decisive battle often takes place in a war that will only
later be celebrated as the major step toward "Victory day." The kingdom teachings of
Ladd served as an important influence on thousands of seminary students, including those
at Fuller, where he taught New Testament. John Wimber credits Ladd's teaching on the
kingdom, as an impetus for the development ofWimber's own views on miracles and
advancing God's kingdom on earth.
A worldview of conflicting kingdoms is central in the literature of the Spiritual
Warfare Movement (SWM). This movement may owe its genesis to the course, "Signs,
Wonders, and Church Growth," initiated at Fuller Theological Seminary in 1982. Two of
the class participants were missiology professors, C. Peter Wagner and Charles Kraft.
Though Wagner was the teacher of record, the primary instructor was John Wimber, who
subsequently added a book to the discussion (Wimber 1985). The course, in its original
and subsequent runs, impacted students and teachers alike, and launched both Wagner
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and Kraft in new directions, including the development of lectures, courses, spiritual
power ministries and advocacy through publishing.
Wagner's joumey from Church Growth lecturer to Spiritual Warfare practitioner
is mirrored in his writings. In the 1970s to mid-1980s his books reflected his fascination
with Pentecostal churches (1973, 1986). His 1988 text. The Third Wave of the Holy
Spirit, testifies to both a cultural and personal shift into the experience of the ministry of
the miraculous. He identifies the 1906 birth of Pentecostalism as the first wave, the
Charismatic movement as the second, and the SWM as the third wave of the Spirit. The
third wave he described as "Pentecostalism without tongues," with an emphasis on words
of knowledge and healing. Around 1990, Wagner tumed his focus from the local church
to communities and nations, authoring such books as Engaging the Enemy: How to Fight
andDefeat Territorial Spirits (1991), Breaking Strongholds in Your City: How to Use
Spiritual Mapping to Make Your Prayers More Strategic, Effective and Targeted (1993),
and Confronting the Powers: How the New Testament Church Experienced the Power of
Strategic-Level Spiritual Warfare (1996). These, and subsequent works by Wagner,
image the world and its regions as hotly contested territories over which the kingdom of
Satan and the kingdom ofGod battle. He contends that specific spiritual powers have
domain over cities, regions and sometimes nations, and endorses methods of discemment
to identify, name, and pray against these beings.
Other writers affirm the idea of regional spiritual strongholds and the call to pray
and work for spiritual breakthroughs. John Dawson's Taking Our Cities for God: How
To Break Spiritual Strongholds (1989, revised 2001), and George Otis's Informed
Intercession: Transforming Your Community Through Spiritual Mapping and Strategic
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Prayer (1999) present strategies for nurturing spiritual unity and revival in communities
as well as for opposing strategic level demonic forces. Otis's Transformations video
series documents regional revivals that appear to emerge from the practices taught by
these writers. Even those who question some of the claims and conclusions ofWagner
and others regarding identifying and breaking the power of demonic powers can fmd
great value in these texts, since many of the practices of "spiritual mapping," and united
prayer have clear biblical and social foundation as means of developing unity among
disparate groups in the community. These works can direct their students from a local
church-centered ministry to a community impact focus, regardless of one's view of the
demonic hierarchy.
The writings ofCharles Kraft chart a different path flowing out of the Signs and
Wonders classroom experience. In 1983, he pubhshed Christianity with Power: Your
Worldview and Your Experience of the Supernatural. This text invites Westem
Christians to reexamine their worldview. Kraft testifies of his own awakening to the
unseen world, in stark confrast to his earlier years ofministry in which he had no
understanding or answers for believers in other lands who lived with awareness and fear
of unseen spirits. His Confronting Powerless Christianity: Evangelicals and the Missing
Dimension (2002b) covers some of the same ground with additional insights. In contrast
to Wagner, who set his eyes on nations and the forces above them, Kraft's focus tumed to
the individual believer. Books such as Defeating DarkAngels: Breaking Demonic
Oppression in the Believer's Life (1992), and / Give You Authority: Practicing the
Authority Jesus Gave Us (1997), emphasize the deliverance ministry of Jesus and the
sfrategies for such exercises of compassion and authority today. Kraft's Deep Wounds,
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Deep Healing: Discovering the Vital Link between Spiritual Warfare and Inner Healing
(1993) is a popular textbook for a spiritual healing method that includes the casting out of
demons.
The writings ofNeil T. Anderson, including The Bondage Breaker and Victory
over Darkness (both 1 990), similarly call Christians to battle against demonic oppression,
but to do so through affirming and praying truth. Anderson prefers the "truth encounter"
to the "power encounter," affirming that the cross defeated the enemy. Believers, then,
are to renounce the ways they have given the enemy a foothold in their lives, assert the
authority of Christ over the opposition, and affirm their freedom.
Greig and Springer (1993) provide those interested in spiritual power issues a
great gift in their compilation of essays. They give voice to Vineyard pastors, seminary
professors, and spiritual warfare pracfitioners, and to writers from Charismatic and
Reformed circles (including the Reformed stalwart, J.I. Packer) on the subject. The
collective message is an affumation that the gospel of Christ and therefore the church of
Christ should indeed be ministering in demonstrations of spiritual power. For some, the
emphasis is on the miraculous, while for others, the power to persevere, overcome, and
witness effectively.
Numerous books have been published presenting the "nuts and bohs" of spiritual
warfare. TimothyWarner (1991) and Thomas White (1990) provide primers on the
subject, including the bibhcal basis, personal experiences and specific ways ofpraying
for particular deliverance and healing needs.
Psychiatrist, Scott Peck, in People of the Lie (1983), invites the medical
profession and the general public to use the language of evil in discussing human
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tendencies and actions, and explores the complex nature of human evil. Peck also
exposes his own surprise at finding demonic possession to be real. David Brewer's essay
(1996), "Jesus and the Psychiatrists," speaks from his point of view as a Chrisfian, whose
scientific and rationalist worldview was interrupted by an encounter which could not be
medically explained. As he prayed silenfiy for a troubled man, an irritated voice came
from this man he thought was sleeping, and subsequently argued with Brewer, though
Brewer never spoke aloud. He concludes that Chrisfian psychiafrists would do weU to
reexamine the Gospels and contemporary experiences and consider that exorcisms may
be called for on occasion.
Other modem fraditions and writers support a worldview and ministry practices
that include battles with unseen spiritual beings, some ofwhich predate the SWM. The
Pentecostal movement teaches the revival of the miraculous gifts of the Spirit, including
demonic deliverance and healing, and is a world-wide phenomenon whose adherents
number well over one bilhon. Missiologist, Alan Tippet (1987), raises the discussion of
"power encounters," in evangelism. Marguerite G. Kraft makes a contribution worthy of
study in her Understanding Spiritual Power: a Forgotten Dimension ofCross-Cultural
Missions andMinistry (1995), a work that rises partially out of her doctoral research
among the Navajo, and highhghts the missional failure common when cultural
understandings of spiritual power are ignored.
Though these authors evidence disparate views in many regards, they present a
common set of core behefs. They see the earth as a place of conflict between invisible
forces of good and evil. They view the followers of Jesus Christ as instmments ofGod to
bring salvafion to the world. They seek transformafion of lives, experienced as rebirth
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into tlie family ofGod, progressive deliverance from the clutches of the enemy, and
empowerment for ministry that cannot be explained through scientific processes or
limitations.
Among the respected voices questioning the Spiritual Warfare Movement is that
of Paul Hiebert. His oft-quoted article "The Flaw of the Excluded Middle" (1982)
recognizes the difficulty had by missionaries whose worldviews exclude middle level
spirits (lower than God, different from humans) in ministering to people who believe in
such beings. His later writings reject some of the worldview assumptions and pracfices
of spiritual warfare advocates (Coggins and Hiebert 1989, and Hiebert 1992).
Two texts are essential as an infroduction to the personalities and views involved
in the debate surrounding spiritual warfare world-wide. Spiritual Power andMissions:
Raising the Issues (Rommen 1995) primarily presents the contrasting views of Robert J.
Priest as an opponent of the SWM and Charles Kraft as a movement advocate. The
conversation is joined by several others in The Holy Spirit andMission Dynamics
(McConnell, 1997). This work offers several historical, biblical and contemporary
analyses of the power issues in Christian mission.
Though most of the literature above has been authored by Americans, the issues
and realities of spiritual warfare are a world-wide concem. In 2000, a diverse group of
Christian leaders gathered in Nairobi, Kenya for the Lausarme Committee for World
Evangelization' s convention on spiritual conflict. Represented were practitioners from
Latin America, Asia, Africa, Europe, Ausfralia, and the USA. Participants represented
more than a dozen denominations, including Baptists, Presbyterians, Pentecostals,
Methodists, and Lutherans. Members received and discussed 12 papers and 10 case
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studies, and issued a 12-page closing declaration, later published in the essay collection.
Deliver Us from Evil: an Uneasy Frontier in Christian Mission (Moreau 2002). The
event and publication expresses belief that Satan and the powers and principalities are
"ontologically real beings," not simply social/psychological structures, and that part of
the ministry of Jesus and the church is to free people from the realm of darkness. While
affirming various forms of historical and contemporary deliverance ministries, they warn
of harm done by cross-cultural spiritual warfare conducted insensitively and cast doubt
on the wisdom of some approaches to labeling and opposing territorial spirits.
In his Lasaurme essay, "A Systematic Theology that Recognizes the Demonic,"
Hwa Yung makes an important distinction regarding Satan's control in the world. While
recognizing the validity of Satan's claims to world dominion in Luke 4:6, Yung makes a
two-fold distinction in the biblical use of the term "world" (2002, 21). Often the term
refers to the whole world, created and overseen by God, but he notes that the New
Testament often speak of the "world" more specifically, as the human realm that exists in
rebellion against God. This is an important nuance for groups that often speak of Satan's
rule and authority over the world. The demonic dominion is strong and severe, but also
hmited by the sovereignty and grace of the Creator. It seems wise, then, to recognize the
devil's hegemony in the world, but equally wise to recall the enemy's limits.
Christian sage, C.S. Lewis, wrote in the mid-20* century and was not ashamed to
cah Westem behevers to accept the reality of the unseen world. From the perspecfive of
an academic environment, he wrote, "There are two equal and opposite errors into which
our race can fall about devils. One is to disbelieve in their existence. The other is to
beheve, and to feel an excessive interest in them" (Lewis 1942, 9).
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Though not dhectly related to the SWM, several contemporary writers in the
contemporary Christian men's movement carry similar themes, with an emphasis on
"muscular Christianity." Though written for a more popular audience, they similariy call
Christian men, and in some cases women, to free themselves from what they perceive as
the bonds ofpassivity prevalent in American culture. Such works include Wild at Heart
(2001), and Waking the Dead (2003) by John Eldredge. An equally popular and
evocative book is McManus' The Barbarian Way (2005). Writing from the perspective
of a soldier, Stu Weber's Spirit Warriors (2001) popularizes the warfare motif as a
motivational force for contemporary Christians, and R. Arthur Matthews combines the
experience ofphysical and spiritual warfare in a popular missionary devotional (2001).
Principles ofWar: How to Use Proven Military Strategies in Spiritual Warfare (Wilson
1991) has been a popular "pockef book combining modem military principles with the
biblical battle motif.
The dominant, though not exclusive, view of the church through its first 1 8
centuries has been that the earth is contested ground, created good, greatly fallen, and
inhabited by all God's creatures that can be seen and many which carmot be seen. Satan
has likewise been seen predominantly as the leader of the fallen angels, who pours out his
vile on God's beloved human race. Also, the church has seen itself as an instmment of
God to counter the spiritual entrapments, imposed by the enemy, with the freedom of the
gospel of Jesus Christ. Recent generafions have witnessed two divergent trajectories in
these beliefs. On the one hand, belief in spirit creatures has waned in the Enlightermient
West, leading to reinterpretations of Scripture by those who wanted to salvage some
Christian tenets. On the other hand, spiritual power encounters have risen as the church
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has entered new regions of the world, reinvigorating beliefs and practices related to
spiritual warfare.
The tensions reflected in the literature provide a lens through which to view the
churches in this study. All the churches are situated within contemporary Westem
culture, which is immersed in broad skepticism and yet intrigue over the unseen world.
The study is therefore open to discovering how these organizations reflect the views and
joumeys of some of the reviewed authors and the current writer^ who conclude that supra
mundane personalities are at work against the church and humanity. On the other hand,
the literature also creates an openness to discover churches with less traditional views of
the spirit world, but which militantly join, for example, with WalterWink in identifying
and opposing human systems that contribute to human oppression and suffering. The
expectation is also raised that groups display some of the plethora of recent books on
spiritual warfare and practice its methods ofprayer, deliverance and the exercising of
spiritual authority, while others counter the demonic by treating it as "nothing," even as
they speak contentiously to other concems. Militant worldviews or symbolic systems are
^
Though devoted to the Bible and Christian ministry for decades, I was a practical agnostic when it came
to the demonic realm, until recent years. Two months after leaving my church to pursue ftirther studies on
die battle motif, 1 began a series of courses at Fuller Theological Seminary. My first course concluded with
an interpretation ofBarth and Wink that asserted that that angels, Satan and demons, if they did indeed
exist in any sense, are not autonomous beings who interact with our world. 1 was scheduled to begin
Charles Kraft's "Confronting the Powers" course, two weeks later. I fell into a brief depression. Did I give
up my ministry and turn my family's life upside dovra so that I could become a dry scholar in a spiritless
world?
That afternoon, 1 went to the gym and did an extra long workout, and since my head was still swimming,
followed it up with a long swim. Exhausted, I sat in the hot tub, and was soon joined by a Korean man.
We got acquainted. I leamed that he graduated from the Fuller School ofWorld Missions earlier that year
and I told him that about the class I was completing and my doubts about attending the upcoming course.
Gabriel's response was unforgettable: "Go ahead and take Kraft's class. The only people in the world who
do not believe in demons are Westem scholars."
I have found Gabriel's pronouncement to be rather close to the truth, and my studies have affirmed a
traditional belief in the demonic realm, yet 1 have also found the liberal and neo-orthodox approaches
insightful.
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evaluated in light of all these approaches, yet with a theoretical center near the Lausanne
Nairobi statement.
Missiological Support and Cautions Regarding Battle Language
This fmal section of the literature review continues to reveal a breadth of interest
in the use ofmilitant language, and to suggest insights into the issues that might be
observed in contemporary groups, h begins by considering modem missional
movements, then recalls missional theory that has employed such language and the
cautions raised by recent authors.
Perhaps the modem movement best associated with military images is the
Salvation Army. Several of the following books inform their readers of the development
and maintenance of battle imagery in that group. Helpful writings of the group's founder,
William Booth, include Salvation Soldiery (1889); and Chosen to Be a Soldier (reprinted
1977). Well researched historical reviews include Blood andFire: William and
Catherine Booth and Their Salvation Army (Hattersley 1999), and McKinley's Marching
to Glory: The History of the Salvation Army in the United States (1995).
Shorter treatments include "The Salvation Army: Still Marching to God's Beat
after 118 Years" (Billingsley 1983), and "Marching on the Margins: An Analysis of the
Salvation Army in the United States" (Hazzard 1998). Various publications of The
Salvation Army Song Book provide the words to numerous songs of gospel advancement
through contest and warfare. Robert A. Watson and Ben Brown, "The Most Effective
Organization in the U.S.: Leadership Secrets of the Salvation Army" (2001), and "Can
You Top This for Cost Efficient Management?" (Lee and Ebeling 1998) suggest that the
Salvation Army owes part of its success to its military style stmcture and soldier-like
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discipline and devotion, as does "The Power of a Rhetorical Vision to Create a Dynamic
Missional Culture�Illustrated in the Salvation Army's Battle Motif (Durst 2007).
A shelf of church growth literature may be seen as related to battle imagery in that
it calls the Christian movement to intentional and thoughtful strategy. In two books that
are foundational to the Church Growth movement. The Bridges ofGod {1955) and How
Churches Grow (1959) Donald McGavran seems to convey a mindset of battle urgency.
He inveighs against the church's satisfaction with the status-quo, with what he calls
"incrementalism" and "gradualism." He calls for innovative leadership and bold
reallocation of resources, eliminating sentimentalism from the equation. He introduces
the military language of "strategies" to the saving of souls and the multiplication of
churches. Though his primary metaphor is agricultural (the harvest), he also portrays the
church as an army on the march. Note the finale ofBridges: "fi-om God's point of view
we are invited to march with Him down an ever-widening avenue to the hearts of the
nations." C. Peter Wagner continues McGavran's imagery. In Your Church Can Grow:
Seven Vital Signs ofa Healthy Church (1976), Wagner cites the necessity of having both
a pastor and membership "willing to pay the price" for growth. He also adopts the
strategy of "targeting" specific populafions. Though not employing battle language,
George G. Hunter III, in his works. Church for the Unchurched {1996), The Celtic Way
ofEvangelism (2000), and Radical Outreach (2003), calls the church to leave the cloister
and employ their institutions in meeting the needs of outsiders. This thinking by Hunter
and others represents shift from an attraction mindset to community-impact orientation,
and a continuation of the evangelistic and strategic emphases ofWesley and McGavran.
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The post-WWII era witnessed a number of independence movements around the
world, including those with church foundations and confrontational rhetoric. Liberation
theologies have been articulated in a number of volumes, including the seminal A
Theology ofLiberation by Gustavo Gutierrez (1973) and The Militant Gospel: A Critical
Introduction to Political Theologies (Fierro 1975), a consideration of various liberation
theologies. The American Civil Rights Movement, particularly the speeches and writing
ofMartin Luther King Jr. (e.g., 1963) are worthy sources combining the semantic ranges
of faith and power. Such approaches to societal change envision economic oppression
and dominant groups as powers that should be opposed with power, though not endorsing
violence.
In addition to modem movements such as the Salvation Army, Church Growth,
and liberation movements, 20* century authors in the field of Christian missions
produced a number of works reflecting various views on the relationship between the
language of faith and fighting, many finding no conflict between effective mission and
triumphal terminology. Reflecting a mid-century missions mindset are texts such as
Militant Christianity (Campbell 1940), Militant in Earth: Twenty Centuries of the Spread
ofChristianity (Hardy 1940), Militant Here in Earth (Reckitt 1957), and The Militant
Ministry: People andPastors of the Early Church and Today (H. Weber 1963).
In recent years, influenced by intemational connectedness through the intemet,
the rise of religious fimdamentalism, and better understanding regarding the impact of
our words on others, missiologists have raised cautions regarding militant language.
Helpful voices include the statement of the Consultafion on Mission Language and
Metaphors (Fuller 2000), and articles by Richard Beaton ("New Testament Metaphors
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and the Christian Mission," 2001) and Rick Love ("Muslims and Military Metaphors,"
2001). These sources recognize that other world religions also speak of spiritual warfare,
but note how easy misunderstanding can be. Triumphal language of "conquering,"
"crusades," and "victory," especially are reminders of tragic events that remain in the
cultural memory ofmany peoples, and fmd little biblical precedent. The writings of
hidian Christians, including Richard Howell (2002) and PrabhuSingh Vedhamanickam
(2004, 2008) add helpful narrative and statements from a field where Christian
publicafions using militant language have been used by Hindu nationalists to incite
violent reaction. Michael Rynkiewich (2007) raises additional concems about some of
the provocative metaphors used in the Westem church to describe emerging mission
fields, particularly the popular "10/40 Window," which is used to portray major sections
ofAsia. North Africa and the Middle-East as a spiritually dark region, as though other
regions of the world, including North America were spiritually bright.
The terms "mission," "kingdom," and "kingdom of God" seem to ride the cusp
between what is essential and what some wish censored. They are expansionist terms,
but bear a long history of support and conmion usage. Art Glasser, a contemporary of
Ladd and a fellow professor at Fuller, argued that the church can only faithfiiUy fulfill its
mission as it understands its place in the fiilhiess of God's Scriptural revelation. His
life's work. Announcing the Kingdom: the Story ofGod's Mission in the Bible (2003)
presents a vision of a fallen world being rescued by the advance ofGod's reign through
Israel, Christ, and the church. He uses the theme of the kingdom of God as an integrating
force in Scripture.
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Militant language has been quite present in Christian ministries, even in recent
generations. The literature of the Salvation Army, Church Growth, and Liberation
movements, present examples of groups for whom these symbolic structures have made
sense. The writings ofworld Christians and missiologists have utilized semantics that are
easily understood as militant, but have increasingly been circumspect regarding blatantly
bellicose verbiage. Yet, some language appears unexposed to critique. These texts cue
the researcher of current groups to listen for specific terms, to consider connections
between language and structure, how outsiders are encoded and how the church's mission
is articulated.
Summary of the Chapter
This chapter explores a range of literature showing that the sometimes
uncomfortable language of conflict and warfare is a long-standing and unsettled reality in
the faith community, and identifies a number of issues found in contemporary missional
groups. It first visits writers interested in warfare metaphors in general and those
concemed with how such language has been used by religions. The second section
reviews texts that raise concems regarding the image ofGod, physical militancy and
understandings of the nature of salvation. Third, the chapter considers issues of
worldview, the unseen realm, and spiritual warfare. The fourth section draws upon other
well known missional movements which have utilized militant semantics, along with
recent expressions of caution.
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CHAPTER THREE ~ THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Overview of the Chapter
Chapter three sets forth a theoretical framework for the study. Three theories or
groups of theories provide a basis for generating the questions and analyzing the data
essential to this research. First, the concept of the constitutive function of language is
introduced. Second, the principles of Symbolic Convergence Theory are presented.
Third, an introduction is given to Edgar Schein's cultural framework.
The Constitutive Function of Language
Several communication theorists of recent decades have introduced and promoted
the concept of the constitutive power of language. They suggest that words (including
for our consideration, battle language) are not simply a means of expressing thought, but
have a creative and highly influential role in human existence, and that words may not be
just the result of thought but the building blocks of thought as well.
The argument begins with the assertion that people grasp concepts through
symbols and metaphors. Eugene Nida argued in Message andMission (1960) that
without symbols, human thinking would be limited to immediate impressions and stimuli.
According to Nida, humans must use language to have knowledge and to process
experiences:
Some thinking is possible without word symbols, but it is usually very
difftise and unmanageable and tied to immediate impressions and stimuli.
It is only when we have acquired a symbol, which can serve as a label or
identification tag for our conceptions, that we can be said really to think.
(1990, 3)
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He illustrates with the experience of Helen Keller in whom leaming a symbol for
water released a "great reservoir ofmental energy ... a tool by which to understand the
world" (Nida 1990, 4). The symbol gave the deaf and blind child a handle not only to
communicate with others but to think at a level beyond immediate reaction.
Several years after Nida's original publication in 1960, Berger and Luckmann
substantiated and enlarged on this point, contending that the human personality is shaped
into being through symbolic interaction, and that short of language and socialization
homo-sapiens are not fiiUy human, that is, they are not only incapable of effective
communication, they are incapable of complex thought processes (1966, 37-53).
From the field of cultural anthropology, Clifford Geertz {The Interpretation of
Cultures 1973) theorizes that culture and the human race developed together, i.e.,
symbolic interaction contributed significantly to the expansion of human capacity.
Geertz contends that the development of human language cannot be considered
independent of human anatomy. He theorizes that the development ofhumanity involved
the dialectical and parallel forces of cultural development and growth in cranial capacity.
In other words, culture was not originally created by mature homo sapiens, rather, the
very development of groups and symbolic communication contributed to the species'
evolution. This is not far from the tracing back to primal beginnings all of what Edward
Hall calls the ten "primary message systems" that form the basis for all human cultures
(Hah 1959). Hall traces all human ways of relating back to their preceding "infra-
culture" sources. Hall's theories, which have formed the basis for modem intercultural
communication approaches, assert that all cultural practices are products of survival
instincts.
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Subsequent research and theory has alternatively named language the foundation
of thought or thought the precedent for language. Piaget's theory of cognitive
development (1967) asserts that language is a social process dependent on other cognitive
processes, an approach others have supported under the banner of the cognition
hypothesis (Harley 1995, 331-6). Meanwhile, social interactionists stress the importance
of conversation to the development of language skills, arguing that cognition is
insufficient on its own to personal development (Harley 1995, 336-8).
Another proposal, placing language as a forceful factor in thinking is the Sapir-
Whorfhypothesis (for a helpful introduction, see Hoijer 1995). Their widely debated
theory of linguistic relativism and/or linguistic determinism suggests that human thought
processes and actions are influenced (weak version) or determined (strong version) by
our language. Edward Sapir's contributions as a linguist, and BenjaminWhorf s
anthropological insights are perhaps most easily illustrated by Whorf s experience as a
fire insurance engineer. He diagnosed one explosion to be the result of a worker
throwing a burning cigarette into a petrol drum marked "empty," a designation which in
the worker's mind meant "safe," though in fact it was full of dangerous fumes. Further
based in his studies ofNative American cultures, Whorf concludes.
It was found that the background linguistic system (in other words, the
grammar) of each language is not merely a reproducing instrument for
voicing ideas but rather is itself the shaper of ideas, the program and guide
for the individual's mental activity, for his analysis of impressions, for his
synthesis of his mental stock in trade. Formulation of ideas is not an
independent process, strictly rational in the old sense, but is part of a
particular grammar, and differs, from slightly to greatly, between different
grammars. We dissect nature along lines laid down by our native
languages. The categories and types that we isolate from the world of
phenomena we do not find there because they stare every observer in the
face; on the contrary, the world is presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of
impressions that has to be organized by our minds�and this means
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largely by the linguistic systems in our minds ... We are thus introduced
to a new principle of relativity, which holds that all observers are not led
by the same physical evidence to the same picture of the universe, unless
their linguistic backgrounds are similar, or can in some way be calibrated
(1956,212-4)
Linguistic relativity has been both vigorously opposed and strongly supported
(See Harley 1995, 340-8 and Kovecses 2006, 13-4, 31-5, 322-4 for research reviews), but
the idea that language influences thinking seems to be becoming more widely accepted.
After viewing the question of the direction of cause and effect between language and
cognition, Kovecses concludes.
Now the question is whether [they] are mutually exclusive hypotheses.
Another underlying assumption of this work was that they are not. We can
resolve their apparent conflict ifwe think of them as both being a part of a
larger process, in the course ofwhich cognition gains expression through
(shapes) the use of language, but at the same time language exerts an
influence on (shapes) the way we think ... In general, the languages we
speak appear to make us attend to different aspects of experience through
grammaticaUy encoding different aspects of experience. (2006, 334-5)
As Kovecses notes, wrestling with the human mind's processes of thought and language
has become an interdisciplinary field that includes "cognitive psychology, artificial
intelhgence, neuroscience, linguistics, cognitive anthropology, among others" (2006, 4).
"Others" would include research under the domain of theory ofmind, within the field of
child and psycho-social development. Theory ofmind refers to a person's capacity to
understand social situations by "attributing beliefs, desires, intentions, and emotions" to
other people (Astington and Jenkins 1999, 1311). hi a three-year study of pre-schoolers
to discern the relation between theory ofmind development and language, Astington and
Jenkins found that social understanding depends on language capacity. They conclude,
"In our view, h is not just that children need language skills to display their theory of
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mind . . . Language plays a fundamental role in theory-of-mind development" (1999,
1319). In a larger volume, Carpendale and Lewis {How Children Develop Social
Understanding 2006) also connect language and cognition, coming, like Kovecses, to the
synthesizing conclusion that language both flows from thought and facilitates its further
development (2006). Though they may disagree at various points, there is a great array
and variety of scholarly support to the notion that language is an essential human capacity
that is generative for both individual cognition, and the personal and collective
development of categories, world view, and perceptions.
How specific words serve as the building blocks of thought has been developed
by Lakoff and Johnson, in Metaphors We Live By. They contend that metaphor is more
than a poetic device; it is the primary apparatus of human communication and cognition,
and that most or all concepts that people come to understand are grasped on the basis of
association with something previously leamed, going all the way back to an infant's basic
perceptions of self, surroundings, and experiences. They write, "Our ordinary conceptual
system, in terms ofwhich we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in
nature" (1980, 3). Their basic contention is that people process all new observations and
experiences through what is already known. In other words, knowledge and the language
we use to express it are built through association.
The metaphor most frequently used by Lakoff and Johnson to illustrate the
powerful effects of chosen ways of speaking is the constmct "argument is war." After
observing that this is in the English language a very common way of speaking about
disagreements, they note.
This metaphor allows us to conceptualize what a rational argument is in
terms of something we understand more readily, namely, physical conflict.
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Fighting is found everywhere in the animal kingdom and nowhere so
much as among human animals. Animals fight to get what they want�
food, sex, territory, control, etc.�or because there are other animals who
want the same thing or who want to stop them from getting it. The same is
true of human animals, except that we have developed more sophisticated
techniques for getting our way.
Part ofbeing a rational animal, however, involves getting what you want
without subjecting yourself to the dangers of actual physical conflict. . . .
Such verbal battles are comprehended in much the same terms as physical
battles. (1980, 61-2)
Whether the arguers are best friends or arch enemies, they are placed in
opposition to one another when it is understood that one will win and one lose. In the
process, ground is gained, lost, or surrendered. Contenders can be "put on the ropes,"
"cornered," and "put on the defensive." The authors note frequent statements, such as:
Your claims are indefensible.
He attacked every weakpoint in my argument.
His criticisms were right on target.
I demolished his argument.
I've never won an argument with him.
You disagree? Okay, shootl
If you use that strategy, he'll wipe you out.
He shot down all ofmy arguments. (1980, 4)
One of the significant contributions ofMetaphors We Live By is that it adds to the
views of the anthropologists cited above. While the anthropologists set forth the
principle that we grasp concepts through symbols and metaphors, this text adds the idea
that metaphors create reality and motivate action.
This conversation must include a brief reflection on the term reality. In common
parlance, the word is understood as what is real, the true state of things independent of
human opinions. Today, reahty is not as simple as it once was. h is helpful to think of
three kinds of reahty: ontological, objective, and subjective. Ontological, or "being"
reality is what has traditionally been meant by "reality," i.e., what exists, what is, the true
state of things independent of interpretation. Post-modemism, reflecting the thought of
some recent (see Middleton 1995) and ancient (e.g.. Sophists) philosophers, argue that
though there is such a reality our ability to understand and communicate it is always
imperfect (limited as we are physically and linguistically). Therefore, we can only be
certain of two remaining levels of reality.
Berger and Luckmann suggest the distinction between objective and subjective
reality can be understood as institutional versus personal. Objective reality is the way a
particular society has stmctured its understanding of the world. Created by the lingual,
religious, social, and in some cases scientific traditions and their specialists, cultures
develop conceptions of objective reality, or a span of accepted beliefs about the universe.
Many cultures operate with competing conceptions of objective reality. In our day, some
function with an atheistic, mechanistic view of the universe, while living next door to
those who have a theistic base. Both of these groups, however, have institutional or
group support for theh conceptions of objective reality, complete with their traditional
scripts consisting of narratives, theories, and expert voices.
Subjective reality refers to the irmer experience of individuals. No two persons
experience the exact same socialization and intemal identity development. In the words
ofBerger and Luckmann, "No individual intemalizes the totality of what is objectivated
as reality in his society, not even if the society and its world are relatively simple ones"
(1966, 134). Even if people were to receive the same extemal input, their reality would
not be identical, for humans are not machines but sentient beings. Subjective reality is
further complicated in that it is always in flux, always in development, (though a person's
primary development has lifelong influence).
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This discussion on the social construction of reality is not just a philosophical
excursus, but a practical concem regarding our use of language. Drawing again from
Lakoff and Johnson:
The concepts that govem our thought are not just matters of the intellect.
They also govem our everyday fiinctioning, down to the most mundane
details. Our concepts stmcture what we perceive, how we get around in
the world, and how we relate to other people. Our conceptual system thus
plays a central role in defining our everyday realifies. Ifwe are right in
suggesting that our conceptual system is largely metaphorical, then the
way we think, what we experience, and what we do every day is very
much a matter ofmetaphor. (1980, 3)
In line with Berger and Luckmarm's description of the social constmcfion of
reality, Lakoff and Johnson argue that metaphors are not poetic expressions, but reality.
They theorize that another language system could conceive of argument as dance instead
ofwar, resulting in different forms of interaction and also a different experience and
reality.
Peter Senge provides an excellent example of the power ofwords and metaphors
to create reahty and mofivate acfion (Senge 2006, 221-32). He suggests that in
organizational operations there are two main forms of communication: dialogue and
discussion. Groups, he argues, will be more productive if they distinguish which form
they are using. Dialogue, literahy "talking through," suggests a free expression of
differing views, with the goal of leaming. Discussion (from the same root as percussion)
involves contention for certain views with the goal of decision making. Senge's counsel
to organizational leaders is to train their people to distinguish between these two forms of
speech, hi this approach, the cue "dialogue" becomes a metaphor for sharing at a round
table, while "discussion" is a metaphor for standing in front of the group communicating
persuasively. For groups so instmcted, the proper words will guide their actions. If the
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agenda says "dialogue" or the leader says, "Let's round table," people will listen openly
to other views and add their own knowledge and perspectives. If the agenda says
"discussion" or the leader says, "We need to make a decision," participants are cued to
their roles as advocates for particular courses of action.
Senge's instructions regarding agreed-upon understanding of symbols helps us
understand the importance of the shared understanding of symbols. Without regard for
etymology, one group might adopt "discussion" as their cue to have free, relaxed
conversation, and choose to pound out arguments under the banner of "dialogue," or
another term. So, when we are talking about the social construction of reality we are not
arguing that a group changes for the world what "discussion" means, but that a particular
social group creates their reality through symbols. It is as groups develop agreement over
the meaning of symbols that these symbols define reality and direct the actions of their
participants.
Bormann, Cragan and Shields, using the Symbolic Convergence Theory of
communication, show how the process ofwords influencing reality and motivating action
occurs even on an intemational scale. In 1996, they reviewed the history of the Cold
War. They trace the rhetoric ofpost-WWII pohticians and other public communicators,
which emphasized the growing animosities between the Soviet Union and the West. A
variety of concepts, over time, came to be represented in the symbolic cue. Cold War,
which carried over the passions of the recenfly completed world war with the knowledge
that tyrannical enemies still stand in the newly inaugurated nuclear age, in which a hot
war must be avoided. Even this brief review illustrates the dynamic interaction of
extemal circumstances and the social and lingual creation of reality. Political rhetoric
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can not be shown to have created antagonism between the so-called East and West. The
history ofwars and the competing ideologies of capitalism and communism were not
created by cold war terminology. In a sense, then, cold war rhetoric helped people make
sense of their new world and reflected reality, but it also created reality in that it
contributed to an atmosphere of persistent fear and mistrust on both sides, and
engendered support for military buildups, and for "police actions," designed to halt the
"domino effect."
While the Cold War experience was clearly a matter of objective or institutional
reality, the power ofmetaphors to influence subjective reality can be evidenced by simple
testimony. One linguist answers the question, "Do metaphors have the power to change
reality?" as follows:
I think they do. Let me cite a very trivial, but very clear, example. I am
not properly a member of the television generation; I have always found it
irritating, when I was a visitor in someone's home, for my hosts to leave
their television tumed on even though none of us were watching it. I came
to conclusions about people who did that, and those conclusions were not
always flattering. Then I read Camille Pagha's claim that the television in
a modem home is the flickering fire on the hearth, and I was sturmed. She
is right, of course, and I have been quite wrong; but that is not the point.
The point is that I am no longer annoyed by the flickering tv set, nor do I
come to those negative conclusions about the people who leave it
flickering. No listing of logical arguments and facts could have brought
about in me this sort of instantaneous transformation ofmy attitudes; only
a metaphor can do that. (Elgin 1993, 212)
We grasp concepts through language and in tum language shapes our reality. The
following statement by Lakoff and Johnson nicely summarize the point:
Metaphors may create reahties for us, especially social realities. A
metaphor may thus be a guide for future action. Such actions will, of
course, fit the metaphor. This will, in tum, reinforce the power of the
metaphor to make experience coherent. In this sense metaphors can be
self-fulfilling prophecies. (1980, 156)
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The concept of the social construction of reality is not universally accepted, and
the debate continues as to whether language influences thought or thought governs
language. However, the fact that such a balance of power is debated in the scholarly
community, and has continued for decades, is itself strong evidence that words have the
potential to guide thoughts, even as thoughts give birth to words and deeds, hideed, the
modem foci on "politically correct
'
speech and gender-inclusive language testify to a
broad cultural conviction that words matter, and that they influence thoughts, perceptions
and actions.
This review has already drawn heavily on Lakoff and Johnson's text Metaphors
We Live By, but it serves the purposes of the study to note two further assertions of their
text. In addition to arguing that we grasp concepts through symbols and metaphors, and
that metaphors create reality and motivate action, they note that metaphors both hide and
highlight and that they are somewhat flexible. To report an object as being blue
highlights the differences in color between it and those that are red, green and white. But
the term hides the spectmm of colors that fall under the word blue. Speaking of argument
as war highlights the reality that there are opposing views and sides. It may reinforce
assumptions that there are right and wrong views and that the wrong should be defeated
so that the world can be a better place. On the other hand, such a metaphor hides the
common interests of those holding differing views and the joint desire to make the best
decisions. The 40-year use of Cold War language highhghted the differences between
governmental and economic systems of communists and democratic capitalists. While
contrasts and mutual threats were real, the metaphor effectively hid the common
humanity ofpeople living under the other system.
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Acknowledging metaphors as somewhat flexible recognizes that language and the
world are continually in flux, so metaphors are not absolute. At one time, the brand name
Cadillac was used to represent anything bold and high in quality. To call something the
Cadillac of trucks, a Cadillac of restaurants was to say you are unlikely to fmd a better
one. Today, that metaphor has morphed. Current manufacturing reputations make it
more likely to hear that a recommended work vehicle is the Lexus of trucks. Well-
accepted metaphors, however, are persistent, and hold sway at least until another, with
better explanatory power for the present comes along. The Cadillac metaphor, for
example probably outlived the supremacy of the brand, but did not experience
displacement until the reputation of another brand held sway for several years.
Metaphors more deeply ensconced in a culture are significantly more tenacious. Lakoff
and Johnson note, "it is by no means an easy matter to change the metaphors we live by"
(1980, 145).
The theory that language has a constitutive (or constructive) fimction in human
existence is an attempt to explain how people form and share concepfions of reality.
Though approaches may differ in the degree to which they affirm that semantics shape
human thought, the propositions that we think by way of words and metaphors, and shape
our lives in line with how our mental images guide our assumptions, offer a compelling
perspective from which to look at any particular semantic range, including the language
of conflict.
This theoretical framework provides a foundation for the research and direction of
this study, which assumes that militant language, when used in a faith community, is not
incidental or trivial, but that it has influence on both the organization and its participants.
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It is the belief that language shapes thought and culture that gives rise to the priority of
analyzing rhetorical content and connecting that content to the personal and communal
lives of those who embrace it.
Symbolic Convergence Theory
Another strand of academic research examines how systems of verbal expressions
can influence not just the thoughts of individuals, but also the consciousness, identity and
cohesiveness of groups. The seminal article on this particular form of the constitutive
force of language was written by a communications professor at the University of
Minnesota, Ernest G. Bormarm, and titled, "Fantasy and Rhetorical Vision," {Quarterly
Journal ofSpeech 1972, 396-407). In the early 1970s, Bormarm began to formulate a
series of observations and theories, which he, and the communication researchers who
followed him, fiirther developed into the general communications theory known as
Symbolic Convergence Theory (SCT).
Bormann credits Robert Bales with some of the foundational principles for SCT
(Bormarm 1972, 396-7). Bales studied zero-history groups, and found that when
strangers are placed together they ignore most of the words and stories shared by others,
until something is said which connects with either the listener's individual experience or
is thought to address the group's "here and now" problems. Concurrent to Bales'
research (1970), Bormarm was studying a phenomenon in smaU groups, which involved
the dramatic changes that take place when brief verbal or non-verbal exchanges transform
the energy level in groups from passivity to engagement. Three surface level actions
came to the forefront as Bormann combined Bale's notes with his own. First, when
symbols converged, people become emotionally energized. Second, being emotionally
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awakened, participants make tiieir experiences public. Third, the resulting interaction has
the power to create interpersonal ties that are both real and publicly recognized.
As people who have shared such communication experiences continue to meet,
they develop a growing number of shared memories and understandings. The sharing,
especially of emotionally charged events, creates a growing symbolic convergence and
therefore a group identity, and potentially a common culture. This process seems to be
trans-cultural and trans-generational, perhaps as inherent in human nature as any other
social reality. Bormann quotes Bales' observations:
The culture of the interacting group stimulates in each of its members a
feeling that he has entered a new realm of reality�a world of heroes,
villains, saints, and enemies�a drama, a work of art. The culture of a
group is a fantasy established from the past, which is acted upon in the
present. In such moments . . . one is "transported" to a world which seems
somehow even more real than the everyday world. One may feel exalted,
fascinated, perhaps horrified or threatened, or powerfiihy impelled to
action, but in any case, involved. One's feelings ftise with the symbols and
images which carry the feeling in communication and sustain it over time.
One is psychologically taken into a psychodramatic fantasy world, in
which others in the group are also involved. Then one is attached also to
those other members." (Bormarm, 1972, 398)
Several SCT terms (some aheady used) require definition. The term "fantasy" in
Symbolic Convergence Theory is a technical term that emphasizes the Greek root
phantasiai which means to be able to present or show to the mind, to make visible
(Bormann, 1983, 74). "The technical use of the term fantasy is very similar to individual
fantasy and day-dreaming. Individual fantasy is central to problem-solving, creativity,
and motivation" (Bormann, 1982a, 52). hi this sense, anything that brings the past
forward (i.e., any retelhng of a story whether this morning's news or the Genesis creation
narrative), and any fiiture expectation or event in another place or time, is discussed as a
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phantasm, as something with real meaning to people, but not real in the sense that we are
currently and physically seeing it.
The Roman rhetorician Quintillian reflects this word usage:
There are certain experiences which the Greeks call phantasiai, and the
Romans visiones, whereby things absent are presented to our imagination
with such extreme vividness that they seem actually to be before our very
eyes. . . . Some writers describe the possessor of this power of vivid
imagination whereby things, words and actions are presented in the most
realistic manner, by the Greek word euphantasiotos ["people blessed with
the imagination"]; and it is a power which all may readily acquire if they
will.'
SCT advocates would argue that all people are blessed with imagination, and it is
sharing fantasies, sharing common thoughts based on shared symbols, that they
experience commonality and develop groups.
While a "fantasy" is any symbol, idea, or event brought to mind, a "fantasy
theme" is a way for people to present or show to the group mind, to make visible
(understandable) a common experience and shape it into social knowledge. Again
quoting Bormann:
Once the dynamic process of sharing a group fantasy creates symbolic
convergence for a group of people, they will exhibit the "inside joke"
syndrome. The inside joke is a conmiunication incident in which a speaker
alludes to a previously shared fantasy with a nonverbal signal . . .This
brief and cryptic (to outsiders) message sparks a response appropriate in
mood and tone to the original sharing response when group members first
created the consciousness associated with the fantasy. (Bormann 1982a,
52)
A "fantasy type" is a recurring script in the culture of a group. Often groups of
people will teU a variety of stories, similar in theme and action. They will essentially be
the same narrative frame but with different characters and slightly different incidents. As
"
Quintilian, The Institutio Oratorio ofQuintilian, Vol. 2, trans. H. E. Butler (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1977), 432-35; as cited by Joshua Gunn, "Refiguring Fantasy: Imagination and Its
Decline in U. S. Rhetorical Studies," Quarterly Journal ofSpeech. 89(Feb 2003):41-59.
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members of a group develop their culture, they begin to use the device of fantasy types as
a shorthand way to tap old meanings and verities, to arouse shared emotions and motives,
and to interpret new experiences in terms of old scripts (Bormann 1982a, 52).
"Fantasy chain" is another SCT concept. One can picture a chain which can
move in an apparently unified fashion, but in reality only does so when one link after
another reacts in sequence to the same stimulus. A fantasy chain takes place when a
number ofpeople who share a fantasy react to an expression of that fantasy. When a
pastor stands in front of the congregation with a loaf of bread and quotes, "This is my
body, broken for you," everyone who shares a common understanding of the Lord's
Supper responds. An uninitiated person has no idea why some bow, others raise their
hands, or why a spirit of solenmity suddenly fills the house.
When sufficient fantasies have been shared and the members develop enough
fantasy types they may begin to shape them into a unified symbolic system which
portrays a broad and consistent view ofmuch or a portion of their social and material
reality. The result is a "rhetorical vision." It includes how they see the world and their
place in it. This vision carries many or all of the assumptions that make up a culture.
Once a rhetorical vision emerges, those who share it form a "rhetorical
community," which may ormay not have formal membership. Bormann puts it plainly
when he says that groups grow by gathering in others who possess or come to share their
fantasies (1983, 75).
In 1982, Bormann wrote, "Unless all or most members share some fantasies in
common, i.e., unless they have an organizational saga, both the members' commitment to
the organization and their ability to create a cooperative communicative climate will be
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slight" (1982a, 53). In Schein's chapter on culture emergence he writes, "The more the
group has shared emotionally intense experiences, the stronger the culture of that group
will be" (Schein 2004, 83). SCT would add that a strong culture requires some symbolic
retelling of those experiences in order to maintain and extend their dynamism. Theorists
distinguish three purposes of communication events: those designed to generate new
understandings and images (labeled in SCT "consciousness-creating"); others which
repeat convictions in order to bring people into the group ("consciousness-raising"); and
messages designed to revive waning commitments ("consciousness-sustaining").
In short, SCT asserts that a researcher can get inside the soul of an organization
by analyzing its various forms of communication. Sources include everything from
official publications, meeting minutes, public services with their prayers, songs,
testimonies and sermons, and perhaps most helpful for the researcher are stories told in
group settings. There, the observer can note which sagas seem to parrot the party line,
and which ones raise the eyebrows and heartbeats ofboth speakers and hearers.
SCT, and its primary component of fantasy theme analysis (FTA), has been used
in a variety of research projects. By late 2003, 485 professional articles and books
utihzing SCT had been published, evidencing a growing breadth and sustained numbers
over three decades.^ Frequently, political issues have been taken up, such as the
rhetorical visions of the American Communist Party (Ilkka 1977), McGovem's image
(Bantz 1975), Watergate (Porter 1976), Malcom X (Shields 1981), Clinton-Lewinsky
through political cartoons (Benoh, Klyukovski, McHale, Aime 2001), and several
presidential election seasons. Social issues occupy several studies, such as those on
^ Ernest G. Bormann, John F. Cragan, and Donald C. Shields, "Defending Symbolic Convergence Theory
From an Imaginary Gunn." Quarterly Journal ofSpeech, 89 (November 2003:366-72), pp. 366-7.
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American rhetorical visions of obese women (Madden 1982), unwed mothers (Endres
1988), the Cold War (Bormann, Cragan, and Shields 1996), and motherhood (Dobris and
White-Mills 2004). Bormarm produced an article to instruct teachers and consultants in
employing SCT (1982a), and Cragan and Shields demonstrated the theory's usefulness in
guiding the marketing strategy of a retail business (1992).
Bormann also cites a handful of religious studies,^ and at least one SCT approach
to a biblical text has been published (Hester 2000). Jean Angela McDonald builds upon
the nature ofmetaphor in a University ofMiimesota Communications dissertation (1978)
that examines Christian Science as a rhetorical movement based on metaphor. She traces
both the evolution of Christian Science and anti-Christian Science rhetorical visions,
noting the rise, adaptation and failures of each. Following another "new" religion, Karen
Mae King (1980) finds SCT a fruitful means of studying the Unification Church in
America. Carl Hensley's publication in 1975 examined the 19* century Disciples of
Christ movement through SCT eyes, showing the power of a rhetorical vision full of
drama and milleimial expectations. The single SCT study of an individual church
(Samuel Amos Mathews 2005) shows the promise of such a study, though flaws in the
design seems to have limited the potential benefits offered the church.^ Though not
^ Ernest G. Bormann, "Fantasy and Rhetorical Vision: Ten Years Later." Quarterly Journal ofSpeech, 68
(August, 1982):299. In addition to those noted below, he cites Laurinda Wright Porter, "Rhetorical Visions
of America and their Relation to Religious Beliefs in the Rhetoric of Selected 1980 Presidential
Candidates," Diss. University ofMinnesota, 1981.
^ Mathews notes (56) that SCT was not allowed to guide the formation of questions in the study. As a
resuh, the fantasies were stated in static ("tradition," "pastor," "denomination"), not dramatist terms. In my
evaluation, the information collected could have been put to better use by putting conclusions in dramatist
terms such as: "30 years ago our church was a force to be reckoned with because with Pastor So-and-so we
initiated bus and discipleship ministries that reached hundreds of lost people." Such a fantasy could then
be reframed in such a way that it could be productive for the future. E.g., "30 years ago, we were a church
to be reckoned with because with Pastor Soandso we were innovative and began cutting edge ministries
that reached hundreds of lost people." This combines two of the three fantasies. As the point of the
process for the church was to transition into a new vision, all three could be combined with a statement
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employing SCT, Stephen Pullum (1999) provides another rhetorical approach to a
religious subject, as he demonstrates how visual and rhetorical devices were used by
seven American faith healers to generate desired results among groups attending their
meetings.
Though widely used, SCT has its critics. Two articles crafted by G.P. Mohrmann
(1982a, 1982b) of the University ofCalifomia, Davis, attack the theoretical foundation,
logic, consistency, and usefulness of the approach. Mohrmarm makes much of
Bormarm's indebtedness to Robert Bales, and Bales' connection to Freudian psychology,
arguing that Freud's approach to fantasy is inadequate for application to communication
studies. Bormarm coimters that Bales' contribution consists of a singular insight
regarding the chaining of fantasy in small groups, a contention that holds up in
Bormarm's other writings and in the application of his theories. Mohrmarm also
bemoans SCT's taxonomy of terms, an objection that has merit (ifnot potency), as some
researchers define terms outside of the hierarchical order that Bormarm establishes.
Two accusations raised by Mohrmarm deserve fiirther attention. One is that the
vocabulary of SCT is urmecessary when older lexicons for rhetorical analysis exist, using
Burke's pentad as an example. Indeed, Burke's approach is helpful and requires less
explanation and defense. Many find, however, that SCT terminology that extends from
"shared fantasies" to the constmction of "rhetorical visions" a helpfiil series of concepts,
not only for analyzing rhetoric, but for understanding the development of groups and the
importance of story, shared experiences, and building community.
such as the following. "In the next decade, our pastor and leaders will shape our ministries in such a way
that Central becomes the most cutting edge Southem Baptist church in Missouri."
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Finally, Mohrmann contends that fantasy theme criticism makes illogical and
circular arguments, claiming it is able to diagnose and predict the thoughts and actions of
humans by the stories they hear. SCT practitioners may indeed be vulnerable here, if not
from faulty theory then from inexact attention to detail. Even in his defense against
Mohrmarm, where Bormarm effectively defends SCT's logic and upholds the connection
between fantasy and action,^ he misses an important element. Recognition must be given
to the fact that drama participants, prior to any current action under study, had entered
into the group fantasy in line with their previous convictions. A specific rhetorical vision,
within a specific rhetorical community, carmot categorically be found to be the cause of a
specific action. This, Bormarm does not deny in his statements, but it remains something
worth noting, both to recognize that some criticism of SCT has been vahd and to remind
researchers that SCT is a means ofunderstanding communities, influences and
tendencies, not establishing sfrict cause and effect relationships.
It may be more helpful to recognize the dual roles of speakers and responders
within groups. For a presented drama to have a chaining effect, it must meet a receptive
audience. People do not arrive with empty heads or without predispositions at political
rallies, their television news screens, or their local church, ready to be brought into the
speaker's rhetorical world. Bormann hints at this in the following quote:
^Mohrmann's presentation of SCT logic is given as a syllogism: Fantasy dramas make up social reality
impelling action; This is a fantasy drama; This is social reality empelling action. (G.P. Mohrmann, "An
Essay on Fantasy Theme Criticism." Quarterly Joumal ofSpeech, 68 (May, 1982): 122).
Bormann's helpful corrective goes like this: The communicative process of sharing group fantasies creates
common beliefs and motives for the people involved. We have data indicating this group ofpeople has
participated in communication episodes in which they have shared fantasy dramas and have created an
aspect of their social reality with its associated beliefs and motivations. Members of the community who
have participated in these communication episodes can now be anticipated to act in accordance with the
beliefs and motives they share with each other. (Bormann, "Fantasy and Rhetorical Vision: Ten Years
Later" p.304.)
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The fantasy theme drama when shared is a key to the social reality. It is
not by itself the social reality. My position is that during the process of
sharing a fantasy theme drama the participants come to share the
interpretation of the drama, the emotions, meanings, and attitudes of the
drama towards the personae and the action. They come to share a common
view of an aspect of their common experience. To my mind this is a good
definition for social reality. I do not maintain that rhetoric is the only
modality that people use in epistemic fashion to generate social knowledge
and reality but 1 do claim it is a major means to that end. (Bormarm
1982b, 304)
Rhetorical visions can be purposefully shaped, and perhaps for the purpose of
Christian mission they should be. But, this is not a means of human manipulation and
control. Shared sagas and rhetorical visions may lead people to new ways of thinking,
but they must begin where people are and be somewhat consistent with the receiver's
previous experience. Otherwise people either will not cormect to the group, or they will
do so without fiill commitment. There is, then, in the application of SCT by leaders of
Chrisfian organizations, a responsibility to test their rhetoric by both the standards of the
faith and the contexts of their hearers, and to promote what is both etemal and holistic.
In this study, SCT is the primary means of answering research question two,
which asks what role militant language plays in each group study. It guides data
collection, directing attention to publicly shared rhetorical experiences, primarily
sermons, h also directs the researcher to shape analysis in terms of rhetorical types,
themes, and master analogues, and to digest from public events and other sources a
rhetorical vision maintained by each faith community.
Schein's Cultural Framework
The third theory to be used in this study is Edgar Schein's framework of cultiiral
assumptions. Schein draws from the fields ofpsychology, social psychology.
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anthropology and organizational leadership to produce helpful categories for analyzing,
diagnosing, and directing human organizations. Reflecting the approach of cognitive
anthropology, Schein understands culture as the assumptions that guide the stated beliefs
and practices of a group and its individual members. Though culture also includes a
myriad of other elements, including surface level artifacts and espoused beliefs, getting
below the surface, to people's assumptions, is a helpful way for both outsiders and
insiders to understand the meaning given to material things, language, actions, etc.
Schein's approach has been applied to a wide variety of organizations, ranging
from large corporations to non-profit groups and including both American and
intemational contexts. Though differing in some respects, other authors affirm the
consultant mode of organizational insight. Deal and Keimedy (2000) as well as Cameron
and Quiim (1999), are examples which add helpful theory and tools to cultural analysis.
Lyle SchaUer's The Intei-ventionist (1997) provides excellent practical direction for the
interactive process that is specifically directed toward church analysis.
Schein shies away from evaluative terms that would label elements of a culture
good or bad, but he does give direction for disceming what organizational realities may
be targeted for careful and purposeful change. Such a wary and thoughtful approach to
altering a culture is supported by the seminal Diffusion ofInnovations (Rogers 2003), by
business gum John Kotter (1996, 2002), and by church practitioners such as Herrington,
Bonem and Furr (2000).
Presented in some detail in chapters 5-7 ofOrganizational Culture and
Leadership (2004) and his earher writings (1983 and 1990), Schein presents 18
categories of assumptions that are established by organizational founders and then evolve
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through time and testing. Schein's categories are summarized in Table 3.1.
Deeper Level
Assumptions
Assumptions that guide
External Adaptation and
Survival
Assumptions that
Determine Internal
Integration
Nature of reality and truth
What is real and what is not, what
is a fact in the physical and social
realms. How truth is ultimately
to be determined, and whether
truth is revealed or discovered.
Mission and strategy
Obtaining a shared understanding
of core mission, primary task, and
manifest and latent functions.
Common language and
conceptual categories
Ifmembers cannot communicate
with and understand each other, a
group is impossible by defmidon.
Nature of time
How time is defined and
measured, how many kinds of
time there are and the single or
multiple uses of time.
Goals
Developing consensus on goals,
as derived from the core mission.
Group boundaries and criteria
for inclusion and exclusion
The group must be able to define
itself Who is in and who is out,
and by what criteria does one
determine membership?
Nature of space
How space is allocated, the
symbolic meaning of space
around the person and the role of
space in defining intimacy and
privacy.
Means
Developing consensus on the
means to be used to attain the
goals, such as the organization
structure, division of labor,
reward system, and authority
system.
Distributing power and status
Every group must work out its
pecking order, criteria and rules
for how members get, maintain,
and lose power. Consensus in this
area is crucial to helping
members manage feelings of
anxiety and aggression.
Nature of human nature
What does it mean to be human
and what attributes are
considered intrinsic? Is human
nature good, evil, or neutral? Are
humans perfectible or not?
Measurement
Developing consensus on the
criteria to be used in measuring
how well the group is doing in
fulfilling its goals.
Norms of intimacy, friendship,
and love
Every group must work out its
rules of the game for peer
relationships, for relationships
between the sexes, and for the
manner in which openness and
intimacy are to be handled in the
context ofmanaging the
organization's tasks.
Nature of human activity
What is the appropriate level of
activity or passivity? What is the
relationship of the organization to
its environment?
Correction
Developing consensus on the
appropriate remedial or repair
strategies to be used if goals are
not being met.
Rewards and punishments
Every group must know what its
heroic and sinful behaviors are
and must achieve consensus on
what is a reward and what is a
punishment.
Nature of human relationships
How should people relate to each
other? Are we cooperative or
competitive, individualistic,
group-collaborative, or
cormnunal? What is the
psychological contract between
insiders? How should conflict be
resolved and decisions made?
Explaining the unexplainable
Every group faces unexplainable
events that must be given
meaning so that members can
respond to them and avoid the
anxiety of dealing with the
unexplainable and uncontrollable.
Homogeneity versus diversity
Which is valued?
Table 3.1: Schein's Cultural Framework
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Though the approaches of Bormann and Schein are quite different in the objects
of their study, they have a couple of similarities that make them compatible. First, they
both affirm that there are levels in every organization, labeled as "shared fantasies" and
"assumptions" that are not readily apparent to casual view and that both bind participants
together and motivate their actions. Second, they agree that such underlying forces can
be brought to light through intentional inquiry and listening. Combining the approaches
allows the researcher and group under study to talk about the language that is giving
shape to and unifying their participants. Bormann's terms such as chaining, story
("fantasy") themes, rhetorical vision, rhetorical community, are easily leamed and
illustrated so that participants can come to see the characteristics of their own
communication systems. Schein's categories, drawing from the group's rhetoric and
other sources (policies, stmctures, etc.) aid both researchers and group insiders by
illuminating the implications of organizational assumptions that are both generated by
and generative ofparticular ways of speaking, relating, and acting.
While SCT is the primary lens for research question two on pubhc rhetoric,
Schein's framework provides the basis of data collection and analysis for research
question three, which requhes a digest of group cultures. Each of Schein's categories is
used to generate questions, organize information, and generate understanding of the ways
participants understand the world, relate with one another, and interact with outsiders.
Summary of the Chapter
This chapter describes three theories that provide a guide for studying and
analyzing the cultures of various organizations. The theory of the constitutive function of
language asserts that humans think through grasping and relating symbols, chief ofwhich
are words. Symbolic Convergence Theory adds that groups coalesce around shared
experiences that are captured and shared symbolically. Schein's cultural framework
provides categories for collecting symbols that relate to key categories of a group's
culture. This constellation of theories provides direction for data gathering and a means
of interpreting what is happening in the various groups described in chapter four.
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CHAPTER FOUR ~ CASE STUDIES
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter has two major sections. The first describes the study's methodology.
This includes the process of determining which ministries are included in the project, the
steps of research carried out with them, and an outline of how the collected data is
analyzed and developed into the case study presentations. The second section contains
six case studies, each following a similar outline.
Methodology
Several steps were involved in locating ministries that substantially utilize the
language of conflict, and then working with them to gather sufficient information, so that
helpfiil insights and valid conclusions could be drawn.
Finding suitable ministries (sampling). Between October 2008 and January
2009, approximately 150 active church participants, ministers and denominafional
officials, were contacted and asked to recommend any ministry that might be a candidate
for this study. Contacts were given the subject of the research and a variety of
characteristics that might suggest a cormection (see Appendix 1). These contacts
nominated a total of 30 churches and parachurch organizations. These were considered
through website examination and phone calls. A few were eliminated because they did
not meet the basic criteria of length ofpastoral tenure (3 year minimum), evidence of
growth or contribution to their community, or use ofmilitant language. A few others
were unreachable or did not respond. Fifteen ministries showed sufficient interest that
they were sent packets outlining the intentions of the study, the data collection plan, and
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associated expectations and agreements. Several considered participating, but ultimately
declined. These included Trinity United Church of Christ in South Chicago, and
Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta, ministries that may have given voice to the
potentially militant African American social justice ethic.
Eight ministries agreed to participate in the study and six are included as full case
studies. Unfortunately, the Salvation Army of Lexington, KY dropped out before
yielding any significant data, leaving out an obvious example ofmilitant Christianity.
The Intemational House of Prayer (IHOP), based in Kansas City, MO, made itself
available for research, but though teachings were reviewed and interviews and
observations carried out, the online questiormaire was not disseminated. Insights from
IHOP are therefore not given the space of a case study.
Between Febmary and June of 2009, six church studies were completed. They
are included here in theh order of completion. The first study was carried out in
Winchester, KY, at a Church of God (Cleveland, Tennessee) ministry called the Ark of
Mercy, where Janice Claypoole is the founding pastor. The second participant is an
independent charismatic church in Chilocothe, OH. Mark Pfeifer remains as the
founding pastor of this church. Skyline Church (San Diego, CA), a leading church in the
Wesleyan denomination, is seen in the third study, and is led by Dr. Jim Garlow. Two
Figure 4. 1 : Case Study Selection Process
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inner city ministries are included. Study four is of the First Wesleyan Church of Jersey
City, NJ, which has been led by Rev. Donovan Shoemaker for more than 30 years. Dr.
Anthony Graham and the New Hope Family Worship Center in Brooklyn, NY is the
center of the fifth study. Finally, we examine Woodland Hills Church, in St. Paul, MN,
where Dr. Gregory Boyd is senior pastor.
In these six ministries, we have two churches in the centers of large cities, two
that are significant churches in large metropolitan areas, and two that are in small cities
surrounded by rural territory. There are two north-eastern, one northem, one west coast,
and two Appalachian/central ministries. Ethnically two of the churches are
predominantly black, with one strongly Caribbean, while the other four have some
diversity but are primarily white.
Data Collection. Once each ministry agreed to participate, they received a letter
outhning the process of collecting each stream of data and requesting printed, recorded or
other sources of information (See Appendix 1). For the first stream of information,
worship, preaching and pubhcity, most churches responded with access to their websites
(many ofwhich contam access to sermons), and/or supplied compact discs of sermons.
Song informafion was generally made available, during the on-site week, by those
responsible for planning worship. The volume of these, and publicafion resources, is
noted in each case study, and ranges from several sermons to 50, and from a description
of the types ofmusic to official and complete reports for each song used over an extended
period.
The second steam of data solicited was information regarding the community,
history of the church, and an introduction to its current ministries. Church websites
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provided a beginning resource for this, but were augmented with published church
histories, census data, on-site community and facihty tours, observations and interviews.
One of the most illuminating questions in group and individual interviews was, "What
two stories do I need to hear in order to understand this ministry?" As some of the case
studies reveal, these answers often reveal insights into the history, values, and character
of a group.
Group interviews were conducted to provide the third stream of data. These were
designed to hear the voices of church participants, in order to assess their church
experiences, assumptions, and ways of speaking about both their world and their church.
Though a few groups were organized prior to the researcher's arrival, most were arranged
during the week of the on-site study. Some were gathered for the purpose of the
interview, while many were existing small groups, which yielded their normal content for
the sake of the research discussion. Participants received a very brief introduction, but
were not told the title of the research project or given any other potentially leading
thoughts. It was emphasized that they were the experts, since we were not looking for
official church answers, but the viewpoints of individuals who have connected
themselves to the church under study.
The group interviews were 90 minute sessions that included visual aids (slides on
a computer monitor) and two major sections (a third section testing familiarity with
certain Bible verses was dropped after the early studies because there was not sufficient
time to use them consistently). The first section sought clues to each of Schein's cultural
categories, while the second was a Language-Response series that cued words or phrases
related to militant language (See Appendix 2). Notes were made by the researcher, and
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occasionally a volunteer scribe, attempting to capture in word-for-word fashion the
responses of participants, and noting with asterisks where chaining reinforced and echoed
the noted comments.
Two kinds of interviews were carried out with individuals. Senior/executive
pastors were each asked 17 questions (Appendix 3), including some which ask
specifically about the theory and use of spiritual battle terminology. Interviews of other
church staff solicited information about their spiritual formation, their experience at their
current church, and their perceptions regarding the church's use ofmilitant language. In
addition to these interviews, casual conversations on-site often included questions about a
person's experiences at the church, and their knowledge of stories about the church's
history.
The final data stream utilized in the local case studies is a questionnaire that
formally contains 5 1 questions, but gathers many more responses, as many questions seek
responses on several related issues (see Appendix 12). While many of the questions are
designed to gain insight into attitudes and behaviors specifically related to militant
rhetoric, many questions are designed after the Baylor Religion Survey, so that
comparisons can be drawn between the study groups and a larger segment ofAmerican
religious life. The Baylor study was based on the earlier work of Stark and Clock in the
1960s, and further developed by Baylor researchers and carried out by the Gallup
Organization during the winter of 2006. The survey is a nationally representative survey
of 1,721 respondents (Baylor 2006, 5). Based on the smaller numbers involved in each
case of the current study, the questiormaire adds insight to the description of the church
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cultures, but comparison to the Baylor results takes place only in chapter five, which
combines the results of all questionnaires.
In the current study, web links were given to church offices, which they included
in emails or attached to their websites, with requests for those receiving them to complete
the instrument. One church made use of paper copies to allow non-computer users to
participate. Sending questionnaire invitations through church offices gained access to the
congregations and also allowed the leaders to determine who would be given voice
through this modality. Participation, then, depended on the level of each church's
intemet cormectivity as well as their chosen audience and office follow-through. Most
churches invited their active participants rather than their broader email recipients, if they
had a broader list and a means of sorting them. Approximately 330 people completed the
instmment.
Translating data into story. Each case study follows a pattem. The reader is
introduced, first, to the church, its community, history, and ministries, as discemed
through the church's published resources, census data, and stories gathered during
interviews. Secondly, an analysis of the public proclamation is set forth. The
development of this material begins with attention to both the broad messages of
sermons, songs, and publications and content analysis, giving particular attention to
repeated symbolic content, and where possible, noting content that provokes chaining in
the worship environment, applause, "amens," and other affirmations. The tools of
Symbolic Convergence Theory are employed and resuhs are presented as repeated terms,
themes, and types. While there is a nearly infinite variety of Scriptural texts and
interpretations, teaching points and explanations, illustrations and applications, the
majority of the content of each group's proclamation is related and can be gathered under
a handful of types. The studies present each church's proclamation through their
particular three to five preaching types, which are unique to each church, and which
together form one of the bases for the church's rhetorical vision.
The third section of each case study draws from the questionnaires and on-site
observations and interviews. The many answers given, words spoken, and actions seen,
are interpreted through the grid of Schein's 18 cultural categories, and present a message
of their own regarding how the people process, adopt, and adapt the symbols so
prominent in their public venues. The reader should make use of appendices 4-9, as only
minimal space is given in the main text to cultural description. The assumptions and
practices analyzed in these appendices demonstrate the character of the groups which are
formed, in part, by the public messages they have experienced together.
The various ways the preachers and people think, speak, and act are presented in
terms of a rhetorical vision. It is a picture, shaped through words, of the world and the
place in it held by the group and its participants.
Each case study concludes with analysis of the contributions and concems raised
by the missional use ofmilitant language.
Case Study One: The Ark ofMercy, Winchester, Kentucky
The Ark's Context and History
Winchester, Kentucky is located 20 miles east of Lexington, h was founded in
1792 and has an obviously aging downtown. Nearly half the Clark county population
resides in the eight square miles ofWinchester, the county seat. According to census
data, the city's population has been steady, rising only 10% over twenty years, from
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15,216 in 1980 to 16,724 in 2000. Though this could be attributed to the limited size of
the city, the county has similarly slow growth. Age distribution is normal for the US and
Kentucky, and its ethnic distribution is typical of Kentucky: 89% white and 9% African
American. Residents are behind educationally. 12.6% have college experience
compared to 17.2% (KY) and 24.4% (US). Home ownership is only 50.3% while the
state average is 64.3% and the national 60.2%. Renting units comprise 43.3% of
residents, compared to 26.6% (KY) and 30.8% (US), hicome levels are also lower than
is seen in broader comparisons. Winchester's median household income is $3 1,254, but
$33,672 for Kentucky and $41,994 for the US. Per capita income is $15,61 1 in
Winchester, $18,093 (KY) and $21,587 (US). Portions on the west of the city seem to be
growing with newer housing and shopping areas, perhaps indicating a growing bedroom
community for those working in Lexington.
The Ark ofMercy was founded in 1989 by the current pastor, Janice Claypoole.
It is part of the Church of God (Cleveland, Teimessee), a Pentecostal denomination that
has more than 250 churches in Kentucky and claims a constituency of 6 milhon world
wide. Pastor Janice, who has lived all her life in Winchester, describes the founding of
the church as follows:
In 1989, when I was part of another church, I tried to do city ministry and
went into housing projects, but the people were not accepted in the church.
They were made to feel uncomfortable. One day, I was driving through
town and saw an old man dragging a rotten blanket. He looked like he
weighed 75 pounds. I began to cry. I died right there at the stoplight, and
told God I would get a hole in the wall where that man could feel at home.
I left church and friends, knowing they didn't understand. My mother
died three weeks later, so I was broken, but God showed me he would
provide. The one thing that was clear as a bell to me was that there was a
group ofpeople not being evangelized. I felt that since I was from the
poor side of town the people knew and trusted me. Church people did not
understand, but no one wanted what I was doing. I did not appreciate the
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poor being mistreated. 1 was tired of hearing bus kids being cahed "dirty
httle bus monkeys." We will all stand before the Lord someday to give an
account. The rich and poor all stand equal at Calvary. The church is not
for one kind of people. I felt God was sending me to these people.
(Claypoole interview 2006, 2009)
The Ark ofMercy opened in a storefront next to a pool hall, hi the early months,
54 people made professions of faith and 139 were baptized in a horse trough. The young
church purchased a downtown building that had been a theater and a furniture store.
They improved that rough building, where they served the community until 2007, when
they moved onto their current property on the east side ofWinchester.
The relocation to the current site is the second dramatic story told throughout the
church. It involves God telling Pastor Janice and others, some unrelated to the church,
that she was to have a church building on that property. Through a number of surprising
events and unanticipated gifts, the property was purchased and building constructed in a
short period of time. The worship center was built for an eventual capacity of several
hundred, and on the day of occupation the facility was practically debt-free. These
phenomenal occurrences contribute to a group identity as a church that cares for the poor,
with a pastor who hears from God, and a place where miracles happen. Despite such
auspicious events, however, the growth of the church body and the filling of the physical
space has not yet materialized, hi 2008, the church had an average worship attendance of
212, though the extent of its ministries would surpass common expectations for a
ministry with those numbers.
The Ark's Ministries
Fitting with theh founding story, the congregation has remained occupied with
ministries of care and compassion. Several hundred meals are served weekly. Monday
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through Friday, church members arrive on campus to prepare approximately 200 meals.
Some are served to any who come off the street at 1 1 :00 a.m. The rest are delivered, by a
wholly volunteer delivery team, to poor or elderly members of the community (including
some church members), and to many referred by Hospice. Those who deliver this
assistance also keep up on the needs of recipients, sometimes running errands, supplying
for other emergency needs, and praying with those who ask. On Friday nights, "Coffee
House" is held, as people from the community are invited and sometimes transported in
for a free dinner, followed by music and preaching. Sunday mornings and Thursday
nights, vans bring in approximately 100 children and youth for a meal and age-
appropriate church programs. The church bears all the expenses for these ministries, at
the rate of roughly $3,000 per month in food and gas.
Physical needs are met in additional ways. The church gives out approximately
200 food boxes per month, partially supplied by govenmient commodities and other
sources. In addition, love offerings sometimes help people with utilities and prescriptions.
Church volunteers minister in 14 area prisons and jails, and hold services in local nursing
homes. They participate in Angel Tree, supplying Christmas gifts to area children, and
carry food and encouragement to a Lexington ministry for AIDs patients. Members have
participated for the past several years in a ministry called Adopt-a-Block, meeting needs
from food to painting and moving assistance for local residents, as well as offering prayer
and invitations to church through door to door contacts.
One particular concem of the church is freeing people from dmg and alcohol
addictions. This ministry cunently includes hosting a 12-step group, and church services
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that openly address the needs of addicts. A halfway facility named "The Mercy House"
is being developed in a campus building that was at one time a haven for drug abuse.
Four major services are held weekly in the worship center. Saturday night is
"healing" or "deliverance" night, with Pastor Janice preaching and extended music and
prayer time. Sunday morning includes Sunday School, and a worship service in which
one of the assistant pastors, Chad or Francie Keathley, preach with a teaching and
deepening emphasis. Sunday evening is similar to Saturday, with the music and
preaching aimed at the altar call, where seekers are prayed over and deliverance
emphasized. Thursday evening is Pastor Janice's teaching opportunity that is more
doctrinal and thematic in character.
The Ark's Proclamation
The first step to understanding the role ofmilitant language in this ministry, is to
examine the rhetorical themes in its proclamation, worship, and published materials.
Analysis of 17 sermons and teaching sessions reveals five prominent types of symbolic
reality: remnant, warfare, Pentecost, harvest, and love. Each type is supported by a
number of convictional themes and serves an important role in forming the church's
rhetorical vision.
Remnant. The Ark's concept of the remnant is drawn from the Old Testament
prophetic period in which the majority of Israel lived outside the commandments ofGod,
but there remained a few, a remnant, which remained faithfiil and pure. There are
repeated calls by the Ark's pastors exhorting individuals to be holy, and a desire
expressed that the church would serve as a holy remnant.
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The symbohc cue "bride" supports the remnant idea. The bride theme emerges
from bibhcal passages in both the Hebrew and Christian eras, as well as modem ideals
for marriage. Drawing from the imagery in the Song of Solomon, Janice teaches that
"God is not looking for a girlfriend, but a Shuimamite, virgin bride" (Claypoole
conversations 2009). While the New Testament describes the church as the bride of
Christ (Eph. 5), and anticipates the "marriage supper of the Lamb" (Rev. 19:9) after
Christ returns for his own. Ark preaching emphasizes the desire of God to have a pure
bride. Janice emphasizes that there are two kinds of people, even in the church, and calls
hearers to purity.
Remnant and bridal purity is echoed in the symbolic cue, "holiness," a term that
has been central to the Church of God (Cleveland, Termessee) since its inception.
(Pentecostalism began in the flow of the "holiness movement," which emphasized inward
and outward purity, an interior cleansing from sin and a life free of "worldliness," and
this particular Pentecostal denomination has held fast to this emphasis). There is an
emphasis that "repentance is not apologizing, but tuming" (Claypoole, recording 00029)
Janice expresses concem that "people don't preach this much anymore. Years ago, when
people got saved, they prayed through and really got saved, they got tmly converted"
(Claypoole, recording 00029). In such conversions, "the old man dies and the new man
is resurrected" (Claypoole, recording 00029). Chad teaches that when Christians sin
"conviction is to our spirits as pain is to our bodies," (Keathley recording 00053) so
behevers are moved back into holiness, separation from sin.
The remnant type is ftirther supported by the concepts of "rebuilding" and
"restoration." Both the church and America are described as fallen from their
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foundations: "America needs to be spiritually restored. . . . Churches are filled with all
kinds of false teachings and dirty garments" (Claypoole 2/8/09). The rebuilding of the
Jerusalem temple in the post-exilic work of Ezra and visions Zechariah are drawn upon as
symbols for a coming restorative work. In one sermon, the congregation responds
enthusiastically to the proclamation that "A purging is coming***, the remnant, the true
church, is about to get up***" (Claypoole 2/8/09). Such progress is both the work of
God and the faithfiil, so the call goes out that it is time for a new "generation to rise to its
feet" and "rebuild the foundations" (Claypoole 2/8/09).
Warfare. A second prominent type in Ark ofMercy's rhetoric is warfare.
Oppositional language is a key ingredient here. Opposition in the proclaimed message
and real life experiences of participants is represented in the interchangeable cues
"enemy," "the devil," and "Satan." Though not all sermons reference the devil, it is not
uncommon for those which do to use these terms 15 to 30 times, augmented with
references to "demons" and "the spirits ofhell" (e.g., Claypoole recording 00051). This
enemy of God and ofGod's people is spoken of as an acfive source of temptation,
depression, and condemnation, particularly working against those who try to stand for the
tmth.
Warrior terms are applied to God, and particularly to Jesus Christ. There is
clearly a cosmic battle in the background as several cues engage the congregation in a
celebration of the victory inherent in the life, death and resurrection of Jesus. The term,
"Victor" recahs the Genesis 3 prophecy that, even while his own heel is bmised, the seed
of the woman would cmsh the serpent's (the devil's) head. Several cues, including "the
blood," "the cross," and "Calvary" encapsulate this drama of conflict and victory. The
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congregation exhibits hearty responses to such proclamations as "Jesus has the keys of
death and hell," and "We have an overcoming God, an overcoming Victor" (Claypoole
2/14/09 (PM)).
A theme that contributes to the warfare language type on an individual level is
"deliverance." Based in part on the Exodus narrative of Israel's deliverance from
Egyptian slavery, the term underscores the freedom believers have experienced in being
fransplanted from sin and the shackles of the devil, into the new life of freedom in Christ.
The enemy is seen as too strong for human resistance, but easily defeated by the power of
God: "Demons can scream�the wrath of hell resist�^but when God says its time to be
set free, he'll do if (Claypoole 2/8/09). Believers are delivered from their former slavery
by being "saved," and they experience freedom by continuing to fight ("You carmot
defeat what you do not confronf (Claypoole recording 00028)). Victory requires more
than a spiritual conversion. The believer must bring everything, from financial discipline
to the practice of forgiveness into ahgrmaent with God's commands. Transplanting
people from the land of slavery into freedom is a primary focus of the Ark, according to
Janice, who affirms "I've been a deliverance preacher for 34 years . . . You are a
deliverance church" (Claypoole recording 00051).
The warfare motif is also carried in the language of "authority" and "power,"
forces which are exercised through the speech of believers. Since it is understood that
through his cosmic victory Jesus has retrieved and received authority over the cosmos, it
is up to his "heutenants, captains and generals" (Aduh class 2/15/09) to carry out his
"dominion." Ark preaching affirms that "We are in Christ in heavenly places," and can
speak with heavenly authority (Claypoole recording 00028). So, just as God tumed
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chaos into creation through speaking, "through our mouths the power ofGod is released,"
to restore the faUen creation (Aduh class 2/15/08).
Authority is exercised through preaching the truth, but also through prayer and
praise. "Prayer is sent out to break up the hard soil ofpeople's hearts and release the
power and anointing on them. ... By the authority of the name of Jesus, the blood of
Jesus ... we reach in and pull [those we are praying for] ouf (Aduh class 2/15/08).
Church members react to the assertion that they can influence the world because they
"are connected to the God of the universe" (Adult class 2/15/08), and they are told
"Whatever is over your head is under the feet of Jesus" (Claypoole recording 00028).
Prayer is not seen simply as an act of devotion. Prayer is not something "done," it is
something believers "engage in" (Adult class 2/15/08), to free people and the world from
bondage. Praise is said to bring the activity of God. "Praise defeats spirits . . . Praise and
God will speak to that problem . . . When praise comes from the heart, it moves the gates
of hell" (Claypoole recording 00051). Ark preaching calls its hearers to "arise and
conquer" Claypoole recording 00028). "You, on your knees, can effect kingdoms and
bring down sfrongholds . . . The devil is afraid of you, unless you fail to proclaim tmth"
(Claypoole recording 00051, also 12-Step group 2/16/09). According to Ark preaching,
setting things right in the lives of individuals and the broader world is not only up to God,
it waits on the exercise ofChrist's authority through the verbal expressions of the
faithfiil.
Pentecost. Closely related to the theme ofpower, in the Ark's proclamation, is
the celebration of the church's Pentecostal roots and identity. "Pentecosf and
"Pentecostal" cue the shared convictions ofActs chapter 2 and the early-20* century
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Pentecostal revival that has spread throughout the world. Ark preachers make a
distinction between an "indwelling" of the Holy Spirit that takes place when seekers
become Christians, and "the baptism of the Holy Spirit" that comes at a later time, and
results in manifestations such as speaking in tongues. The emphasis of this proclamation
is for identity-building and enlistment. Church participants are taught to relish in the
work ofGod's Spirit, but to remember that the purpose is not "feelings" but power for
holy living and effective ministering: "Once God has worked in us, the Spirit is able to
work through us" (Keathley recording 00053). The Pentecostal experience is preached as
both personally edifying and church empowering.
Harvest. The Ark utilizes the New Testament images of harvesting as a
prominent language type. They reference "the Lord of the Harvesf (Aduh class
2/15/09), retuming hearers to the passages such as Matthew 9 and Luke 10, in which
Jesus instmcts his fohowers to pray to the Lord of the Harvest to send out laborers, and
John 4, where Jesus is heard telling his disciples to look out on the fields ready for
harvest. Ark participants are reminded through preaching and activity reports that their
community is a harvest field, from which people need to be gathered into God's family.
Likewise, lost people are spoken of as fish which need to be gathered in, again, cuing
New Testament metaphors. Pastor Janice refers to her extended altar calls as "going
fishing," announcing, "As long as God is saving, I'm going to keep singing," and adding
"When the church gets too busy for souls to be saved its too busy" (2/15/08 (PM)). The
church is frequently reminded that "harvesting souls" or "reaching the losf is the
purpose of the church.
Love. Preachers at the Ark ofMercy remind the congregation that they are
harvest beneficiaries themselves. There is joy in reminders that there are former drug
pushers and prostitutes in the congregation. The common term, "love" is preached as the
motivation for divine and human relationships. The words of Jesus in Luke 7 are spoken
to capture the gospel story and the hearer's experience: "Those who are forgiven much,
love much" (Keathley recording 00048). Those who are "surrendered" and "sold out,"
worship God with abandon, they adore God without concem for how others perceive
them. Hearers are repeatedly called away from legalism to relationship, to receive God's
unconditional love and love God unconditionally in retum. Love, received from God,
and the individual's response of love, create the believer's inclusion, but remembering
one's joumey is motivational for continued outreach. Participants are commanded:
"Love your enemies�by choice" (Claypoole recording 00047) and are reminded that
"Every addict is some mother's child" (Claypool, interview and conversations) Even as
participants are called to hve holy lives, they are told, "Don't get so far from Egypt that
you can't reach back and get your hands dirty" (Adult class 2/15/09).
Songs and Publicity
The content of the love and warfare types dominate the Ark's songs. Of the 13
songs submitted as representative or most frequently used, seven clearly emphasize a
message of love, praise, surrender and relationship. They exalt the greatness ofGod's
nature, the mercy in God's actions, and the pleasure worshipers experience in God's
presence. These titles include "Shout to the Lord," "Worthy is the Lamb," and "The
Potter's Hand." Three of the 13 songs, "Blessed," "I'm On the Battlefield forMy Lord,"
and "Shake the Foundation," emphasize the warfare themes of the believer's deliverance
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and authority over the enemy (e.g., "We cast down every stronghold; sickness and
poverty must cease; for the devil is defeated; we are blessed"). Three additional songs,
including "Hallelujah Anyhow," celebrate the believer's deliverance and a resultant
loving response (a combination of the love and warfare types).
Other worship elements reflect the dual proclamation of love and warfare.
Invitations are given for people to enter into a saving relationship with God and to get
free (delivered) from sins or addictions. Frequent calls are lifted up for people to "give
God some praise." A ram's bom, the Hebrew shofar, is occasionally sounded to declare
war against and confuse enemy spirits. Pastors and musicians consistently affirm in
interviews that "God inhabits the praises of His people," so worship elements, from
music to prayers and from songs to offerings, exist to lift people to God and bring God's
response. The desired results are deeper divine-human relationships and fuller
deliverance, fitting the dual types of love and warfare.
Though love and warfare types are strongest in the church worship, the types of
remnant, Pentecost and harvest are also present. The people are led in prayers of
repentance so that they might be part of the pure remnant, "saved" rather than "lost,"
"sold out," rather than "lukewarm." Attendees are encouraged to have freedom in
worship, so those who manifest exuberance in worship such as dancing, rurming,
shouting, or speaking in tongues are referred to as "blessed." Prayer times, particularly at
the conclusion of the evenmg services, include laying on of hands and people "falling in
the Spirit," or speaking in tongues, continuing Pentecost. And Janice's "going fishing"
takes priority over everything else, when that time of harvest arrives. Announcements
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also speak into the life of the church, as they celebrate souls saved, meals served, money
raised, and upcoming events. All of these help build the identity of the community.
The Ark ofMercy utilizes few publications. Their primary publicity is their
website, which emphasizes the themes of love and harvest. The first page emphasizes the
church's history and priorifies:
From a finy storefront on Main Street to the new Ark ofMercy on Winn
Avenue, our vision and top priority has always been to gather in a harvest
of souls for the Kingdom ofGod, along with following God's command to
take care of His children. God's hand is on the Ark ofMercy because
"Mercy" can be found there. It's a spiritual M.A.S.H. unh.
Though "Kingdom ofGod" could be considered a militant, and M.A.S.H. is an
acronym for Mobile Army Surgical Hospital, neither these terms, nor other content,
immediately suggests militancy to the general public. The messages in this pubhcity
communicate the priority of harvest and the love shared between insiders and offered to
outsiders.
The Corporate Culture
Like any group, the Ark's culture is complex, but yields insights into itself
through various windows. Appendix 4 reveals important insights into the thoughts and
speech of Ark participants through Schein's 18 cultural windows. That analysis is based
on researcher observations, six group interviews involving 28 people, 7 individual
interviews, and 25 completed questionnaires. To the degree that these views flow from
the setting and parameters of the church's proclamation, they make important
contributions to the analysis of the church's rhetorical vision.
Appendix 4, "The Corporate Culture of the Ark ofMercy, Winchester" is
introduced in the following table:
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Minimalist Introduction to Appendix 4
Deeper Level
Assumptions
Assumptions that guide
External Adaptation
and Survival
Assumptions that
Determine Internal
Integration
The nature of reahty and truth
Bible is truth, spirits and
enemies exist
Mission and strategy
Helping the hurting
Creating a common language and
conceptual categories
Love and harvest
The nature of time
Present orientation, end is
near
Goals
More ministry
Defining group boundaries and
criteria for inclusion and
exclusion
Get saved and involved
The nature of space
Missionalfacilities
Means
Pastor and workers
Distributing power and status
Faithful service
The nature ofhuman nature
Sinful with potential, getting
free, saved or lost, sold out or
lukewarm
Measurement
Changed lives
Developing norms of intimacy,
fiiendship, and love
Affectionatefamily, opposed
by Satan, surrounding the
pastor
The nature of human activity
Responsible to do good,
church as army and hospital,
militancy needed, prevailing
prayer
Correction
Pastor Janice
Rewards and punishments
Workers honored, offenders
sat down
The nature ofhuman
relationships
Church is family, conflict
avoided
Explaining the unexplainable�
Miracles happen, enemy
opposition
Homogeneity versus diversity
Openness with preferencefor
thepoor
Table 4.1: Ark ofMercy Corporate Culture Introduction
The Rhetorical Vision
The pubhc messages and shared experiences of the Ark ofMercy can be captured
in terms of a rhetorical vision, including the elements of scene, characters, plotline,
sanctioning agent, and master analogue.
Scene. One repeated scene in Ark rhetoric is the world as a whole. The earth is
understood as a good creation of God that has been invaded by a strong enemy. It is a
troubled place, a world of suffering, but a realm that is not without God. In fact, God is
at work in this place every day and has both a plan and a people at work to retum it to a
place of blessing. A second frequently referenced scene is ancient Israel. The biblical
scenes of the patriarchs and prophets, and of Jesus and his apostles, provide examples of
how to live by faith and in power during our sojoum on earth. The third geographic
focus is the Winchester community. It is here that neighbors are addicted to dmgs, mired
in poverty, and blinded by Satan. In Winchester, the battle is on and the harvest is ripe.
This is also where the rising remnant is, the faithful servants in the church who can live in
the full blessings of holy love and the power of the Spirit. The earth, ancient Israel, and
Winchester are all places of troubles and possibilities.
Characters. Spiritual beings are just as real as any visible person or thing. God
is mighty, worthy of praise, responds to prayers, and offers love and life to everyone.
Each person of the Trinity is celebrated and needed: the Father who created and cares,
Jesus who died to deliver, the Spirit who sanctifies and empowers. In addition, Satan and
his demons, or "imps," work against God's plan for the world, bringing temptation,
sickness, and death, and blinding the spiritual perception of the lost. Humans who live
outside the family of God are above all "lost." They remain so in part because of theh
stubbornness, in part because of Satan's traps, and in part because the church has not
done enough to love and reach them. The people of the church are important characters.
They are cahed, alongside other churches, to holy, empowered lives, but too often faU
short, living in sin, compromise, or worldliness. Some are lukewarm, and are perhaps
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lost, while others are sold-out. Those sold-out are doing God's work, feeding the hungry,
reaching the lost, making a difference.
PlotUne. The Ark's message includes the grand scheme of history from
begirming to end. God created the world and humanity perfect, but due to Satan's
interference and human choice, suffering fills the world. God's response is restoration,
beginning with establishing his remnant historically and continuing into tbe future
through such churches as the Ark. In these days, God is empowering his people and
working in signs and wonders, but the day is coming soon, when time will run out, the
lost win be judged and those who have been doing tbe will ofGod will be rewarded.
Sanctioning agent. There are at least three sources that give the church's
understanding of the world legitimacy. First and foremost, the truth of the Bible is
vocalized and understood as the basis for the vision. Second, members trust God to
speak to their leaders. Third, pragmatic results, especially the changed lives of biblical
and contemporary people, verify the faith.
Master analogue. While the social and pragmatic components of the Ark's
rhetorical vision are important, the righteous emphasis takes the lead role. There are right
and wrong ways to think, believe, and act, and there is a right and a wrong side to be on.
Contributions and Concerns Related to Mihtant Language.
Militant language is both prominent and integrated in the Ark ofMercy's worship
and proclamation. The frequent references to the Satanic enemy, victory, overcoming,
and rising up to take authority are warfare terms by both definition and intention. But,
more than a recurring sermonic theme, the warfare type works in an interdependent
fashion with the other four major themes, h is love for the lost and hurting which
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compels participants at the Ark to enter the battle and reap a harvest. It is through the
transforming power oiPentecost that members become a part of the remnant and can
then face the powers and restore individuals, the church, and the nation, to God's
intended wholeness. Though some may consider it an ironic pairing, love and warfare
are tied together in the Ark's proclamation, as listeners are not allowed to be content with
their own salvation, but are called to oppose an enemy who is enslaving others.
At a deep level, participants perceive the world as a place where evil often
triumphs, but where humans who have received the love ofGod and the fruits of
Pentecost are empowered to be part of the remnant that participates in warfare against the
enemy and to gather in a harvest. Ark members desperately desire that their group be a
pure community, whose members have been delivered from the world and live in
relationship with God and one another, as they exercise their spiritual gifts.
Participants understand this rhetorical vision to be sanctioned by the Bible and the
leading of the Spirit on those who proclaim the message. It is supported by numerous
reality links from the testimonies of those delivered, by the sagas of the church's
founding and miraculous relocation, by difficulties experienced, and by the daily effort
given to the feeding of the hungry and the weekly evidences of spiritual harvest.
It is possible, however, that the emphasis on the spiritual nature and sources of
conflict may be preventing Ark participants from giving sufficient attention to
organizational issues, hiterpreting intemal conflict as the work of the enemy may be
resulting m the disparaging of entrepreneurial individuals, whose change efforts offer
great rewards, but bring inherent and immediate discomfort. The conflict generated with
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change attempts can be understood as a failure of love and those initiating change to be
seen as failing to be harvest-focused, Spirit-led or holy in character.
Spiritual-militant themes can work both for and against the church. Alertness to
spiritual warfare may make it more difficult to approach extemal adaption issues
holistically. Assumptions and practices that embrace goals that are difficult to measure
may allow members to devalue efforts to align mission, goals and measurement
functions. On the other hand, organizational issues could perhaps be aided, by extending
the militant theme into the stmcture, giving greater emphasis to organizational
considerations, including delegation, and the diversification of both planning and lines of
authority.
Case Study Two: Open Door Ministries, Chillieothe, Ohio
Open Door's Context and History
Chillieothe is situated in southem Ohio, on the edge of the Appalachian region. It
boasts a stable population of approximately 22,000 in a county of 75,000. The landscape
is a combination ofmountain and valley, with a visible history of repeated clear-cut
logging, and a city skyline dominated by a pulp and paper mill, and the effluence of its
smokestacks. Unemployment was recently estimated at 12%, compared to a national
average of 8.5%, and teacher-student ratios per-capita spending on students are low.
Lower than average household income is balanced by a corresponding lower cost of
living index. Though there are dozens of churches in the city and county, only about
25% of residents have religious identification, compared to about 50% nationally.
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The story of Open Door can largely be recalled through the three sagas widely
known and retold by members of the congregation. These stories have at their center
three Pfeifers hearing from God and inspiring people to deeper spiritual vitality.
Mark Pfeifer is a third generation camp meeting evangelist, raised in the Church
ofChrist in Christian Union and the spirit of the bohness movement. In 1987, he became
an ordained, frill time and popular evangelist in the Nazarene church. Within a couple of
years, he entered a period of brokenness and searching for a deeper spiritual reality,
which he found satisfied by having a supematural experience of speaking in tongues and
a deepened prayer life. Over a period of several months he met with others in Chilhcothe
who were seeking a deeper Christian experience, and decided to surrender his credentials
to his denomination. The following story, frequently cued by Open Door members by the
phrase "a man named Joe," is told in Mark's words:
God called me here, and I believed there was a whole army of people who
were open to new way of thinking ofChristianity ... I had every ministry
tumed off and cancelled. I prayed for a building. We had five people plus
me and wife, when we made the decision to start a church. I had been
praying, and I saw a vision of a huge door opening over the city and heard
"I have set before you an open door" from Revelation. Aftermy last night
of previous ministry, a doctor and wife wanted to pray for me. They were
Pentecostal people and the woman said, "Mark, God says behold I set
before you an open door. If you go through that one door other doors will
open but you have to go through this door." On the way home, God said,
"Find a man named Joe." I prayed for a building, an address, "How about
a phone number or last name. Lord?" The next day I came to Chillieothe
and asked a woman in the Bible study group to open an account in name
ofOpen Door Christian Fellowship. She prayed and then said, "I met the
most interesting man the other day. He said he felt that God told him to
buy a downtown building because God wants to do something. His name
is Joe."
I contacted Joe and told him the story. Joe offered us use of the building.
I went down to the buildmg. When I walked in there they guy was putting
up a sign "Philadelphia Hall." The church spoken to in Revelation about
an open door was Philadelphia. We started there. (Interview 2/24/09)
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In 1991, the study group that Mark had been leading plus the "Philadelphia"
group became the core of a church that would emphasize freedom from religious
legalism, experiencing God freely in worship, and openness to all seekers. Meeting in
the hall, then a rented church, the fledgling group grew to about 125 people in a few
years. The church was the first in the area to incorporate contemporary worship music,
and early on brought Mike Cuckler on staff, who was instrumental in leading an
ingathering of teens, hi 1994, the property of a former drive-in theater was purchased
and a 300 seat worship facility was constructed debt-free, largely by the pastoral staff,
based on what each week's offering could purchase. By the end of 1995, the church
averaged 300 in attendance.
The second important saga is cued by the name "Don Pfeifer," references to
"Mark's dad," "revival," and the phrase, "standing on the Bible." In the first building on
the property, Mark's sibhngs, who comprised "The Pfeifers," a well-known singing
group, and Mark's father Don, were holding a camp meeting. Don stopped the plarmed
proceedings, took his own Bible and Mark's, set them on the floor and proceeded to
speak without amplification. An interviewee continues the description.
The altar was flooded with people who were hearing the Spirit ofGod
speak to them while Don Pfeifer was in stocking feet, standing on the
Bible and speaking for about 50 minutes. People could not physicaUy
hear Don clearly, but they heard God speaking to them as individuals.
(Chillocothe Group 1 in response to "Our Greatest Day")
The story has a militant allusion imaging Mark and his brother holding up Don's hands as
Aaron and Hur held up Moses' arms, empowering Israel against the Amalekites (Exodus
17).
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The church continued to advance and averaged more than 500 in Sunday
attendance by 1997, before leveling off for several years. The initial years of charismatic
growth was followed by a time of adding organizational structures, including official
membership and community development such as small group ministries.^
Recent years have seen modest church growth, the advent of SOMA (Southem
Ohio Ministerial Association), a SOMA school that builds believers in their
understanding of biblical and ministry skills, and an increased intemational ministry of
Mark and his wife Nicki. Nicki's increased role is celebrated by some interviewees in the
telling of her commissioning, a time when Mark and Nicki were recognized and set in
ministry positions by an apostolic network. Nicki sometimes preaches, and is called
"Prophetess Nicki." She gives an annual prophetic statement for each new year and
teaches at Open Door and elsewhere on the nature ofprophetic ministry. For some
members her commissioning was a key event in the church, because "When Nicki started
moving in her gifting ... it freed people to walk in their gifting. It was like something
broke" (ChiUocothe Group 3 in response to "Our Greatest Day").
Open Door's Ministry
The church has had compassion ministries such as a receiving and giving center
for fiimiture and household needs, and at one time hosted a Christian daycare and school.
h currently supports over 20 missionaries and churches, offers benevolence and
counseling services, numerous ministries for people of all ages, and outreach to jails and
prisons. A key component of the church is its small groups, which are its main
'
In his unpubUshed paper (2006) Mike Cuckler traces various explanations for the grovvth, plateau and
renewed growth of the church in greater detail.
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discipleship and relationship building ministry. Activities in 2009 include the initiation
ofAdopt-a-Block ministries initiated in 2009to shepherd and care for residents of nearby
neighborhoods. The church evidences a great deal of energy. Worship services are
highly participatory, with contemporary, well-presented music, and an area surrounding
the platform where the young and young-at-heart gather for energetic celebration of
worship in song.
Open Door's Proclamation
The following analysis is based on 19 Open Door sermons and teachings from
December 2007 to February 2009, as well as two books and three booklets authored by
Mark Pfeifer and an interview. Other worship elements and publications also contribute
to this description of the church's rhetorical world. The various themes communicated at
Open Door can be divided into three types: ''embracing the blessing" "fighting the
enemy" and "changing the world."
Embracing the Blessing. The first language type that dominates Open Door
proclamation can be captured in the phrase embracing the blessing. Countering the
"spirit of rehgion," which convinces people they never measure up, Mark stresses the
gifts, blessings, and resources that every behever already possesses. Ephesians chapter
one and Psalm 139 are frequently quoted, and the idea that God is in heaven occasionally
sending down some "good stuff is exposed as a poor paradigm. The right paradigm, the
congregation is told, is that "God has already given it to us . . . Whatever�^patience,
intelligence, love ... is already in you . . . Christians need to stop trying and be" (Pfeifer,
Power of the Light 5, Fall 2008). hi one sermon, Mark recalls the story of The Wizard of
Oz, reminding people that everything the main characters were sent out to discover was
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within them already. So, Christians "should be the most confident people on earth"
(Pfeifer 12/2/07).
Key terms and phrases that build and sustain the blessing type include
"overcomers,""^ "in Christ,"" "step into it,"'" and affirmations such as "I'm going to
fight and hold on and believe for everything that God has promised me,"'^ and "God is
pleased with you."'''
Hearing affirmations ofblessing is not deemed sufficient, so the church has
adopted statements, drawn from Scripture, which are projected and recited by the
congregation every Simday. Here are two versions:
You are blessed
You are blessed going in and blessed going out
You are blessed in tbe home and blessed in the field
You are blessed in the city and blessed in the country
Everything you put your hand to is blessed
Everywhere you put your foot down is blessed
Everywhere you go is blessed
Those that bless you are a blessing
You are a blessing
I am Blessed
Wherever I go, I am blessed
My family is blessed
My home is blessed
Whether I'm coming or going, I'm blessed
My enemies are defeated
Everything I touch is blessed
1 am established and I caimot be moved as God's child
People will respect and fear me
I have been granted abundant prosperity
God has opened up the windows of heaven for me
Pfeifer, Power ofLight 3, Fall 2008; Power of the Light 5, Fall 2008; 1 1/28/08.
"
Pfeifer, 12/2/07; 3/30/08; 5/25/08; Power of the Light 5, Fall 2008.
Pfeifer, 5/4/08
"
Pfeifer, 5/25/08
Pfeifer, Power ofLight 3, Fall 2008.
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God has blessed all the works ofmy hands
I will lend to many people, but borrow from none
1 am the head and not the tail
1 am always at the top and never at the bottom. (Open Door records)
It is not unusual for the first version to be recited several times, including in the
second person, then the first person, perhaps before prayer and again after prayer.
Fightmg the Enemy. It would be a rare Sunday that the spiritual enemy is not
mentioned at Open Door. While a personal devil or Satan is seen as the primary enemy
of the saints, Mark communicates other sources of trouble:
It comes from flesh-camality, etc . Second, it comes from the world
system, non-biblical worldviews and demand for rights. Third, conflict
enters from the demonic world. We can't ever divorce one source from
the other two. It is similar to the fact that the sun is fire, light, and heat, it
is never just one. (Interview 2/24/09)
One manifestation of this threefold enemy is "the spirit of poverty," that Mark identifies
as an oppressive reality that governs regions, including America's Appalachia, where
ChiUicothe sits. Such a "spirit," is part structural greed, part cultural mindset, and
partially the work of the demonic, creating and reinforcing these structures and thought
processes. It is often pahed with the "spirit of religion," a manifestation of religious
stmctures and traditions, humiliating mindsets, and demonic influence. The enemy
oppresses regions and individuals, and particularly attacks Christian believers who might
influence the world for good if they were to get free. Tying together the world, the flesh,
and the devil, as sources of evil, allows Mark to cue all three with references to "the
devil," "Satan," "demons," "the enemy," and "the gates ofhell."
In Open Door proclamation, this enemy attacks people in several ways. A
primary tool is to attack one's faith: "The devil uses doubt as a base of operation, or a
stronghold" (5/25/08). Doubt is brought not only against a person's theology, but against
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their religious experience, their self-worth, and hopes for the future. The devil also
attacks relationships, including marriages, parent-child bonds, and church family ties.
The devil robs and devours a family's finances if he is given opportunity, and keeps
people too busy to do God's work, fii short, the devil is spoken of as an enemy which
tries to prevent and destroy any good in people's lives, and any potenfial good that could
come from their efforts.
According to Mark's preaching, though, the work of the enemy is not the last
word, for believers are endowed with weapons of warfare. Second Corinthians 10:3-5 is
frequenfiy referenced by such cue phrases as "our weapons are for the pulling down of
sfrongholds" and "we need to take every thought captive." Believers can "come againsf
the enemy in prayer, and can win victories because their "hght is always more powerful
than darkness."
A passionate emphasis in Open Door preaching is the call to believers to take up
their weapons and fight. Listeners respond enthusiastically to exhortations such as the
following.
You're going to have to war like Daniel. It is war to live this way. The
passive "whatever happens" thought-life is not what we are called to. Let
the word of God be true and other man a liar, but I'm going to fight and
hold on and beheve for everything that God has promised me. You aren't
going to get this thing unless you get some fight in you. You've got to get
some warrior in you. I'm tired ofwimpy Chrisfianity. I'm ready for some
warriors to rise up and say "I'm not going to let sickness destroy my
family. I'm not going to let pornography and perversion infect my
household. (5/25/08)
The call to arms is applied to the corporate body as well. The following
declarations are in a sermon tided. The Seven Battlefields ofYour Life.
We are warriors. We are an army . . . The day you were bom, you were
bom into war. Between now and your death, your life will be an
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experience of going from glory to glory, but that is reserved for those who
are fighting. Those who are not in battle are in a POW camp ... 1 want
more than nice church sen/ices. I'm looking for some warriors, people
sold out to Jesus Christ, people who know how to fast and pray. Let's do
some damage against the gates of hell. (6/1/08)
Other cues that add to the fighting the enemy type of speech are those related to
exercising God's authority on earth, such as "keys" or "keys of the kingdom," that can
lock up enemy devices, "authority" and "the authority of Jesus' name," and "power" or
"power to heal." The terms "overcome," or "overcomer," and "conquerors" or "more
than conquerors," also move hearers into a confident battle mindset.
Mark's book. Alignment, is written primarily to pastors, and lifts up a number of
biblically based directions for church leadership, including the importance of a militant
mindset. Chapter ten, titled "A Family ofWarriors," begins with the statement, "Until
leaders understand how to be both a general and a father, they will forever produce an
unhealthy group ofpeople who know neither victory nor family" (2008, 74). Based on
Nehemiah's positioning the rebuilders of the walls of Jerusalem "according to their
famihes, with theh swords . . ." (Neb. 4.13), this teaching highlights the plausible thesis
that churches that pursue unity with the hope that when unity is achieved outreach will
happen, have their priorities out of order. Rather, when a community sets out as a family
to battle a foe, unity can be a bi-product. "Family ofwarriors," then, becomes another
informative cue for the church at war.
Changing the World. The faith that Open Door and its people can change the
world comprises a third prominent type in the church's rhetoric. Hearers respond
strongly to the reminder that the spirit of religion can "get people into church and make
them worse," but they give enthusiastic feedback when the next statement declares, "God
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saved us so we can be equipped forministry and begin to move out and change the earth"
(5/4/08). The same sermon bemoans the fact that "too many come to church for the
entertainment, but what we need is discipleship ... Big fat babies, nursing on a pastor's
breast, cannot reproduce." "Reproduction" and "harvest" cue participants to the church's
priority of getting people "saved," and welcoming new ones into the family of God.
In the rhetoric ofOpen Door, however, changing the world is not just about
saving souls. Mark criticizes the tendency ofmany Christians to huddle in their churches
and others to go out and scream at sinners. He argues that "If you segregate and isolate
you will stagnate and degrade. Instead we must penetrate and integrate" {Power of the
Light 3, Fall 2008). The church envisions what they call the "seven mountain strategy,"
which identifies what some have called the seven mind molders or cultural molders
(Pfeifer 2008d, 27). These mountains are religion, family, education, govemment, arts
and entertainment, media, and business (2008d, 14). On the personal level, hearers are
encouraged to be involved in each of these areas with as much a sense ofChristian call as
if they were filling a pulpit. The expectation is that Christian influence in these culture
shapers will take the gospel to all kinds of people, change the way things are done, and
make the world a better place.
Mark also makes application to his and other church communities:
If the church takes this seriously, pastors will stop defining "wins" by how
many people they can "lure" into the churches, and instead mark wins by
the state of religion, family, education, govemment, arts, media, and
business in their communities. This will compel them to coordinate with
other churches and with representatives from the other six "mountains."
(2008d, 27)
The rhetoric of changing the world carries a practical dimension of guiding both
"secular" and "religious" activity. Mark asks, "Isn't it amazing that we Christians
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can't wait to get out of the world, and Jesus can't wait to come back?" (Power of
the Light 3, Fall 2008). In addition to preaching and writing about the call to all
areas of culture. Open Door displays artwork in each of their major buildings that
conmiunicate this value and strategy.
The ultimate manifestation of the seven mountain theme is the fiiture expectation
of the kingdom ofGod. In Dominion Eschatology, Mark's teaching pairs the great
commission (Matthew 28:18-20) with the human mission (Genesis 1:28), creating the
expectation that the good news and lordship of Jesus will cover the earth. "The
Dominion process is two-fold. First, human beings are blessed by God. Secondly, these
blessed human beings are given a mandate to take dominion of the earth for the purpose
of blessing it" (2008c, 2). Rather than viewing the current age as one of deepening
decline and increasing disasters, Mark answers, "Our future is bright and glorious. The
retum of Jesus is a coronation, not a rescue" (Interview 2/24/09).
Songs and Pubhcity
The songs that were part of the worship plan from January 2008-Febmary 2009
were quantified and the 17 most often used songs examined. Eleven of the 17 follow the
embracing the blessing type. These songs celebrate the blessings of being saved and
express praise to the God who saves. One example is the Jared Anderson song,
"Everything to God," m which the congregation sings, "I'm giving everything to God.
He's given everything to me there is so much joy, there is so much love, there is so
much grace." Another frequently repeated blessing song is "I Have a Hope," which
affirms the good plans God has for the lives of behevers and the security that "Goodness
and mercy, they're gonna follow me and I'll forever dwell in the house ofmy great king."
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It is interesting to note that most songs of adoration fit within the blessing motif, because
even while they focus on God as the source of blessing, the possession and enjoyment of
the blessing seems to motivate the response ofworship.
Two of the Open Door top 17 songs ("How Great Is Our God" and "Let God
Arise") lift up the fighting the enemy type, while three ("Awesome is the Lord,"
"Everyone," and "God of This City") emphasize the changing the worldmotif One
popular song, "Jesus, Messiah," carries all three themes rather strongly.
Open Door has an attractive website that emphasizes the embracing the blessing
mindset. Under the ministry name is the invitational slogan, "If you're ready for more,
we're ready for you" (opendoorohio.com). In American culture, "more" is always good;
h is blessing. Pubhcity also includes the vision and goals of tbe ministry, inviting people
with an opportunity to be part of a community set to change the world. The fighting the
enemy theme is absent in extemal communications, fitting with Mark's interview
statement that wisdom suggests that this should be "insider language."
The Corporate Culture
The culture ofOpen Door might be expected to reflect the rhetorical themes in
some or all of its assumptions and practices. Appendix 5 outlines the thinking and
actions of the church community, using Schein's basic cultural categories. The
conclusions are based on researcher observations, including two visits to the church, six
group interviews involving 45 people, 4 individual interviews, and 1 8 completed
questionnaires. The following table provides a brief introduction to the cultural analysis.
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Minimalist Introduction to Appendix 5
Deeper Level
Assumptions
Assumptions that guide
External Adaptation and
Survival
Assumptions that
Determine Internal
Integration
The nature of reahty and truth
Truth is in Jesus and Bible,
enemies are spiritual
Mission and strategy
Help, save, revive, equip,
blurryfocus
Creating a common language and
conceptual categories
Love and blessing, equipped
to overcome
The nature of time
Orientation mix
Goals
Prophetic guidance
Defining group boundaries and
criteria for inclusion and
exclusion
Open doors, three levels of
inclusion
The nature of space
Plannedfor growth
Means
Clear authority and
accountability
Distributing power and status
Loyalty is royalty
The nature ofhuman nature
Troubled
Measurement
Vague measurements,
thorough communication
Developing norms of intimacy,
fiiendship, and love
A hugging church
The nature of human activity
Church should influence
culture, power in prayer,
power over the enemy
Correction
Systems in place
Rewards and punishments
Servants appreciated,
accountability not
punishment
The nature ofhuman
relationships
Strong, affectionate
relationships are essential
Explaining the unexplainable�
Expecting and experiencing
miracles
Homogeneity versus diversity
Both diversity ofthought and
pastoral authority are valued
Table 4.2: Chillieothe Open Door Corporate Culture Introduction
The Rhetorical Vision
The testimonies and proclamation ofOpen Door can be reviewed by considering
the scene, characters, plotline, sanctioning agent, and master analogue that form the
group's rhetorical vision.
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Scene. Open Door has a strong Chillieothe identity. Mark's early vision was of
an open door over the city. The area seemed under a cloud of the spirits of poverty and
religion, which this church was called to disperse by releasing a freedom ofworship and
blessing.
While Chillieothe is an important location, the surrounding area and a larger
world are also in view. The world as a whole is missing out on the blessings of the
kingdom of God. It is also under the cloud of the spirits ofpoverty and religion, though it
may be manifested in different ways. There are hopeful signs, though, that God is doing
new things, reviving the church, and preparing blessing for all the nations.
Characters. Pfeifers figure prominently in the Open Door community. Pastor
Mark fills not only a founder and pastoral role, but also that of father. Nicki's role has
risen, especially since she overcame cancer and began functioning in a prophetic ministry
that is valued locally and in far away places. Other family members through singing and
prophetic speaking have endeared the name to the hearts of church participants.
Recognizing the Pfeifers is not to push all others to the side. God has been active
in the forming and development of this community, and cares deeply and actively for its
participants. The blessings of Christ and the leading of the Holy Spirit are depended
upon daily, as those who are "ready for more" are pointed to God as the source of
freedom and power. That power includes victory over the enemy, whose influence is
waning in the lives of those growing in confidence because of their faith and their
commitment to the Open Door community.
PlotUne. Open Door envisions a world and a community once dominated by
oppressive spirits. But, God has intervened and provided a leader and a community of
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those who see spiritual realities, open their doors to people, embrace their blessings, and
engage the powers of the world in order to advance God's kingdom. Progress has been
made and this church, that has influenced its immediate surroundings is set to expand its
influence into the seven cultural mountains. As those mountains are impacted, the whole
world will be blessed in preparation for the ultimate blessing of the reign ofChrist on the
earth. Open Door is not the force behind this world change, but it is a participant; it has a
role to fill and will carry and advance that call and privilege as its people are obedient.
Sanctioning agent. The teachings, direction, and rhetorical vision ofOpen Door
are founded on God's word and various experiences that have supplied validafion. The
conmiunity has confidence in the Bible itself, and also in the leading of the Spirit of God
on its leaders who interpret and teach it. Tbe whispered word, God talking to the pastors
and others, has borne Suit in the establishment and building up of the church and in
creating spiritual freedom and the maturity of its members. What has been found true by
current participants is seen as a microcosm ofblessing that will be enjoyed by others.
Master analogue. The overriding message is a social one. There is a righteous
emphasis that calls people to live in Scriptural blessing, to be involved, to be committed
to the work. There is a pracfical message as sermons and church life give direction to the
living out of the call to right living. But the saga ofOpen Door has an outside-itself
orientation or at least an outside-itself desire. There is in all churches, however, a natural
tendency to inward focus. There is a gravity that would shape the community and the
vision to operate with a self and self-nurturing center. The social explanation, the
outward purpose, ofOpen Door will only continue if done purposefully.
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Contributions and Concerns Regarding Militant Language.
Militant language is both prominent and integrated in Open Door's worship and
proclamation, as all three rhetorical types are informed by militant cues and concepts.
The fighting the enemy type is more central in the pastor's proclamation and in the prayer
room, than it is in the rest of the community, but it informs and reflects the beliefs of the
whole membership. It also informs the community's worldview and self understanding,
and it is integrated into the two other language types. The type, embracing the blessing,
assumes that there is an enemy that has blinded people so that they could not see the
blessing. That enemy is also understood to be stealing blessings that God wants to
bestow. It is only by the continued warfare of the faithful, and grand defeat of the enemy
by Christ, that individuals and church community can embrace their intended blessings.
The type, changing the world, assumes that the world has been tainted, poisoned,
or brought rmder the oppression of an enemy, and that people have the power to overturn
or at least alter this reality. Together, the themes add meaning to individual and
commuruty hfe, helping participants make sense of difficulties, giving them freedom to
prosper, and contributing a sense ofpartnership with the God of the universe in their
activities ofhelping humanity.
The combined rhetorical themes invite participants to passionate involvement in
ministry. Church functions are not simply traditions, they are perceived as life-ahering
and world-changing events. Worship is connecting earth and heaven. Deliverance
ministries are valued. Relationships and discipleship have the purpose of equipping
culture changers for the work God has called them to accomplish.
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Three cautions arise from this study regarding Open Door's use ofmilitant
language. The first, identified by Mark, is that there have been some incidents, especially
in the early days, in which people became so identified in the spiritual warfare mindset
that they saw common difficulties as part of a cosmic battle. Second, as highlighted by
the difference between the church's worship proclamation and website, warfare
terminology is considered "insider language." Though this shows wisdom, purists may
have qualms about speaking to insiders and outsiders differently. A third considerafion
comes in recognizing that with limited time and space a heavy use of one kind of
language reduces space for other emphases. As noted in the "mission and strategy"
section ofAppendix 5, members seem to be lacking in cormecting language of the
kingdom ofGod with the purpose of the church. While kingdom language may be
considered militant, it provides an example where a partial shift in rhetorical emphasis
may yield benefits.
Case Study Three: SkyUne Church, San Diego, California
Skyhne's Context and History
The Skyline church facility sits on the side of a mountain in Rancho San Diego,
with good freeway/highway access, making the church reasonably accessible for people
from a 20 mile radius that easily includes over a million people. San Diego County has a
diverse population, where whites are the dominant group, and 30% claim Hispanic
ethnicity, 10% Asian, and about 6% black. Household income is higher than the national
average, but the area has been hit hard by the recent economic downturn, including
plummeting home values and rising unemployment. Only about 44% of county residents
identify with a religion, including 29% as Catholic and 11% with other Christian
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denominations. San Diego currently has about 10,000 homeless people, whose
demographics are getting younger.
hi 2004, Skyline celebrated 50 years ofministry. The church outlines its history
by the three senior pastors who have provided its leadership. Orval C. Butcher founded
the church in the town of Lemon Grove, on the eastem edge of the city of San Diego in
1954. He brought the innovation of his Youth for Christ years into the more traditional
ways of the Wesleyan Methodist denomination. The church quickly became the center of
its neighborhood, with youth and children's ministries and the development of
outstanding musical programs that would be church hallmarks for decades. Skyline's
first services had an attendance of 1 75 and grew from there, reaching and stabilizing at
over a thousand in an era when few churches were that large. During Butcher's 27 years
at the helm, the church endured several building projects, and developed a missions
program, sending numerous youth groups on summer mission trips, and raised up
missionaries who continue to serve around the world. One of the most recalled stories
that continues to be passed on at Skyline is from the early days, and surrounds
neighborhood youth who were harassing and providing a destmctive influence on the
church teens and children. Three board members gave Pastor Butcher an ultimatum,
forcing him to choose between forbidding the unchurched kids access or losing these
leading families and their money. Unhesitatingly, Butcher responded that he understood
their concems but that he knew these families knew the way to heaven, while this church
was the only chance for the lost and troubled local youth. He refused the thought that on
judgment day these kids would look across, point their fingers and say, "Butcher, you
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didn't let us hear the gospel." The families left, and the story retains power for a church
committed to youth and evangelism.
The second lead pastor, John C. Maxweh, led the church from 1981 until 1995,
reinvigorating the evangelism emphasis of the congregation, and raising the church's
national visibihty. Maxwell's trademark was leadership, and he developed Skyline into a
leadership training center, even as he developed an intemational speaking and writing
ministry to pastors and other leaders. Skyliners continue to tell stories about the grand
Living Christmas Tree performances in this period, one ofwhich, combined with a
tuxedo dinner event, raised half a million dollars for San Diego Children's Hospital.
Before Maxwell's departure, the church had grown to an average attendance of 3,000,
while contending with se\'ere property limitations and issues surrounding the first steps in
relocating the ministry. In an event remembered as "claiming the mountain," Pastor
Maxwell led the congregation to a place on the new property where workers had erected
a large cross. The gathered people formed a human cross and celebrated their hope for
the future.
In 1995, the torch passed from John Maxwell to Dr. Jim Garlow, who has led the
church through 15 difficuh, but exciting years that are captured by a handful of sagas.
The first is cued by references to "the cross," or "the florescent cross." Skyline had been
worshipping in two locations for several years, and as environmental and governmental
hurdles continued to stall a move to the new property, the old property was sold. Garlow
tells the rest of the story:
Pastor Butcher had a very meaningful florescent cross at the old property.
The slogan was, "the cross aglow�others know." h was lit every Sunday
for years based on reports each week of people coming to know Jesus.
There are stories told of people coming to church and finding the cross
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dark, who then went out and shared Christ with people. We were taking it
from the Lemon Grove location when we moved. The day we took it
down, four guys carried it. h was surprisingly light for the men who were
carrying it. They did this during a worship service there on Palm Sunday,
1999, and they moved it out as Pastor Butcher led the congregation in the'
song, "How Great Thou Art." People wanted to touch the cross and began
to weep at that fmal service in that building. Pastor carried the song
through, though everyone was weeping. They got it to the Hillsdale
campus where people were packed in our temporary facility. Men were
ready to raise it by pulleys. The people carrying it were suddenly
overwhelmed with how heavy it was. These were highly educated men,
three of the four said it was almost too heavy to carry. A few weeks later 1
was preaching a sermon on God's glory. In the Hebrew the word means
weightiness, heaviness, and what we concluded was that the glory of God
was manifesting in that cross and the glory was moving with us to the new
location. (Interview 3/14/09)
A second story carrying the weight of the miraculous is titled "the white dove."
Garlow tells the story this way:
There is the story of the White Dove. The various bureaucratic agencies
had denied building permits on two locations on this property. One day,
representatives from agencies walked the mountain with a rather sure
promise of continued denial. A white dove flew in front of them and they
debated whether it was a pigeon or a dove, because they couldn't believe
there would be a dove in this area. It flew by them and they followed it bit
by bit up the mountain. It circled the cross three times and then went west
down the hill and landed on rock out-cropping. Sometime during this
excursion something changed in their minds, and they approved our
development, making that rock the high side of our ftiture worship center.
(hiterview 3/14/09)
Skyline participants watched the development of the property with faith and a
nervous anticipation. Blue granite slowed the grading process and raised costs by
miUions of dollars. Finally the day came that several members call the greatest day of the
church, when they moved into the new building on the new property. Soon, however, the
church entered into a period, cued by most Skyliners with the words, "the litigation."
Roadwork paid for by the church was inadequately done. Many facets of the building
were done is subpar fashion. Worst of all, the general contractor had failed to pay many
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of the subcontractors, who subsequently sued the church for direct payment. The church
leveled a countersuit against the general contractor seeking reparations for the double
payments made to subcontractors and additional costs for bring the building up to design
specifications. From 2001-2006, the executive pastors were tied up in court, the church
was mahgned in the press, finances were drained, and hundreds of people left the church
in frustration. "The litigation" remains so painful to some leaders that they cannot speak
about it, but for many it is becoming a testimony that the church's continued existence is
proof ofGod's grace and purposes.
Two more stories are told and retold as significant events in the hfe of the church.
In Jime of 2007, Carol Garlow (Skyline's prayer pastor and Jim Garlow's wife) was
diagnosed with a rare and aggressive form of cancer. Between the cancer and the
treatments, Carol suffered greatly and was down to 2% of normal strength for long
periods of time. Her personal cancer joumey became a Skyline joumey. Jim blogged
regularly and kept Skyliners and other interested parties up to date with Carol's condition
and prognoses. Church members surrounded the family with prayer and help. Jim
teshfies that "The whole congregation was Spirit-led regarding when we needed people
and when we needed to be left alone. People often prepared our meals and we had other
women washing our clothes and transporting our children" (Interview 3/14/09). A year
after her diagnosis, Carol's condition had improved considerably and her healing was
embraced, but difficulties have reappeared and the battle continues.
Finahy, the current event, "Proposition 8," is likely to have a lasting effect on the
identity of Skyline church. In 2008, a movement advanced to define marriage in the
Califomia Constitution as a relationship between one man and one woman, resulting in
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the November ballot initiative, Proposition 8. After the state's Supreme Court legalized
homosexual marriage in May, the urgency of those in favor of the traditional view of
marriage increased, as did Pastor Garlow's and Skyline's role in the issue. Garlow
became a key organizer and spokesman for the movement and Skyline became an
equipping and motivational center for recruiting and empowering churches around the
state to advocate for the amendment. The weekend after few Skyliners appeared for a
midweek rally, Garlow applied what became known as "the grand spanking" to the
church, waming that unless they became serious, this moral battle would be lost and the
consequences to the nation would be severe. Opposition to this advocacy from outside
the chiu"ch included death threats to Garlow, but he remained committed to his role, and
men of the church provided nightly watches at his home. Skyline lost few, if any,
members over the issue, while many participated in promoting the amendment, and
joined in 40 days ofprayer and fasting and prayer events that they believe tumed the tide
to the unexpected passing of the amendment on election day. Church participants express
pride in their pastor for his willingness to take a stand, and support him in his increasing
national role and visibility.
Skyline Ministries
Skyline has worked to simplify its schedule and to provide growth and service
opportunities without overloading staff and participant schedules. A number of ongoing
age- or interest-specific groups meet during the week, and approximately four dozen
home groups meet weekly for relationship building and spiritual direction, hi 2007, the
church made a transition in its ministry to the community. This was spurred by
widespread fires that destroyed hundreds of area homes. Pastor Nicole Renaud mobilized
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250 church volunteers and resources to aid families during the crisis, and followed up
with Thanksgiving and Christmas assistance. In 2008 the movement toward "local
serve" became a part of the missions program and missions pledges increased from
$300,000 to $400,000 for the year (about 8% of the church budget). The church now has
700 volunteers in these programs, carrying out grocery and food ministries and helping
families deal with the economic changes surrounding them. The church continues to
support 37 missionary families serving around the world.
Skyhne's Proclamation
A healthy understanding of the role that militant language plays in the culture of
Skyline requires a survey of the spectrum ofmessages that make up its public dialogue,
including its weekly proclamation through sermons, its faith as it is sung in worship, and
its publicity.
This study involves an analysis of 43 Skyline services, most taking place in 2008.
The specific content of Skyline's proclamation during this time was influenced by the
events of the year, but only insofar as the church's worldview and self understanding
allowed. While the language of conflict was perhaps elevated during this season that
included the contest for the 2008 Califomia marriage amendment, the church's view of
the world and its place in it was not created during this timeframe.
The proclamation reviewed carries three major rhetorical types, each of which
contain language of tension and conflict, alongside other themes. The types interact
dialectically: 1) God offers life; 2) the enemy and culture war against hfe; 3) Skyhne has
a role in the battle.
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God offers life. The most quoted Bible verse in Skyline's preaching is Matthew
6:33, which calls hearers to "seek first the kingdom ofGod and his righteousness" and
offers the reward that "all these things will be given to you as well." The content of the
"kingdom ofGod," and of "these things," are understood as life from above. A few
important themes support this type, including convictions of God's character and loving
attitude toward humans. Skyline attendees hear "God has dreams for you" (1/6/08),
"God has created pleasures" (1/6/08) and "God loves you so much" (1/20/08). The
preaching recognizes that many people walk with an attitude of resentment toward God,
but contends the pain this causes can be replaced with a loving relationship when people
recognize the loving, relational character of God and understand that evil and suffering
come from the enemy. Garlow affirms his faith that GodStill Heals (the title of the book
he and Carol authored in 2005), and states emphatically, "God did not give Carol
cancer," but is "the source of all good things" (6/15/08).
Another prominent theme supporting the life type is carried in the language of
"freedom" and "simphcity." According to a major sermon series, the good possibilities
of hfe are seldom enjoyed, even by people of faith, because they are so weighted down
with the concems and pressures of the world. God's offer of life is presented as holistic,
wanting to free people from their addictions to things, home clutter, busyness, etc., and
inviting behevers into a lifestyle that experiences the benefits of forgiveness, sleep,
healthy diet and regular exercise.
In addition to the themes ofGod's loving attitude and the blessing of freedom is
the theme of choice and change. This is the place of tension within the discussion of hfe.
The offer of life must be accepted. And, because their habits and human tendencies are in
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opposition to the simple lifestyle, hearers are called to sincere repentance, prayerful
commitments, and practical steps for each area of life discussed. The concept of God
offering life carries the tension that even our attempts to receive it can result in
"legahsm," another form of servitude (5/18/08).
The enemy and culture wages war against life. Roughly half of Skyline sermons
include references to "Satan," the "enemy" or terms of "battle," "war," or "overcoming"
"opposition." "Sin," both cultural/exterior and personal/interior, steals life, destroys
relationships, and compromises the church's witness. Skyliners hear that "exhaustion
comes from overextending" and from sin and bad decisions (1/15/08). The American
cultiu^e, in particular, with its addiction to possessions, frenetic activity and the constant
noise of the media, wars against the believer's abihty to hear God's voice, possess
emotional and physical "margins," and enjoy "the unforced rhythms of grace" (1/13/08).
Garlow warns that "you are taking more blows from the left and right than you know . . .
we are being hit with forces of progress (good things), . . . and we are being hit with the
forces of evil" (2/17/08). These forces are personal as well as structural, even when it
comes to our sedentary lifestyle, for "The enemy works against us, because we are worth
less to God spiritually when we fail physically" (4/13/08).
The direction, particularly ofCalifornia's culture, is understood in Skyhne's
proclamation as worsening. Guest, Lou Engle announced early in 2008 that "the culture
ofCahfomia wars agamst our kids," and prayed for God to "raise up a whole army of
spiritual warriors," who would contend for righteousness in prayer (3/9/09). The
Califomia Supreme Court decision to legalize same sex marriage spurred a call for the
church to repent. Garlow traced the decline ofChristian influence and asked, "How did
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the church become so impotent as to elect such people?" (5/18/08). He described this as
an attack on the family and a hinge point of history, waming that as goes Califomia, so
goes the nation, and 50 days before the election quoted prominent Evangelical voices
identifying Proposition 8 as a spiritual Armageddon or Gettysburg.
The upsetting of natural and biblical order, then, is an attack on the good life
offered by God, and the furthering of the sexual revolution of the 1960s is inseparable
from the failure ofChristians to live out kingdom principles of love and simplicity. This
condition provides the setting for the third major type in Skyline's rhetorical vision.
Skyline has a role in the battle. There is a strong group identity built into this
church's communication pattems. Pastor Garlow often greets and dismisses worship
services by addressing attendees as "Skyline Church Family." He emphasizes historical
and biblical teaching in a desire to build a congregation of believers who "think
Christianly," and refers to "Skyliners" as generous givers and servers. Skyline
proclamation also carries, perhaps especially in the time-frame of this study, a sense of a
special calling. Long before the church exercised leadership in Proposition 8, the
membership was hearing that "there is an intense feeling that the church must be prepared
for something ahead" (3/2/08), and "We need to be spiritually passionate as we face
whatever is ahead" (3/16/08). They were asked, "What does God need in our hves to use
us for what God wants to do?" (4/13/08). In May 2008, Garlow announced the coming of
a 40-day fast that would conclude on Election Day. Around the time of the fast's
beginning, the congregation heard that "we are making church history" (9/14/08) and
received a sohd scolding for not taking it seriously enough (9/28/08), both messages that
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reinforced the theme that the actions of Skyliners are consequential far beyond their
numbers.
As noted above, approximately half of Skyline sermons reviewed contain terms of
conflict. Many references are to personal battles and give encouragement to individuals
to overcome opposition, but the majority of uses apply to corporate warfare. Themes
include attacks of the "enemy" on Christian principles. Regarding issues surrounding the
marriage amendment, church participants hear the exhortation, "These are wirmable wars.
These are wirmable battles. These are worth fighting for" (6/1/08).
Three themes�prayer and fasting; willing service, and loving relationships�are
repeatedly vocalized as key to Skyline's battle strategies. Fasting and "breakthrough
fasting" is a recurring preaching theme. Pastor Garlow calls his hearers to fervent prayer
and fasting with an allusion to Daniel chapter 10: "Ifwe could see what is happening in
the heavenlies and ifwe could see the spiritual battle being manifested in the physical
domain we would act differendy" (9/28/09). In 2009, Garlow pleaded for a higher level
ofpersonal prayer support with a militant reference: "I need an army ofmen as prayer
partners" (3/7/09). This was followed up with a meeting in which his needs were shared,
a deepening of prayer support was discussed in military terms, and Paul Billheimer's
teachings were shared, including, "If the church will not pray, God will not act . . . God
never goes 'over the head' of his church" (Billheimer 1975, 50). The "authority" of the
praying church is also taught in sermons and in the prayer ministry led by Carol Garlow.
Acts of service, from feeding the hungry to settling fire reftigees to missionary
endeavors, are lifted up as a "quiet revolution" (5/25/08). A repeated motivation for
Skyliners to win the battle of simplicity is that they are freed to serve, hi Garlow's view.
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Christians are citizens of Jerusalem (the kingdom ofGod) and also residents of Babylon
(the world system) (Skyline 2005, 65). Like the Hebrews in Jeremiah's time, they are to
seek the good of their communities.
Just as freeing oneself from a complex life is a battle that leads to willing service,
it is wiiming interior battles that opens the way to loving relationships. In the midst of
the Proposition 8 joumey, Garlow led the church to avoid judging others. He declared
"Gay-bashing is wrong" (9/17/08) and shared letters and testimonies of several people in,
or formerly in, same-sex relationships. There were repeated teachings on how to relate
with people of differing views, and how to communicate in ways that make sense to those
with different epistemologies. Pastor Nick Benoit preached on Skyline's ability to love
and the need to love all kinds of people, and added the promise, "If you love, you can
overcome evil" (1/26/08).
Songs and Publicity
Twenty-three of Skyline's most frequently used songs carry the type, God offers
life, almost exclusively. Some help participants give testimony to the change that has
come into their lives through the work of Christ (e.g., "For All You've Done"), while
many recognize God's characteristics (e.g., "O Praise Him") and celebrate the hfe that
worshippers enjoy in God's presence, (e.g., "I Love to Be in Your Presence"). A few
songs recognize a continumg stmggle (e.g., "Blessed Be Your Name"), and a couple look
forward to the ftilhiess of Christ's reign over the earth (e.g., "Kingdom Come"), but even
these are absent of references to a spiritual enemy or hints of rallying present believers to
conquest. Worship leaders. Josh Garlow and Clay Davis suggest this may reflect a
cultural trend:
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We do not use a lot of victory or conflict language, and no real battle
vocabulary. It seems we have moved away from that, perhaps because of
the current wars in the Middle East. There may be a tendency, especially
among the youth, to move away from that because of the physical wars
going on for the last seven years. (Interview 3/13/09)
Skyline publicity, including its website and various pamphlets, also emphasize the
rhetorical type, "God offers life." Various pages offer programs to meet the "needs" of
interested parties, whether for a church home or specific relational or family concems.
Doctrinal statements are brief and highlight the human and redemption foci of the
Christian faith. A brief sketch of Skyline's joumey suggests the church as a significant
entity in the area, but continues the focus on its calling to reach and meet needs in the
local area.
Jim Garlow's extemal public appearances through scores of radio and television
interviews have not been hilly examined for this study, but they seem to carry the full
spectrum of Skyline's three main rhetorical types, God's offer of life, the enemy's
warring against hfe, and Skyline playing a role in the battle. Garlow also has a one-
minute radio spot broadcast on over 500 stations, which were not reviewed for this study.
The Corporate Culture
The culture of Skyline Church might be expected to reflect the rhetorical themes
in some or all of its assumptions and practices. Appendix 6 outlines the assumptions and
actions of the church community, using Schein's basic cultural categories. The analysis
is based on researcher observations, including two visits to the church, nine group
interviews involving 69 people, 13 individual interviews, and 140 completed
questionnaires. The table below represents an introduction to this information.
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Minimalist Introduction to Appendix 6
Deeper Level
Assumptions
Assumptions that guide
External Adaptation and
Survival
Assumptions that
Determine Internal
Integration
The nature of reahty and truth
Truth in God and Bible
Mission and strategy
Encounter, connect,
and serve
Creating a common language and
conceptual categories
Love and affection, cautious
use ofwarfare language,
future conflict
The nature of time
Monochrome and mixed
orientation
Goals
Corporate witness
Defining group boundaries and
criteria for inclusion and
exclusion
Open doors, "Skyliner"
throughfaith and
commitment
The nature of space
Multipurpose, "make it work
"
facilities
Means
Equipping thepeople
Distributing power and status
Honor to past andpresent
servants
The nature of human natiu-e
Fallen and diverse
Measurement
People responding to the
gospel
Developing norms of intimacy,
fiiendship, and love
Support through hugs and
prayer
The nature of human activity
Our actions matter, power
starts inprayer
Correction
Pastoral leadership and
communication
Rewards and punishments
Adulation and accountability
for those who serve
The nature of human
relationships
Competitive cultures, caring
church family, family stress
Explaining the unexplainable�
Godgrants miracles in
response to prayer
Homogeneity versus diversity
Homogeneous
Table 4.3: Skyline Church Corporate Culture hitroduction
The Rhetorical Vision
A brief look at Skyhne's rhetorical vision can provide a helpfiil review and
summary of both the public proclamation of the church and the stories and testimonies of
its members.
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Scene. Skyline's rhetoric places it within a series of concentric circles. It is
physically set in eastem San Diego County and has a sense of responsibility for reaching
and caring for people in that area. It is aware that thousands of people within that area
are lost and in need of Jesus Christ as their savior, and it is increasingly cognizant of
other, extra-spiritual needs of area residents. Beyond east county. Skyline carries a sense
of influence among the churches and community of San Diego as a whole, as attested by
its role in providing holiday pageants, and area-wide evangelistic cmsades through the
years. Skyline has also accepted Califomia-wide responsibilities, believing that it can
influence public policy for the good of the entire state, and believing this brings effect to
the nation as a whole, because of the impact Califomia has on the morality and policies
of the nation. The scene of Skyline has long extended to the entire world through the
work of its missionaries.
Characters. Each zone in Skyline's circles of concem includes people who need
the gospel that Skyline proclaims, but also forces that resist it. Opposition has included
governmental agencies and contractual problems that have cost the church precious time
and milhons of dohars. The spread of the life God offers also finds resistance from a
culture that is increasingly destmctive to that life and seems to have a life of its own as it
demeans people outside the faith and dehumanizes those within the church. Behind the
visible negative forces is a spiritual enemy, which is forever opposed the work ofGod.
Fortunately, there are heroic figures, as well. Skyline's three senior pastors have
each provided local and national leadership for the advancement of the gospel. Butcher,
Maxwell, and Garlow are valued for theh unique contributions, but also for their
exemplary lives, integrity and faithfiilness. Many pastors have served the church well in
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staffpositions, helping thousands to fmd life and be equipped to serve in the church and
beyond. And, those today in the church family, who have weathered the storms of delay,
lihgation, fasting and labor, are all examples of persistence, sacrifice, and hope.
Plotline. Skyline's story is a microcosm of a larger story it tells. This saga is
about a world created by God to be good and a human race that is fallen and in need of
restoration. Into this world is placed a church, a community of believers, who desire to
experience the life of God and share it with others. The opposition is potent. The
interaction between the church and the opposition is so strong that it is not out of line to
speak of it in terms ofwar. The church's grand strategy is to love people, though how it
shares this love has to shift and morph from time to time to remain effective. The church
suffers from its own failures and from enemy attacks, but continues to rise and fmd its
voice, h has absolute confidence that though it cannot defeat the enemy, it will do its
part until the Lord returns and sets all things right.
Sanctioning agent. God is lifted up as the sanctioning agent for the message and
activities of the church. For this purpose, God is mediated through the Bible and human
experience. The church's preaching is strongly bible-based, but is consistently backed up
by testimonies from church history and the lives of speakers and church members.
Speakers tend to couch theh claims to divine leading with statements such as, "I felt like
God is telling me. . ." rather than making clear declarations ofhearing from God. Claims
of divine sanction can also be substantiated by looking back at successful experiences or
the miraculous.
Master analogue. Determining the overriding analogue is a subjective work. A
case could be made that Skyhne's message is primarily righteous. Many messages divide
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the right from the wrong and call people to live rightly. Many also focus on practical
steps and ways of right living. An outsider, who might disagree with some of Skyline's
proclamations, may well judge the rhetorical system as heavy on judgment, therefore a
righteous analogue. Insiders, however, though often convicted about right and wrong,
would understand the message of the church to have a social master analogue, since the
primary rhetorical type is "God offers life," and this message dominates the church's
general way of speaking.
Contribudons and Concerns Related to Militant Language.
Neither the public proclamation nor the intemal speech of Skyline participants is
dominated bymilitant language. Only about half the sermons reviewed contain terms of
conflict ("enemies," "overcome," etc.), and this number was almost certainly elevated
because of the political issues in play during the study period. Still, two of the three
rhetorical types identified in this analysis involve the language ofwar and battle. These
reflect the worldview of the church, its view ofGod, and its self-understanding. The
commimity of faith frnds the types, God ojfers life and the enemy and culture wages war
against life, explain how the world can contain so much evil, while maintaining the
principles of a good God. They fmd significance and purpose in the third type. Skyline
has a role in the battle. For these reasons�explanation and significance�the rhetorical
vision has the function of unifying Skyliners as a community of faith.
While a significant portion of Skyline's language of conflict and warfare in this
study period is due to the church's involvement in a particular moral/political saga, the
woddview which includes a life-giving God and a life-stealing devil provided a fertile
setting. Battle language already existed at the church as a description of the interaction of
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believers with their own inner-conflict and conflict between their best desires and the
pressures of enemies in the spiritual and cultural realms. Intemally, Skyliners understand
warfare language as spiritual in nature, and consistently hear that putting it into action
means such things as prayer, repentance, service and building relationships. This makes
h possible to use militant symbols to motivate group participants to appropriate levels of
passion and actions as private as reducing clutter in one's home and schedule, and as
pubhc as knocking on doors to promote a particular vote at the polls.
h is possible, however, that the language of spiritual conflict has home
undesirable consequences. During this period, outsiders were able to edit Skyline
rhetoric and label Jim Garlow, Skyline, and perhaps Christianity in general, as hostile,
accusatory and threatening to others. Claiming moral high ground on issues which may
be divided along political party lines contributed to a mindset that such groups can be
tmsted to care for kingdom issues. Ninety-five percent of Skyline questiormaire
respondents indicated they voted John McCain in the 2008 presidential election, and
those identifying themselves as Republican outnumbered those self-identifying as
Democrat 97 to 5 (Q44-45). This, even though only 1 1% believe God favors one
American political party over the other (Q40). How much battle language in
pohtical/moral issues has influenced these facts is beyond the metrics of this study, but
the concem is raised that somehow those with allegiance to Democratic Party principles
are made to feel unwelcome. Therefore, the particular employment of this language
toward publicly debated issues might be carefully considered.
Making more prominent the language and principles of the "kingdom ofGod,"
biblically and historically informed, might offer a way for Skyline leadership to
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communicate its worldview and activism in a way that also divorces the church from
identification with political parties.
Case Study Four: First Wesleyan Church, Jersey City, New Jersey
FWC's Context and History
Jersey City lies alongside the Hudson River, within sight ofManhattan, and
bordering Ellis Island, and Liberty State Park. Tbe city has a steady population of over
242,000, living mostly in older homes and neighborhoods. The median age of real estate
is 55 years, and 68% of residents are renters. Religious affiliation is claimed by 62%,
including 52% who are tied to Roman Catholicism, 2% Jewish, and 2.5% Islamic, with
about 5% some other form of Christian allegiance. The city is racially diverse, with
about 32% white, 28% black, and 17% Asian, and 29% distinguishing themselves as
Hispanic. Crime rates are fairly high, as are student-teacher ratios, and politically,
registered Democrats outnumber Republicans 62% to 37%. First Wesleyan Church is in
a residential neighborhood in the south part of the city, where the population is mostly a
mixture of African-American and Caribbean descent.
The church has been in its current location since 1923. h was founded by Rev.
A.E. Wachtel, who began the Bible Mission. As the group grew, they desired to organize
into a local holiness church and joined the Wesleyan Methodist Connection. Tbe early
ministry included a flourishing youth group, extension services and street meetings. With
less than 50 official members, the group demonstrated faith, dedication, and sacrificial
giving. They purchased the church's current property and arranged for building
construction in 1923. Meetings were held in the basement as construction was continued
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above and as the costs more than doubled from the original estimate of $26,000. (First
Wesleyan 1963)
In a 1923 pamphlet, Rev. Wachtel articulated several church values, including
sound teaching and diversity:
The needs of this great field absolutely require a permanent church
building planned for and adapted to the work in the city. God has called
this people to a great service in this metropolitan area. We have the
privilege ofministering to every race and class ofmen ... It will come to
be the center of sound and spiritual Bible teaching for this area. It is the
place to which Christian workers are tuming for inspiration and
encouragement in these testing times. Hungry souls are coming to us
knowing that we preach Christ cmcified, steadfasdy holding to the Bible
line, placing our emphasis upon the salvation of souls. . ."
In January 1925, the founding pastor departed, leaving a firmly-estabhshed and
missionary-minded church. In the following decades, the church ministered under the
leadership of several pastors, including the Rev. A.J. Shea, whose famous son, George
Beverly Shea "surrendered his voice to Christ" during the 1930s in Jersey City and
served as assistant choir director and organist. In 1952, the Billy Graham associate
packed 400 into the building when he presented a sacred concert on the occasion of the
dedication of a new organ to his father's memory.
The church perpetuated early emphases on youth and missions, and conducted
ministries to children throughout the community. The denomination maintained a
neighboring house as a landing and departure point for overseas travelling missionaries.
hi 1969, the church counted 22 of its own who had gone out into Christian ministry as
missionaries, pastors, chaplains and special workers.
hi the late 1960s, demographic changes in Jersey City began to intensify and
churches responded in different ways. The increased entry ofAfrican Americans into the
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neighborhoods surrounding the church led to a condition known in that time as "white
flight." Long-term residents left in droves, sometimes retuming on Sunday momings, but
those weekend sojoums lasted only for a season. Many churches closed and sold their
buildings. First Wesleyan pastors and lay leaders had other hopes. Dr. James Ridgway
(pastor from 1966-72), a native ofAusfralia, hoped the church could embrace diversity
and worked toward that end. The 1969 pictorial directory indicates some ethnic
diversity, with African Americans representing 5 of tbe 75 families. The 2006
publication contains a minority contingent, again, of about five families, this time white.
When asked about key stories of tbe church, most members point to the days of
racial shift in the community and the arrival of Donavon Shoemaker. In 1 972, Donavon,
a 25-year-old former Indiana farm boy, was called to candidate at the church. Besides his
Christian testimony and Masters degree from Asbury Theological Seminary, his main
quahfications to pastor the church seemed to be that his wife's aunt was still a member of
the church and he had spent a summer in Chicago, gaining a heart for city ministry. At
that time, it was conmion for Wesleyan pastors to move every three years. Donavon is
currently in his 37* year at the church.
There have been times when church members have surrounded "their white
pastor" when walking though the neighborhood, or shouted out "Reverend Shoemaker,
what are you doing here?" when he was entering an area which may have been dangerous
for a lone white man. His persistence and community involvement have eamed him
respect in both the neighborhood and in the circles ofblack ministers and organizafions.
He is often the only Anglo at meefings of the NAACP and other groups, and is referred to
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by some within the congregation as "a black man in a white man's skin" (FWC Group 6
Interview in response to "significant stories").
Many of the founding and early values continue to find expression. These
include:
� Consistent biblical preaching and teaching.
� Emphasis on youth and music.
� Understanding the church as part of tbe community, not simply as a
destination for some within the community. Under Pastor Shoemaker's
leadership, the church has been represented in Habitat for Humanity, the
NAACP, interdenominational ministerial associations, and other community
organizations.
� Intemational awareness. Many members are from, or have relatives in,
Caribbean nations. Flags of the world are posted around the worship center.
Missionary brochures are posted in the foyer.
FWC Ministries
The church has several ways of interacting with the neighborhood. One example
is the Christian Summer Enrichment Program, which has been in action for 20 years.
Designed for children grades 2 through 7, this is a 4-week venture that is hosted by
church members and Jersey City school teachers, all who donate their time and expertise
to provide fim leaming activities and produce a musical. FWC also provides a monthly
soup kitchen, assists community famihes with food items, and visits the sick and shut-ms.
The church facilities are often made available to outside groups.
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Much of the church's activity is arranged by specialty groups, such as women,
men, young adult, teen, children and music ministries. These groups take responsibility
for compassion ministries, various weekly prayer meetings, home evangelism, weekly
children's activities, education, and music, and Sunday School for all ages. Three
different musical groups have weekly rehearsals and rotate leading the worship for
Sunday services. They also perform at various community events and special services in
other churches. Most church activities take place in the church facilities, with very few
organized meetings in homes.
FWC Language
This study involves an analysis of 20 First Wesleyan Church services from
August 2008 through March 2009. The content of these events produces three repeated
rhetorical types, calling the church to be a people who are: 1) Embracing the gifts ofGod;
2) Fighting back against enemies; 3) Serving the world. The first type constitutes the
primary message of 13 services, while "fighting back" provides the tenor of four
messages and "serving" three. Most sermons with a primary message type also contain
content representing the other two types.
Embracing the gifts ofGod. Several rhetorical themes support the message that
God offers people gifts and that those gifts need to be embraced. The theme of "love"
pervades FWC's conception ofGod's gifts. Love is "the basis ofGod's creative action
... redemptive action ... and of the Spirit-filled life" (Shoemaker 1/4/09). God's primary
attitude toward people is love, h is what orients God to offer people the following five
gifts:
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1 . The gift of "salvation." Salvation is the reality of having etemal life with God,
"being saved," from sin, experiencing "reconciliation," with God, and "redemption," or
being bought back from the enemy by the cross (3/15/09).
2. The power of the Holy Spirit, hi addition to entering salvation, believers are
offered the presence and ftillness of the Holy Spirit, who empowers them to experience
"purification" from sin and the "deeper work" of "sanctification" (Shoemaker 1 1/8/09).
The Holy Spirit also empowers believers to receive and operate in the gifts of the Spirit,
so they can serve effectively.
3. The Bible. One of the great gifts of God is the "word ofGod," the Bible. It
offers the path of life, the means for people to know God and know how to live.
4. Provision. FWC attendees are called to live by "faith," which includes
tmsting God to provide for their needs. Hearers are reminded that "some tmst in
chariots and some in horses," but they are to "tmst in the name of the Lord." The
current troubled economic times are a reminder, a wake up call, that those who tmst in
the national economy will be disappointed, but that even in such times, they must not
worry, because it was not the stock market that should have ever been the object of their
faith. Similarly, people ofGod should not look to elections and politicians to solve their
problems, since politicians do not have the wherewithal to keep their many promises.
On the Sunday before the 2008 election, the politically concemed pastor announced,
"You cannot put your tmst in politicians. A president is not going to do all they say. . . .
Too much Christian rhetoric suggests their tmst is in ourmilitary or in a political
outcome. On Wednesday moming, whoever is elected, God still reigns" (Shoemaker
11/2/08).
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5. Relationship and partnership. God's greatest gift is the gift ofGod's self
FWC preaching reminds hearers that some people wrongly pursue God's power over
God's presence, and that they will do well to seek God's presence in their lives over all
else. But, the priority of relationship includes partnership, for in the human-divine
connection, "we have access to God's power" (Shoemaker 1 1/2/08), and relating to God
according to divine direction can result in increased fruitfiilness on our part. For
example, hearers are told, "You can multiply the influence of your prayers through
fasting" (Shoemaker 2/22/09). In other words, investment in a deeper relationship with
God can result in a more effective partnership with God.
As meaningful and important as God's gracious offers are, the embracing of them
by people of faith seems equally essential. Church participants are exhorted to "receive
Jesus," to "surrender," "yield," "purify" themselves, and "be filled with the Holy Spirit."
All too often, even FWC members fall short of receiving what is available to them.
Attendees hear, "You have to do more than taste and see that the Lord is good, you need
to drink," and "Too many don't read the word," so they are called to "commif
themselves "to the word" and "be people of the book" (Shoemaker 1 1/8/08), who read it
consistently, memorize it, and live in "comphance" and "obedience" to h (Shoemaker
1/25/09). They are encouraged to "grow" in theh faith, to "cooperate" with God, and to
"activate" theh "heahng" (Shoemaker 3/15/09). The breadth of verbs involved in
embracing God's gifts reflects the pastor's view of preaching. Pastor Shoemaker affirms,
"My purpose is to bring people to make decisions, not just to be saved but to respond to
whatever the aim is for the message" (Interview 4/8/09).
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Fightmg back against enemies. The lives, purposes, and faith decisions people
make, must be defended and advanced against enemies. The enemies are society, sin,
and Satan, or as it is put in one sermon, "People are enslaved by the world, the flesh, and
the devil" (Shoemaker 1 1/28/08).
One of society's greatest attacks on life as we know it is its rejection of the word
of God and its disapproval of the Bible's distinguishing between right and wrong. Pastor
Shoemaker warns that this problem has leached into many cburches: "God's word says
God has standards, that there is right and wrong. ... It is not hate, but love, that compels
us to warn people. A lot of pastors are trying to mold the church to the standards of the
culture. . . - Churches are rejecting what the Bible says" (Shoemaker 9/28/08).
Symptoms include sexual promiscuity that is promoted by television, and "Hollywood,"
which "it seems, can barely produce a single movie without homosexuality" (Shoemaker
1 1/28/08). Further proof of society's brokenness is seen in the kids being killed "in our
neighborhood" (Shoemaker 11/28/08).
FWC's preaching does not lay all the blame outside its own membership. One
sermon focused on the fighting back type proclaims, "Too often believers, even in our
church, live outside the word ofGod," and asks, "How do we get ourselves into situations
Hke people living together?" (Shoemaker 1 1/28/08). Compromisers are warned, "h
hurts not just you but the church of God and the younger people who are not seeing good
examples" (Shoemaker 1 1/28/08). And, all listeners are brought into reflection with a
statistic that "only 9% of Christians live by biblical standards," and the waming that
"God win hold us responsible" (Shoemaker 9/28/08).
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The church's proclamation is clear that behind all the cultural and personal evil
there is a personal and active devil. Pastor Shoemaker reminds hearers that he has been
involved in a couple valid exorcisms, and of the activity of Satan in the Bible's gospel
narratives, hi a youth meeting where the message title is "The Fight Is On," hearers are
told that they are in a fight and are challenged to be RAW, "Righteous, Active Warriors,"
and "monsters in the Spirit." They are cautioned not to blame people for their problems,
because "the devil is slapping you silly. . . The problem is spiritual." The young people
are asked "Are you gomg to let the devil punk you or are you going to submit to God?"
(Redmond, Undated Jersey Youth CD).
The message type, fightmg back against enemies, places great responsibility on
people just as embracing the gifts ofGod does. As people are expected to embrace the
gifts through submission, commitment, etc., they are also told they have the power to
fight back against societal, irmer, and demonic opposition. Though fewer verbs are
apphed to this task, the terms "resist," "fight," and "overcome" are prominent. The
believer's ability to contend against these foes is based not on their own strength, but on
the person and work of Jesus, "the Mighty God ... the Satan-defeating God ... the
Overcoming God" (Shoemaker 1 1/28/08).
The events of Jesus' death and resurrection are said to have overturned Satan's
stronghold on the earth, and broken the power even of death. People are encouraged that,
"IfChrist can conquer death, he can help you to conquer any temptation and problem you
have" (Shoemaker 9/28/08). Embracing God's gifts and fighting the enemy are thus
inextricably linked.
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Serving the world. Sermons and testimonies at First Wesleyan lift up the value of
ordinary people serving in ordinary ways (Shoemaker 9/7/08). Contrary to the common
viewpoint that spectacular demonstrations and actions are needed, Pastor Shoemaker
preaches it is the spiritual gift of service that the majority of the people in the church
have. It is also the gift that has the potential of bearing the greatest fruit, because
"Servant-style evangelists touch lives that others can't touch" (Shoemaker 9/7/08). The
role of serving is often individual and can add to the significance of a person's life. In
this regard, Martin Luther King Jr. is invoked, saying "Anyone can be great, because
anyone can serve" (Shoemaker 1/18/09). There is also community consciousness, as
revealed in the assertion, "it is important what we do, when we leave church"
(Shoemaker 9/7/08). Serving is lifted up as an activity that vahdates the faith and the
church and breaks dowoi walls that divide people. Ordinary service given to outsiders can
be an avenue to bringing the lost to God. Church participants are reminded: "Christ is the
reconciler, but we are his ambassadors" (Shoemaker 3/15/09).
Songs and Publicity
With a variety ofpeople and groups rotating worship responsibilities, there is not
a dependable way of determining the church's most frequently used songs. The most
definitive descripfion of First Wesleyan's worship content is "diverse." They draw from
traditional hymnody, contemporary Christian worship, black gospel, and reggae genres.
Songs captured on service recordings echo sermon themes. Many songs lift up God as
the giver of gifts and celebrate the enjoyment of salvation and other gifts. Many also
carry the theme oi overcoming, in which participants reflect on frials and challenges that
have been met by faith. One song combines these two types and expresses faith that "I
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will recover what the devil has stolen from me" (CD 2/1/09). Another represents the
experience ofpeople of faith depending on and serving one another.
A responsive reading used on Palm Sunday (2009) suggests a consciousness that
separates spiritual from physical warfare, and distinguishes the church as an advocate for
one and not the other. That reading in part:
Rejoice greatly, O Daughter ofZion!. ..See, your king comes to you,
righteous and having salvation, gentle and riding on a donkey, on a colt,
the foal of a donkey.
I will take away the chariots from Ephraim and the warhorses from
Jerusalem, and the battle-bow wiU be broken. He wiU proclaim peace
to the nations. (Zechariah 9:9-10)
When you entered the city. You renounced displays of triumphant power.
You set aside chariots horses, swords and instead chose a humble
donkey.
You disdain the machinery ofmilitant conquest as a way ofbringing in
Your kingdom. Instead of weaponry that reduces people to nothing. You
wield your word to make people whole.
Come again to us! Raise Your voice and proclaim peace in our city.
Disarm our trust in warfare and give us hope for enduring peace. (FWC
worship folder 4/5/09)
The church's website, along with printed materials, emphasizes the Embracing
God's gifts, and Serving the world types, but does not shutter the fighting enemies type.
All three types are included in the church's mission statement that appears online and in
First Wesleyan Church is a diverse urban fellowship united in Jesus
Christ, worshipping God and serving together to impact Jersey City and
beyond. We promote the necessity of regeneration and godliness that is
only possible through faith in Jesus Christ as our Savior and the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit. We encourage the exercise and development
of spiritual gifts for growth, maturity, and unity in the Body. We exercise
authority over sickness and spiritual forces ofwickedness, recognizing
that "the Kingdom ofGod is not a matter of talk, but ofpower" (1
Corinthians 4:20). (jcfwc.org)
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Publicity materials major on groups and activities, offering people the opportunity
to join in on the benefits of the various experiences where they might grow in embracing
God's gifts, and drawing attention to numerous ways the church serves the community
and places a person might volunteer.
The Corporate Culture
A deeper understanding of Fhst Wesleyan Church is to be gained through the
voices of its members and observation of its activities. The following table, utilizing
Schein's cultural categories, serves as an introduction to the information in Appendix 7,
and is based on six group interviews involving 28 people, researcher observations over a
six day period, and 14 completed questiormaires.
Minimahst Introduction to Appendix 7
Deeper Level
Assumptions
Assumptions that guide
External Adaptation and
Survival
Assumptions that
Determine Internal
Integration
The nature of reality and truth
Truth is in the Bible
Mission and strategy
Taking the Word to the
unsaved and bringing the
unsaved to Christ, building
community
Creating a common language and
conceptual categories
Blessing andpraise, present
battle is against Satan and
thepowers
The nature of time
Present/near future
orientation
Goals
Church goals unknown,
generalgoalsfor some
ministries
Defining group boundaries and
criteria for inclusion and
exclusion
Non-Christians are outside of
grace, FWC open to all,
officialmembership
important
The nature of space
Neighborhoodpresence,
worship and community
center
Means
Weaknesses threaten to
overwhelm strengths,
partnership ofpastor and
people, keeping outsiders in
view
Distributing power and status
Significance in titles and
dress, service is a privilege
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The nature of human nature
Every person a mixture of
good and bad
Measurement
Numbers, sensing God with
us
Developing norms of intimacy,
friendship, and love
High affection and openness
The nature of human activity
Culture currently winning
the battle, prayer is a force,
localized rather than
generalized change
Correction
Pastor andpeople
Rewards and punishments
Celebration ofall
accomplishments and service,
the redemptive discipline of
being "sat down"
The nature of human
relationships
Love andfamily, family
conflict, worth it
Explaining the unexplainable�
Miracles and God's blessing,
Satan flghts against us
Homogeneity versus diversity
Diversity both valued and
difficult
Table 4.4: First Wesleyan, Jersey City, Corporate Culture Introduction
The Rhetorical Vision
The rhetorical vision of First Wesleyan Church, Jersey City is drawn from both
the public presentations of the church and the words and stories of the people.
Describing the scene, characters, plotline, sanctioning agent, and master analogue, allows
auditors to summarize the world envisioned by group participants.
Scene. The church's locality is high in the consciousness and speech of church
participants. This area in south Jersey City is home, it is "our neighborhood," a place of
ethnic diversity and ethnic and socio-economic struggle. The urban identity goes beyond
the city borders to include those across the Hudson in the burgs ofNew York City, and
other areas where there is a high density of poorer and darker people. These are places of
uncertainty, upon which forces from the outside (such as Hollywood and racism) and the
inside (like drugs and unemployment) collide and conspire to destroy individuals and
families.
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Characters. People of faith and faithfulness, as well as strugglers and fallen
victims occupy space in the church's rhetoric. Key people include those faceless
individuals who founded, carried on, and passed the church on to the current participants.
Holding the past and future together are Pastor Shoemaker and First Lady Vi, who began
theh ministry in a time of transition when they seemed too young and the community too
black, but in God's plan. Speaking of the Almighty, the Creator of the world is well
known as Savior in this place, and desires to welcome everyone into the etemal kingdom.
Making that message known is the responsibility of the young and old who worship at
FWC, each one a valued brother, sister, or minister.
There are enemies in the story, including human tendencies to sin that need to be
combated, and surrounding world systems, and a devil, who works to pull people away
from sobriety, family, and church. These enemies have succeeded all too often, as
represented in those members of the community who have succumbed to dmgs and
alcohol, left the faith community, and died all too young all too often.
Plotline. People are on the bubble. God desires to bless and give life, but people
have to reach out and embrace it. Enemies want to destroy, but ifpeople are wary and if
they battle in prayer and faithful living, they can stave off the worst of the opposition's
blows. Here, in a sea of turmoil, there is an island, a place that offers hope and family,
life and refuge from the storm. FWC is also a place of strength, where there are steadfast
and godly leaders, respected in the city and reaching out. The tides ebb and flow, and
there are times of celebration and seasons ofweariness, but the island holds and the
residents live and love and work to pull others to safety.
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Sanctioning agent. While the Bible is called upon as a foundation and validation
for the church s message, there are a couple of additional sanctioning agents for the
group's rhetorical vision. God stands behind the Bible, so it is referred to as "God's
word." God also has been active in the history of the church and continues to offer and
provide gifts to the people. The value of diversity also sanctions church activities and is
seen as being derived fi-om both God and the Bible.
Master analogue. FWC is carried along by a righteous-social analogue. Tbe
church leaders heavily promote a right way of thinking and living that if followed will
result in effective ministry to the community and world on the part of individuals and the
group as a whole. There is a strong message of right and wrong that is accompanied by a
recognition ofhuman frailty and a value of forgiveness and redemption. As all the
members are assumed to have sinned and been redeemed, there is a hope for all people to
be redeemed, which can become reahty if church participants will live and give in service
to others.
Contributions and Concerns Regarding Militant Language.
The message type, fighting back against enemies, is one of the three major
rhetorical types in the public proclamation of First Wesleyan Church and is found in
certain areas ofprivate thinking and conversation, as well. The language of conflict
reflects and projects a worldview in which God desires to bring good to humanity and the
demonic attacks humanity (particularly people of faith). Militant language is used to
describe the offensive work of the demonic, the defensive response of faithfiil followers
of Jesus, and to a lesser extent, the acfion of God on behalfof those who call on God for
help. Such beliefs and the use of this language is held as biblical and true by the people
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of this church, who face problems too real to ignore or to couch in more irenic terms.
Failure to recognize the opposition and failure to win at least a significant number of
battles would mean personal failure, the weakening of the church, and an end to
meaningful service that could be provided to the world. The fighting back theme is
integral to the rhetorical vision, thinking, and worldview of this faith community and
helps to tie the group together.
Church language separates physical and spiritual warfare, having a social and
pohtical orientation that speaks fairly strongly against physical war, though "Christian
non-violence" is not a part of the group's vocabulary. Members are averse to
terminology that associates Christianity with militancy, not only because of concems for
misinterpretation, but also because of their own discomfort. On the other hand, the
awareness of competing forces and convictions regarding the role of believers in the
contest, moves church participants to fervent intercessory prayer and to acts of
compassion toward neighbors. The attitude and language ofparticipants flows most
naturally in the veins of embracing God's gifts and serving the world leaving few
concems for the organization's use of conflict language.
Case Study Five: New Hope Family Worship Center, Brooklyn, NY
New Hope's Context and History
New Hope Family Worship Center is a ministry of the Wesleyan Church in
Brooklyn, New York. This is a diverse borough ofNew York City, with a population of
approximately 2.5 milhon people within 71 square miles of land. Approximately 41% of
residents are white, 36% black or African American, and 23% other. About 20% claim
Hispanic or Latino background. One in four residents falls below the poverty line, with
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half of these below 50% of the poverty level. The median household income of $41 ,406
is below the national average, even as house and rental costs are higher than national and
state averages. There is also a higher than average percentage of unemployed and renting
residents.
The church was founded in 1992 with Pastor Goodman in the lead role and
Anthony Graham as the assistant. After two years and seven months Goodman retired
and Graham moved into the senior pastor's position where he has served since. Anthony
and his wife Leshe were bom in the West Indies, and about 90% of tbe congregation has
Caribbean heritage or ties. Since 2002, the church's weekend services have counted
between 350 and 450 participants, with numbers currently trending higher. During the
early years, the congregation met in the aftemoon at another church's facility, then rented
a church facility on nearby Ashford Street. There, the members had the experience of
improving the building, were able to meet on their own schedule and develop various
groups. At Ashford, they also made compassion ministries to the neighborhood a central
part of their thinking and activity.
One of the great tuming points in the church's history came in 2000, when the
group purchased the current property, and converted a t-shirt factory into a worship and
conmiunity center. Leaders had been in negotiation to purchase a several-story building,
but the deal fell through leaving them discouraged. Later, they leamed that the stmcture
would have required expensive stmctural improvements, while the changes to the current
building involved less demanding changes, such as installing intemal walls and
fiimishings. Much of this work was done by outside church groups and volunteers from
within the congregation.
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The story ofNew Hope is in many ways the story ofDr. Graham. He is a
charismatic leader, who communicates joy in his preaching and demeanor, and has a
stature and personality that inspires loyalty. Graham pastors bi-vocationally, working
fiiU-time as a New York high school dean. He is surrounded with an assistant pastor.
Pearl Glasgow, and several ministers who devote time to specific areas of the church's
ministry. Some well-trained workers had a desire to work with Graham long before
being invited into partnership. Graham's reputation, though, is not just from his ability to
attract, it also comes from his perseverance during the church's 17 year history. Church
members express their admiration for his continuing to keep his preaching solidly based
in Scripture. Leslie Graham hints at a history of pastoral perseverance when she is asked
about the story of the church and responds, "Leadership is like driving a bus. Some
people get on and some get off, but you keep driving the bus" (Interview 4/12/09). Other
long-time members also reflect on challenging times when groups have left the church
"over issues of control" (Member interview 4/13/09), but the pastor has held fast. One
17-year New Hope veteran contends, "Even when the last set of people moved I felt that
they should have the attitude that I have that God has not made me the pastor and given
me the vision, h is important to follow the leadership God has given us" (Member
interview 4/13/09). Dr. Graham can be heard praying as he walks through the church
complex and notes that the tuming point in his ministry came when he became a man of
prayer.
New Hope Ministries
Church literature outlines the organization's ministries under the five headings of
worship, outreach, relationships, discipleship and prayer.
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Worship is centered in the weekend services, particularly the two Sunday options,
in which participants collectively and personally recognize and respond to the majesty of
God. Leaders speak of experiencing the glory ofGod and magnifying God in word and
song. They emphasize the affective aspects of the worship experience, noting that they
feel the glory and presence ofGod which entices people to worship more. This ministry
is understood as a pathway to life transformation and freedom. One leader contends,
"Our goal is to bring people into the presence of God and focus on God and God's word
and to help them fmd release from their difficulties .... There is a release, an opening of
the door for my deliverance" (Mervdn Fleming Interview 4/13/09).
Services include a diversity ofmusical gemes, including Caribbean, black gospel,
traditional hymns and contemporary Christian worship. Some leaders rearrange songs
made popular in one style and translate them into a Caribbean beat. The congregation
worships with their bodies as well as their voices, raising hands, moving from side to
side, and sometimes dancing. Performed interpretive dance is a church specialty, led by
one of the Graham daughters, Amara. Choirs and worship teams give many people an
opportimity to contribute to the music ministry, and soloists are utilized to lead people
into deeper encounters with the message and movement ofworship.
Two kinds of outreach are heavily promoted at New Hope. They have a strong
evangehstic focus, claiming a "seven day evangelism campaign." This includes at least
one event each day of the week, such as a nursing home visitation, subway station
presence for prayer or handing out tracts, prayer walking and public proclamation.
People are reminded often to demonstrate Christ and to invite their neighbors to church.
The second form of oufreach is the church's compassion ministries. The members and
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facility serve as a redistribution center for clothing and household items. Space and
effort are devoted to gathering these resources, sorting them, and setting them out where
people in the community are welcome to come and take what they need for free. Each
Saturday moming a meal is served, followed by a briefworship service, after which
people take away bread and other food items. For Easter Sunday, 2009, the church
purchased 500 pairs of sneakers, and all children attending the worship service received a
pah for free. Church facilities also host educational and community activities to aid
residents with various needs, including skill and employment development. The church
operates with a sfrong consciousness that they are called to minister to a community that
has profound spiritual, social, and physical needs, and there are announced activities for
every day through the week.
Helping people develop relationships and experience discipleship takes place
largely through bringing them together on campus and in church events. The ties among
those who minister together are obviously deep and meaningfiil. Ministries for gathering
and discipling children and youth seem to be valued and well established, but there are a
few groups for adults to gather specifically for these purposes. While such groups are in
development, adults depend largely on the preaching of the pastor to deepen their
spiritual hves.
The fifth ministry focus of prayer occupies a high place at New Hope. These
include daily 5:00 a.m. prayer, mid-day Tuesdays, Wednesday evening, late-night
Fridays preceded by deliverance ministry, and Sundays before and during services.
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New Hope's Proclamation
The following analysis of language pattems is based on 10 sermons by Pastor
Anthony Graham and more than a dozen guest sermons and musical performances.
Though some recordings are undated, the timeframe of these proclamation events are
typically from mid-2008 through May, 2009. The content of these sermons carry four
message types: 1) We have a mighty God; 2) we are challenged by destructiveforces; 3)
we can be an overcomingpeople; 4) M'e can be a significant church.
The first person plural is utilized in each type title because the church's pedagogy
is consistently relational. There are no lectures on the nature ofGod, the devil, humanity
or ecclesiology. Rather, the preacher communicates from the human and local viewpoint,
declaring how God relates to the people, how destmctive forces impinge, the calling and
potential of believers, and what committed New Hope participants can hope to
accomphsh together.
We have a mighty God. God is lifted up at this church in kingly and relational
terms. Over hfe in general, God is "in control." God "confrols the rain," and is in control
of the events to come so that Graham can say, "time is winding up and our Lord is getting
ready to dispatch his angels and reap a harvest of souls" (Graham, Untitled DVD "The
Harvest Is Upon Us). The authority of Jesus is hfted up: "Jesus was accused ofbeing a
kmg. He is a king**. He is our king***" (Clinton Glasgow 4/10/09). The power of Jesus
is tied to his death and resurrection through the important symbols of "the cross,"
"Calvary," "the blood," and what these are said to have accomplished, including the
theme that Jesus' death was a "sin sacrifice" (Courtney Hickson 4/10/09), and the
Christus Victor theme that "Jesus came as a conqueror of darkness"(Grantley Trotman
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4/10/09) and "arose victorious* because he conquered death" (4/10/09). God's might is
seen over against both spiritual and political darkness. Those in attendance affirm the
guest speaker on Easter 2009 vigorously as he tells the story of a Christian martyr, who
under the reign of the Roman emperor Julius was asked where Jesus was replied, "he is
constructing a coffin for your emperor." The speaker continues, "The carpenter God is
constructing a coffin for all the things that trouble us and for all the evil of this world. He
reigns***. He announces today: 'I am king of kings and Lord of lords.' He is risen**"
(Emest Mullins 4/12/09).
New Hope preachers proclaim the might of God as a positive force because God
desires to act on behalf of people. The assertion that God reigns as a mighty king is
repeatedly tied to the problems people in attendance face, and the power ofGod is
available to those who need and seek it. One preacher asserts, "God has the best for
you," and applies the resurrection earthquake to hearers, "You are looking at a miracle of
a miracle-working God. . . . God is able to break every hard place in your life. The earth
will give way" (James Samuel 4/10/09). God is portrayed as highly responsive to prayer
and to worship. Graham preaches, "We need to worship. When the church begins to
worship it draws the presence of God" (Undated DVD "And It Came to Pass).
But, the might of God can also be raised as a waming, because God disciplines
both nations and individuals because of their sin. The statement that "God controls the
rain" can be bad news just as well as good.
We are challenged by destructive forces. The related enemies, the devil and sin,
are frequently highlighted in New Hope preaching. Referred to most often as "the devil"
and "the enemy," and less often as "demons" and "evil spirits," the devil and his flock of
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spiritual beings are understood as bringing untold trouble upon people, primarily through
deceit which draws people into sin or disobedience to God. Human sin, though, is not
simply individual failure, for it has a social dimension: "When people backslide, they do
not backslide alone, when they sin they do not sin alone" (Graham 5/6/07). Personal
failure, the failure ofmarriages, and broader societal problems are the resuh of people
getting mixed up in sin and the devil, so hearers are cautioned, "Don't play with sin,
because there are spiritual forces at work" (Graham 5/6/07).
Christian believers are encom-aged to heighten their perception and discemment
regarding the enemies around us. Just as God is drawn near by prayer and worship, "in
the same way there are things we can do to invoke and bring close the enemy powers,"
such as taking interest in witchcraft (Graham, Undated DVD "And It Came To Pass").
The world is getting worse, and "the powers of darkness are quickly encroaching"
(Undated DVD "Why Sit Here until We Die"). But, believers are not to be fearful, for
"the spirit of fear" is one of the prime weapons of the enemy (Graham, Undated DVD
"And It Came to Pass"). Instead, followers of Jesus should be courageous and fulfill
their callings.
We can be an overcomingpeople. It is clear in New Hope rhetoric that people,
unbelievers and believers alhce, dwell on precarious turf Not only are the etemal souls
on the line, the earthly happiness of individuals and social groups from families to
nations are continually at risk and can be moved toward suffering or prosperity. Though
the mighty God bestows favor on his children, and the enemy comes against them
continually, daily and individual outcomes are quite dependent on human experiences
and actions that are presented in several themes.
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One overcoming theme is "salvation," or being "saved," both considered the entry
point into a transforming relationship with God in which one's sins are forgiven. This is
the dividing line between "freedom or slavery, life or death, heaven or hell" (Himchan
Ganesh 4/10/09). Pastor Graham exhorts his hearers to enter in: "This life is preparation
for the next, a dress rehearsal. In the life to come, no pain or tears ... Be sure of your
relationship with God*** be sure your name is in the Lamb's Book of Life***" (Graham,
Undated DVD "The Harvest Is Upon Us"), h is at this point of "redemption" that the
victory won by Jesus becomes a victory for the individual believer. The message is
regularly sounded, however, that while it is essential to enter the door of salvation, there
are many more victories to experience.
The theme of "holiness" joins human overcoming with the themes ofGod's might
and enemy threats. It involves being "filled with the Holy Spirif and living in "victory
over sin," loving God wholeheartedly, and distaining sin consistently. Graham
announces that God is looking for those who will embrace this level of living:
God wants men who are holy. If there is falsehood in the words it comes
from a rotten heart. God still has a standard and the standard is holiness.
'Who shall ascend the hill of the Lord? He who has clean hands, and a
pure heart.' God has a fresh experience for me. Following salvation there
must be sanctification and then service. So many stop at salvation and
say, "OK, I am saved," but there is more****, h is time the men of new
Hope seek the Lord with all their heart.*** Be men of integrity all the
time***. (Graham 6/15/09)
The clear message is that holiness is the calling of every Christian, and not walking in
"sanctification" is as much a choice as receiving and demonstrating bohness.
A third way people can overcome is through fighting the plans and actions of the
enemy. Believers will either be warriors or victims, but cannot (and should not try to)
avoid the conflict. New Hope's choir director preaches it this way:
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"As long as we are in the body we will face great trials** The enemy
attacks us but will not determine the fmal outcome Only in the
spiritual battles do we really partake of Jesus Christ. The enemy can not
win. A setback is only temporary, like Jesus dying on the cross. He came
up from the tomb** The battle is already won!" (Sylvanie Charles
4/10/09)
Christians are considered equipped to battle the enemy by their connection with
the victory already won by Christ, by the decision to stand and fight, and by their
wiUingness to let God fight for them. Graham trumpets, "When there are battles
to fight God will fight for you" (Graham, Undated DVD "Why Sit Here Until We
Die"). The Christian call to arms is both personal and social, as guest preacher
Eamest MuUins teaches,
We have authority to participate in the holy drama of redeeming the
world. We are not going to sit down any more. We are children of God
and have the authority to challenge every evil spirit out there**. God's
will for you: God's concem for you is what you are doing to take on the
evil spirits at work in your life. Put shoe leather to the faith. Live out the
Sermon on the Mount. We don't have the privilege of sitting it out. We
must take our stand with Jesus**. Jesus challenges the evil that is in the
hearts ofmen**, and that is where evil lives today. Until we face the evil
in our own hearts we can't face the evil in our homes, our town and our
nation***. (Emest Mullins 5/13/09)
The theme of "authority" is a key weapon in the believer's arsenal, along with the
recognition that soldiers of the kingdom must want to employ it. Graham contends,
If you really want victory it will not come naturally, you need to address it
in the name of Jesus. When the devil is after your body, your finances . . .
you have the authority to command the devil to take his hands of your
body, to take his hands off your finances . . . **************** Qod is
waiting on you to stand and declare the word of the Lord***********.
God wants change, but do you want change?*** (Undated DVD "And h
Came to Pass)
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The issue of choice, of possibility, of untapped resources that must be accessed, is a
constant beat in the proclamation of the rhetorical type. We can be an overcomingpeople.
There is a sense that many are living outside of or below their batde commission.
We can be a significant church. Though the church is not as frequently a sermon
topic as the other proclamation types, it is a repeated focus. Graham expresses his desire
and belief that New Hope has a divine call by using such themes as "harvest," "mission,"
and "reaching souls." One sermon frames these themes in terms of a continuing
"legacy":
That's the legacy we want�not buildings. . . . The pastor of Central
Wesleyan Church gave us $30,000 for this church when we were in
transition into this building. They did this while in the middle of their own
building project . . . What they did for us, we must do for this community.
We need men and women to go into the community and reach new
children. When the record is written, believers at Central will have jewels
in their crown for what they gave so we can reach souls. (Undated DVD
"The Harvest Is Upon Us")
Bringing others into salvation is something that individuals may do in their service to
God ("We have a mandate for every behever to go and tell and baptize. We have a
message for every unbehever. Hope, life, liberty are in Jesus" (Graham 4/5/09), but it is
ultimately a plural and group act that brings others into the faith community. Graham can
be expressed in militant terminology: "It is God's desire that the church go into the
enemy's camp and take away the spoils of the enemy. Get into the camp of the enemy,
into the houses of the residents of the enemy. They are not the enemy, but the enemy has
them locked up" (Graham, Undated DVD "Why Sit Here until We Die?")
The church's significance begins with the neighborhood, but extends to being a
"worid church," and a "global church." Graham is comfortable announcing local goals,
such as having 200 children in Sunday School, but also conveys a broader vision: "Our
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ministry is to the nations of the earth, not only east New York," and he shares that God
moved him to pray for many nations, which he has done and how this has moved the
church to send food and support missionaries on other continents. Graham proclaims
succinctly, "We have a mission." (4/5/09)
All four types (mighty God, destructive forces, overcomingpeople, and significant
church) are carried in a single section ofGraham's 2008 Father's Day sermon:
If the men ofNew Hope will start praying, change will come to our homes
and community and city**. God has called us together to take over this
city. I've come to serve notice to all the evil spirits that there is a new king
in town and his name shall be called Wonderfiil, Counselor, Mighty God,
Everlasting Father, Prince ofPeace*****.
These four rhetorical types form a cohesive worldview in which the church and its people
are partners with God, but must overcome their own infirmities and temerity in order to
effectively oppose the enemy and have a corporate, redemptive influence on society.
Songs and Publicity
New Hope does not keep a record of their congregational worship and
performance songs, but they use a variety ofmusical styles and lyrical types. Choices
heard on location and through recordings most strongly carry the themes we have a
mighty God, we can be overcomingpeople, and we are challenged by destructive forces.
Most songs allow people to express their adoration of the Trinity, sing thanks for what
God has done for them, and reinforce the assurance that the power of God available for
those in need of forgiveness and deliverance.
The three worship leaders interviewed speak freely about the inclusion of
songs with warfare and victory lyrics. Mervin Fleming responds.
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They are songs that break the chains. When used at the right time they are
effective. They do something to the atmosphere. Chains are broken and
they put people in an atmosphere of expectancy of what God is going to
do. They give a message of hope and fighting the good fight, breaking
bonds individually and collectively. Something happens in the whole
worship experience. People feel empowered and in a mindset of fighting
... not about fighting another person, but the enemy. (Interview 4/13/09)
Michael Gilbert calls these "songs ofwar," or even better, "songs of affirmation," since
they affirm the victory already accomplished for us. Though he sees in them the message
that "we are marching forward until every battle is won," he believes the Bible
emphasizes the completed work ofChrist that needs to be maintained, and adds, "The
enemy, Satan, is real and the only thing that is going to protect us from him is us having
that armor, understanding the power of God within us and frmctioning in the victories
God gives us" (Interview 4/14/09).
When asked if terms of battle are important to her in worship, Leslie Graham
replies.
Yes, because we have to be very specific on what we say. Because of the
type of people we are dealing with we carmot just say 'let's overcome our
problems' because for some it is not just a problem it really is a battle.
They have to know there is a Satan and there is a war. We can't assume
people know who the enemy is, that it is not their neighbor, but is the
devil. It is in the Bible so we have to use these words. (Interview 4/14/09)
Sunday services, as well as other events, include prayers and shouts that extend a
battle motif Prayer is taken seriously, and the importance of fervency is advocated in
practice and teaching. One interpretive dance performance, recorded for reproduction
and sale, has a prayer song reflecting the "prayer of Jabez," which asks God to enlarge
the seeker's territory. The dance communicates how the enemy tries to interfere in
prayers and demonstrates the importance and power of the believer's earnestness and
persistence in prayer, opening the door to the pouring out ofGod's power. Pastor
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Graham sometimes prepares people for the prayer portion of the service by telling them,
"1 want everyone to lift your hands and pray," and then prays out loud as the
congregation does the same. He also lifts up what he calls "victory shouts," with
repeated, long-intoned shouts of "Hallelujah!" or "Jesus!" (4/12/09)
Church publicity, including the website (nhfwcc.org), weekly bulletins and
newsletters, carry the messages of honoring God, presenting New Hope as a church "God
has raised up," and offering readers the resources to "overcome" their fears and
circumstances. Circumstances, and the conditions of city living seem to replace any
"enemy" language, at least in the limited number ofpublications available.
The Corporate Culture
The next step in understanding New Hope Family Worship Center is to examine
its corporate culture through the lens of Schein's framework of group assumptions. The
information represented in the following table is developed from four group interviews
involving a total of 26 people, questiormaires completed by seven individuals, nine
personal interviews, and participant observation over six days. For fiirther details, see
Appendix 8.
Minimalist Introduction to Appendix 8
Deeper Level
Assumptions
Assumptions that guide
External Adaptation and
Survival
Assumptions that
Determine Internal
Integration
The nature of reahty and truth
Truth in the Bibleproperly
interpreted
Mission and strategy
Gospel outreach
Creating a common language and
conceptual categories
Loving God, blessed lives,
comfort with spiritual battle
terms
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The nature of time
Time on the march,
polychromic time
Goals
Goals forfun and effect
Defining group boundaries and
criteria for inclusion and
exclusion
Three lines of inclusion
The nature of space
Urban facility conversion,
centrality ofworship, for the
people
Means
Detailedplans and activities
Distributing power and status
High expectations for leaders,
honor through titles
The nature of human nature
Selfish, but with hope
Measurement
Track by impressions and
numbers
Developing norms of intimacy,
fiiendship, and love
Broad affection and
relational needs
The nature of human activity
People shape the future,
prayer works, faith should be
demonstrated
Correction
Serious review and
accountability
Rewards and punishments
Public acknowledgement,
private correction
The nature of human
relationships
Desire for cooperation,
psychological contracts tied
to trust in the leader, many
relationships needed
Explaining the unexplainable�
God answersprayer
Homogeneity versus diversity
Unity in diversity, developing
youth, contrary views
questioned
Table 4.5: New Hope Family Worship Center Corporate Culture hitroduction
The Rhetorical Vision
New Hope Family Worship Center is a diverse community that shares a rhetorical
vision of hself and its world. That vision can be summarized by considering five
elements of the story told by the public proclamation and reflections of the church's
participants.
Scene. Everything about New Hope culture expresses a consciousness of
urbanity and of the condhions in the southem New York City burghs ofBrooklyn and
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Queens. This is an environment that offers a gathering place for people from other
cultures, particularly the Caribbean islands, and a context ofpoverty, struggle, and
opposing powers. The city as a whole is not considered spiritually dark, but darkness
does lurk and hold sway and it is a place where socio-political-economic powers and
pressures make life difficult.
Characters. Spiritual beings are active here, including the Mighty God, who has
provided the way of salvation and established outposts of grace like the New Hope
church community. The devil is also active, tempting both outsiders and insiders to sin
and destruction. But, the spiritual forces work in concert with people. As people enter
into relationship with God and live out the call to holiness, they positively influence those
around them, and when individuals and groups follow the way of the enemy they degrade
the scene, making life more difficult on others.
Those who respond to the gospel of Jesus Christ and enter into his service are
heroes in this environment. These are countercultural radicals, who dare to be light in the
darkness, joy among sadness, and victors where there is so much defeat. Pastor Graham
is a bright light to follow, as are others who demonstrate Christian character, prayerful
lives, persistence, and productive service. Pastors and teachers are highly valued
members of the community, as are those who labor to extend ministries of compassion to
the neighborhood.
Plothne. The key narrative of this church is that of a quiet and benevolent
invasion, hito a scene of oppression, God has established a church and a people. They
have endured the challenges ofbeing renters and nomads, but have been given a place in
which to grow and do their work. Their work is to give help and new hope to troubled
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people, tum wanderers into worshippers, and subjects of the devil into servants of God.
The building on Livonia Street is a center for transforming common people into holy,
praying, working influencers, who will draw other people in so they can experience a
similar conversion. There is a sense that this community is not only established by God,
but that it must move forward, that its failure would be a significant loss to the
surrounding area and its residents. The battles for personal holiness and to advance in the
city (and perhaps nation) are essential.
Sanctioning agent. Participants are pointed to at least three substantiating
entities as a basis for their beliefs. First, they look to God and the Bible as the foundation
for interpreting the world around them and providing direction for their faith and actions.
Second, the stmggles and destmction seen in the environment are seen as proof that the
enemy is at work and that suffering can often be traced back to the human failure to live
according to the teachings of Christ. Third, the validity of the message can be seen in the
individuals and families that joyfully serve God and in the advancement of this church.
Master analogue. New Hope operates with a righteous-social master analogue.
The ultimate aim of the majority of the church's proclamation is social transformation.
However, the immediate aim ofmost messages is personal freedom and holiness. There
are right and wrong ways of thinking, believing, and especially behaving. However, right
behefs and even actions are not sufficient to produce right living. Righteous lives, right
actions in the realms of compassion, outreach, sexuality, family life, financial wisdom
and giving, and spiritual disciplines such as prayer, constitute the urgent call.
The church is validated by its community impact, individuals are affirmed for
touching others, and the aim ofNew Hope rhetoric is to prepare church and individuals to
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positively and redemptively impact the city and areas beyond. It is expected that building
a community of righteous believers will create a convincing witness and sufficient
resources to make a joint impact on the larger society. Embracing biblical teachings and
holy living are means to the end of cultural transformation.
Contributions and Concerns Regarding to Mihtant Language.
All four rhetorical types emphasized in New Hope proclamation contain symbols
of contest and conflict. In the type, we have a mighty God, the Lord is spoken of as
benevolent and mercifiil, and also as conquering and judging. Tbe emphasis that we are
challenged by destructive forces understands that enemies are extemal and intemal,
stmctural and personal, and if given leeway will destroy lives. In order to experience
God's blessings and defeat enemies, believers must be an overcomingpeople and fight
both their natural tendencies and demonic assailants. Finally, the type we can be a
significant church stresses that the mighty God has raised up this particular group in
order to live out and proclaim the kingdom of God. Though the language of the loving
character ofGod, and God's call on the lives of people, are used more than militant
terms, the reality of conflict is never far from being spoken. Some symbols of conflict,
such as the frequently heard terms, "overcome" and "stand," are not necessarily mihtant
terminology, but in the context of this rhetorical vision are understood as militant by
participants in this community.
The language of conflict helps participants make sense of what is often perceived
as a hostile environment. The message that Christ has overcome Satan is applied to the
current situation in which some source of power outside the individual is seen as
necessary to gain victory over both inner pressures and threatening societal forces. This
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language gives community members the courage to rise above fear and victimhood, and
offers the possibility of victory, not only personally, but in achieving significance beyond
self and home. Participants in this rhetorical vision can be agents of life and hope and
salvation to their neighborhood and city.
Negative resuhs of this language, such as warmongering, end-time escapism, or
making enemies of other groups, can not be detected.
Case Study Six: Woodland HiUs Church, St. Paul, Minnesota
Woodland HiUs' Context and History
There are more than 3,000,000 people in tbe Minneapolis-St. Paul area, with the
larger number on the westem, Minneapohs side of the upper Mississippi river. The
population of the metropolitan area has seen modest increase (7%) over the past decade,
and enjoys low crime rates and above average educational levels. Unemployment rates
are near the national average, and though the cost of living is slightly elevated, per capita
income is $3 1,400, significantly higher than the national average of $24,020. More than
56% of residents indicate religious affiliation, six points higher than the national
standard, including a high proportion (17%) of Lutherans. Nearly 53% typically vote
with the Democratic party.
Woodland HiUs Church (WHC) was established in 1992, after leaders in the
Minnesota Baptist Conference (founded in the mid 19* century by Swedish Baptists and
one of the stronger Evangelical denominations in the region) approached Dr. Greg Boyd
about teaming up to plant a new ministry in north-eastem St. Paul. For several years,
Boyd had been a theology professor at nearby Bethel College, and a number of people
had come to appreciate his teaching and his fiU-in preaching at an area church. The
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original plan was for Boyd to co-pastor the church, but the partnership dissolved when it
became clear that his desire to have an urban ministry was not a shared by both parties,
and the other leader left to establish a more distincdy suburban church.
From the beginning, WHC services were well attended. Over 300 met in the
group's first pubhc school residence in October 1992, and during the next several years
of growth and relocations, participants had to arrive eariy, set up, worship, tbe clean up
routinely. During the eariy years, the church was sustained by energy and flexibility, but
lacked planning and organization. Largely based on Boyd's preaching and the
enthusiasm of early participants, weekly attendance grew to about 1,000 in 1995, but
even as attendance continued to climb in the following years, leaders "realized that while
rapid growth was being accommodated in worship services, very little church
community had developed" (O'Brien 2003).
The years 1999-2001 proved to be an organizational development season. Church
leadership developed and articulated a constitution, along with mission, vision and value
statements. Continuing to avoid the exclusionary problems of church membership, they
established a category known as "covenant partnership" by which participants can
annually affirm their commitments to the faith and to the mission and goals ofWHC. In
2001, WHC moved into its own facility on the northeastem edge of St. Paul, a 175,000
sq. ft. converted Builder's Square store, a large section ofwhich is stih awaiting
development. Additionally, great effort was applied to the development of various
ministries and small groups as avenues of service, discipleship, care and accountability.
The church continued to grow significantly until the well-publicized events in
2004 altered that trajectory. As described in a Christianity.com article (Bamhill 2006)
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and Boyd's introduction to The Myth ofa Christian Nation (2005, 9-10), an election
season sermon series caused a falling away. Many American Evangelicals were in full
support ofGeorge W. Bush's reelection and expected the pastors in their communities to
make clear their support of the president and other "pro-life," "pro-American" candidates
and issues. Boyd not only refused, but preached a series of sermons titled. The Cross or
the Sword, in which he contended that no political party, no govemment, and no country
is God's answer to the needs of the world. He further asserted that when the church
makes politics its battleground it betrays its witness to the kingdom of God. While many
cheered the messages, 20% of the congregation, nearly 1,000 people left the church for
more sympathetic pulpits. In terms of attendance, finances, and momentum, the church is
sfill recovering from these losses.
WHC is guided by a team of executive pastors, sometimes affectionately referred
to as a "trinity," Greg Boyd as senior pastor. Dr. Paul Eddy as teaching pastor, and Janice
Rohling as executive pastor. The staff and membership of the church all seem aware that
Janice "runs the church." While Boyd and Eddy apply their appreciable theological
understanding and passions to lead people in the knowledge and practice of God's
kingdom, Janice contributes a strong combination of prophetic gifts and organizational
skills to help the church pursue its vision, to congeal the large staff, and coordinate the
programs and facilities of the church.
Woodland Hills Ministries
Woodland hosts three weekend worship services and a number of age-appropriate
and need-focused ministries on campus. The children's ministries and youth (or
"emerging generation") ministries each have their designated areas in the building. A
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number of groups and services are administered under the heading of "care," including
various counseling options, support groups, and a weekly "Refiige" ministry, which
gathers people seeking to overcome various addictions and deal with a variety of life
struggles. The care department also aids people with financial needs, employment
preparation, and meals.
The church's concem beyond its walls and congregation is demonstrated in
various ways. Financial support is given to approximately 30 missionary teams around
the world and within the Minneapolis-St. Paul area. Groups assist public schools and
service agencies through pracfical projects such as landscaping. Work trips to foreign
fields are conducted. The church also makes available a booklet of volunteer
opportunities, promoting avenues through which church participants can serve in
community food banks, need-meeting services of other churches, nursing homes, etc.
Concems for the city, for the poor, and for social justice, are kept in the forefront of the
church's attention through video reminders and testimonies, and by the knowledge that it
is a focus of the leadership (Several years ago, the Boyd family, along with the famihes
of their long-standing small group, moved into the city of St. Paul).
Woodland Hill's Proclamation
The study of the church's proclamation analyzes 50 sermons, 49 of which were
preached in 2008 and one in 2009. Greg Boyd preached 41 of these messages, with staff
and WHC associated pastors presenting the remaining nine.
Put most broadly, the church's preaching has a single theme: the kingdom ofGod.
The term, "kingdom ofGod," and the abbreviated representation, "kingdom," is used in
neariy all sermons, and in some is voiced dozens of times. The various applications of
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this term create three rhetorical types: 1) Kingdom Conflict over Peaceful Creation; 2)
Kingdom Relationships over Religious Traditions; 3) Kingdom Living over Cultural
Conditioning.
Kingdom Conflict over Peaceful Creation. "Warzone" may be the most
common word in WHC preaching for describing the condition of this world. Though the
world was created good, "humans surrendered their authority over to the devil and his
angels" so that "The world has been seized by hostile powers" (Boyd 3/2/08). The words
of 1 John 5: 19 are invoked, saying, "The whole world is under the control of the evil
one." Boyd adds,
Satan is the power of the air and is over the kingdoms of earth. The world
is oppressed and to a large degree controlled by one hostile to God. Earth
was to be God's house and humans its landlord, but now people are the
slaves in the house. We are slaves to sin. We can't free or fix this house
from the demonic pollution. (3/2/08)
WHC cosmology includes the direct activity of Satan and demons, in tempting
people to sin, and enslaving people to addictions and demonization. Boyd testifies that
demonic activity was far from his life experience until a three week period in 1991 in
which he encountered five "overtly demonized people," and became convinced of the
current and prevalent reality of "spiritual warfare" (3/9/08). Much ofhis work, including
God at War (1997) and Satan and the Problem ofEvil (2001) grew from his
reexamination of Scripture, and historical and theological studies, since that 1991
awakening.
Boyd's writing and preaching also affirms the structural and corporate "pollution"
of demonic influence. Examples of this include the church's history of using violence.
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and the current hatred between nation states, hi particular, he argues that the "insane"
level ofmilitary spending "requires a supematural explanation" (3/2/09).
Besides giving auditors an explanation for the troubles in the world, the church's
preaching on kingdom conflict serves a pastoral function. The contention that the world
is a warzone is an essential part of the WHC theodicy. The reason for evil in an
individual's life is the same as the explanation for evil in the universe: we are in the midst
of a war. WHC preaching rejects "punishment theology," the idea that those God favors
experience blessing while those God opposes suffer (7/6/08, 7/20/08). Families which
experience suffering and grief, such as an untimely death, are comforted with the
message that their tragedy is not an act ofGod, and they are wamed that there is rarely a
knowable explanation, beyond the fact that they live in a warzone. Boyd preaches, "The
biblical reason for crap hitting the fan is that the world is in bondage to principalities and
powers .... We aU take hits" (7/6/08). Reflecting the teaching in Boyd's primer to Open
Theism, God of the Possible (2000), and the later. Is God to Blame? (2003), church
attendees are reminded that "Not everything happens for a divine purpose, but everything
does happen with a divine purpose" (7/6/08), i.e., God is not the cause of tragedy, but
God is still at work among us in all circumstances.
The existence of evil entities, diabolical stmctures, and personal tragedy are but
one side of the church's proclamation of kingdom conflict. The kingdom ofGod is
announced as the antithesis and solution to the demonic reign. Though he does not speak
directly about "theories of the atonemenf in the examined sermons, Boyd is known for
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his emphasis on the Christus Victormotif'^ centering the meaning ofChrist's death and
resurrection on the cosmic defeat of Satan. The sermons do contain the specific message
that "Jesus came to break the devil's power" (3/23/08). Preaching from Luke 11, Boyd
proclaims, "The central reason Jesus came was to overthrow the strong man and restore
the rulership of God . . . Jesus says, Tt belongs to my Father and I have been sent to take
it back'" (3/2/089). Elsewhere, the sentiment is voiced: "Jesus came to express God's
love and free us from the devil's wrath" (1/6/08). The gospels, then, communicate the
beginning of the end for the demonic kingdom, because in Jesus the kingdom of God
arrives on earth. The constant reminders given to WHC attendees to "seek the kingdom,"
"build the kingdom," "advance tbe kingdom," "do the kingdom," "live the kingdom,"
"spread the kingdom," "align with the kingdom," "be activists in the kingdom" (weekly
parting exhortations), call them to be part of "the revolution" that overthrows the
hegemony of the demonic on planet earth.
Kingdom Relationships over Religious Traditions. In its second major rhetorical
type, WHC preaching draws a stark division between what it sees as the bibhcal focus on
relationships, and the human�even demonic�tendency toward religion. In a sermon
titled, "The Evil ofRehgion," Boyd defines religion as "a system of beliefs and behaviors
that people adopt to make themselves okay with whatever image ofGod they have"
(8/17/08). In this definition, Boyd is idenfifying what he sees as two disasfrous
consequences ofbelievers hving out Christianity as a rehgion. First, he contends, such
religion is self-focused, while "In the kingdom it is not about you, but about God and
Jesus' power to set you free from self centeredness and diabolical bondage" (8/17/08).
Boyd's webpage (www.gregboyd.org) is titled "Christus Victor Ministries." Boyd makes the case for
Chrisms Victor as the primary message of the Atonement in Beilby and Eddy, The Nature of the
Atonement: Four Views (2006).
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The second damning result of Christian religiosity is that it turns believers into judges,
who look down on people in ways similar to the New Testament Pharisees whom Jesus
confronted (8/17/08).
While the antithesis for the religious compulsion to judge will be addressed under
the next rhetorical type, the correction offered for self-centered religion is a "joyftil
relationship with God" (1/6/08), most commonly compared to "marriage" (1/6/08,
5/11/08, 9/14/08, 11/16/08, 5/30/09), and "dance" (1/6/08, 6/1/08, 6/15/08, 6/29/08,
9/14/08), terms that emphasize interaction, communication, desire, and love. In this
hfestyle, prayer "makes sense," because "the purpose of creation is relationship and
relationship depends on communication . . . Relationships are mutually influential"
(1/27/08). hi confrast, "One way communication/action is not relationship but tyranny"
(1/27/08). Drawing from another biblical metaphor, WHC preaching images God as a
longing, but not controlling, father: "You can coerce behavior but not relationship . . .
God gives us space . . . Love has to be chosen" (1 1/9/08).
Boyd also calls hearers into deeper relationship with fellow kingdom travelers, hi
a sermon titled. Revolting againstNormal, he shares his own experience of being in a
small accountability group for the past two decades, including their recent move into the
same neighborhood in the city of St. Paul (1 1/23/08). Fulfilling the call to be people of
the kingdom is portrayed as impossible apart from such relationships, because only in
such a company can one successfully resist the pressures to conform to the kingdoms of
the world. Boyd suggests living in community needs to be seen not simply as "casual"
and "fun," but as a "discipline" (3/2/08, 1 1/23/08). Community, he says is "uniting for a
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purpose," because "We can't significantly revolt against the default of the culture on our
own" (11/23/08).
Authentic kingdom relationships, in WHC proclamation, are incomplete,
however, if limited to the divine and ecclesial. The call to follow Jesus means following
him into circles that religious people too often neglect. Like Jesus, WHC hearers are to
make the judged, the oppressed, the poor, part of their own "new group" (10/12/08). The
challenge to sacrifice and generosity is a frequent theme, but this cannot be limited to
sending in a check. Boyd challenges the validity of a faith in which Christians "can
spend 97% of our income on ourselves and ignore the needs of the poor, and spend 20
hours a week watching television and zero serving people with needs in the community?"
(5/4/08). Relationships must include those with no personal payback.
Kingdom Living over Cultural Conditioning. WHC's most frequent preaching
theme in the period of this study urges people to overcome their cultural conditioning and
live out the values and principles of the kingdom of God. This begins by challenging the
assumption that America is a Christian nation. Leaders refer to the bad news flowing
fi-om George Bama's research, with statements such as, "Bama has found that in
America, the connection between what people believe and how they behave is almost
non-existent," so that "Our lives, values, and priorities, are the same as those of our
pagan neighbors" (3/2/08). Boyd argues this is a consequence ofbelievers being
products of their culture, and their attempt to add Jesus where Jesus seems to fit. He
states, "Most Christians in the US are conformists to the culture" (8/24/08), and suggests,
"IfChristianity makes good common sense to you, you probably don't get if (10/12/08).
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Materialism and greed are the anti-kingdom diseases most commonly identified
by church preaching. Boyd contends, "Greed and materialism is the meth we smoke in
America, so we need a reorientation" in fact, "We are surrounded by the meth, the
materialism, every day, all day" (7/20/08). The pursuit of the "American Dream" is
frequently mentioned as a folly of our society and a detriment to individual peace and
family life. Pastor Sandra Unger's preaching often zeroes in on combating consumerism
and promoting sacrifice for the poor. In one sermon she contends, "It is an American
social construction that our money is our own and we can do whatever we want with it.
Jesus taught contrary to this nearly 2000 years earlier." She adds, "We [wrongly] believe
that consumerism and greed are sins, but small sins. It is not okay to have Jesus as your
savior and stuff as yoiu lord any more than to say you have Jesus as your savior and sex
as your lord" (Unger 5/17/08). Listeners are called to give generously, "cling to nothing"
(Boyd 8/24/08), and pursue simplicity.
Several additional cultural maladies are preached against, including most of those
which make up chapters in Boyd's 2009 book. The Myth ofa Christian Religion. Tbe
titles to chapters 3-14 read "The Revoh Against . . . Idolatry . . . Judgment . . . Religion . .
. hidividuahsm . . . Nationalism . . . Violence . . . Social Oppression . . . Racism . . .
Poverty and Greed ... the Abuse of Creation ... the Abuse of Sex . . . Secularism." The
call is not simply to reject cultural tendencies, but to live out the alternatives which "look
like Jesus" (3/9/08, 6/1/08, 10/12/08), and present a clear alternative to the bland,
blending gospel so often preached and demonstrated in the Westem church, where
"Christianity is a get-out-of-jail-free card," and where Christians are "boring and
uninspiring, with nothing to distinguish us" (8/24/08). A key word throughout WCH
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preaching is "allegiance" (e.g., 7/6/08, 10/19/08, 12/28/08) and a common theme is that
"According to Jesus all that counts is the kingdom, and that dwarfs in degree every other
ahegiance" (7/6/08). Church participants are called to subsume their devotion to country,
family and self, to valuing and living the kingdom, for "that is the only measure of
success" (10/19/08).
Overturning cultural conditioning is seen not as a simple decision but as a battle
within the mind. The most frequently quoted Bible verse in Woodland's proclamation is,
"We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge
ofGod, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ" (1 Corinthians
10:5). The context of the verse includes other warfare language, and hearers are
reminded that their minds are battlegrounds. Satan and society deceive, so thoughts must
be taken captive. Our thoughts are "not reality," and our thoughts about our spouses,
about God, about others, must be identified, evaluated, captured and measured against
Jesus and kingdom principles (Dwayne Polk 4/13/08).
Making the transformation from what is seen as cultural Christianity to authentic
kingdom living requhes service as well as countering one's assumptions and thoughts.
Church members are called to involvement with the needy, through financial giving, and
the offering of their time and talents. Jesus' hfestyle of associafing with the poor and
disrespected members of society is lifted up as an example of giving honor to those in
need, and the organized and spontaneous acts of compassion by church leaders and
members are cited as part of the group's identity and as a motivator to fiirther service.
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Songs and Publicity
WHC supplied a complete record of songs used during the six months preceding
April, 2008. During this time, the church used 224 different songs in their various
weekend and specialty services (children, refuge ministry, etc.). The lyrics of the 40
songs that were used at least three times reflect four kinds ofmessages, three ofwhich
can be tied to the three categories of sermon content discussed above, though with a
narrower range of content.
By far the most prominent theme ofWHC worship music is love, reflecting the
sermonic type kingdom relationships over religious traditions. Of the church's "top 40,"
16 songs celebrate relationship and love as their primary theme, and an additional three
have love as a shared theme. Half of the church's most frequently used 14 are in this
category, including, "Friend ofGod," "Beautiful One," "I Really Love You," and "Let
MyWords Be Few." The 19 songs that carry the love theme give place for worshippers
to sing of heartfelt love for God and to recall God's deep love for them. Missing in the
analyzed music is any reference to the other kingdom relationships that are important in
the preaching type. No songs have a major theme of the believer's love for outsiders or
the poor, nor do any celebrate the relationships between fellow believers, though many
express the love relationship with God in the first person plural, i.e., "our love God/God's
love for us."
Reflecting the sermonic type, kingdom conflict overpeacefiil creation, the
prominent message of six songs (and shared theme of 4 additional tunes) is the kingly or
victorious nature of God. These include, "He Reigns," "There Is a Higher Throne," "You
Are My King," "hi Christ Alone," "How Great Is Our God," and "Joy to the Worid."
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These worship texts affirm the current and future reign ofGod and contain references to
the accomplishment of redemption and occasionally to the defeat of the spiritual enemy
(e.g., "And all the powers of darkness tremble at what they've just heard, 'cause all the
powers of darkness can't drown out a single word").
Even these nine songs, however, carry only a portion of the sermonic conflict
type. The redemptive victory that worshippers sing about is almost exclusively based on
God's completed work with implications for today and tomorrow (e.g., "I'm forgiven
because you were forsaken," "and as he [Christ] stands in victory, sin's curse has lost its
grip on me"), while little is sung regarding the ongoing task of God and believers
conquering the enemy in the present world (the only exception, "Under My Feet," is used
exclusively in the children's program). This minimization is partly intentional. Norm
Blagman, Woodland's worship pastor since 1995, notes that the church uses fewer songs
ofGod's kingdom and reign than in previous years. One reason, he states is theological:
"We are trying to not create incongruity in saying that God reigns over all things in this
world where there is murder, rape, death, etc., while Greg's teaching emphasizes that
God is not the author of these things" (Blagman interview 6/1/2009). Norm also points to
the current wars in the world to explain why the church uses fewer songs on warfare than
previously. He asserts, "We serve a God of peace ... 8 years ago we were doing battle
songs all the time. But we don't want to confuse spiritual war with earthly wars such as
in haq and over abortion" (Blagman interview 6/1/2009). Paul Eddy credits other social
factors for the reduction in battle-oriented music: "We want to be a racial and economic
reconciliation community. The battle songs seemed to come from white suburban
/America and we needed to look beyond them. For me it was never a matter of the content
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being a problem, as much as the style" (Eddy interview 6/2/2009). While embracing the
various themes of kingdom conflict in sermons, the church takes care to avoid
misinterpretation in its songs which are usually performed with litde explanadon.
A third repeated musical theme is "surrender," reflecting the proclamation type
kingdom living over cultural conditioning. Eight of the church's 40 songs most used in
the study period give voice to the worshipper laying before God their worship ("You're
Worthy ofMy Praise"), their hearts ("1 Give You My Heart"), and both blessed and
difficult situations ("Blessed Be Yoiu- Name"). Cultural affections are also surrendered
in lines such as "We tum our eyes from evil things. Oh Lord we cast down our idols."
Worshippers express their willingness to live contrasting lives by giving God such things
as a "grateful heart ... a thankfiil prayer ... a wild dance ... a loud song," and a "life of
praise" (from "1 Will Not Forget You"), even as they recognize that many of their
contemporaries will choose other pursuits. While expressing some specifics of personal
and cultural surrender, these songs enable an affectionate, worshipfiil, and perhaps
general attitude of sacrifice, leaving the hard work of dealing with nationalism,
consumerism, etc. to the preaching and teaching ministries.
Six WHC songs do not fit cleanly in one of the above categories, but form a group
that could fittingly be called "affirmafion" songs, expressing praise for God's nature and
goodness (e.g., "For the Lord Is Good," and "Unchanging"), or testimony of the benefits
of faith, as in the songs "I'm Standing on the Promises," and "Trading My Sorrows."
Depending on the surroundmg context ofwords and music in which these songs are used,
they are fiexible enough to reinforce faith in the victorious/reigning God, the messages of
either affection or surrender, or other emphases.
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Woodland Hills publishes simple brochures on its various ministries and has an
extensive website. Printed introductions emphasize "opportunities" to "connect" with
others, with the church and with help. The general church flier armounces.
We're glad you're here! Living for Jesus Christ can be�and should be�
exciting, meaningful, fun, and filled with passion. We long for people to
understand the value of living in Chrisdan community and their role in
building the Kingdom of God. Our goal as a church is to tear down walls
between social classes, genders, races, and most of all, between people
and their Creator and Savior, Jesus Christ. (WHC 3/23/09)
The reality of conflict in society is acknowledged, as well as the invitation to live as part
of God's kingdom which stands against destructive behaviors is present as well.
Similarly, the website communicates a great deal in the language of invitation,
opportunity and unity. Pages that address doctrinal and cultural issues differentiate
between "statement of faith" (which express beliefs without caveats) and "controversial
issues" (which present behefs and behaviors with acknowledgement that people of
authentic faith can see things differently). Many who are familiar with Greg Boyd's
writing on Open Theism (e.g., God of the Possible 2000) might be surprised that the
church's statement on divine foreknowledge ends with the statements, "As a local church,
we hold no single position on this issue. As with many issues within the church today, we
encourage 'unity in the essential things, freedom in the non-essential things, and agape-
love in ah things'" (whchurch.org, accessed 6/10/09).
The site, however, does not downplay the church's emphasis on the warfare
woridview. Easily accessible on the site are the church's mission and vision statements,
which use the language of kingdom and conflict (whchurch.org, accessed 6/10/09):
Woodland Hills Church Mission Statement
To advance the Kingdom of God against the kingdom of darkness
By loving God,
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By embodying God's love for each other,
And by proclaiming God's love to the world.
Woodland Hills Church Vision Statement
To be a community of spiritually empowered people
Who reflect God's love and advance God's Kingdom
In St. Paul and the surrounding area.
And to the world as the Lord leads.
Working hand in hand with other expressions of the body ofChrist,
Until all have reached fullness in Christ.
Additionally, the site's page on core values includes an affirmation of "Spiritual
Warriors," commenting under the heading that "The central defining mission of every
behever is to ftirther the Kingdom of God against the kingdom of darkness. Prayer is one
primary form ofwarfare. Nothing ofKingdom value happens without prayer."
Like the church's preaching, other public presentarions ofWHC call audhors into
kingdom relationships (both within the church community and in unity with other
Christian groups), kingdom values, and participation on the right side of kingdom
conflict. In both the singing and publicity, care is given to minimize the possibility of
people applying the language of spiritual conflict to human warfare or political situations.
The Corporate Culture
As an organization made up of thousands of individuals. Woodland Hills Church
has a culture that is formed in some degree by its language and experiences, among other
contextual influences. Appendix 9 surveys the corporate identity, according to Edgar
Schein's cultural categories. It provides insider language that reflects their thinking
regarding their worldview, understanding of the mission and direction of their church and
what holds them together as a people. The results are based on a one week embedded
observation of the church, 14 individual interviews with leaders, five" group interviews
involving a total of 33 persons, and 1 12 completed quesfionnaires. The quesfionnaires
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were distributed via email by the church to its covenant partners, while interview groups
also included those who are not covenant partners, but who are participating in WHC
small groups. This survey gives additional insight into tbe thought and speech of
participants outside of the setting and parameters of the church's proclamation, and
therefore makes important contributions to the analysis of the church's rhetorical vision.
Appendix 9 is introduced in the table, below.
Minimahst Introduction to Appendix 9
Deeper Level
Assumptions
Assumptions that guide
External Adaptation and
Survival
Assumptions that
Determine Internal
Integration
The nature of reahty and truth
God is truth and Bible is true,
truth revealed and discovered,
certainty ofspiritual beings
andplaces
Mission and strategy
An outreaching community,
demonstrating the kingdom
Creating a common language and
conceptual categories
Kingdom, love, community
and Jesus, church as
community center, spiritual
warfare but notmilitant
Christianity
The nature of time
Present orientation
Goals
Outward community service
and inside community
development, non-numerical
objectives
Defining group boundaries and
criteria for inclusion and
exclusion
Welcome without judgment,
insiders accept
responsibilities
The nature of space
Openness, pragmatic and
shared
Means
Pastor and workers
Distributing power and status
Volunteering turns into
position, titles in formal
documents
The nature of human nature
Troubled humanity
Measurement
Not a metric kindofchurch,
big on mission, small on
measure
Developing norms of intimacy,
fiiendship, and love
Warm relationships, conflict
accepted aspart of life
The nature of human activity
WHCgoes against the
general culture, influence
through prayer andjustice
seeking
Correction
Constructive view ofconflict
Rewards and punishments
Recognition given to those
who serve and the church as
a whole
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The nature of human
relationships
Conflicting values and
competitive ideas, a battle to
build community,
individualism
Explaining the unexplainable�
Comfort with the
supernatural, pray and trust
Homogeneity versus diversity
Diversity valued and
reinforced
Table 4.6: Woodland Hills Church Corporate Culture Introduction
The Rhetorical Vision
The public messages, combined with other information gathered from WHC
participants can be captured in the categories of a rhetorical vision, including the
elements of scene, characters, plotline, sanctioning agent, and master analogue.
Scene. The people ofWoodland Hills Church envision themselves playing a part
on three stages. First, they fmd themselves in a warzone world. This place, where all
human activity takes place, was intended to be good, but has become a place where
goodness must be wrenched out of evil. The enthe globe has come under the sway of the
enemy ofGod, and therefore suffers with poverty, greed, war, religion, and ignorance.
All is not lost, however, because the kingdom ofGod is subversively at work on earth,
hke an underground stream promising life when it comes to the surface and aheady
bringing blessing where it bubbles above ground.
Though an important promise of the church is to not be nationalistic, the
conversation around the church includes a high level of awareness of the state of affairs
in the United States. The nation's culture is seen as contagiously hedonistic, enmeshed n
the pursuh of entertainment, pleasure and possessions. Most tragically, followers of
Jesus throughout the land have drunk deep of the Kool-Aid and go, for the most part.
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with the flow of destructive and empty pursuits, leaving only a few authentic witnesses to
the kingdom ofGod.
The third physical realm high in WHC consciousness is the city of St. Paul. It is a
relatively good place, but a locality with great human needs, including homelessness,
hunger, addiction, ignorance, and isolation.
Characters. Invisible persons and powers are active on the scene, beginning with
a loving God, whose nature, power, and relationality is fully revealed in Jesus. God is the
benevolent creator, who loves unconditionally and sacrificially, and who has allowed his
reign over the earth to be conditioned upon the responsiveness of free moral agents, and
carried out through their responsible acts. The good God is opposed by malevolent
spirits, headed by Satan, and including demons, which inspire evil thoughts in humans,
and somehow contaminate cultures, groups, and institutions, perverting them to selfish
and destructive ways that spread misery.
Visible characters in the WHC drama include both individuals and groups of
people. Biblical and historical characters remain alive in the sense that they demonstrate
both faith and good behavior. Jesus provides not only a vision ofGod but a human
pattem of attitudes and actions to be followed. Christians are an important group in the
worid, in America, and in St. Paul, but they are divided into two groups, those who are
nominal, cultural Chrisfians, and those who are tme followers of Jesus. There is a
significant minority ofChrisfians who are authenfic, including Greg Boyd and other
church leaders, and those who allow themselves to be challenged by the hard teachings of
Scripture and stay with churches such as WHC.
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Also in view are the multitudes of people who get hit by the fallout ofheavenly
warfare and human institutions and greed. Those hurting from poverty, addictions, and
emotional and physical pain, are victims, though they are not without grace,
responsibility, or hope.
Plotline. Current events provide a pivotal drama within an epic. Church
participants speak confidently of a history of a righteous creation followed by a
corruption of human allegiances and character, followed by division and suffering. They
are confident that God's desire for just and glorious kingdom over all the earth will
someday be reahty. But, much hangs in the balance and much depends on what today's
characters do in the present.
Into the scene of the warzone world, the deceived nation, and the needy
community, there is planted a fledgling, revolutionary community that represents and
spreads the kingdom of God. This counter-cultural movement is not concemed with
spreading itself as a religious force over people or over the laws of the land, but only with
being a people who obey the teachings ofGod in the way of Jesus. There is ambiguity in
what this will look like, because there have been few precedents in history. There are
also questions about results. Current expansion of the message and lifestyle of the
kingdom might move the world toward justice and peace, or it may issue forth in the
persecution, suppression, and death of the revolutionaries. This is still, after all, a
warzone.
Uncertainty, however, is no excuse for inactivity. Opportunities to do good must
be seized. People in St. Paul need to be fed and freed, and the people ofWHC must
contribute either through church programs, or through assisting other helping
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organizations. Concem extends around the world, as well, and works such as those in
Cambodia and Mexico are extensions of the group's compassionate reach.
Greg Boyd's (and therefore WHC's) influence is rising. Greg's books are
growing in popularity, and "podrishoners," those who regularly download or purchase
Greg's sermons, are increasing and feeding back the encouraging word that their various
and scattered groups are being challenged to join the revolution.
The kingdom of God is advancing and this is one group that wants to be part of
the process.
Sanctioning agent. God is looked to as the inspiration and justification for the
mission and direction of the church. After all, it is God's kingdom that is the goal. It is
God's word that provides the cosmology and theodicy that makes sense of this troubled
world. Prophetic dreams that have given shape to the church are seen as divine in origin.
But, God provides not only the source, but the "how" of the mission. Jesus is looked to
as the pattem ofministry, particularly in his ministry to the poor and in the laying down
of his life for others on the cross. Such things in Jesus and in the church may not be
understood by culturally trapped people, but they make sense in the divine model.
Master analogue. The church has a strong social message that emphasizes
human unity and the call to compassionate identification and action toward all people, but
this may be overshadowed by a righteous master analogue. The righteous motivation
behind its language does not hft up the group's rightness over against the folly of
outsiders or unbelievers, hideed, the church's message of correcfion is not directed
toward the world, but to Christian believers in and out of the local church who think and
act without a kingdom mindset. The fides of the three rhetorical types provide impetus
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for categorizing the overall message of the group as righteous as opposed to social. The
community does not simply proclaim the call to God's kingdom, good relationships, and
kingdom living, but asserts these against the alternatives of embracing a peaceftil
creation, rehgious traditions, and cultural conformity, which are seen as the defauhs in
popular American Christianity.
The prevailing message of the church seems to succeed at labeling popular
Christianity a failure without demeaning other churches or popular Christian movements.
The lack of direct criticism and the broad cooperation ofWHC with other ministries
reflects and reinforces both a sense of camaraderie among all God's children, and the
pecuharity of those responding to the call to a life of demonstrating and building God's
kingdom.
Contributions and concerns related to militant language
The three preaching types. Conflict over Peaceful Creation, Kingdom
Relationships over Religious Traditions, and Kingdom Living over Cultural Conditioning
all contain the tension associated with conflicting human tendencies and conflicting
kingdoms and allegiances. While the first presents the cosmological worldview, the
others are battles that take place in that world. The desire for kingdom relationships (type
two) finds opposition not only from religious traditions, but from the demonic (type one)
and from isolating cultural conditioning (type three). Kingdom living (type three)
requires not only victory over cultural conditioning, but also victory within this plane of
conflict (type one) and the development and nurture of supportive relationships (type
two). The language of conflict is therefore integral to not just part of the public
proclamation, but to the whole.
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Woodland Hills Church extends a message of love and purpose within a world of
conflict, in which opposing kingdoms, enemies, and forms of conflict, are foundational to
theology and practice. These concepts help people make sense of disasters in their worid,
and give them a sense ofmission and purpose for their lives as individuals and as a
group. The consciousness of a cosmic war is accompanied by a mindfulness of inner
conflict, and the ease at which believers fall into conformity to religion and cultural
values. The cosmos, human struggles and individual minds provide stages where
mihtancy must be exercised, and the use of conflict language aids in motivating
participants to action.
The language of conflict, however, is not given free reign. Care is given to
discourage listeners from interpreting messages as calls to physical arms, and from
applying the battle language to cultural or military warfare. Putting trust in nations,
military forces, or politicians is seen as a misapplication of faith, and in fact, a
demonstration of a lack of fidelity to God and God's kingdom. The hst of Satan, the
demons and demonic societal structures is understood as the full list of enemies, leaving
humans of all nationalities, religious and other distinctions, as peers to be foughtfor, not
fought against.
WHC demonstrates a high level of understanding and conviction regarding the
nature of the kingdom ofGod, and utilize the semantics of conflict to highlight the inner
and outward battles involved in living out kingdom principles. Within this exceptional
group, however, this study notes three concems. First, some of the kingdom language is
inexact. When people are exhorted to "build" the kingdom, the language goes beyond
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biblical foundations, and the church's common language of "demonstrating" and "living"
the kingdom are more desirable and more fitting with the church's broader message.
Second, the sampled and observed sermons and events sometimes communicate
the message of enemy opposition so strongly that believers may lose sight not just that
Christ won the victory over the powers on the cross, but that the power of that victory is
readily flowing, or ready to flow, in the life of the believer and church. At times, staff
members seem to take pains to ensure that church members do not think of themselves as
saints living in victory and living out the kingdom. While the church's theology and
proclamation is not Manichean, some may be hearing the message that their access to
spiritual power may only barely be sufficient to make them victorious.
Third, the church seems in some ways double-minded regarding militant
language. The symbols are fully embraced as sense-making devices for the cosmos, yet
deliverance from demonic oppression seems to be a side-benefit of counseling, if it is
expected at all, and the structures and fervency ofprayer appear to be more tepid today
than in the group's past, though individuals attest that the concepts continue to inspire
their personal prayer lives. The ministry areas of counseling and worship wresfie for
wisdom regarding how much of the language to employ, and this may be true for other
segments of the church, such as children, emerging generation, etc. Much of the
ambiguity may be due to sensitivity to the physical intemational wars currently taking
place, so caution is an appropriate response. However, the church might benefit from
discussions among the leadership and others regarding their current and future use of the
symbols that are logically part of a warfare worldview.
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Summary of the Chapter
This chapter begins by describing the study's methodology, including the process
of finding and choosing ministries thought to represent some form ofChristian militancy,
and outlining how the research is designed and carried out. The majority of the chapter
provides a thick descripfion of six churches, based on analysis of their context and
ministries, language, and the views of their participants, as gathered through
observations, interviews and quesfiormaires. Much of the cultural information is
embedded in Appendices 4-9.
The various perspectives of the six ministries presented in this chapter have
provided a description of the people and dynamics at work. We have entered into six real
conmiunities of faith that see and speak of tbe world using the semantic range of
mUitancy. The next step is to place these churches side by side and consider their
collective witness, and how they answer questions raised within the literature review
above. This is the task of the cross-case analysis in chapter five.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS
Overview of the Chapter
The previous chapter includes analytical glimpses into the cultures of six
churches, whose rhetoric embraces and expounds the images of conflict and contest, of
opposition, contention, enemies, battles and warfare, or what is here branded as "militant
language." The data collection approach is informed by the issues raised in various
categories of literature and by people concemed about contentious semantics in general
and their employment particularly in the mission ofChristianity. This chapter first
revisits the literature, and second, brings the pertinent issues face to face with the
collective witness of the six ministries and their participants.
Revisiting the Literature
Chapter two of this study considers four streams ofwriting that poured their
questions into the milieu ofmilitant language in the current missional context. First,
issues are raised by those concemed with the widespread general and rehgious use of
mhitant language (Rmdfleisch 1996, Tannen 1999, Davies 1995, Ellens 2004, Avalos
2005, Melling 2007). They have directed this project to examine the rhetoric of study
churches, and consider what this language generates in the group cultures and individual
participants. Ofparticular concem are such issues as the potential for the language
causing exclusive attitudes and imperial tendencies, as well as looking for connections
between such language and conflict. From the communication perspective, then, this
chapter asks the following questions:
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� (1) How do participants in these churches perceive and relate to outsiders and
define "enemies"?
� (2) How do participants in these churches view conflict?
The second stream of scholarship feeding into the focus of this study comes from
those concemed with how militant language may influence participants' view ofGod,
understanding of salvation, and positions regarding war, nations and eschatology. They
raise the possibility that communities of faith may bear prominent images of God as
warrior or avenger, of themselves largely as soldiers and of the church as an army
competing with the established powers of the world (Cameron 1991, Davies 1995, Martin
1997, Bessler-Northcutt 2004). Other theological concems include how believers
surrounded by battle language might perceive the purpose ofChrist and nature of their
salvation, how they might emphasize apocalyptic portions of Scripture and shape their
eschatology, and how they might uncritically participate in physical warfare (Aulen 193 1,
Yoder 1972, Hanson 1975, Melling 1999, Zenger 1996 Beilby and Eddy 2006). From the
theological perspective, then, this chapter asks the following questions:
� (3) How do participants in these churches perceive God?
� (4) How do participants in these churches perceive salvation?
� (5) How do participants in these churches perceive war, the nations and
eschatology?
A third group of authors raising questions for contemporary church studies is
made up of those who support (Ladd 1974, Boyd 1997, 2001) or oppose (Ellens 2004,
Wink 1984, 1986, 1992) the biblical warfare worldview and the Spiritual Warfare
Movement (McConnell 1997), which perceives a dualistic cosmos embroiled in conflict
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between God and Satan with humans locked somewhere in between. Skeptics would ask
if the churches in this study have simply swallowed a recent fad that has questionable
foundations (Hiebert 1989, Priest 1995). Supporters would raise eyes to see if our
churches not only affirm the reality of cosmic conflict, but prayerfiilly appeal to divine
power and authority and oppose demonic enfities that oppress people (Wimber, Dawson
1989, Wagner 1991, 1996, Kraft 1983, 1993, 2002). The worldview and spiritual warfare
perspectives, then, bring forward the quesfions:
� (6) How do participants in these churches perceive the cosmos and their place
in it?
� (7) In what ways do these churches reflect the Spiritual Warfare Movement?
The fourth stream ofweighty issues pouring into this study is set forth by those
highly interested in the mission ofChristianity. It includes voices that have observed
benefits being brought to the hurting and to the world by groups that think and act in
mhitant terms and forms of organization (Booth 1889, Hardy 1940, McGavran 1959,
Gutierrez 1973, Hattersley 1999, Watson and Brown 2001). They note the historical
figures and movements that have spoken expansively and inspiringly of the advancing
kingdom ofGod. Others, though, have raised notice that the world has changed and
wamed that such language causes others to feel threatened (Beaton 2001, Love 2001,
Vedhamanickam 2008). These observers call this sftidy to ask if its churches are aware
of negative effects of their language and how, if at all, they demonstrate caution and
sensitivity. From general and missiological perspectives, then, the following section
raises the following questions:
� (8) How do participants in these churches practice their faith?
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� (9) How do participants in these churches perceive their role in the broader
community?
� (10) Does militant language direct political affinity?
� (11) How do participants in these churches perceive conflict and
organizational leadership?
� (12) Do participants in these churches demonstrate awareness and sensifivity
regarding potenfial negafive effects ofmilitant language?
Responding to the Literature
While also drawing from other appendices and sources, much of the information
in this section is drawn from the 330 responses to the online questionnaire, which
particularly seek to gain access into the personal behefs and practices of participants in
the case studies. The six churches have wide constituencies, smaller populations that
attend church services, activities, and small groups, and a fiirther narrowed list of
participants who would have received invitations to complete on online questiormaire.
The following demographics are from questiormaire respondents, and therefore to a
limited degree of accuracy represent the nature of the congregations studied.
Nominal description of survey respondents. Church survey participants reflect
a wide demographic range (See Appendix 12:45-51). Two-thirds of quesfionnaire
respondents are women, and 60% are "boomers," bom between 1943 and 1964. More
than half live in the state of their birth, 67% are married, and 89% are white. Nearly all
are high school graduates, with 88%) having some college experience and 32% having
college degrees and 25% have post-graduate work or degrees. Approximately 29% have
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household income under $50,000 annually, 45% earn between $50,000 and $100,000,
and 26% have income above that amount.
Most respondents indicate some religious heritage, with 72% indicating they were
at least somewhat religious at 12 years of age. Testimonies of personal religious
experiences suggest that their belief in an engaged God is based on more than doctrinal
lessons. More than 50% can refer to a religious conversion experience, that brought
profound change to their lives, and more than 70% say they have witnessed people
speaking in tongues and/or have experienced being fdled with God's Spirit. The most
frequently attested experience is seen in 84% indicating they have felt called by God to
do something (Appendix 12:31). Among 14 religious identity options ranging from
rehgious right to theologically liberal, 30% chose "bom-again," another 30% "Bible-
beheving," and 18% Evangehcal (Appendix 12:2-3).
At the corporate level, those active in the study churches declare their church
primarily as a "family," secondly as a "community center," third as "team," fourth as a
"hospital," fifth as a "school," and sixth as an "army," ahead, among choices given, of
only "temple" (Appendix 12:20). Even with this low placement, however, 69% of
respondents affirm that the army image is one that fits with the feel of their church.
How do these people and their groups fare vis-a-vis the important issues raised
above?
1. Conceptions of outsiders and "enemies." How do participants in these
churches perceive outsiders and define "enemies"? This is a crirical quesrion. At issue is
the degree to which these churches hold exclusive views of salvation, bear imperial
attitudes, and judge those who believe differently.
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Understanding church participants' views of outsiders begins with theh view of
human nature, the distinction being that the latter category includes themselves. Only 2%
of quesdonnaire respondents perceive people as "basically good," and 25% affirm
humans are "basically good but capable of sin," while 14% agreed that they are
"basically sinful," and 56% contend they are "basically sinful but capable of good"
(Appendix 12:29). The prevailing view, then, is that all people, churched and
unchurched, have a sin problem that is part of their nature, and deeper than religious
beliefs and outward actions.
When asked about "non-Christians," participants in all six churches reply
primarily with terms of compassion, such as "lost," "confused," "not ignorant, but
educated in different directions," and the need for Christians to "love them." One church
emphasizes the influence of the devil over unbelievers, and a small percentage point to
non-Christians as being "sometimes hostile," and "hard to get along with" (Appendix
11:5). Participants in the six churches present a wide variety of opinion regarding who
will enjoy etemal salvation, but clearly believe that Christians have a better chance than
others. Questionnaire respondents have serious doubts that non-Christians will get to
heaven, while 77% believe that most (27%) or ah (50%) Christians will be there. A
notable portion of respondents, however, chose to express "no opinion" regarding the
etemal destiny of categories of people, including non-Christians (Appendix 12:28).
A majority of respondents in the study churches believe theh participation in their
current church has made them more compassionate toward various groups of people,
including the general "non-Christians" (91%) and the more specific "Islamist
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extremists"'^ (63%). About 10% believe their church attendance has led them to less
love and compassion toward Islamist extremists, while about 13% indicate it has
influenced them toward less compassion toward secular humanists, racists, and
oppressors (see Appendix 12:34)'^. These percentages are largely echoed in another
section of the survey in which only about 13% thought that if a pastor at their church
were to speak about God's enemies, he or she might be referring to secular humanists,
atheists, racists, oppressors or Islamist extremists (Appendix 12:22).
The study encouraged participants to identify enemies in both the questiormaire
and group interaction, and the two instruments yielded similar results. Eighty-eight
percent of questionnaire respondents posed "Satan and demons" as the referent of a
possible pastor's use of "enemies" (Appendix 12:22). Similarly, group interview
participants in all of the study ministries primarily responded to the cue "our enemies"
with references to Satan (see Appendix 1 1:5), even though "enemies" was deliberately
presented verbally and visually in the plural in order to invite an expansive list beyond
the devil. The second most common response (some form of "love" or "pray for"
enemies) mcluded a recognition of human enemies, but without content that could be
considered provocative, fearful or behigerent. Most attendees of these churches seem to
consider outsiders in general, non-Christians in general, and other more specific
categories of people, as people in need rather than as enemies to oppose.
The term "Islamist extremist," though controversial in itself, was deliberately used in the questionnaire i
one of the hottest cues in current culUire that might dare respondents, or at least give them the freedom, to
indicate antipathy toward a group of people.
"
The only human category for which respondents did not indicate a greater level of love and compassion
toward as a resuh of their current church participation was "straits." In this category, most mdicated no
opinion, and in conversations indicated they did not know the meaning of the term.
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Clearly, members of these six churches view their faith as the path to salvation,
and see a dividing line between the condhion of those in the family and those outside.
However, they communicate their perception of individuals outside the fold not with a
desire for theh judgment, but in an attitude of love and compassion. They seem to heed
the message of their teachers that their battle is not against flesh and blood, so people are
not an enemy. The strong identification of Satan and the demonic as the enemy serves to
concentrate antipathy on non-humans.
Participants in these churches that embrace mihtant language have both a sense of
commonality with and distinction from outsiders, a meaningful sense of in-group/out-
group. These church members believe with great certainty that they know God, have
experienced salvation, and anticipate a destiny that is substantially better than what they
expect for outsiders. However, this group boundary does not create the thought that
outsiders are enemies, in part, because of two convictions that are common in all the
churches: the universal nature of humanity and the common enemy of humanity. While
these believers see themselves as brought into the family of faith, they are aware of their
prior and continuing membership in the family ofhumanity, which is a critically flawed
species. Their enemy, the perpetrator of death and destruction, the devil, is seen as
having the same designs on all people, whether Christian, Hindu, or atheist.
Do those who attend these churches perceive unbelievers as outsiders? Yes. Do
they perceive them as enemies? No. Do they perceive them as spiritually lost? Largely,
though not completely. Do they have imperial attitudes? They certainly have missionary
attitudes, but the language of "conquering," "authority," "victory," and "kingdom" is not
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used over people-groups or outsiders, but over the spiritual powers. Hopes for outsiders
are for inclusion, not imposition (See Appendix 1 1 :6-7).
2. Conception of conflict. How do participants in these churches perceive
conflict? Conflict exists in life, and between believers and the worid, it is a reality within
churches, and out in the world in ways not automatically associated with the faith
community, such as political agendas and intemational war. It is worth considering how
the use ofmilitant language might shape approaches to these issues. Negatively, it could
be expected that participants in churches which freely use battie language might be more
prone to fighting. Optimistically, it could be hoped that the vocabulary of contention
may empower participants to readily face conflict and therefore deal with it
constmctively. Since each of the churches in this study steadily communicate that their
hearers live on contested ground where forces of destmction threaten, but where also the
powers ofGod are at work in and for the believer, they become a test for both these
negative and optimistic suppositions.
This study finds that participants in the six churches do expect conflict with
spiritual forces, people, and cultural pressures. Many interviewees agree that ministry,
working on behalf of others for the accomplishment ofGod's purposes, is often a battle
(Appendix 11:13), and life has more difficulty because their service to God's kingdom
draws opposition from the enemy. These convictions call them to persistence and add
meaning to their work.
Church respondents, though, are fairiy split regarding whether conflict in the
church should be expected or avoided, and whether or not their churches have policies for
handling conflict (see Appendix 12: 14-15). The minority view that churches should not
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have conflict may reflect optimism based on unexamined assumptions or ideahsm
founded upon a limited number of Scriptural passages that point toward a beaudfic
church. For some, it could also reflect a tendency to blame everything undesirable on
Satan. Substantially more respondents believe their churches discourage or work against
the expression of views different from the views of church leaders, compared those who
believe their churches encourage such activity (Appendix 12:17). With the exception of
Mark Pfeifer' s weekly open forums, there seems to be litde place given to the public
debate of issues, and tbe participation ofChristians in physical combat seems not to be a
topic of substantial dialogue, with the exception ofWoodland Hills (see question 5
below).
Given that in a warfare worldview the surrounding landscape is perceived as
under enemy influence, all progress or growth, any experience or extension of salvation,
would logically be seen to require strategic conflict. The pastors seem to embrace this.
We can run through the list by recalling events described in chapter four. Janice
Claypoole wiU "go fishing" for hurting souls even if it means publicly calling a troubled
person to the altar and disappointing those who came to hear an instructional sermon.
Mark Pfeifer frequently warns his hearers that fulfilling their calling requires spiritual
accountability far beyond enjoying church. Jim Garlow takes a public platform that
draws ire and threats from outsiders and requires him to strongly correct the church
family when they fail to take it seriously. Donavon Shoemaker warns about lascivious
behavior, and boldly holds people accountable to their promises. Anthony Graham
requires seven-day-a-week outreach. In a single sermon series, Greg Boyd takes such a
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stand about politics and nationalism that a fifth of his people leave. Afterward, he
expresses no regret, nor does his congregation.
Sfill, there is a tendency, even in these churches, to lean away from intemal
conflict, and there are habituated systems in place that limit debate. The reality is that
these leaders and their churches cannot be said to be contentious or to embrace conflict.
Rather, the limitations reinforce the supposition in the preceding paragraph, that these
churches value, and in fact, require strategic conflict. Pardcipants in these churches have
personal access to their pastors, fiiends and classes or small groups with whom to discuss
issues, leaders to whom they can bring complaints and ideas, and designated boards and
meetings where debate can take place, so that issues can be handled, problems resolved
and decisions made without chaos. Conflict, in these and every sustained group, is not
ultimate, nor a goal, but a means toward the ends, which include both intemal peace and
outward reach, or to use Schein's terms, both intemal integration and extemal adaptation.
Whether or not they have been widely armounced, or are entirely effective, these
churches have systems in place for conflict resolution. Ark participants visit Janice.
Open Door folks go to theh group leaders. Skyliners talk with pastoral staff. FWC
family calls Reverend Shoemaker. Those at WHC take issues to their small groups or
staffmembers. People may not be safisfied at every outcome, but they are given an ear,
and other ears if needed�^with limitations.
These observafions yield a set ofmixed resuhs. Each church has had seasons of
conflict that have injured their groups. The old adage, "Once bumed, twice shy" should
be taken as a waming to these six churches to not too severely constrain dissenting
voices. These churches should benefit from theh language of "overcoming" and from the
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best practices of similar groups. Four best practices in the study churches rise to the top.
First, the Open Door weekly meedng for directed but free discussion of current issues
ahows the risk of argumentation, but skillfully teaches the possibility and practice of
dialogue and acceptance of those who diink differently. Second, the use of John Severe' s
excellent book and resources. The Bait ofSatan, teaches biblical methods of conflict
resolution and relational restoration in the church context. At least half of these six
churches have used either Bevere's book or the multi-media materials in recent years.
Third, some of the groups periodically reprint and distribute directions for conflict
resolution within the body. A fourth excellent practice is found in the information
systems at Open Door and Skyline, where it is believed that there is no such thing as
over-communication. Additional resources of benefit regarding accountability and
conflict include Elmer (1993), Lencioni (2002), and for strategic leaders Rogers (2003),
Senge (1990), and Raelin (2003).
It is clear that using words of conflict does not guarantee the existence of
comprehensive views or effective practices regarding conflict, but the language seems to
open the door to these. Embracing the worldview and language of battle appears to be an
effectual way the church jfrees people to push against the status quo. Ifnot properly
charmeled, people may become combative and divisive. However, if given strategic
place and guidance, the creativity ofparticipants can be more fully utilized for good.
3. Conceptions of God. How do participants in these churches perceive God?
One might guess that attendees of churches that manifest a substantive warfare semantic
range may perceive God as wrathful. This supposition is not affirmed in the study
churches. Two multi-response items in the questionnaire allow respondents to indicate
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levels of agreement with possible descriptions of God. While a majority affirms that God
is "angered by human sin" and "angered by my sins," a minority expresses any level of
agreement that God is "punishing," "severe," or "wrathfiil." In contrast, very high
percentages voice conformity with terms ofGod's benevolence, closeness, and
involvement in their world and lives (see Appendix 12:25-26). Such responses are
consistent with the word-response exercise carried out with groups from each church. In
that exercise, endearing terms of God as "father," "love," "savior," "provider," and
"friend," among many others, and of Jesus as "savior," "son ofGod," and "lover ofmy
soul" dominate. Images ofGod as warrior are absent in interviews, most nearly
approached by an occasional "almighty," and "omnipotenf (Appendix 1 1 : 1-2).
The Baylor project provides an opportunity to make some comparisons to God
images in the broader population. The Baylor study identifies four images ofGod
(authoritarian, benevolent, critical, distant) Americans believe in (Baylor 2006, 26-30).
Though the current study used the same questions as the Baylor project, the Baylor
formula for calculating the types is not given in the report. The responses, however,
appear to coincide with the responses ofEvangehcal Protestants, who display a view of
God first as "authoritarian," and secondarily as "benevolent."
Although over 90% of this study's respondents are confident that hell is real
(Appendix 12:27) and there are many portions of the Bible (which respondents read and
beheve in (see question 6 below)) which indicate God's past and future judgment on
people, there are few indications that participants in these churches fear God's hand.
There are several possible explanations for this. One is that the message of conflict is set
alongside other rhetorical themes and types that emphasize the loving and blessing nature
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ofGod. Another reason for the lack of a terror ofGod may be that these churches
emphasize that evil, death, and suffering come from the powers of the enemy. In the
context of dominant images of God's kindness, it should be recognized that church
participants do not rule out God's wrath. The descripdons of God as "punishing,"
"severe," and "wrathful" only receive a "not at all" response by an average of 22%
(Appendix 12:26).
The brief answer to how participants in these churches perceive God is that they
see God as benevolent, but not all-tolerant, as fatherly and motherly, but in a way that
includes discipline, of Jesus as both lamb and lion (Appendix 1 1 : 19), or in C.S. Lewis'
terms, the Lion ofNamia is "good," but not "safe" (Lewis 1950, 75). Militant language,
as used in these six churches engenders behef in a God of fierce mercy for friends and
fearsome justice for enemies.
4. Conception of Salvation. The meaning of salvadon within these
communities of faith is expansive, going far beyond the forgiveness of personal sins and
a pass to heaven, and includes new identhies, spiritual resources, and group purposes,
based on the work ofChrist. Behevers are understood to have been bom again and to
have received the Holy Spirit, empowering them to live holy, blessed, producdve, as well
as etemal lives. This hfe includes victory over addictions, sometimes sickness, the
common attacks of culture, such as sexual promiscuity and family breakdown, and a new
family, the family of God.
The literature review raised the theological issue of the meaning of salvation and
the Atonement, that is, what Christ accomplished in his earthly life, death and
resurrection. Of five options, designed to correlate with the five theological worlds in
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which people perceive salvation and atonement (Jones 1989 and 2000), participants in
this study's churches idendfy most strongly with two. The greatest idendfication is with
Christ's coming "to forgive our sins," which 99% said was the most important or
secondary meaning. The second rating of five is given to the meaning that Jesus Christ
died "to defeat Satan and conquer evil." A fiill 89% give this a primary or secondary
status (Appendix 12:30). While the theological world of "condemnafion and
forgiveness" might be expected in Evangelical churches, given their emphasis on
personal repentance and conversion, the secondary emphasis within the theological world
of "conflict and vindication" might not be as readily assumed. Such an embrace of
Christ as the cosmic victor may well be a fruit of the constellations of battle symbols.
5. Conceptions of nations, eschatology and war. How do participants in these
churches perceive tbe nations and eschatology? At issue here is whether churches that
use militant language draw significantly from apocalyptic texts, and/or embrace a
particular approach to eschatology. Specifically, h would be of interest to leam if these
American churches might see intemational wars as instmments of divine providence, and
if they see their govenmient, military and nation as especially in God's favor and plans.
This study audited more than 160 sermons and classes, none ofwhich were either
based on or refened directly to apocalyptic texts, hi personal interviews, pastors
responded to two eschatological questions, and demonstrate both similarities and
differences in theh responses. Ah look forward to a new state ofbeing, on a perfect and
healed earth, where "bohness will be on everything," life wiU be "free of violence," and
where "God will be Lord over aU creation and his benevolence will permeate everything"
(see Appendix 13). These leaders have a variety of views about how this will come
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about. Two expect a rapture, i.e., "Christ coming to temporarily remove the church from
the world," while two others are "drawn to the future" and see the retum of Jesus as "a
coronadon, not a rescue." The future kingdom is seen as "here in embryonic form," and
"the already and the not-yet," even as there may be a season of "tribuladon," "a rising of
the And-Christ," and a "cataclysmic over-hall." Four of tbe six pastors answered the
questions with an emphasis on the need for the church of Jesus Christ to "work toward,"
"be ready," "keep on becoming the bride that God is looking for" and "rise up and
understand how to exercise the authority we have been given by prayer and fasting and
declaring God's word" (Appendix 13). In sum, the church's role in preparing for a very
different world includes proclaiming the gospel and exercising faith, but even more
importantly becoming and being a pure bride for Jesus, tbe coming groom. As Christ is
expected to reign on the earth, the changes, whether catastrophic or gradual will be
brought about divinely, not, apparently, through human ingenuity or force. The church's
role is proclamation, not causation, and its primary goal is readiness.
When cued regarding "end times" church participants are more prone than their
pastors to use terms of turmoil, such as "tribulation," "great dragon," "signs and
wonders," "chaos," and "doomsday" (Appendix 11:10). Similarly, 84% and 81% of
questionnaire respondents indicate belief in Armageddon and the Rapture, respectively
(Appendix 12:27). Even so, a positive expectation dominates, as well as the conviction
that the world is now in the end times, or that they are very near. It may be that
parishioners hear more eschatology from sources other than their churches. All groups
respond with their opinions, even as respondents note their pastors do not "like going
there" (Appendix 11:10).
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In order to gauge eschatological and political views, groups are asked to respond
to "modem Israel." Respondents have a mixture of compassion for that nation's turmoil,
and concem that they are "lost," even as the majority of responses see Israel as having a
place in God's plan and see its citizens as "God's chosen people." Though some see the
spiritual mande as having passed from the Jews to followers of Jesus, a greater number
expect Israel to have a spiritual revival and a special place in eschatological events (see
Appendix 1 1:8).
Church respondents are less optimistic regarding "the United States of America."
When given this cue, there are some expressions ofpatriotism and love for this country,
but a sfronger expression that tbe nation is in trouble. (Interestingly, New Hope provides
an exception to this view. Respondents in this church, largely of immigrants, spoke
exclusively about the generosity and greatness ofAmerica). The majority expression
within the six churches is that the USA has lost its way and its faith, and is in decline,
though it is still great in many ways (Appendix 1 1 :9). Among questionnaire respondents,
63% agree that the USA was a Christian nation at hs birth, but only 29% would give h
that designation today. Further, only 22% concur with the statement that God favors the
country in worldly affairs (Appendix 12:40), (a number sligbtiy higher than the national
average of 19%, but below that given by Evangelical Protestants (26%), in the Baylor
study (Baylor 2006, 39-41).
The cue "Christian pacifism" is littie-known among church participants. The
deficit is not simply that interviewees have difficulty articulating or supporting the
concept, but that most seem to have no familiarity with the term. The majority of
responses speak negatively in response to the cue, not as a stance for principled non-
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violence, but under the assumpdon that it refers to the tendency for Christians to be
complacent and passive (Appendix 11:16). The majority of respondents, across the
board, believe their church encourages or strongly encourages military service (Appendix
12:17 and chart 5.1 below). But, at this point, there is one church that stands apart from
the rest. Only 12% ofWoodland Hills' respondents believe their church encourages
military service, while 14%) believe the leadership opposes the military participation of its
members. The following table presents the overall numbers, and separates WHC from
the rest.
Serving in
the
military
Strongly
encourages
Encourages Isn't
concerned
Discourages Works
against
Don't
know
Six
churches
16.7% (52) 35.9% (112) 27.9%
(87)
5.4% (17) .3%(1) 17.6%
(55)
Woodland
HiUs
0.9% (1) 11.1% (12) 57.4%
(62)
13.0% (14) 0.9% (1) 16.7%
(18)
Other five
churches
23.6% (51) 46.3% (100) 11.6%
(25)
1.4% (3) 0 17.1%
(37)
Table 5.1: Perceptions ofChurch's View of the Military Service of Its Members
(Percentages and Raw Numbers)
Intemational conflict and possible Christian responses to war do not seem to be a
well-exercised topic in the six churches. The cue "intemational war" sohcits five kinds
of responses in groups. First, are references to past or current wars and conditions that
cause war. Second, associations with the end times "Armageddon," and "signs of the
times" are given. Third, participants contend that wars are sometimes necessary and
justified. Fourth, several comments bemoan the terrible destmction ofwar. Fifth,
respondents note a desire for Christ to retum and end warfare (Appendix 11:17).
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Even so, in five of the six churches, there is a strong perception that military
service is encouraged, though it is not clear whether this is due to an ethic of self-defense
and defense of the innocent, to a general cultural support of the military, to a general
human instinct of self-preservation, to a hidden belief in the identification of the nadon
with the purposes ofGod, to a lack of cridcal reflecdon on the ethic of non-violence, or
to a combination of these.
There is little evidence, in this study, to suggest that tbe use ofmilitant language
in Chrisdan faith communides draws heavily on apocalyptic Scriptures or generates a
sense ofmihtancy regarding die end dmes. In fact, consideradon of the fiiture may be
mischaracterized by the terms "end dmes" and "eschatology," because there is litde
expectafion ofworld destruction, but rather of a transition into a better state of being,
though perhaps through a season of tumult. There are indications, however, that political
and prayer support for the nation of Israel is elevated among the members of these
churches, based on the belief in tbe continuity of ancient and modem Israel in God's
eyes. Israel, in fact, seems to have a higher position than the home country of the
respondents.
These conclusions are of particular importance for any who might be concemed
with the potential of connecting eschatology with American militarism. Support for the
nation of Israel may be rehgiously motivated within these churches, but the pairing of the
United States with Israel, either economically or militarily, is not made. Further, though
patriotism is alive in these churches, the USA is not identified as an entity living in God's
favor, nor is it perceived as instmmental in the present or fiiture kingdom of God. In any
case, there is insufficient evidence to claim that the use ofmilitant language influences
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these churches to perceive their nation's military as a divine instrument for either the
present age or for the fulfdlment of eschatological prophesies.
6. Conception of Agency. How do participants in these churches perceive the
cosmos and their role in it? With a high level of consistency, members of these faith
communides believe in a literal God and angels, Satan and demons, heaven and hell. Of
these six entities, the lowest scale of absolute belief is 96% attributed to demons and 92%
to hell (Appendix 12:27). The earth is perceived as a place of divine blessing, demonic
attack and human contention. When cued with "our enemies," and "we fight against . . .,"
interviewees refer primarily to Satan and his principalities and powers, and secondarily to
human weaknesses and stmctures (Appendix 1 1 :5, 14). Members are confident that some
day the cosmos will be set right, but in the current age the fight toward that end will
continue. Therefore, most affirm that "ministry is a battle," because those who work for
God will be opposed by Satan and by people (Appendix 11:13).
The perception ofbeing situated in a warzone seems to have the desired effect of
enrollment and empowerment, rather than the potential consequence ofmoving people to
conclude that they are victims. They are participants�agents�in the cosmos, who
believe theh prayer (which should be a hfestyle) and specifically theh intercession
(understood as "warfare," "standing in the gap," and "appealing to God on another's
behalf), make a difference in situational outcomes (Appendix 11:21-22, also see
Appendices 4-9 "the nature ofhuman activity"). In addition, there is a sense of corporate
influence, as 85% of respondents say theh local church speaks about reaching the world
or having a world impact (Appendix 12:18).
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For those involved in these six churches, the work of the kingdom is God's first,
but apparently not God's alone. Christ came to conquer Satan, but as that work is not
fiilly realized, believers are to take part in the contest through their personal and
corporate acdvities. The rhetorical types of the churches (e.g.. New Hope's "We have a
mighty God; we are challenged by destructive forces; we can be an overcoming people;
we can be a significant church" (see chapter 4)) are reflected in the views of church
participants, who see themselves as influenfial pardcipants in a cosmic and local drama of
competing forces.
7. Spiritual Warfare Affinity. How are these churches influenced by the
Spiritual Warfare Movement? While all six of the study churches seem to have
familiarity with the traditions and literature of the Spiritual Warfare Movement, only half
of them seem to reflect a positive association with it. SWM literature is discussed at the
Ark ofMercy, but as a Pentecostal church, the group's emphasis on the miraculous and
spiritual deliverance and healing predates the SWM, so its traditions are as much a
generator as a beneficiary of the "third wave." Open Door utilizes SWM literature,
especially in its prayer ministry, and it practices deliverance and healing in ways similar
to Wimber and Kraft, even while these methods are increasingly combined with intense
discipleship. Jim and Carol Garlow testify to the influence ofWimber, Fuller's "Signs
and Wonders" class and other SWM authors, though Jim also traces many of his
convictions regarding spiritual conflict to the pre-SWM writer, BilUieimer (1975). The
leaders of First Wesleyan, New Hope, and Woodland Hills, evidence a lesser amount of
affinity to the SWM, seeming to draw more from their own cultural and personal
experiences and studies. There are some indications that Woodland Hills once used
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SWM ideas and practices than it currently does, and Greg Boyd is not altogether
comfortable with some ofCharles Kraft's writings on authority and deliverance (Boyd,
June 1,2009).
While the six churches are not products of the Spiritual Warfare Movement, they
share some things in common with it. The SWM and these churches share a view that the
Bible is a dependable source of truth and diat the biblical worldview, broadly speaking, is
a reflection of reality. They also share a common view that God is involved in the world,
makes divine power available to believers and wants to estabbsh a fiill and permanent
kingdom upon the earth. They believe Christians are called to exercise authority and
servanthood as their part in spreading the message of God's kingdom. Some of the
practices of the SWM, such as individual deliverance and inner healing are part of the
ministries of at least three of these churches (Ark ofMercy, Open Door, Skyline), but has
high visibility on only two (Ark ofMercy and Open Door), while the SWM approaches
to regional or celestial spiritual contest are only rare topics in only one or two of the
churches.
Given the high level of belief in the demonic realm, and the strong proclamation
of hs personhood and destructiveness, it is surprising that there is not a higher frequency
ofpersonal deliverance practices. Clearly, ministries can employ militant language,
without being what one would characterize as a "spiritual warfare church" in the sense of
being associated with the SWM.
8. Rehgious Practices. How do participants in these churches practice their
faith? For those devoted to a religious faith, that belief system may influence every
aspect of their hves. This study, however, attempts to measure a few aspects of faith
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practice, including church attendance, Bible reading, prayer, financial giving, comfort
with witnessing, and acdons participants feel motivated to do by their worship services.
Church Attendance: Three-fourths of questiormaire respondents indicate that
they attend religious services weekly (55%) or several dmes a week (21%) (Appendix
12:5). Majorides also claim to have participated in small groups, Sunday School, or
Bible studies in the previous month, while more than 40% attest to having participated in
a outreach program or prayer meeting during that time frame (Appendix 12:7).
Bible Reading: Participants in the study churches are unequivocal in their views
that the Bible is perfectly true, whether they believe it should be taken always literally
(38%) or properly interpreted (60%) (Appendix 12:24). Most take that belief into their
schedules outside of church services, where 57% say they read it at least several times a
week, and 24% say they read it about weekly or weekly, and about 1 9% read it more
occasionally (Appendix 12:9).
Prayer: Church respondents self-report a high frequency of prayer, with 69%
checking "several times a day," 15% "once a day" and 15% "a few dmes a week."
Addidonahy, 70% say grace daily with their meals, about half of those at every meal
(Appendix 12:10-1 1). Prayers most often include requests for family and friends, then
praise and the individual's relationship with God and other concems. Less common are
prayers of confession and personal health and financial concems, and on behalfof
sfrangers, and general world concems. Far fewer people seem to pray off of lists
published by their church (Appendix 12:12).
The following table compares the religious service attendance, Scriptiire reading
and prayer practice of those identifying themselves with several groups. The respondents
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of the current six churches consistently demonstrate higher rates of these practices than
the numbers found by the Baylor study in the other groups.
Groups Isolated in Baylor Study
Practices
Unaffdiated Jewish Catholic MainlineProtestant EvangelicalProtestant BlackProtestant hurchesin
rrent
Study
Attend Services
Weekly or more 0.0% 7.3% 32.8% 24.3% 45.2% 43.1% 76.4%
Never 89.3% 28.9% 9.3% 13.5% 11.8% 10.6% 0.3%
Read Scripture
Weekly or more 1.5% 1.4% 7.1% 16.0% 42.1% 54.4% 67.6%
Never 67.3% 27.0% 33.1% 21.9% 9.3% 3.7% 1.2%
Pray
Once a day or more 10.1% 32.8% 46.1% 44.1% 67.1% 74.1% 84.2%
Never 68.4% 16.6% 6.9% 11.6% 3.6% 3.7% 0.0%
Table 5.2: Religious Practices Compared to Baylor Study
(Baylor 2006, 14. Current Study Appendix 12:5, 9, 10)
Financial Giving: Two financial questions were asked through the online
instrument, one which solicited estimated church contributions and the other household
pre-tax income. While 23% of respondents indicate they gave less than $1,000 to their
church during the past year, 39% placed theh giving between $1,000 and $5,000, and an
additional 38% higher than $5,000 (Appendix 12:6, 51).
Witnessing: More than 90% of respondents attest to some level of comfort in
talking about theh faith with friends and family. More than 80% are comfortable sharing
with neighbors and coworkers. Far fewer, though still almost 70%, think they are at least
somewhat comfortable talking with strangers about their faith (Appendix 12:33).
Fittingly, 75% say in the last month they have shared their faith with fiiends, and about
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45% with strangers (Appendix 12:7). Most groups interviewed maintain a positive view
of "evangelism." Given that term as a cue, all groups respond with sharing phrases, such
as "going out," "spreading the gospel/word," "reaching out," "winning the lost,"
"loving," "sowing," etc. A few find "evangelism" too forcefiil, and prefer "attracfing
people" (Appendix 1 1 :7).
Actions Motivated by Church Services. Three tiers of responses become
apparent when respondents are asked what their worship services motivate them to do
(Appendix 12:21). As reflected in figure 5.1, below, six acts are seen as frequent
purposes of services, receiving 80-95% "quite often" or "most or all of the time" scores.
A second tier, including four actions, receives scores of 63-72%. The third tier is the
suggestion that people should "oppose people of other faiths," affirmed by only 4%.
Follow Jesus, grow in �80-95%
faith, embrace peace, Affirm
live holy, serve the '
needy and battle sins.
Work for justice
fight evil, witness, -7^0/ A-Pfl^^v^
andcommitto �63~72% ATTirm
church
Oppose
others �4% Affirm
Figure 5.1: Acdons "Quite often" or "Usuahy" Motivated by Worship Services
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Two significant conclusions can be drawn from the above information on
religious practices. First, respondents in the six study churches exhibit a high level of
activity related to the maintenance, sharing and support of their faith. Differences
between the data collection procedures between this and the Baylor studies should be
recognized, as the current study likely draws more heavily from regular participants than
the Baylor project. Nevertheless, those identified as active in these six churches
demonsti-ate a seriousness about their faith and at least these real life dimensions of faith
expression. Other studies, such as the Froese and Bader (2007) would expect high levels
of religious activity for those attending this study's churches. Their analysis, drawing
upon data in the Baylor survey, identifies biblical literalism and beliefs in God's level of
engagement as the two consistent predictors of religious experiences and activity (2007,
475). These are two sets of beliefs participants in our six churches hold at a high level,
and which would predict strong levels of religious activity including church attendance
and witnessing. Our participants in militant language churches share a high level ofpiety
with other Bible-beheving claimants and believers in God's engagement in the world.
The second important conclusion is that the rhetoric of a warzone world,
competing worldly pressures and certainty of behefs, do not move the participants in
these churches to oppose people of other faiths. Despite being given the prompt, and the
freedom to indicate any level of frequency without regard to excluding other options,
those who hear what we are calling militant language are not hearing marching orders
that would reflect Christian imperiahsm. While feeling moved by thefr meetings to godly
living, and even to battle against personal problems and societal evils, they are not being
whipped up against the people, behefs or practices of other rehgions.
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9. Cultural Engagement. How do participants in these churches perceive their
role in the broader community? Each of these six churches has a strong community
identity, and has demonstrated their concem for area residents in both evangelistic and
compassion ministries, hi some cases, particularly in the Ark ofMercy, New Hope, and
Woodland Hills, providing help to the poor is a core element to their church's identity
and self-evaluation, hi all six churches, there is an expressed desire to raise the social
health of their communities, whether that is a six-block neighborhood, a small city, or a
metropohtan area. For some, this means changing the "mountains" or "influencers" such
as the educational and pohtical systems, so that they might provide a healthier
environment for all citizens.
While each church in the study has a strong self-identity, none of their members
intimate a belief that their group is alone in their ministry goals. Members carry pride
regarding their church families, but also a sense of communion that goes beyond their
local walls and denominational affiliations. While 9% of respondents beheve their
church works pretty much on their own, 79% sense they work with a variety of Christian
ministries, 31% observe that they sometimes partner with non-faith based organizations,
and 15% perceive cooperation with non-Christian religious groups.
The health of the broader communitymay involve moral/social concems that are
beyond local control, and the six churches in this study demonstrate strong views on such
topics. More than 90% of respondents beheve theh church "discourages" or "works
against" such things as pornography, premarital sex, abortion, and homosexual behavior
(Appendix 12:16). Theh personal views are also convicdonal on sexual and moral
issues. The following chart compares results from the Baylor study keyed to the various
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God-images Americans carry (Baylor 2006, 32) and the results of the current study
(Appendix 12:35-38).
Question Baylor Study Responses
in
Current
Study
The following behaviors are
always wrong?
Distant
God
Critical
God
Benevolent
God
Authoritarian
God
Abortion when. . .
baby may have a serious defect 7.4% 13.8% 34.6% 48.1% 65.8%
woman's health is in danger 3.1% 6.9% 19.5% 24.7% 35.9%
pregnancy is result of rape 4.6% 12.6% 31.7% 41.5% 58.8%
family caimot afford child 22.9% 41.7% 69.2% 80.8% 86.7%
woman does not want the child 26.2% 44.2% 67.5% 81.3% 86.8%
Sexual / Marital issues . . .
Gay marriage 30.7% 54.8% 65.8% 80.6% 86.1%
Pre-marital sex 7.5% 18.8% 35.9% 58.7% 86.5%
Extra-marital sex 72.6% 62.4% 82.6% 93.2% 96.6%
Divorce 2.7% 6.4% 6.5% 7.7% 8.1%
Cohabitation 4.5% 10.1% 26.8% 50.3% 73.5%
Viewing pomography 13.3% 28.9 54.5 66.5% 92.6
Table 5.3: Selected Moral Issues in Current Study Compared to Baylor Project
While it should be remembered that the Baylor study surveyed a broad
population, including non-church attendees, it is notable that participants in the current
study signify a greater conviction of absolute right and wrong in all categories. Perhaps
buoyed by a security in the existence and apprehension of absolute truth, participants
in
these churches resist accommodation to situational ethics, at least when h comes to issues
such as sexual relationships and abortion. Compromise in these areas may be considered
symptomatic of the pressures that come with the broader culture pushing against
the
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perceived earlier American culture in which religious values were better supported by
law and the general population.
While 85% believe their church speaks of having a "world impact" (Appendix
12:18), and while feeling cahed to acdvely seek social and economic jusdce (Appendix
12:17, 21), respondents are spht when h comes to "bringing polidcal or economic
pressure to bear on polidcal leaders and insdtudons" (Appendix 12:17). Two study
churches present diametrically opposed views and practices on how to publicly address
moral issues. As described in the previous chapter, Jim Garlow and Skyline gave
leadership to the state-wide movement to pass Proposition 8, the 2008 amendment to the
Califomia Constitution that defined marriage as between a man and a woman, reversing
court decisions that had earlier legahzed same sex marriage. The language of battle was
invoked in this drama, which Garlow saw as a Christian duty to the children of the state
and nation. In justification, he argues, "If you have a kingdom view, then confronting
societal problems is understood as rescuing people from the swamp and then draining the
swamp" (Garlow interview, see Appendix 14 question 2). Greg Boyd and Woodland
Hills, in contrast, refuses such activism, believing that the kingdom is not about
preserving the laws or even moral fabric of society, but rather living righteously and
demonstrating the kingdom. What is fascinating here is that both approaches are militant
and use the language of spiritual conflict, even as their actions conflict.
A consistent reality among the study churches is their desire to change their worid
and their conviction that their actions can bring change about. They are most
comfortable in cultural engagement when it involves individuals. As seen in Appendix
11:20, actions on behalf of the poor are largely seen as assistance to the needy through
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acts and gifts of compassion. Language ofmilitancy against human institudons that
perpetuate poverty are largely absent. The language of conflict does not cause these
groups to identify enemies in the community, which could be such things as ignorance,
poverty, apathy, etc. In this sense, we fmd that the semantic range of conflict neither
makes enemies of outsiders (a good thing), nor names destrucdve forces in the
community as enemies. The absence of this critique may point to a narrow defmidon of
enemies that does not include structural evil.
The churches see themselves as agencies of change, fulfdling a mission that
involves idendfying evils and opposing them, but there are widely divergent views on
how the churches should exert their influence in the public square.
10. Political Affinity, How do participants in these churches perceive and practice
polidcs? Is church use ofmilitant language the domain of a particular polidcal
perspective?
Examining the political views across the six churches require two approaches.
Appendix 12:43-44 points to high support for the Republican party by the questiormaire
respondents. It reveals 63% of those who chose party labels associating themselves to
some degree with the GOP, and only 17% with the Democrat party. Support for the 2008
election spht about 70% for McCain and 30% for Obama. However, this data must also
be approached by considering each church individually. There is a wide variety among
the six churches as is most easily seen in presidential vote support:
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Ark of
Mercy
Open
Door
Skyline First
Wesleyan
New
Hope
Woodland
Hills
John McCain 95.7%
22
80%
12
95.2%
118
0 0 45.3%
43
Baraic Obama 4.3%
1
20%
3
4.8%
6
100%
13
100%
6
55.8%
53
Table 5.4: Presidential Election Support 2008 (percentages and raw numbers)
The simple conclusion, here, is that the Christian missional use ofmilitant
language does not determine political association. In the table 5.4 we see a wide
spectrum ofpolitical support. Three churches. Ark ofMercy, Skyline, and Open Door, as
groups also very concemed about abortion and related issues, heavily supported the
Republican candidate. First Wesleyan and New Hope, as urban churches, perhaps
strongly concemed with the poor, and black churches enthused by a candidate of color,
supported the Democratic candidate with unanimity. Woodland Hills Church, as
described in the previous chapter, has communicated with costly clarity that no political
party represents God's kingdom. That message seems to be taken seriously by hs
members, as theh ratio is almost identical to the 54/44 ratio in the Minnesota election
results.
People of ah faiths, and ways of expressing theh faith, are passionate about theh
morality and politics. Participants in churches that use militant language are seen
in this
study to be capable of passionate support for either major American political party or
passionate neutrality, hi each case, the leaders and congregations are expressing
their
pursuh of righteousness and the best means they see of bringing about justice.
11. Leadership Imphcations. How does militant imagery influence
the
leadership and organizational style of the church? hi no conversation does a church
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participant compare the structure of their church to a military organization. The concepts
of "command and control" and "chain of command" are likewise absent. While all six
churches are led by strong and highly respected pastors, including four who are
essendally founders, there are no generals among them. Four churches (Skyline, First
Wesleyan, New Hope, Woodland Hills) have, and are perceived to have, corporate
leadership structures, with weighted influencers that include boards and staffs. Open
Door claims a New Testament model based on gifts and callings (see Pfeiffer 2008a).
Ark ofMercy reflects a family model.
Another testimony against a strong militaristic leadership style is that the six
churches, as a whole, do not demonstrate a strong alignment and accountability in their
mission-goals-means-measurement-correction systems. Mission and goals tend to be
general, making measurement and correction largely subject to neglect or personal
impression. New Hope stands out as a possible exception, operating with clearly defined
objectives that are broadly communicated and practicing review and accountability
among its staff and membership. A point of interest, ifnot a cause and effect, is that New
Hope's Anthony Graham is the only lead pastor in the study who has prior military
experience.
On the whole, the rhetoric ofmilitancy does not seem to influence the leadership
styles in the study churches, bring aligrmient from mission to correction, or generate
systems of accountability in mission fiilfillment. Though few, in any, would recommend
a military style of leadership for the church, it seems logical to expect groups to embrace
goals and accountability, when they embrace the warfare worldview, believe their prayers
and service can make a difference, and believe that human destinies are either etemal
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salvation with God or perpetual separation from God. h seems, however, that the study
churches have evangelism, retention, and modvation problems similar to what 1 have
commonly observed in churches that speak of the world and mission with less militancy.
In this area, condhions in the broader culture appear to overpower the language of
militancy as an organizational guide.
12. Sensitivity in Speech. Do leaders and participants in these churches work to
midgate potendally negative consequences to their use ofmilitant language? Church
leaders recall very few, if any, negative results ofmilitant rhetoric within their
organizations, but they hint that they are aware ofpotential problems. Garlow is
cognizant that forceful language can be misinterpreted along political party lines and may
push more irenic people away, and Shoemaker is concemed about misunderstanding by
children and the mentally ill. Pfeifer has been put offby individuals seeing a cosmic
battle in a "flat tire," and Boyd sees misappropriation of the warfare mentality in other
Evangelical churches, likely referring to associations with political power (Appendix
14:3).
The leaders are conscious of reasons outsiders may be anathematized by Christian
battle terminology. They note the "barbaric ways" the terminology has been
misappropriated by the church in the cmsades, in violence and nationalism. Some note
the ways these semantics can be tied to intemational war, as well as moral contests that
give the impression that Christians are "hate-mongers." Pfeifer's synthesis is that "This
is not an excuse not to use the language, but it is a plea to use wisdom and perhaps keep it
as more insider language" and adds, "We do need to restrain language out on the edges,
because it can provoke outsiders." Boyd's solution, to which Shoemaker expresses
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sympathy, is to be sufficiently clear in the conviction and pracdce of non-violence that
auditors of the language of spiritual conflict can not be confused: "The way we do
spiritual warfare is by refusing to do warfare physically. If it has flesh and blood we
must fight for them not against them" (Appendix 14:2). The recognidon of outsiders
taking offense is generahzed, without awareness of specific cases of backlash, and
certainly without identification of individuals outside the congregation making
inappropriate use of the pastors' words or publicadons.
While obviously not eliminating the semandc range from the proclamation of
these six churches, there is evidence that leaders and participants have carried out some
self-censoring. The worship leaders of at least two churches (Skyhne and Woodland
Hills) recall consciously reducing or eliminating songs with battle themes during the
previous decade, as the fraq and Afghanistan wars were escalating (Interviews, Josh
Garlow & Clay Davis, March 13, 2009; Norm Blagman, June 1, 2009).
The mixture of responses to militant terminology among interview groups also
reflects a cautious and selective embracing and application of the language range, often in
awareness of the possible misunderstanding of outsiders. Church participants have
different labels and levels of comfort with various militant terms. Given a partial list,
most respondents in every church respond positively and suggest general labels for the
language type, such as "victorious," "spiritual warfare" "overcoming," "kingdom,"
"epic," "battle," "dominion," "militaristic," and "Christian-insider" language. Groups
have less agreement regarding the term "militant Christianity." While every church has
people who embrace the compounding of these words, five out of six churches have
members who raised sfrong objections, arguing that h has the feel ofphysical violence.
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fundamentalism, or a "megaphone on the street comer telling people they are going to
heir (Appendix 11:11, 15).
The answer to the question of language sensitivity is mixed. On the one hand,
there seems to be no awareness of the dangers ofwhich missiologists are so wary. No
interviewee conveys a consciousness that the intemet makes theh words available to
people who might use or misuse them for destmctive ends. On the other hand, church
leaders and participants limit their use of conflict language somewhat instinctively. In
some cases h is conspicuously absent on promotional materials and web pages, while in
some ministries, the spiritual conflict is clearly communicated as a core belief and
approach of the group. In every ministry of the study effort is made to divorce any
spiritual warfare rhetoric from the realities ofwars between nations.
These conclusions present an opportunity to these churches, others which use the
warfare motif, and, in fact, many other ministries of various semantic types. A local
church that has an intemet presence must assume a world-wide audience that can and
should be addressed with clarity and honesty. Churches such as the six in this study can
be honest in their beliefs regarding the spiritual battle against Satan and evil, and make
their beliefs equally clear regarding the division between the kingdom ofGod and the
kingdoms of earth. A church such as Woodland Hills can continue to share the warfare
worldview and how that influences their theology and practice and boldly declare that its
kingdom convictions mean a divorce from militarism and nationalism, even as its
members love their own country. Churches such as the other five can continue to
communicate their theology and practice that envisions the kingdom ofGod moving
against the demonic realm, but need also to make clear that they do not identify any
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nation, religion or people group as demonic. Some churches can speak pluralistically,
while others must speak of the unique and exclusive claims ofChrist as the answer to the
world's needs, but even these can do so in terms which do not provoke or threaten.
Words can always be twisted into violence by those who choose to, but our words need
not be easily idendfied as weapons. The task becomes not one ofholding back truth, but
sharing it more fully.
Summary of the Chapter
This chapter opens by briefly revisidng the issues raised in chapter two's review
of hterature relevant to the subject of the church's employment ofmihtant language.
Twelve important questions raised by the literature are then directed to the six study
churches, allowing voice to their corporate testimonies that are on some points univocal
and on some issues divergent and distinct.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY
Overview of the Chapter
hi this concluding chapter, the basic research questions and how they have been
addressed in the study are reconsidered, followed by a similar analysis of the sbidy's
missional implicadons. Attendon is given to evaluating the study plan and execudon.
Finally, the chapter looks ahead to further thought and research that may shed more light
on relevant concems.
Research Questions Revisited
The central question of this study has been, "Is militant language a viable genre
ofspeech for Christian ministries today?
"
To enable us to offer an informed answer,
three questions and objectives were established to guide the research and analysis. This
section revisits those questions and the answers toward which the evidence in the
previous chapters points.
Research Question One asks, "What has given rise to militant language in
contemporary North American Christianity, and what has generated reaction against this
way ofspeaking?
"
Chapter two provides an extensive answer to this question, and can
be reviewed in the following points.
1. The Human Experience. Militant language, the semantics of conflict,
contest, and warfare, is present in North American Christianity because it is ubiquitous in
the human experience. Since human thought and language is metaphorical in nature, the
reality of fighting for survival, as individuals and in groups, finds comparisons and
expression in many aspects of life. To observe that we speak in batde terminology is a
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recognition that much of hfe is hke war. People commonly face threats to their well-
being and survival, and urgent alignment and employment of resources are required if
destruction is to be avoided.
2. The Chrisdan Scriptures. Militant language is part of the fabric of North
American Chrisdanity because it is prominent in its sacred texts. The Bible details
particular families and nations, who experienced all the kinds of battles common to
humanity. The Hebrew people and the eariy Christians lived at the crossroads of rising
and falling empires, and were therefore subject at times to more violence than some
portions ofhumanity. The Bible also portrays conflicting powers behind human
existence and events, which some interpret in terms of cosmic dualism. The God of the
Bible is envisioned in relational, even familial terms, and is good, but is also reported to
have ordered genocide, the death penalty, to have appointed the movements of empires
and destruction of cities, the death of the son ofGod, and the promise of a future
judgment of spirits and humans that will take place on earth and have etemal
ramifications. Some people interpret the Scriptures as tme reflections of a continuing
reality of kingdoms in conflict, others prefer to demythologize the Scriptures to free them
from what they see as primitive worldviews, and still others would prefer to eliminate the
Bible from the earth, but each perspective recognizes the Bible as a book of conflict.
3. The Warfare Worldview and Spiritual Warfare Movement. Militant
language has had a North American revival in recent decades, in part, due to the rise of
the Spiritual Warfare Movement. With its roots in the impressive, world-wide expansion
of the Pentecostal movement, the SWM renewed a confidence of the miraculous among
North American Christians, particularly those with an Evangelical orientation. Many
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who had held onto a doctrinal commitment to the existence of the devil, the conflict
between light and darkness, and the expectation of a transformed earth, received reports
ofpower encomiters in other lands as a tesdmony to a fresh move of God. The
movement gave permission to non-Pentecostals to retum to the mission Jesus embraced
of freeing captives and proclaiming the time ofGod's favor (Luke 4:18-19), and to the
ministry of demonic deliverance and healing, and for some, the opposing of demonic
sfrongholds over geographical areas. The publishing phenomenon of the movement
includes reports and studies from around the wodd, ficdonal representations of sphitual
conflict, and numerous guides for effectual praying and ministry.
4. The Historical and Missional Problem. One reality that has both
contributed to the language of conflict in modem Chrisdanity and generated problems is
the mixed history of 2,000 years of the Chrisdan movement. In the post-Constantinian
era, Chrisdanity in Europe emerged from a powerless posidon into a place with des to
and possession ofpohdcal power. The language of spiritual dominion was co-opted into
the physical, issuing through the centuries in numerous abuses of power, including
cmsades, inquisitions, conquests and wars in the name of the Jesus still called the "Prince
of Peace." At least a portion of the church has always refused to wield physical or
pohtical power, but those who have named Christ and used violence have generated both
pattems that others have followed and tragedies to be moumed.
Recent generations ofChristians have been on the march, continuing tbe mission
of the faith to proclaim the good news to every nation, and have often done so using
militant terms with purely spiritual applications. Images of light entering places of
darkness, of defeating sfrongholds of Satan, and freeing the oppressed, have encouraged
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and enrolled Christians to sacrifice theh resources for a cause beyond their selves and
theh borders. The church militant has meant a devoted, self-sacrificing, disciplined, out
going people, spreading to other people the freedom and life they have enjoyed.
Unfortunately, the proclamation of freedom in Christ has been ded, by those in heavily
Christian lands as well as those on the receiving side, to the spread of American
democracy, economics, and culture, reviving memories of the pairing of spiritual
purposes and political power. While residents of great and populous countries like India
and China might be open to hearing the message of Jesus, they understandably chafe at
images that paint their cultures as dark, their religions as satanic, and their people as
"targets" of the gospel. Christians in these lands, and missiologists sensitive to them,
wam that Christians in places ofpower must censor their use ofmilitant language,
especially since many societies are currently witnessing seasons of religious and cultural
mihtancy that sometimes includes physical violence.
The research objective for answering the question regarding the rise and problem
ofmilitant language has been "to access and summarize recent voices that have both
encouraged and opposedmilitant language in Christian mission.
" This has been
accomplished by recognizing the influence of the human experience, the Christian
Scriptures, the Spiritual Warfare Movement, and the historical and missional problem.
Research Question Two asks, "What role does militant languageplay in the
public rhetoric ofselect groups that seem to embrace this way ofspeaking?
" hi the six
groups studied, militant language plays four prominent roles.
1. An explanatory role. The battle motif serves to explain suffering and
setbacks in the lives ofbelievers and the worid. In each of these churches, tragedy and
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suffering are not spoken of as just the way hfe is, or as events planned by God for some
inscrutable reason, but as a consequence of personified and/or structural evil. There is an
enemy who tempts people to sin, draws people into addictions, traps people in poverty,
engineers cultural decline, and holds churches back. Tbe devastation and suffering that
pervades the human experience is immediately attributed to human acdons, governments,
or even physical phenomenon such as storms or earthquakes, but behind all of these is the
effects of the force of evil and the fall on planet earth.
2. An integrated role. The major rhetorical types in each church work together
to form a complete message, as recalled in the following table.
Church Major Rhetorical Types Master
Analogue
(Righteous, Social,
Pragmatic)
Mihtant Language
Ark ofMercy
1. Remnant
2. Warfare
3. Pentecost
4. Harvest
5. Love
Righteous-social
External conflict is expected as the
gospel advances. Intemal conflict
is to be avoided.
Open Door
L Embracing the blessing
2. Fighting the enemy
3. Changing the world
Social
Essential component of the
culture, but considered insider
language.
Skyline
L God offers life.
2. The enemy and culture war
against life.
3. Skyline has a role in the battle.
Social
Used sparingly but clearly. Helps
create a communal sense of
purpose, unifying the body. Tied
to moral/political debate.
First Wesleyan,
Jersey City
L Embracing the gifts ofGod.
2. Fighting back against enemies.
3. Serving the world.
Righteous-social
Battle language seen as necessary
in context of real danger.
Determined division between
spiritual and physical application
ofmilitant terms.
New Hope
L We have a mighty God.
2. We are challenged by
destructive forces.
3. We can be an overcoming
people.
4. We can be a significant church.
Righteous-social
Makes sense of hostile
environment. Motivates the
pursuit of victory in many areas of
life. Not applied against people
groups.
Woodland Hills
L Kingdom conflict overpeaceful
creation.
2. Kingdom relationships over
religious traditions.
3. Kingdom living over cultural
conditioning.
Righteous-social
Describes the cosmos and
motivates participants to action.
Deliberate exclusion of humans or
groups as enemies. Discomfort
with potential for
misunderstanding.
Table 6.1: Summary ofRhetorical Themes and Role ofMilitant Language
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In each church, at least one rhetorical type carries the conflict message, but that
message adds meaning to other types as well. For example, at First Wesleyan Fighting
hack against enemies offers explanation as to why Embracing the gifts ofGod is not
automatic, and the militant rhetorical type finds its greatest expression and fulfillment in
the third type, Sei-ving the world. Open Door follows the same pattem. New Hope has
terms of conflict or stt-ength in three types, while the fourth calls tbe church to act on the
prior types.
3. A unifying role. A battle theme does not automatically generate group unity,
though Mark Pfeifer is correct in noting the benefit of a common enemy (Interview
2/24/2009). However, it does open the door to cormect to a unifying theme. The great
contest is one reason the Ark is part of a loving remnant. Open Door can together change
the world. Skyline has a role in the battle. First Wesleyan must serve the world. New
Hope can be a significant church, and the people ofWoodland Hills can live out its
kingdom values over other pursuits.
4. A motivating role. In a world in which demonic and cultural forces are at
work against a believer's soul, family, and world, there are additional reasons to pursue
greater spiritual knowledge, stay in spiritual health, and increase one's capacity for doing
good works in the world. Faith, for people who take this message seriously, is more than
finding inner serenity, attaining personal salvation, or being part of a meaningful
fellowship. Growth and advancement is understood as climbing a hill, swimming against
the current, or fighting the good fight.
The research objective for answering the question regarding the role ofmilitant
language in select churches has been "to evaluate the rhetoric ofcontemporary Christian
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ministries that employ militant language. " This has been achieved by auditing several
channels of the churches through the lens of Symbolic Convergence Theory. The conflict
type serves as an explanatory, integrating, unifying and motivating symbolic system.
Research Question Three asks, "How does the rhetoric ofselect ministries that
employ militant language influence the group 's assumptions andpractices? " The stated
research objective to address the question is "to analyze the corporate cultures of
Christian ministries that employ militant language, making connections between public
speech, assumptions, andpractices. This task has been advanced through the case
studies as presented in chapter four and its appendices, and considered in regards to
mihtant language issues in chapter five. Summations can now be made following
Schein's broad cultural categories.
1. Deep level. Three areas of deep level assumptions and activity consistently
stand out in the study churches. Fhst, convictions that absolute truth exists and is
revealed in the Bible are developed. This includes a commitment to the reality of angels,
Satan and demons as described in the Bible and belief in their continued activity today.
Second, these groups operate with strong assumptions in the brokeimess and neediness of
humanity that puts all people in need of divine intervention. Third, there is a unswerving
conviction that human actions have immediate and etemal consequences. These beliefs
resuh in strong levels of religious practice, including Bible reading, prayer, church
attendance and witnessing, and high degrees of activity in the community. Though there
is some dissonance between the churches as to what forms of cultural critique and
interaction are appropriate, the churches value proclamation of their message to outsiders,
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and offer ministries of compassion, providing financial and human resources to meet
needs in the community.
2. External Adaptation and Survival. The symbolic constelladons of these
churches give rise to clear mission, but not strategies and accountability systems. All of
the ministries operate with an outward mission focus, desiring to "help," "save," "take the
Word," "bring the imsaved to Christ," perform "gospel outreach," and "be an outreaching
community" that "demonstrates die kingdom" (Appendix 10:8). How, strategically, this
should be carried out, not only varies from church to church, but h is commonly unclear
within the individual organizations. Most of the ministries remain vague in their goals,
means, measurements and corrective procedures.
3. Internal Integration. Tbe intemal speech of the groups specializes in terms
of love, inclusion, blessing and affection. While love is extended to outsiders and
demonstrated to guests, there is a special camaraderie, often associated with shared
commitments and tasks, that is enjoyed in the "family." Status and rewards are doled out
to those who serve, who participate on small or large scale with the mission of the group.
All of these churches utilizing militant semantics see themselves as warm, highly
affectionate, and high contact. Another consistency is that the participants in these
churches perceive the hand ofGod within their fellowship. These houses ofworship are
celebrated as places where miracles happen. People come together in part for mission, in
part for fellowship, and in part to see God work.
The influence ofmihtant language seems to be strongest in deep level
assumptions, less evident in intemal integration assumptions, and still less prominent in
the assumptions and practices related to extemal adaption, at least beyond the level of
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mission. The succinct answer to RQ3 ("//ow does the rhetoric ofselect ministries that
employ militant language influence the group 's assumptions andpractices? ") is
"partially." Though the symbols serve explanatory, integrated, unifying, and motivating
roles (see RQ2, above), they seem to be overshadowed, or even overruled, in some
respects. This dimming of power may have a variety of causes.
One source of the shift may be other intemal scripts. While militant expressions
may dominate worldview, the language used about the faith community itself is far more
consistently the language of love and family. The sense of being an army is admittedly
present, but h moves from the driver's seat to the rear�still present�but not confrolling.
Relating to the extemal concems ofmission fiilfillment, the scripts of strategy and goal
attainment seems to be subdued by unstated scripts, perhaps like the Apostle Paul's
statement in 1 Corinthians 3:6: "I planted seed, Apollos watered, but God made it grow."
Human instmmentalism is not set aside, but since the results are God's, there is a sense
that people can not be held accountable for effects, only for efforts.
A second cause ofprominent themes losing their force in specific areas may
arrive from beyond the local group through broader cultural scripts. Understanding the
force of pervasive cultural tendencies has been the work of cultural anthropologists over
the past half century. While numerous sources are helpfiil guides to specific cultural
groups, the work ofCraig Storti (1999, 2001) is especially broad in scope and readily
accessible. Richard Lewis (2005) discusses global scripts and predilections, and Russeh
West (2009) speaks of "cultural repertoires" that invisibly motivate actions, hi the study
churches, an American script that supports "dreaming big" may lead toward big mission
statements that are not portioned out into strategies and goals. Another that says "we
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don't air our dirty laundry in public" may work against strong corrective measures wben
they may be otherwise appropriate for goal attainment.
While this study does not identify the various conflicting group and societal
scripts that dilute the force of the militant rhetorical visions, nor does it argue that they
should be overridden. What it does conclude, however, is that there are many influences
that compete (or dance) with one another in the real lives of organizations, and that in
these churches militant rhetoric is a partial influence on a group's culture and
participants.
Missional Implications of the Study
Chapter one presents four contributions this study hopes to make to the discussion
and fiilfillment of the Christian mission. These are revisited here in reverse order so that
the concluding section addresses the central subject of this project.
1. Conflict within missional organizations. A positive expectation of this
study could have been that churches comfortable with the language of conflict would
provide models for wisely handling intemal controversy. A negadve expectation could
have been that churches engrossed in such language would be especially fihed with
contention. This study finds that these churches have a respect for divergence of ideas,
but insist they are expressed within designated channels, hi every case, including Skyline
and Woodland Hills, which have thousands in attendance, church participants speak of
having access to the lead pastor, as well as other ministers on staff, hi the three churches
(Skyline, New Hope, and Woodland Hills) which granted access to staffmeetings, staff
members expressed disagreements with the senior pastors in mature and beneficial ways
and seemed free and comfortable in doing so. Only one church (Open Door) has regular
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forums where the free expression is encouraged and modeled. All the churches have
occasional or annual meetings which are designed, in part, to solicit input, though such
meetings are often more perftmctory in their manner. While the study churches do not
individually or collectively provide a model for handling conflict, they may together
supply principles, which can be noted in bullet form:
� Communicate, communicate, communicate. Keeping people well informed helps
them feel a part and be involved, and reduces suspicion and gossip.
� Create forums among leaders and staff, and perhaps larger groups, in which
creative minds and people of various opinions have freedom of expression. Build,
by instruction and practice, the valuing of others' thoughts as well as an
understanding of the benefits that flow from God speaking through a group.
� Make known persons and charmels through which people can voice their issues,
and then demonstrate that these are not just listening posts. If people are given a
place to speak and then ignored, no benefit is gained. If a conversation concludes
that certain changes should come about, action needs to follow.
� Offer a periodic (perhaps annual) teaching on conflict resolution principles and
review of the proper channels and systems of the group.
� Be straight with people in culturally appropriate ways. (A fatherly rebuke by a
Donavon Shoemaker in the context of a 30 year pastorate in an urban church may
not communicate as effectively in other situations.)
A strong presence ofmihtant language does not create or preclude a conflict-
resolution culture, but a strong theology of conflict, ofwhich such language may be a
part, might. Such a theology, in a worldview such as the churches in this study, would
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recognize that people and groups are troubled and therefore always in need of grace and
improvement. Conflict, therefore should not easily be attributed to Satan or God, but
embraced as an occasion to make positive changes and make the ministry more effective
in fulfilling its mission.
2. The value of rhetorical and cultural analysis for churches. Approaching
churches through the lenses of Symbolic Convergence Theory and Shein's cultural
framework has yielded voluminous data that ushers a stranger into the heart and story of
the group. Though a single one of these sense-making frameworks would have been
sufficient for a project of this size, the combinadon has proved valuable.
Such a study and analysis can be of great assistance to a church in two ways.
First, it can offer a church great insight into itself in a time of self-evaluation and
planning. The view into the assumptive categories of a group can provide insiders a view
ofmany aspects of their church that are always invisible to those within a culture. In
doing so, both strengths and weaknesses can be exposed and either celebrated or
corrected.
A particularly important use of the dual approach to a church is in a time of lead
pastor fransition. Imagine a pastor stepping into the role of one of the pastors in the six
churches in this study. The new pastor embraces the same denominational background
and theological commitments as the predecessor, but frames the world in terms of being
diseased and the church's mission in the language ofhealing and restoration. Such an
approach may be just as biblical and imaginative, but may seem devoid of the imagery
that has helped the people understand their world and given them a place in it. People
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begin to peel away, not able to identify what it is that has somehow not made it feel like
their church anymore.
An analysis of the church's proclamadon over a year or so may not require that
the church find a preacher with the same three to five rhetorical emphases, but it would at
minimum give an arriving leader a glimpse into how the congregation (not just the
departing preacher) envisions the worid and their place in it. Such an informed new
arrival may tailor her or his messages with familiar and meaningful references, and may
observe ways of speaking that were previously absent and intentionally include them.
Likewise, a survey that gives glimpses into the various aspects of culture can
provide new leadership a far better understanding of their flock than simple demographic,
historical and financial summaries and building tours that are perhaps more the norm.
Too often, non-founding pastors act as though the meaningful history of their church was
initiated on the day of their arrival (leaders are taught to be forward looking after all).
Wise is the non-founding pastor who knows the organizational stories of their flock, and
who retell and reify those tales. But, before they can ted them, they need to hear them.
Before they can hear them, they need to ask the right questions in an atmosphere that
frees people to celebrate their history as well as their hopes.
One message of good news from this study is that the information for a rhetorical
and cultural survey can be gathered in a span of a couple ofweeks, not months or years.
This makes h possible for such a project to take place during a time of transition and
early pastorate.
3. Intentional language in churches. The previous paragraphs provide a partial
answer to the question of the intentional development of rhetorical visions in the
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formation ofmissional communities. This study affirms that language has a consdtutive
role in cohesive groups. In fact, it has given more support to how language shapes
groups than to how language shapes individuals. No proof has been offered that the
preaching in these churches changes minds, only that some consistencies can be seen
between the kingdom preaching in these churches and the thinking and actions of their
participants. For all this study knows, the preaching just attracted people already oriented
toward these types of speech.
Certainly church founders have the freedom to purposefiilly develop their groups
aroimd particular rhetorical visions. But we observe in this study that churches do not
necessarily develop their rhetorical visions as a result of plarming. Although such a
question is not put to these leaders, it is more likely their preaching has developed around
their convictions and personal stories. It may be difficult to sustain a "chosen"
constellation ofmetaphors unless they fit with the leader's assumptions, experiences and
passions. Where the answer to this question of intentional shaping of rhetorical visions
comes closer to an emphatic "yes," is where founders distill from their deepest
convictions the best ways ofperceiving and speaking of reality, and where successive
preachers can continue earlier themes while adding their own.
4. DeaUng with militant language. Mihtant language is a geme of speech that
is current in some churches because it is common in general speech, significantly present
in the Bible, and expresses a worldview which understands the cosmos and the human
condidon as embattled, a view that explains many of the realities in which people live, hi
the churches studied, there is a deep conviction that all people have a loving and good
creator, and an enemy who is destructive and dangerous. Participants in these churches
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believe strongly that they have a role in advancing the kingdom ofGod against the reign
of Satan through proclamation and demonstration of the kingdom, and deny that human
violence, national militaries or political parties are instruments toward that end. The use
ofmilitant language does not determine how believers participate militarily or politically,
how they imagine eschatological events, or how they attempt to influence society. The
participants in all of these ministries display high levels of religious practices intended to
reinforce and spread their beliefs, and about half demonstrate affinity for some of the
ministry emphases found in the Spiritual Warfare Movement. The language of conflict is
an integrated rhetorical type in each of these churches, but does not overshadow other
types of speech. In human-divine and interpersonal relations, as well as in approaches to
organizational leadership, the language of love and family are more prominent, and many
participants are concemed with what the militant language communicates to outsiders.
Observations of these churches do not validate the worst fears of those who
advocate the elimination of exclusive salvation claims and belief in cosmic conflict (e.g.,
Bessler-Northcutt 2004, Ehens 2004, Avalos 2005). Perhaps this study has allayed
stereotypes regarding groups which use militant language and their members. These
churches have many beliefs and values that reflect a warfare worldview, but also display
great love and compassion, both for one another and for their communities and the entire
human family. They are missional without being imperialistic, and have developed ways
of speaking and acting that add meaning to individuals and richness of life to people as
they gather together. To ask such organizations to censor salvation and conflict language
is to practice a form of cultural imperialism, and would require them to change not just
their words, but the whole of their culture, which has been found productive.
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On the other hand, those who have raised cautions regarding the missional use of
militant language (e.g. Fuller 2000, Love 2001) have raised issues that need to be heeded.
They have not demonized the persons or mtendons ofChristians who use the language of
conflict, but have presented warnings about the misuse of their messages by others who
have access to them, hi their intemal and public communicadon, Chrisdan organizations
can be clearer regarding the division between spiritual and physical conflict. Woodland
Hills provides an example by givmg a strong voice against nationalism and militarism.
While others may not have the same view of the civil service preferences for their
members as WHC, all churches, especially in their printed and electronic materials, can
communicate the limited application ofwarfare terminology more cleariy, making
prominent their convictions of respect for all peoples, their distinctions between the
nations of earth and the kingdom ofGod, and their disavowal of violence in the purposes
of the church.
Evaluation the Study
Theoretical Evaluation. Three explanatory systems guided the development of
this study. The concept of the constitutive function of language laid the foundation that
words are consequential, not simply as a means of communication, but as a force that
shapes thought and action. While not offering conclusive proofof this theory, this study
joins many others in affirming this theoretical constmct. The focus groups evidence
beliefs and live their faith out in ways that reflect the militant language and missional
mindsets of their preachers, as seen in the case studies and concluding chapters.
This project has also found that, at least in mainstream groups, no group of
metaphors stands alone. Studied church participants are clearly influenced by the call to
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arms, but also by the command to love, the invitation to family, and the joy of service, to
name a few other prominent themes. The militant metaphors are found to both highlight
and hide. They highlight the reality of danger, the existence of enemies, and the need for
sacrifice and action. But these symbolic cues exist in a context that includes the rest of
the gospel, the best of human nature, and other church and broader cultural influences.
Therefore aspects common to warfare, such as hatred, bigotry and physical violence
disappear from the meaning ofmilitant symbols.
Symbolic Convergence Theory, likewise proved a valuable theoretical system
through which to gather and evaluate shared symbols. Its tools and language provided a
method of gathering data and analyzing rhetorical types and rhetorical visions in a way
that was consistent from group to group. The recognition of "chaining" as a means of
highlighdng key events and expressions also proved valuable.
Schein's framework provided a helpful outline for generating a series of
questions that proved helpful for imderstanding group assumptions and practices.
Though h is one ofmany cultural taxonomies that could be used, Schein's categories
enabled a process of focusing on specific details before making broad conclusions, hi
addition, Schein's approach to organizations supplied wisdom regarding cultural
formation and the different roles that subsequent leaders have compared to founders.
Procedural Evaluation. The data gathering plan and tools yielded a plethora of
information. Churches made sermon and other published materials readily available.
The group interviews gave people a sense of anonymity and, as hoped, allowed
participants to react, respond, and add to one another's comments. People found the
interview environments comfortable and spoke freely. The most fruitfiil question, which
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was quickly exported to brief conversations as well as the more formal interviews, was
"What two stories do I need to hear to understand this church." For some, this solicited
important historical events in the group, while in others it cued an inspirational personal
story of theh early days in the church or a time when the church met an important need in
their lives.
The study is limited in its scope and generalizability, particulariy due to having a
narrow variety ofministries. The method employed to identify prospective cburches
depended on the openness ofmy contacts to my personal inquiries. Those with greater
familiarity with me or my school were more responsive than others. Since the study
sought to access various streams of information, including interviews, visits and a
questiormaire, which, compounded, may have been considered invasive, it was again
those with whom I had more direct contact who extended an invitation to their
orgaruzation. As a result, the ministries included represent four denominations, all within
the range ofPentecostal and Evangehcal churches. A seventh case, examining tbe
Intemational House ofPrayer, Kansas City, would have added a unique organization to
the mix, but still within the Evangelical camp (IHOP came somewhat short of supplying
all the sources of information. Interviews were fewer than desired, and the questionnaire
was not distributed). A broader spectmm ofministries, stiU within the delimitation of
mainstream groups would have added depth to the experience and results.
The research would have been aided by a preliminary visit to the organizations
involved. A face to face meeting with administrative personnel a few weeks ahead of the
primary data collection visit would ensure that groups and leaders are scheduled for
interviews and other resources would be gathered, hi most cases, the letter introducing
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the various elements and needs of the study was used by the church contacts to gain
organizational approval, but not utilized as a preparation guide. In such situations,
groups were arranged during the limited visitation days. Though, in most cases, this
proved sufficient, more thorough prior arrangements would yield a less anxious process.
Future Directions of the Study
Our understanding of the issues in this study would be deepened by carrying out
similar work with other Christian ministries, particularly with other segments of
Christianity, such as liberation/civil rights organizations and Roman Catholic churches.
Reviewing the history of The Salvation Army and examining any recent transformation
in its use ofmilitant terminology would be another interesting study on its own. Another
approach to the topic ofmilitant language and its cautionary use would be a longitudinal
study ofministries that have heeded the cah to self-censure. This would include, in
particular, various intemational mission organizations. The examination of such groups
over several years preceding and following a deliberate change in rhetoric may
demonstrate cultural changes traceable to language alteration.
Another enlightening approach would be to examine how groups which
emphasize the language of peace manage and speak of conflict, compared to groups with
strong militant rhetorical types. It is entirely possible that each type would benefit from
the language, thought processes, and practices of the other.
Summary of the Chapter
This chapter begins by revisiting the research questions and presents brief
answers from the study findings. Missional implications are then discussed, before
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giving a brief evaluation of the study and indicadng future directions related research
might take.
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APPENDIX 1
Sampling Letters
Initial Sampling Solicitation
Dear Friends,
I am initiating my field study work and am looking for suitable ministries for case studies.
My PhD dissertation is focused on how some ministries create strong communities of faith through a
system ofmetaphors, or what some call a rhetorical vision. I am going to focus on Christian ministries that
see and speak of the world in terms of battle, conflict, contest, etc., under the title, "Fighting the Good
Fighf Exploring Missional Uses ofMilitant Language."
� They may be groups that emphasize spiritual warfare, or conflict;
� They may speak of Christ as "victor" or "deliverer; "
� They might in other ways emphasize the importance of being "soldiers of Christ."
� Another kind ofministry that could be considered militant is one which believes the church is
called to confront and oppose injustice.
Can you suggest any churches or other ministries in North America that may operate in this language
worid?
Secondary Contact Letter
15 January 2009
Dear Shelley and Woodland Hills Leadership,
Thank you for considermg participation with me in this important research project. I believe your
involvement will both give me valuable information for my dissertation and supply you with insights into
your own culture and constituency.
These pages are to clarify the activities, purposes and schedule of each stage of the project.
I will be gathering four streams of information:
1 . Church background, including its history, denomination, and community context.
2. Content ofpublic services, especially sermons and songs.
3 . Interviews, primarily of groups, to get a feel for the church cuhure.
4. Survey, distributed by the church office to as many constituents as possible.
I want to create as little disruption to the church as possible, and to add as little as possible to the pastor's
workload. Therefore, I will be glad to work with a variety of people to make arrangements and gather
information. For example, you may put me in touch with a longtime member for historical information, a
worship leader for worship content, a small group director for setting up group interviews, and the
receptionist for survey distribution.
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Ideally, I would like to have the first two streams of information in hand two weeks before (perhaps in mid-
March). 1 could be with you in early to mid-April for observing your ministries and doing the interviews.
The survey can be distributed before, during, and/or after my on-site visit.
1. Information Gathering for Ministry Description
Purpose and Benefits
1 want to understand and accurately describe the history and current ministries of your church. Readers
need to understand a ministry in its context, and churches sometimes benefit from having a summary of
their own joumey.
Information needed
(This may seem like a mountain of information gathering, but my object is to gather accurate information
fi-om which I will produce a summary of only 1 -2 pages).
1. Historical (History of the church's founding, denominational background, leaders, available statistics)
A. Do you have a prepared church history that you can supply? If not, how can we gather that
information?
B. Do you have a statistical graph of your church's ministries, attendance, & membership? If not,
how can we gather this data?
C. Do you have information on past and present key church leaders?
D. Are you part of, or did you come out of, a denominational tradition?
2. Your community
A. What was the nature of the church's community in its early days?
B. What does the church see as its area of influence (neighborhood, city, region, denominafion, etc)?
C. How has the community changed and what are the current demographics and needs?
3. Ministries
A. Describe the worship/public meeting schedule.
B. What groups/programs are in place to disciple believers?
C. Are there any ministries designed for outreach?
D. Describe the physical facilifies (size, seating capacity, purposes, picUires are helpfiil).
E. Does the church have any compassion ministries?
F. What is the staff structure and make up?
G. What else should I know about your ministries?
4. Publications
A. Does the church have a web-site? What is the address?
B. Besides what is on the web, please supply brochures, advertisements, etc.
C. What is the church's mission statement? How is it promoted?
2. Information Gathering for Public ServicesAVorship Events
Purpose and Benefits
I want to understand and accurately describe what happens in your church when people gather for public
events. People reUim time after time because the content of our services are meaningfiil to them.
We can
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understand our church better by considering the purposes, texts, and even common language in our
services.
1. Weekly worship content
A. If you have a single weekly worship event, or more than one but with the same content, describe
the schedule, style, purpose and target audience of that service. Or, if you have more than one
weekly worship event, and they differ from one another, describe the schedule, style, purpose, and
target audience of each.
B. Please supply any possible records from your past 12 months of public events. Some churches
will have few and others many of the following possibilities:
_ Mp3 files or other recordings _ Worship bulletins/folders
_
Sermon titles _Scripture readings used
_
Sermon ScripUore texts _ Songs on PowerPoint
_
Sermon outlines _ List of songs and authors
_
Sermon manuscripts Recordings of entire services
Sermon PowerPoint slides
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2. Content of other events
A. What other important events have you sponsored over the past year? These may include
leadership training, repeats, concerts, etc.
B. Please give titles, as well as any of the resources on these events from the list above.
3. I will be present for a minimum of one Sunday to participate in your services.
Purpose and Benefits
Great insight can be gained by getting people talking, and observing what excites them. Group interview
questions have been designed to gain an understanding of the unseen church culture, and to assess the
role that militant themes play in the worldview and daily living of participants.
1. Possible Groups
The more people, who participate in interviews, the better picture you will have of your people. It is also
better to gather people who have some affinity and/or common experience. Here are some
2. Individual interviews. Personal interviews will be sought with the lead pastor and worship leader.
The researcher will also meet with others as desired.
3. Scheduling
A. The optimal time-frame for group interviews is 90 minutes, though adjustments can be made to fit
into a Sunday School hour or other schedule.
B. Locations may include homes and/or a room at the church facility.
C. Arrangements with groups should be made from the church office. Below are a couple of
suggested communications with group leaders and potenfial group participants.
1 . To leaders of existing groups: As you may know, our church isparticipating in a doctoral research
project that we believe will help us better understand ourpeople and our church. Theprimary
researcher, DavidDurst, will be with us (AdXes). Wouldyou be willing to turn over your regular
meeting time to him, or couldyour group schedule a meeting during his visit?
2. To people who are not part of a group or are part of a group that does not regularly meet: As
you may know, our church is participating in a doctoral research project that we believe will help us
better understand ourpeople and our church. Theprimary researcher, DavidDurst, will be with us
fdates/ We want to gather (former members/senior adults, etc.; on (date/time/location). Can we count
on yourparticipation?
3. Information Gathering Through Interviews
suggestions:
Existing small groups
Founders
Long time members
Newcomers
New members
New converts
Sunday school teachers
Worship team
Leadership team
Musicians
Youth
Young adults
Middle adults
Seniors
Administrative staff
Fellowship committee
Outreach team
Former members
Neighbors
Etc.
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4. Information Gathering Through Surveys
Purpose and Benefits
The questionnaire developed for this research provides an opportunity to receive anonymous input from
largest number of people connected widi our churches. Participants offer their perceptions of the church
and its impact on their lives. A number of questions used in this questionnaire are adopted from a national
survey. This allows us to compare our people's understanding of God, moral and political convictions, and
religious practices with those of others across America.
Distribution
1. The primary means of distribution will be through the ministry's email system. Churches are
encouraged to broadcast a short note of encouragement such as the following:
As you may know, [church name] is one ofseveral churches participating in a research
project that will help both us and others understand how the church interacts with the larger
culture. Please assist us by setting aside about 20 minutes to go online and answer the
questions you find at thefollowing link: flinkwillbeprovided] .
2. For those associated wdth the church, who do not have computer access, printed surveys will be
provided. If this approach is used, please announce and provide a time and location where these can be
completed, rather than sending them home with people. These surveys will need to be collected so that
the answers can be entered into the online system.
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APPENDIX 2
Group Interview Questions and Cues
Section One: Assessing assumptions based on Schein's categories
1 . Is there such a thing as truth? How or where do we get it?
2. What are the seasons in the church year? Does everyone operate on that calendar?
3. "[church name]: Our Greatest Day"
4. What thoughts come to mind when you think of people in general? (Good, bad, perfectable?)
5. Church and Culture: Which, if either, has the power to change the other, or does God have
everything predetermined?
6. What keeps the people of this church together?
7. And what breaks them apart?
8. How are decisions made here? Can you give me an example?
9. Give me the big picture. Why does this church exist? What is its purpose or mission?
10. How are you setting out to accomplish that mission? What goals do you set, how do you set
them? Can you give me an example?
1 1 . Can you draw me a diagram of the church's organization?
12. How does this help the church reach its goals?
13. At the end of a church project or year, what tells you whether or not you succeeded?
14. How is the news about the direction and progress of the church shared and spread?
15. If there is bad news, who is supposed to come up with a solution?
16. How do people wdthin the church communicate their ideas for the church and for ministry?
17. Tell me what words and phrases I am bound to hear repeatedly, in this church.
18. What are the pastor's favorite Bible passages or phrases?
19. What words might have a particular meaning to you that might be different from what an outsider
might assume?
20. What do you look for in a prospective new member?
21 . How did you become a member? (choose person who joined most recently)
22. How does someone get a job or promotion here?
23. What's the best way for someone to keep their position?
24. Who was the last person to lose their place of influence?
25. Is this a waving, hand-shaking, or hugging church?
26. Any stories here?
27. Where do people share their deep emotional stuff?
28. How does the chmch reward or honor people?
29. What would be considered a punishment? How would you know if someone is in the doghouse?
30. Explain to me the unexplainable. How do you talk about phenomenal things?
31. What are the two most notable stories in the life of this ministry?
32. What happens when a big threat faces the church?
Section Two: Language-Response
"For the next several minutes, 1 am going to give you just a word or phrase, and I want you to respond with
just a word or phrase. This is one of those, 'First thing that comes to your mind' things."
1. God
2. Jesus Christ
3. Kingdom ofGod
4. Deliverance
5. Our Enemies
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6. Non-Christians
7. Evangehsm
8. Modem Israel
9. The United States of America
10. End Times
1 1 . How would you label church words like enemy, victory, defeat, fight, kingdom?
12. Victory
13. Ministry Is a Battle
14. Militant Christianity
15. We Fight Against . . .
16. Christian Pacifism
17. Intemational War
18. The Church and Justice
19. The Church and the Poor
20. Prayer
21. Intercession
22. Jesus: Lion or Lamb?
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APPENDIX 3
Lead Pastor Interview Questions
1 . Can you describe your personal spiriUial joumey?
2. What do you think is happening, when your congregation worships?
3 . What do you think is happening, when you preach?
4. How do you describe the language you use when you talk about defeating the enemy, fighting the
darkness, advancing die kingdom ofGod, and some of this language of fighting the good fight?
5. Conflict in the church: Where does it come from? What does it do? How is h resolved?
6. Describe what you have in mind when you think of the fiiture kingdom ofGod.
7. What has to happen before then?
8. What is the greatest hindrance to the fulfillment of the Great Commission?
9. What stories do I need to hear in order to understand this minisny? What names and events do I
need to be introduced to?
10. How do you explain the toughest problems?
1 1 . How do you explain the great victories?
12. Some people don't like warfare terms (army, fighting, conquering, etc.) to be associated with the
church. Why do you suppose that is?
13. Have you seen any negative results of using this language?
14. What, perhaps, do people who object to such language need to understand better?
15. What questions should I have asked regarding yourself?
16. What questions should I have asked regarding the church?
17. What questions should I have asked regarding militant language?
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APPENDIX 4
The Corporate Culture of Ark ofMercy, Winchester, KY
Deep Level Assumptions
The nature of
truth and
reality
Bible is truth. Respondents speak in one voice that there is absolute truth and it is found in the
Bible, "the word ofGod." There is an understanding that many people in the broader
culmre no longer hold to this belief, but Ark participants are proud to stand for it. Of the 24
questionnaire respondents, 21 said the Bible should be understood in a literal, word for
word fashion, and 3 affirmed the Bible is perfectly true, but must be interpreted and not
always taken literally. Also, 20 of the 24 indicate they read the Bible at least several times a
week, while the remainder said "about weekly."
Spirits Exist. Regarding what is real, questionnaire participants were nearly unanimous that
God, Satan, heaven, hell, angels, and demons absolutely exist, while few affirmed the
existence of extra-biblical things such as Purgatory and ghosts. Several word -response
options reveal convictions regarding these invisible beings. To "God," Ark members
respond with words like "Almighty," "awesome," "love," and "power." To "Jesus," the
term "Savior" is usually first on their lips. The term "victory" solicits references to both
Jesus and the present lives of responders. Together, these responses confirm a strong sense
of both the transcendence and imminence of God.
Enemies Exist. When "our enemies" is cued up, the most trequent response is "Satan/the
devil," with fiirther elaboration. Given 14 options for who the pastor may be referencing
when speaking of "God's enemies," 22 of 23 of those answering checked "Satan and
demons," with 6 or 7 selecting the additional options of "Muslims," "Atheists," or "Islamist
extremists."
The nature of
time
Present orientation. The church's sense of an annual calendar focuses on recurring events,
such as September homecoming, conferences, holiday celebrations and Thanksgiving give
aways. One person commented that "you can't put a move of the Spirit on the calendar," an
expression valuing spontaneity and a present to near-term future orientation. This is
somewhat reflected in how people identify the churches "greatest day." Some point to
significant events that are repeated from year to year, but there is also a great emphasis that
every day is a great day for the church, that is every day that people are helped, the hungry
are fed, the sick receive care, and members "stop and pray for a drank," and people are
saved from the streets.
End is near. A present to near-term fiimre orientation is also suggested by a strong belief in
the soon retum of Jesus. Leaders talk about reaching people "while there is still time," and
groups respond with "soon," "here," and "now" when "End Times" is suggested in the
word-response portion of the interview.
The nature of
space
Missional facilities. A few things stand out on the church campus. First, the entry and
fellowship area is wide and beautifiilly decorated. Colors and art are nicely done, along
with a well-laid ceramic tile floor. The eating and kitchen areas are immediately visible
upon entry. Pastor Janice's office is directly off the worship center, making her
accessibility clear. Children and youth areas are in the large, semi-finished basement, and
there is no office for the associate pastors (office space was in the original plans, but was
not built). Space often speaks. The voice of the facility seems to say, positively, that the
church values welcoming people, feeding people, and bringing people into worship.
Negatively, it might say that there is no place for associate pastors. The basement might
announce to young people that there is much space given to them, or that the church is not
quite ready for them. There may be significance in Winchester's relative isolation and the
Ark's location. The church does draw a few members from Lexington, and it carries out
jail and compassion ministries there, but it bears a strong Winchester identity. Meals are
delivered in every part of the city with the delivery van passing numerous churches. Janice
reports that she was wamed not to build the church at this location, because
of the
preponderance of subsidized housing in the area. Her response was that these are
the people
that need the church the most. The space, the address, combined with this history and
current outreach suggests a mission mind-set that could be considered militant.
The church
has made the city and its current area its mission and responsibility.
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The nature of
human nature
Sinful with potential. When asked about human namre, Ark participants speak about the value
of every human being, regardless of background, while affirming that people are a mix of
good and bad. Most ( 1 9 of 24) survey respondents passed over statements identifying
humans as "basically good" or "basically sinful," to say they are "basically sinful, but
capable of good" (14), or "basically good but capable of sin" (5)(Q29). Problems are said
to have their source in "inherited sin," the influence of "demonic powers," and pride.
Though "Jesus saw the good in everyone," everyone is sinful. Because of this, everyone is
"desperate for a Savior."
Getting free. The affirmation, by Ark participants, that everyone is sinful carries the weight of
fact more than judgment or shame. They freely say that "half or "mosf or "90%" of the
people in the church are former alcoholics, addicts or people with other serious problems.
When suggested the word "deliverance," members are as likely to refer to themselves as to
the need for others to find "freedom." Along with the recognition of human failure. Ark
participants convey a strong belief in redemption and new life. This belief is lived out in
practice. Lay ministers like John and Sam often pull to the side of the road when they see
someone who might need help. Sam, a former dmg pusher, leads a high profile ministry
and preaches with the passion of one who was starving and has found a feast. A former
alcoholic reported in an interview that she was uncomfortable in her former church after
getting free, but since coming to the Ark can say, "I am comfortable in my own skin."
Testimonies of people getting free are freely shared, in an environment that such
transformations are not hidden but celebrated.
Saved/lost, sold out/lukewarm. The people of the Ark ofMercy believe every person bom is
namrally sinful and lost, but are just as certain that, regardless of their personal history,
wealth, or stams, every person is created, valued and loved by God, and can be welcomed
into the church and be saved. People are influenced to the wrong, not just by their human
nature, but by the demonic powers as well. Those who are saved, who put their trast in
Christ as their Savior and Lord, can be further divided. All who are saved are indwelt by
the Holy Spirit, while some go further, and experience the baptism of the Holy Spirit,
empowering them to live holy lives and exercise spirimal gifts in greater power. The
church also speaks of two kinds ofChristians: those who are "sold out," f\illy committed
and ministering, and those who are "lukewarm." The lukewarm may or may not remain
saved, may or may not be backslidden, and are not living holy lives.
The nature of
human
activity
Responsible to do good. Ark members believe that human effort is essential. When Ark
groups are asked if the church or culture exert influence on each other or ifGod has
predetermined everything, there is some affirmation of the historical oversight ofGod, but a
strong assertion that the church is responsible for doing good. For example, "God knows
the end, but we must do our part." The words, "effort," "work," and the idea that the church
needs to unite and stop abdicating its mercy role to govemment, are prominent. Survey
responses (questions 16-21) suggest the belief that the Ark practices these beliefs. To these
questions, the majority of respondents assert the church not only discourages, but "works
against" such things as pomography, gambling, abortion, and homosexual behavior, and
70% agree or strongly agree that the church speaks of "reaching the world," or "having a
world impact." High value is placed on human activity, work and effort. While God is
seen as overseeing history, people are understood as God's agents for change: "God knows
the end, but we must do our part." People have a sense that the culture has influenced many
churches, but are confident that this church is different from most others. They believe that
if they and other churches are "sold out" and united they can make an impact on the larger
culmre.
Church as army and hospital. While respondents considered all seven suggestions for church
metaphors to be prominent, the highest affirmations were given to their feeling of their
church as a "hospital (place ofhealing)" and "army (people prepared for battle)." Similarly,
to the question regarding what actions people felt motivated to do following a church
service, most of the suggestions received a majority in the "most or all of the time"
category, and the highest percentages went to "battle against personal sin or addictions,"
"wimess to the lost," and "serve the needy."
Militancy needed. Several word-response items suggest Ark member belief in the importance
of their activism. Most identified positively with the phrase "ministry is a battle," and the
term "militant Christianity." They voiced several suggestions for the list ofmilitant terms,
such as "victorious," "war," "Christian," and "Pentecostal," evidencing compatibility with
the language. One person made the point, "Jesus never raised his hand against anyone
physically, but opposed their spiriUial oppression." Members are clear that "we fight
against . . ." the devil and sin, not against people. Janice believes those who avoid this
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language can only do so because "they don't deal with people who need deliverance." She
adds, 'Ve must take authority over the enemy by the name of Jesus and by the blood. It is a
must. I can't imagine dealing with addicted people without it. If you've ever seen the spirits
fly off oppressed people, you know that these spirits respond to the authority" (Claypoole
2009). There is a clear desire that the church impact its environment, and a correspondinglevel of activity. A few items from the ministry description (above) are appropriate to note
here. Vans deliver food to the hungry across the city. Vans bring in children and youth for
meals, mteraction and teaching Sunday and midweek. Adopt-a-block workers go into the
neighborhoods, knock on doors and offer help. Answers to survey question seven testifies
that approximately 70% of respondents shared their faith three or more times with both
friends and strangers during the previous month, making witaessing the highest level of
religious activity outside ofbible reading and prayer. The high level of outreach ministry at
the Ark parallels the deep conviction that their actions matter.
Prevailing Prayer. One human activity that matters greatly at the Ark is prayer. "Prayer
Warriors" in the church are known by name, and while some respond to the word "prayer"
with the common understanding of talking to God, others cue to words such as "power" and
"strength," and affirmations such as "prayer changes things." Besides the significant prayer
fimes in services, an intercession team meets on Sunday momings. Men pray with fervor
before the moming service. Women pray at least one night a week for hours, sometimes
blowing the ram's horn, and groaning for the city and for individuals
The nature of
human
relationships
Church IS family. Ark members speak of their intemal relationships in family terms. They say
they are held together by love and a common experience ofmercy, that they accept one
another regardless of background or financial standing, and care for one another's needs
when they arise. It also means having conflict. As one person testified, "Families fight."
The "flesh" gets in the way of cooperative relationships as does "the enemy." The enemy is
said to "put offenses in our minds," and cause strife because "we are messing with the
devil's harvest."
Conflict avoided. Interviews seem to indicate that cooperation is highly valued, while
individualism is seen as a threat and a demonstration ofpride. Members give strong
indicarions that group input is valued and opinions ofmany people are sought, but decisions
are ulfimately sought from Pastor Janice. Though Janice has delegated decision-making
into the leadership of various ministries, she is seen as the final arbiter. In this family
atmosphere, she is the mom, the matriarch. In survey questions 14-15, respondents are
twice as likely to see conflict as undesirable than constractive, and four times as likely to
perceive it as originating in the devil than in God. Only half agree that the church has clear
policies for handling conflict. As conflict is a particular concem of this study, a point of
evaluarion is fitting. While the image of the church as a family and a high value on
cooperation may be positive, seeing the enemy as the primary source of conflict could
hinder positive change in the church and its ministries. It suggests that the church, or a
particular ministry, is already as it should be. Participants with entrepreneurial spirits may
be seen as ego-driven or dismptors, rather than gifted, or divinely inspired, change agents.
Homogeneity
versus
diversity
Openness with preference for the poor. There is a tension at the Ark over the relative
valuation ofhomogeneity and diversity. Diversity of people is certainly preferred.
Members rejoice in the church's inclusion ofpeople from a variety ofethnicity, economics,
and other backgrounds of experience. There is appreciation for various religious
backgrounds, and commonality expressed with various religious traditions, even as the
Pentecostal experiences and traditions are treasured. Different kinds of teaching styles and
foci are valued among the staff Diversity carries tensions of balance, however. The broad
spectrum ofmusic leaves some at the Ark feeling that their preferred types of songs are not
sufficiently used. The church seems to value diversity, and wants to be a place for rich and
poor, where those long-churched and those newly delivered can worship and serve together.
At the same time, those who have "walked through stuff," are given the right-of-way,
because they are believed to be unwelcome elsewhere. These are people, "the other
churches don't want." There are some indications that those from troubled backgrounds are
more highly valued and their needs addressed more than those who have more traditional
life experiences, and an individual who has a more conventional story, career and family is
sometimes identified as "one of our normal people."
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Assumptions That Guide External Adaption and Survival
Mission and
Strategy
Helping the hurting. Pastor Janice, along with a few others, quote Luke 4: 1 8 as the mission
statement for the Ark ofMercy: "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath
anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to
preach dehverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty themthat are bmised." (KJV) Others, who do not directly refer to this statement of Jesus, givetheir interpretation, or portions of the verse. Most commonly, members say the church
exists to "win/save/reach the lost/souls" and to "feed/care for the hungry." Many cite the
purpose as "deliverance/setting captives free." Several people specify that this church is
reaching and feeding those that other churches do not reach, so there is a strong sense that
this church has a particular calling and mission. One respondent quotes the mission in the
language of that posted on the church website: "offering help to the hurting, instmction for
the believer, and providing opportunity for the called." This is a unique perspective,
however, as all the other respondents seem to focus on the single phrase in the published
statement: "offering help to the hurting."
Goals More ministry. Asking members about goals draws two kinds of responses. The first is to
emphasize action, e.g., "We feed the hungry. We knock on doors. We go get them in
buses;" "The remnant is in 24/7 ministry. . ..Ministry happens when it happens."
Respondents have sometimes participated in church which set goals, and they take pride in
being in a church that is less interested in strategizing than in action: "No goals for money,
attendance. If anything it is to feed more, save more, have more in ministry." The second
response is to express belief that Janice has goals and to highlight achievements that
required vision and planning, such as food distributions, the move into the present building,
and the developing dmg rehabilitation ministry.
Means Pastor and workers. Members of the Ark ofMercy have difficulty drawing an organizational
chart of their church. A composite of drawings and comments suggests that the best picture
is of a bicycle wheel with Pastor Janice as the hub, connected to various ministries by the
spokes. People have great confidence in Janice's character and her having God's "favor" or
blessing, and there is a sense that her delegating helps the church to function, but each
ministry where delegation has been done is still connected to her, meaning debatable issues
and direction throughout the church ultimately falls on one person. Ark members make an
effort to put the associate pastors on the organizational chart, but stmggle to identify any
areas where they have more than superficial oversight and authority.
Measurement Changed lives. Ark participants measure church progress by the perception of "souls saved"
and growth. Growth does not seem to mean increased attendance, membership, or finances,
but a sense that there is change happening in individuals and the corporate life of the
church. What seems to give people this sense ofprogress is reports from Janice in the
context of announcements and celebrating people coming to the altar for surrender and
prayer.
Correcdon Pastor Janice. Groups are asked two questions regarding how the church sets things right.
When asked who is supposed to solve troubled situations, and how people communicate
their ideas for the church, respondents reflexively speak their pastor's name. One group
said the proper response is to "walk into Janice's office. It is often filled with 20-30 people
after service," and added, in an apparent afterthought, "Also, go to other leaders."
Assumptions That Determine Internal Integration
Common
language
Love and harvest. When asked about their most frequently used words and phrases, members
at the Ark ofMercy speak almost exclusively in love and harvest terms. Responses such as
"Hallelujah," and "Jesus, Jesus, Jesus" cue divine-human relationship. Janice's frequent
statement, "I'm just combread and beans," is repeated by people, along with "unconditional
love" and "mercy," pointing to the atmosphere of acceptance of those within the circle of
the church. The harvest theme is rejoined with the words "harvest," "souls," "the lost,"
"going into the fields," "fields that are ripe for harvest." A few warfare, remnant and
Pentecost themes are spoken, but the concentration is consistently love and harvest.
Group
boundaries
Get saved and involved. There seem to be two criteria for becoming and remaining an insider
at the Ark. The first step is to be saved and the second is to get involved. Participants have
a sense that there might be official membership and may be a list ofmembers, but there
would seem to be littie process or attention given to official status. People want to be clear
that there are no socio-economic boundaries. The door is open to all, and the hope is that
visitors will be saved and become active in some work of service. The conviction is strong
that the church is a family, united by unconditional love and mercy. This means that most
everyone shares similar stories and stams. One estimated that 90% of the church have
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^valked through sUiff," hke addictions and serious failure. This commonality, along with afreedom to tell their stories, may help to lessen pride and ego that often hinder transparencyand relationships.
Distributing
power and
status
Faithful service. There are few people carrying titles at the Ark. Three parking places are
reserved: one for Pastor Janice, one for the secretary and one for the clerk. Influence and
standing seem to be based more on activity and character than on position or title. Everyone
is encouraged to be involved in a ministry, and it is through faithfiilness to their tasks that
more honor is given. Appreciation is expressed for those who are "sold out," in contrast to
the "lukewarm." One respondent advised, "Be spirimally ready for a job and then another
job with more responsibility. You need to be able to work with all kinds ofpeople." In
sum, power and stams is given to those who serve and live faithfiiUy, and work well with
other people.
Norms of
intimacy,
friendsiiip,
and love
AOectionate family. Perhaps one interviewee captured this culmral category best with the
statement, "Come in and get a handshake; leave the altar and get hugs." Some people make
unusual effort at the Ark to get around and make sure everyone has been welcomed with a
handshake and greeting. "Deep emotional stuff' is shared primarily the altar, the pastor's
office, and in a couple of groups. There are few ongoing small groups where spirimal
growth and relationships are built, the exceptions being a men's class, a women's group,
and the youth ministries. It is possible, however, that meaningful interaction and emotional
connection is made within ministry groups. Workers interact with warmness and words of
encouragement, and the bonds created by working together are strong. Also, the level of
openness throughout the church is high and people have an elevated level of freedom to
share their struggles.
Opposed by the devil. Though people seem to have no knowledge of specific occurrences,
they are sure that family fractures would be a product of "backbiting," and pride. Most
think such problems are brought on by the devil, who wars and fights against the love and
ministry people live out in the church. One person summed this prevalent view by saying,
"We are messing with the devil's harvest so he fights."
Surrounding the pastor. Others point to the organizational stmcmre to explain past fracmres
in the church. Perhaps this is because the down side to the church operating in the image of
a family. When asked to chart their church's stmcmre, participants note a large number of
ministries, some with leadership teams, and then, sometimes reluctantly, direct all lines to
Janice. Most attempt to draw the associate pastors into the system, but are unable to, except
that some envision Francie wdth responsibility for youth and children's ministries. But, it
seems, all ministry leaders can be circumvented. When asked how decisions are made,
members univocally say the pastor's name. They celebrate Pastor Janice's open door: "No
one is afraid to talk to Janice," "People take ideas to Pastor, who makes the final decision."
The family characterization of the church that members share is validated by the image of
Janice as mother, open to conversation with her many children. Family meetings are also in
evidence. Terms of dominance are absent as people share Janice's ways of seeking wisdom
through conversation, meetings, and prayer. Her decisions are as tmsted as her accessibility
is celebrated, at least by those interviewed.
Rewards and
punishments
Workers honored. Fitting with the activity focus noted throughout this cultural analysis, the
church makes an effort to celebrate and reward its workers. Certificates are given, along
with appreciation cards, and an annual banquet celebrates faithful workers. Encouraging
words from Janice are expressed and valued on an ongoing basis as she is steps into each
ministry area. The discussion ofpunishments sends members into the language of family,
where "Mama gives you that all-knowing look," and people who have sinned are given a
time-out, or "sat down," for a season of repentance and restoration.
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Explaining
the
unexplainable
A place where miracles happen. People at the Ark are very comfortable speaking about
events in their lives and church in the language of "miracles" and the "supemaUiral." Most
can recall specific miracles taking place in their own families and in the history of the
church. Nearly all survey respondents have witnessed people speaking in tongues at a
church and testily to having been "filled with the Spirif (Q 31). Above 80% have
wimessed or experienced a miraculous healing, spoken in tongues, felt called by God to do
something, had a significant religious dream, and been profoundly changed by a religious
experience. There are two stories most commonly told by Ark ofMercy attendees. The
first is the founding story captured in the phrases, "the man with the blanket," "the man
without a blanket," or "the man with a rotten blanket." The second saga is of the move into
the current building debt-free. It is a story of a church with limited funds, which moved into
a building worth over $3 million, as a result ofmany remarkable events. While the first
story continues to motivate the priorities and activity of the church, the second stands, and is
repeated, as a constant reinforcement of the belief that this church is a place where miracles
happen.
Affirmation in enemy opposition. Difficulties can be as much an affirmafion of the
community's self-understanding as a supematural place. A praise team member testifies.
The greater the battle, the more it indicates what you have to fight through to
reach people. More than half the people here have fought alcohol, dmgs, etc . . .
The enemy is attacking me much more in this ministry than anywhere else 1 have
served. It is because we are attacking the enemy's territory, and taking ground."
When asked what the church does when the church is threatened, the response is to seek
intervention from God: "We come together and pray," and practice "prayer and fasting."
Blessings and difficulties may have many causes, but there is a prevalent belief that spiritual
influences are never far away and that of the two kinds of spiritual powers, the forces of
good can be solicited and credited for their intervention.
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APPENDIX 5
The Corporate Cuhure of Open Door Ministries, Chillocothe, OH
Deep Level Assumptions
The nature of
truth and
reality
1 ruth IS in Jesus and Bible. Open Door participants strongly believe that absolute truth
exists and that it can be found in Jesus, the Bible, the Word. Some group members
express the caveat that tmth is fully in and known by God, and is only partly apprehended
by humans. All who answered the survey question on beliefs in the Bible identified with
the statements that the Bible is to be taken literally on all subjects (7) or that it is perfectly
true but must be interpreted (8) (Q24). Only of few indicated that they only read the Bible
a few times a month, while 16 of 1 8 testify to reading it at least several times a week (Q9).
Spirits absolutely exist. Questions about the existence of invisible things and cuing up
specific ones brought clear responses. All respondents applied the word "absolute" to
their belief in God, angels, Satan, demons, heaven and hell (Q27). In group interviews,
the words "God" and "Jesus Chrisf ' inspired familial terms. Participants identified God
as "Dad" and "Daddy," and even "cool," as well as "Father," "Sovereign," and
"omnipotent." The name "Jesus" brought an almost unanimous response of "Savior,"
along with "Son ofGod" and "friend."
Enemies are spiritual. At the cuing of "our enemies," groups emphasized "Satan," one
adding "he's behind it all," and "demonic powers," while some also identified more
human elements such as "sin," "complacency," "ourselves," and "oppressors." Of the 14
options given which a pastor might mean when referring to "God's enemies," 16 of 16
pointed to "Satan and demons" or "none/don't know," and very few checked other options
(Q22).
The nature of
time
Orientation mix. Interviewees at Open Door seem to have a mixmre of time orientations.
Responding to the phrase, "Open Door�Our Greatest Day," most responders default to
the past, and discuss church events and sagas. A few look to the fiimre with statements
like, "When we can see impact in Chillieothe," and "when we get our 700 people active in
the community." When completing the sentence, "I think, or will think, of our church as
successfiil when . . ." about half boast that their church is already successfiil, while the
other half look forward to various markers and indicators of progress. While these
answers are not definitive, and they do reflect a healthy pride and identity in the church,
they point to a tendency by some to look back, rather than forward.
The nature of
space
Planned for growth. The property at Open Door has been developed thoughtfially. There are
currently three buildings, each plain steel constmction on the outside, but attractively
developed inside. The latest and largest building is the worship facility, capable of seating
1000. Aside fi-om a narrow foyer and a couple of necessary rooms, the main gathering
area stretches to the edges of the building in each direction. The worship gathering is
highly valued. The second largest building hosts children's ministries, including a gym
and classrooms, and offices. The offices stmcmre makes two significant statements.
First, the assistant's office is simated to protect the inner offices from guests. Second, the
six offices are of equal size (there is no palatial office for the lead pastor). The third
stmcmre houses youth ministries and is well supplied with technology and opportunities
for activity. The large amount of open land around the buildings, and the wide spaces
inside seem to reflect a high expectation for growth.
The nature of
human nature
Troubled. Open Door members have a mixed view of human nature. Asked about the
subject in groups, they speak of people as good, while recognizing there is much evidence
to the contrary, e.g., "Good inside, though they do bad things." Human searching,
confiision, and desire to do the right thing is voiced. Founding members recall that in the
early days Mark's sermons "were 75% on love," and stressed the need for the church to
have "open doors" to people battling various stmggles. Questionnaire responses reflect
the same kind of split between those who characterize people as basically good or "good
but capable of sin" and those who opt for basically sinfiil or "sinfiil but capable of good"
(Q29). In either case, members believe there is hope for wholeness ("We have to love
alcoholics, prostimtes, homosexuals, and many of these have found healing here").
The nature of
human
activity
Church should influence culture. Church members believe in the importance of their work
in the world. There is strong affirmation that the church needs to stay current with the rest
of culmre, by leaming from outsiders and staying engaged, and that the church needs to do
better at influencing culmre. The "seven cultural mountains" are mentioned, and Christian
isolation is seen as an immoral choice for the church: "We are not to be passive or
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segregated. The world wants the church to escape into our prayer rooms. Some things are
worth fighting for. . . ." Seventy-five percent of responders believe that Open Door desires
to engage the culture (Q13), and many believe their church not only discourages certain
behavior, but "works againsf such things as abortion and pomography (Q16), though it is
not clear if this activism extends beyond the church body. Most agree (1 ) or strongly
agree (11) that their church speaks about "reaching the world" or "having a world impact,"
but four strongly disagree with that view (Ql 8). Of the several choices (Q20) for
prominent church metaphors, the strongest support is given to "family" and "army."
Activity is not always directed outward. Respondents affirm most options when asked
about the motivational power of their worship services, but the highest scores go to their
leaving services with a desire to "embrace the peace God offers," "follow Jesus'
example," and "grow in their faith."
Power in prayer. Aside from horizontally directed human action, church members believe
that they can influence spiritual forces. The intercessory team has about 25 members,
three ofwhom are men. Usually around 17 gather in an upper room attached to the
worship center for an hour before Sunday worship, and two pray through the service (and
have sometimes had to be asked to pray more quietly). Participants see intercession as a
gift and a calling, some carrying the passion of fighters, and others as worshippers or
prophetic intercessors. The team has other regular prayer times, a prayer alert system, and
sponsors special prayer and fasting events. Respondents also indicate a belief and practice
in the power ofprayer by indicating that their church "encourages" (2) or "strongly
encourages" (14) the laying of hands and praying for a healing miracle.
Power over the enemy. The church assumes people can counter demonic forces, and has an
acfive deliverance ministry, led by a medical doctor and his wife. The Madsens became
active in demonic deliverance after coming to Open Door and after seeing the activity of
"the spirit world" working against members of their own family. For a time, they dealt
with demons whenever they manifested in people coming for prayer during altar calls.
They educated themselves by reading from and meeting with teachers such as Charles
Kraft, and they have developed a teaching series to prepare other people in the ministry.
More recently, they have removed people for private prayer and deliverance, and focused
on discipleship, rarely dealing with the demonic except where they can fortify seekers
with ongoing teaching and support. The Madsens' speech is laced with cues to the
embracing the blessing rhetorical type, emphasizing who they are and who those they
minister are "in Christ," and the fighting the enemy cues associated with "authority" that
they have only by "the blood ofChrist," and "the authority of Christ."
The nature of
human
relationships
Strong, affectionate relationships are essential. People at Open Door speak of their
relationships with terms of affection: "love," "genuine love," "family," "We are often
more bonded to each other than our natural families." A majority of questionnaire
respondents indicate they participate in religious education programs and/or small groups
at least three times a month (Q17), though there is a frustration among the leadership that
too many people remain uninvolved in such groups. Relationships, including commitment
to the church, are also perceived as fragile, at least in some circumstances. When asked
what breaks people in the church apart, all groups cue the word, "offense," which they
define as "small things made big." The assumption remains, however, that ifpeople are
growing spirimally and relationally, offenses will not prevail. Divisions between people,
and the departure of some from the church is seen to reveal a spirimal and relational
deficit. One answer to this need is the development of strong relationships and spirimal
lives through small groups, which is a major emphasis among both adults and the youth
groups.
Homogeneity
versus
diversity
Diversity of thought valued. Diversity seems to be valued at Open Door. Only 2 of 1 6
believe there should be no conflict in the church, while 8 believe conflict can be
constractive and half of that number affirm that sometimes God brings conflict to the body
(Q14). Almost half believe the church is not concemed about members expressing views
contrary to the official views of a church leader (Q17). While 80% of respondents
indicate they voted for John McCain in the 2008 election, opposing political and economic
issues are openly discussed. Wednesday nights, Mark leads an "open fomm," which takes
on debatable issues, including President Obama's 2009 stimulus bill. In that particular
session, Mark presented a number ofhistorical and current statistics, supporting the
administration's economic approach. The point emphasized in these forams is opeimess:
"The virme of this is not how good you can articulate an issue, but to see how well you
can listen to someone else and try to figure out where they're coming from. This is
something the church needs to leam to do. You don't have to agree, but you do need to
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leam to disagree agreeably" (Pfeiffer 2/25/09).
Pastoral authority valued. When it comes to ministry decisions, dialogue is important, but
so is tmst in leadership. Members are confident that their voices are heard by their group
leaders, that these leaders have input to the elders and pastors, and that the lead pastor
values input. Sometimes, though, the lead pastor role is set apart. As one long-time
member says, 'if everyone wants purple carpet, from life-group members to group leaders
to the leadership team, but Pastor Mark wants green carpet, it had better be green, because
Mark has to stand before God."
Assumptions That Guide External Adaption and Survival
Mission and
Strategy
Help, save, revive, equip. Though Open Door members cannot articulate a consistent
mission statement, they have a prevailing sense that the church exists to influence the
world outside its doors. The many answers people give for their church's mission can be
summed in four types. 1 ) Help the hurting. The metaphor of the church as a hospital
seems to have been an early emphasis at Open Door, but most are aware that a conscious
decision has been made to move away from this, because too many people enjoyed the
attention they received by being in recovery and wanted to stay there. 2) Saving souls. 3)
Bring revival and change to the community. 4) Equipping the saints to impact the seven
mountains and broader culmre. Though the thmsts of the mission types above are related,
they are also distinct, with no single one carrying a majority expression. This, even
though the church website contains a purpose statement: "The purpose ofOpen Door
church is to advance the Kingdom, starting in Chillieothe, Ross county and southem Ohio,
by making disciples of all men and challenging the existing church with the reality of
revival."
Blurr>' focus. Of the couple dozen statements from church participants, only two used the
phrase "advance the kingdom" that is the heart of the published statement. Each of the
four types might be goal or strategy starters, but their variety suggests that it is time to
update the language and specify what the mission is and what are the strategies and goals.
It is possible that the area churches have by now been challenged with revival so that the
goal of impacting the seven mountains of the area is a more appropriate reflection of the
current emphases within the church. While there is a general sense of agreement among
members that the church has an outward mission, the vagueness of articulation may be
weakening the churches ability to operate with focus and alignment.
Goals Prophetic guidance. Members have a strong sense of their goals for
the current year. They
were articulated by Nicki Pfeifer at the beginning of the year, and center on reaching
neighbors with the gospel, particularly through the adopt-a-block ministry set to begin in
May 2009. When asked about the church calendar, many pointed to the tradition ofNicki
bringing a prophetic word at the beginning of the year and establishing a general course of
action for the church body.
Means Clear authority and accountability. Open Door
members have a clear sense of the church s
organizational stmcmre. Most of them have seen a published chart and most groups are
able to roughly reconstract it from their collective memories. The organizational chart is
designed as a left to right flow ofministry, which begins with the senior pastor couple
connected to the goveming elders, and extends to church staff and ministry elders, who
give direction to deacon led ministries, cell group leaders and a pastoral care team,
who
then have contact with the congregation. It is up to the goveming elders to determine
what branch ofministry is responsible for overseeing the fiilfillment of various goals set
for the church. There is a general confidence expressed by the membership that the
system works well, and that everyone in leadership has the organizational and spiritual
qualificarions to fiilfill their roles. People also express appreciation that they know, by
the
stmcmre, who the leaders of the various ministries are, that within
each ministry are
means for decision making, and that when there are problems the next level of authonty is
known.
Measurement Vague measurements, thorough communication.
Members at open uoor may have
difficulty estimafing if their goals are being fiilfilled. They "rejecf
' the practice of
evaluating their ministry by "numbers" or "attendance," and prefer to evaluate
their work
by "fiTiit
" "souls," and "spirimal growth." In part, the congregation depends on the pastor
to deteraiine and communicate how they are progressing. They expect a report in the fall
regarding the church's work in the areas set out by Nicki's January message.
Members
also expect a positive report from Mark regarding something that falls short:
"We just
successfiilly found something that doesn't work." The church values thorough
communication. Mark reports that he would rather over-communicate
than miss in the 1
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other direction. Weekly updates are published and placed in on-site mailboxes,
announcements are made during church services, quarterly leadership meetings are held, a
quarterly newsletter published, podcasts placed online, and a quarterly "fireside chat," is
sent out on compact disk. Whether measurements are quantified or general, they are
communicated.
Correction Systems in place. The order of the organization allows for addressing problems, whether it is
in failing to meet implicit or explicit goals, or dealing with a people-problem, within a
particular segment of the ministry. Ultimately, though, people look to the senior pastor
and the goveming elders to set things right. Long term member can recall a time when the
church was faced with a serious situation and the pastor met with the elders and called a
meeting of the entire church on a Monday night. They announced the problem and the
direction the church was taking.
Summary Numerically and financially, the advancement of the church is currently at a plateau, though
there is sfill a high level of enthusiasm and healthy ministry being carried out. This area
of extemal adaptation and survival has brought out some factors that might be revisited by
the church leadership. Articulating more clearly the mission and strategy may give people
language handles around which to rally. Becoming more specific in goals and
measurements may inspire people to achievements that may or not be numerical but would
be measurable. This may contribute to creative and accountable teamwork within specific
ministries as well as the church as a whole. It may also be valuable to ask, what the
rhetorical types of embracing the blessing, fighting the enemy, and changing the world
might contribute to these areas of church life.
Assumptions That Determine Internal Integration
Common
language
Love and blessing. The flow ofwords at Open Door begins with the language of blessing.
Members affirm one another with statements such as "1 love you," and "God loves you."
They quote the "blessings from Deuteronomy," saying "I am blessed," "I am blessed
coming in and blessed going out," "I am the head and not the tail," and refer to their
weekly recitation of the blessings as "that blessed thing." They speak with awareness that
the focus on being blessed is contrary to the "spirit of religion and spirit ofpoverty."
Members speak freely of loving relationships and their confidence that their pastor is a
loving man and has set openness, love and hope in the center of the church. One person
testified that his concept ofChristianity and his life was changed when Mark asked,
"When was the last time you prayed a bodacious prayer?"
Equipped to overcome. Church participants note, as well, that they talk a great deal about
equipping and overcoming. Many refer specifically to Ephesians 4: 1 1 -12 as an especially
important passage that reminds them that the pastor's role is to prepare them for ministry.
This reflects the change the world type, which inspires them to be a blessing. Many can
quote the sequence that Mark teaches: authority-order-fiinction-blessing, a series of
concepts that seems to connect for them the importance of doing ministry and the path to
receiving and spreading blessing. The proclaimed theme offighting the enemy seems to
be translated into the commonly used word, "overcoming." While terms such as
"authority" and "overcoming" are easily tied to the battle theme, they seem to live under
the mbric of blessing, so that the focus is not so much on the enemy as on the power of the
blessed people to succeed and minister unhindered by the opposition.
Group
boundaries
Open Doors. The name of this ministry is important, not just as a label, but as a value.
When asked about the desired qualities of new members, participants emphasize, "It really
is an open door," "It's called Open Door," "We are blessed by the presence of those other
churches might send away." Good prospects are those who are "breathing," or "alive."
For several years, the church had no official membership "because of a kingdom mindset,"
but in time had to "create a sense of group for those who are a part of the vision."
Members describe a two-week training session for achieving membership, or six weeks if
a person is "newly saved."
Three levels of inclusion. It may be accurate to describe Open Door as having three levels of
welcome. The first level is the wide open door for anyone to participate, regardless of
background or faith. Secondly, people who are saved are understood as being in God's
kingdom and in the church. Full membership is for those who are believers and have
come to understand Open Door's vision and make a commitment to it.
Distributing
power and
status
Loyalty is royalty. Most of those who are recognized as ministers, deacons, group leaders,
elders, etc. have come to that point through demonstrating gifts and service in a particular
arena within the church. Stories are told of people who came into the church with a desire
for position and were mmed down. In contrast, people currently in unpaid and vocational
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roles at the church are likely to have been serving in a related area by simply volunteering.
In the words ofmembers, "Usually a person is recognized who is already doing it,"
"Operate in the gift first, then comes recognition. Desire to be a cell group leader? Then
start having people over. Demonstrate the qualities." Titles and leadership are valued at
Open Door by those working above and below them, but "loyalty is royalty," and the
motive must be to serve.
Norms of
intimacy,
friendship,
and love
A hugging church. Members celebrate the affectionate namre of their relationships.
Everyone identifies the church as a hugging place, though some admit this took some
personal adjustment, "The first time it takes you by surprise, but that's why we're here.
Once you get comfortable you find it meets a need. You feel accepted." In reality, guests
can enter without being enveloped by dozens of arms. People respect boundaries, but the
more people get to know each other the more open they are. Deeper connections and
emotional sharing take place primarily in cell groups and around the altar, either at special
services or at the prayer times that conclude weekly worship.
Rewards and
punishments
Servants appreciated. For the most part, people affirm that workers receive encouragement,
"'at-a-boys," certificates and occasional gifts, when they have served well. People note
and value that Mark will announce something done in a ministry and have the
congregation express their appreciation for the leaders. Many also value the one-on-one
encouragement they receive from their pastor or other leaders. Some people disagree and
contend that the church is weak on giving recognition, adding "You have to be willing to
serve without pats on the back."
.\ccountability, not punishment. Punishment is a rare thing at Open Door. Members
believe Mark "lets a lot go," and teaches that "Jesus took all our punishment." Those who
get into difficulty are confronted on a personal basis by Mark or elders, and held to
accountability with the goal of repentance and restoration. In some cases, people can be
removed from their posirion or will step down. Members cannot recall any discipline
carried out publicly.
Explaining the
unexplainable
Expecting and experiencing miracles. Open Door participants are comfortable talking
about events in terms of the "supematural," "miracles," "revivals," "healings," and "God
things." They believe in a close connection between heaven and earth, the spirimal and
physical, human need and divine response. They recall such things as the music coming
on in the prayer room, the flame in the prayer room mming blue, deliverances and
healings, and Nicki overcoming breast cancer, as acts of God or answers to prayer. One
group declares, "We are told we can do greater works than Jesus. We believe in the
prayer of faith. We have Jesus' power and authority . . . We are so used to it. God answers
prayer." This is not to suggest that the people of the church believe everything that
happens is brought by God. Some things are perceived as "attacks" against individuals or
the church. But, even these are brought into the realm ofpositive expectation because
they are brought to the attention of the intercessors. People express great confidence that
between the wisdom and acfion of their leaders, the prayers of the intercessors, and the
intervention ofGod, all problems and threats will be handled.
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APPENDIX 6
The Corporate Cuhure of Skyhne Church, San Diego, CA
Deep Level Assumptions
The nature of
truth and
reality.
Truth in God and Bible. Skyline group members are univocal in affirming the existence of
absolute tmth. They believe they find it in Jesus Christ, in God and the Bible. Survey
respondents were evenly split in their views of the bible, with 62 electing the statement
that the Bible "should be taken literally, word-for-word, on all subjects," and 62 that it is
"perfectly tme, but . . . we must interpret its meaning" (Q24), and 55% read it several
times a week (Q9). At least 96% affirm absolute confidence in the existence ofGod,
heaven, Satan, angels, hell and demons, while the extra-biblical ghosts and purgatory
received less than 14% confidence (027).
The nature of
time
Monochrome and mixed. When asked about Skyline's "greatest day," group participants
recall a dozen or so past seasons or events, and a minority look forward to each Sunday, or
fiimre highlights. They are conscious of the repetition of seasonal events, but mark
progress from the early days of the church to the fiimre, largely by pastors and the opening
ofnew facilities. Ideas for identifying the "success" of the church suggest a monochronic
sense of time, as though the church needs to stop doing one thing in order to put its
attention on a respondent's primary concem. Overall, gathered indicators point to
Skyliners having a mix of time orientations, all appreciating to the past, many immersed in
the present, and a few ready to focus on the near ftiture.
The nature of
space
Multi-purpose, "make it work" facilities. Due to an incredible series of events. Skyline
currently operates in what was to be the first of several stmcmres. The first floor is an
1 8,000 square foot area made up of a 1 ,000-seat auditorium, foyer, nursery, worship
preparation rooms and resttooms. Floor two is the smallest, because of the auditorium's
high ceiling, and holds in its 5,140 square feet 17 offices and 18 administrative
workstations. The third and fourth floors, combining for 36,000 square feet, host a 1 00-
seat auditorium, a 250-seat children's auditorium, and 14 classrooms. In all, the facilities
cover 64,000 square feet and are served by one elevator and four stair systems. The
property and use of space communicate several things. First, worship gatherings are a
high priority for the church. The area for worship is the most visible and accessible and
the areas in front of the building revolve around the flow and service of people coming
and going from the weekend services. Secondly, transience is in the air. Though effort is
made to make the worship area fiinctional, pillars break up the view and temporary
curtains make up the walls. The multiple use of other areas, including those used by the
youth, make it impossible for specific ministries or classes to have a sense of ownership of
the space the use. Third, children are a high priority. Excellent security systems and
decor make plain certain areas are dedicated to the care and nurture of children. Fourth,
the office stmcmres communicate that the pastors and administrative staff exists to serve
the people. There are no mahogany "comer offices," and even the offices which happen
to be at a comer have no windows. Most of the office areas remain open beamed, with
hanging lights and no drop ceilings. In short, after a twenty-year relocation. Skyline
remains an unfinished work carried forward by people whose primary identities are
probably not in the prestige ofbeautiful stmcmres, offices, and tities.
The nature of
human nature
Fallen and diverse. The people of Skyline believe strongly that humans have a sinfiil namre.
About 25%i of questiormaire respondents identified people as "basically good" or
"basically good but capable of sin," while 14% said "basically sinful" or "basically sinfiil
but capable of good (Q29). Discussion participants do not use the term "sinful," but speak
about people being "lost," "flawed," "searching and trying to fill a void," and "broken."
They cite war, worries, racism, and how people drive on the freeways, as evidence of the
race being "fallen." They speak, as well, of human diversity and the diversity of the body
at their church.
The nature of
human
activity
Our actions matter. Skyliners indicate they have a high view of the efficacy of their actions
and of the role that all people have of influencing the worid. Skyline groups deliberate the
mumal influence between the culmre and the church. They note ways certain groups have
pushed society the ""wrong way," including ways it has bent the way many Christian
churches live. Though they acknowledge ways their church has shifted with the times,
such as dress and music, they are gaining confidence that Skyline is going to influence
society more than it will be influenced by it. More than 90% agree or strongly agree that
Skyline speaks about reaching the worid or having a worid impact (Ql 8), and strong
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majonties believe their church encourages or strongly encourages its members to actively
seek social and economic justice (72%), serve in the military (80%), use political or
economic pressure (80%), and lay on hands and pray for a miracle (86%) (Q17). Recent
forays in serving the needy and going door to door in support of heterosexual marriage has
given many people a heightened sense that their actions matter outside their namral
spheres.
Power starts in prayer. The two intercessory teams (an open group led by Carol Garlow and
a pastor's prayer partner group for men), see their prayers as powerfiil influencers. Group
prayer ministry takes place on Wednesday nights, including insfruction, worship and
intercession. Prayer support is also scheduled for Wednesdays at noon, and during the
Sunday services. Prayer partners surround the pastor for prayer before services, and
trained intercessors meet with seekers on the prayer porch outside the worship center.
Carol Garlow and other intercessors speak with absolute confidence about the efficacy of
prayer to bring about healing, protection, and advancement against the enemy, and are
very comfortable with warfare language, arguing that ifwe fail to battle against our
opposition through prayer we will fall in all ways that matter.
The nature of
human
relationships
Competitive cultures. As reflected in the aspect of human activity, Skyliners demonstrate a
consciousness of competitiveness within the human family. Questionnaire respondents
are fairly split between those who believe their church "wants to engage the culmre,"
indicating a spirit of interaction and dialogue, and those who believe their church wants to
"convert" or "deliver people from" the culture, phrases which indicate a more competitive
or oppositional relationship (Q13). Perhaps reflecting the Proposition 8 season in the
church, 56%) affirmed their belief that the church sees itself as "often in conflict with the
world" (Q14).
Caring church family. There is a strong family atmosphere at Skyline. More than 90% of
questionnaire respondents named "family" as a prominent metaphor for the "feel" of their
church, followed by the images of "team" and "community center" (each 67%) (Q20).
Numerous familial terms are used by interviewees regarding what holds the church
together. They speak of "love," "fellowship," and of being family for one another, e.g.,
"People feel supported like a family in whatever ministry or class they are part of" Small
groups are valued as places ofbelonging. Jim Garlow, like previous senior pastors, is
respected as the head of the family, and as one who cares about people and brings them
words from God. Interviewees speak of staff pastors as people who care and who meet
the needs of congregants. Group interviews suggest a confidence that the decision-making
process at the church is interactive and transparent. They understand that decisions are
made with regular input from the church board and the pastor/executive pastors, and are
aware ofmembership meetings that both inform and provide opportunity for the voices of
people to be heard.
Family stress. Within the family atmosphere, however, there is a consciousness that the
psychological contracts between members are somewhat tenuous. Group members admit
that people have left in recent years for various personal reasons. In particular, they recall
people leaving over the extended building programs and problems, and over changes in
music. Some have remained in the church but arrive at services after the musical portions
are over. Many seem to be able to tolerate difficulties and varying tastes because of tmst
in their leaders and long-term relationships with others in the church.
Homogeneity
versus
diversity
Homogeneous. On the continuum of valuing homogeneity and diversity, Skyline falls on the
side ofhomogeneity. Group members speak of the church's openness, lack of prejudice,
and celebrate the racial diversity that is present. However, the pastoral staff is very white,
and survey respondents are represented by less than 3% African Americans and less than
4% Asian or American Indian. The survey did not distinguish between Hispanic and non-
Hispanic whites (Q48). Also, 45% of questionnaire respondents believe the church
discourages or works against its members expressing views contrary to the views of its
leaders (Q17), compared to 32%> who believe the church either encourages or isn't
concemed about such activity. Respondents are ambiguous about conflict within the
church, with some believing the church sees church conflict as something that should not
exist (19%) or an indication that the Enemy is at work (25%), while 57% believe conflict
can be the work ofGod and be constractive (Q14).
Assumptions That Guide External Adaption and Survival
Mission and
Strategy
Encounter, Connect, and ??? Skyline uses functional terms for its mission, and seems to
have competing terminology for how it should relate with outsiders. Of those who
attempted to communicate a mission statement in the online survey, 20% (24 of 120)
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articulated the statement developed by the church: "Encounter Christ, Connect Us, and
Serve Others." The encounter-connect-serve statement was developed in the last couple of
years at Skyline, partially in its movement toward "simple church," in which the
leadership has sought to make the church's self-understanding and demands upon people
less complicated and less stress-creating. The new statement has the church relating to
outsiders by servmg them. Such service may include speaking and sharing the message of
the gospel, but this is either subdued or assumed. The 80% of responses which did not
echo the new statement are highly word and evangelism focused when they address the
church-outsider relationship. The most frequent responses from the questionnaire and
group interviews have the church existing to 1 ) Proclaim/teach/spread/share the
gospel/word ofGod/Jesus, and 2) Bring/win people to Jesus. Church leaders may have
work ahead for them in reconciling how they speak of their wimess, and may need to
bring together the "proclamation/soul-winning" and "serving" relationship with outsiders,
in a way that diminishes neither. "Love others," "bless others," or similar terms may have
the potential ofbridging the competing concepts.
No end in sight? A few respondents believe the church lacks clarity regarding its mission.
They may be out of touch, or they might be sensitive to the functional namre of
"encounter, connect, serve." The question could be asked of the three-action statement,
"toward what end?" Is the mission the doing of these things, or is the mission something
like "building a church family that will encounter, etc." or "exalting God, by . . ." or
"Demonstrating/expanding God's kingdom as we . . ."? The three action statement, as is
or modified, may be a strategic statement that can be strengthened by a larger mission, and
provide alignment of goals to mission in a way that unites the church even more solidly.
Goals. Corporate witness. Asked about church goals, groups consistently cue to outreach events
like the San Diego Mud Run held at Skyline, friend days, etc., as "events [that] attract and
become a door." They note, as well, that the leadership establishes priorities and promote
things like small groups and financial goals, but most people focus on the church's desire
to connect with outsiders, whether through service or proclamation. Some recall the
decision by the leadership that only events which serve to "promote Christ" would be
continued. Perhaps item 23 is the most difficult one on the questionnaire. It is a request to
complete the thought, "I think, orwill think, of our church as successful when . . . ." A
large number of Skyline respondents (53) skipped the question and 16 made case that the
church is already successfiil. The remaining answers continue to communicate that the
most important goal to Skyliners is that "people come to Christ" (24), followed by deeper
discipleship (13), a greater sense of community (7), and a change ofpriorities (7).
Means. Equipping the people. Most Skyline interview groups have a difficult time fleshing out an
organizational chart, but they are confident of a few things. They know that Pastor
Garlow leads an executive team ofhimself, Dan Grant and Bmce Smith. They know there
is a church board that supplies input and direction, and that there is a pastoral staff with
specific duties and accountability. Members are also conscious that the church leadership
works to equip all the people to operate in their ministries and giftedness. For them, the
staff is not the means to accomplish the church goals, but serve the members of the
church, who then help fulfill the mission of the group. They appreciate the organization as
a means of creating order and freeing people to minister. As one member voiced it, "We
all hear from God, and want to move together."
Measurement. People responding to the gospel. Skyliners rely on bulletins, testimonies, and
announcements and emails from Pastor Garlow, and their own visual perceptions, to
evaluate ifpeople are "being reached," and "saved," and are tying into the church. They
notice the response at "altar calls" and "how many raise their hands to receive Christ."
Though it is not clear that people frack numbers, they seem to conduct informal
measurements of baptisms, and the grovrth or fiillness of the church services.
Correction. Pastoral leadership and communication. Those who have been at Skyline have
experienced growth and decline, the hiring and departare ofmany staffmembers, and
numerous adjustments to economic crises. Members affirm that the senior pastor is
ultimately responsible for addressing problems, but that many things can be handled by
those responsible for specific ministries. Most express their belief that the church
leadership communicates thoroughly with the congregation, supplying information and
explanation when needed. While some joke, "the emails are out of control," Jim Gariow
gives the following helpful testimony:
Happy people are informed people, and informed people are happy people. So, 1
have made a decision to over-inform people. In dismissing a staff person
recentiy, we introduced her before the congregation upon her departure. We did
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this as a way of informing, and also as a means of demonstrating how we handle
conflict. We made it clear that there had been no inappropriate behavior or
failure, and let people know that it was a matter of fit between the person and
the position. Only one family had problem and they remain active. (2009)
Assumptions That Determine Internal Integration
Common
language
Love and atiection. Skyliners communicate with a number of expressions that are common
to historic Chrisfianity and to current American Evangelicalism. They speak ofbeing
"saved" and "bom again," and of their "church family." They express their love for one
another and ask to pray for the needs of others. They say, "God bless you," "1 am
blessed," and "Praise the Lord." They regularly hear their pastor exclaim, "Have 1 told
you 1 love you lately?" and "I'll see you again in seven exciting days!" The language-
response section of the group interviews revealed common understandings of several
concepts. Cuing "God" solicited a variety of responses, including "Creator" and
"onmiscient," and most frequently, "love." These responses are in line with Skyline
quesfionnaire responses, which strongly favored the benevolent and intimate descriptions
of God to the harsh and distant alternatives (Q25-26).
Cautious use ofwarfare language. Many language-response items are potentially related to
militant language. For Skyliners, neither "kingdom ofGod" nor "deliverance" denote
conflict. For them, the kingdom of God is equated with heaven and being God's people,
while deliverance cues thoughts of being freed from sin and its consequences. To the
suggestion of "our enemies," every group points to Satan and his spiritual forces, and
many respond with the call to "love our [human] enemies." A couple of people note that
"the lost" and "Middle Eastem culmres" "are against" Chrisfian believers. Participants
respond posirively to the term "victory," and the phrase "ministry is a battle"
understanding both in terms of a spiritual battle against the attacks of the enemy. The
suggestion of "militant Christianity," however, engenders more negative than positive
reaction. While some see positive aspects, such as being serious and disciplined, most
believe the term "militancy" is in opposition to love, and suggests forcing views onto
others like street preachers and gay-bashers. When asked about "church words like enemy,
victory, defeat, fighting, and the kingdom," groups give a wide variety of suggestions,
most commonly giving the label "spirimal warfare." They also express that this language
communicates "reality," and "explains the way things are," even while recognizing the
language is somewhat "Christianese" and can be misinterpreted by outsiders. Regarding
"justice" and "the poor," Skyliners consistently assert that the church needs to be
"involved" and provide "support," but do not apply battle language to these concems.
Future conflict. Skyliners seem to be unfamiliar with "Christian pacifism," interpreting it as
"Christians who are passive," and who are complacent or "couch potatoes." To
"intemational war," respondents decry the awfiil and terrible nature ofwar, but suggest it
is ""unfortunately normal," and associate it with the Armageddon and the "end times,"
which they associate with destmction, the remm ofChrist, and which they expect is very
near at hand. While many express positive views of "Modem Israel," and the United
States ofAmerica, neither are strongly perceived as central to the fiilfillment of prophecy.
The USA, especially, is seen as losing its position as a place of spirimal significance and
receives negative marks as "hedonistic," "slipping away from Christianity," and "post-
Christian" (see support also from Q40).
Group
boundaries
Open doors. As a large church. Skyline is easily accessibile. People are welcomed into the
worship service and have the freedom to come and go without evaluation of their beliefs
or backgrounds.
"Skyliner" through faith and commitment. There are various levels of inclusion, however,
including two levels ofmembership: community and covenant. As stated by one
interviewee, "'community means you commit to Christ and to participate at Skyline." The
commitment to Christ may or may not involve a conversion experience (only 45% indicate
they have had a religious conversion (Q3 1 ), but one must attest to being a Christian, a
follower of Jesus. This opens the door to heaven (62% say all Christians will get to
heaven, and 73% believe no non-Christians will get there (Q28)), and opens the door to
community membership if they can make some level of commitment to church
participation. This inclusion brings certain rights to serve and vote in the church.
Covenant membership involves making lifestyle commitments such as abstaining from
alcohol and tobacco, and opens the door to additional leadership roles. Many people
remain church participants without membership for years, but many quickly attend the
membership classes, where they leam the history and doctrine of the Wesleyan Church
and of Skyline's past and values. Aside from membership, participation in a class or small
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group is a marker between casual attendees and those who consider themselves, and are
considered by others, as "Skyliners."
Distributing
power and
status
Honor to past and present servants. Besides the levels ofbelonging described above,
influence is held and perceived by those who serve or have served in ministry roles.
Pastors are highly honored, perhaps followed by those who serve or have served on the
church board and paid staff those who have keys. Small group leaders are also valued as
people who can speak for those in their groups and who receive continual training and
attend leadership meetings. Participants agree that there are open doors to ministry
involvement and that anyone who volunteers can fmd a place to minister, which always
involves being a part of a larger ministry team. Whether that ministry is in musical
presentation, missions oversight, or serving in an event like the Mud Run, those who get
involved have the stams of a contributor. Group participants are aware of those they can
go to if they have problems or needs. However, most people interviewed believe they
have at least email access to everyone, including the senior pastor.
Norms of
intimacy,
friendship,
and love
Support through hugs and prayer. Skyliners perceive themselves as an affectionate,
friendly, hugging church. An observer can fmd sufficient evidence by watching the
interaction of people as they move between worship services and as they relate with one
another in their homes. Home groups, and affinity groups that meet elsewhere, are
consistently recognized as places where participants can share their "emotional smff."
Some groups have existed for years, with some members rotating in and out. People also
identify the prayer porch and pastors as providers of counsel and prayer, along with their
friends at the church.
Rewards and
punishments.
Adulation and accountability for those who serve. Interviewed groups consistently testify
that Skyline has a long tradition of pastors who regularly give recognition to the people
who serve. People are honored for their labors with recognition plaques, dinners, gift
cards, and occasional group meals where leaders express thanks to their group of fellow-
servants. Appreciation from the pulpit seems to flow regularly, and those who do well are
sometimes honored by being offered a "higher position." The most common punishment
would be the removal of someone from a ministry position either permanently or for a
time of discipline and restoration. This is preceded by a confrontation by leadership, and
if serious enough, can be followed by announcing to the core leadership the namre of the
issue.
Explaining the
unexplainable.
God grants miracles in response to prayer. Skyliners are comfortable speaking of
"miracles," "answers to prayer," and "divine intervention." Stories, such as "the white
dove" and Carol Garlow's overcoming cancer, of a plane out of gas and their families
elsewhere stopping to pray and the plane landing safely, and many other events, are
considered "answers to prayer" and "breakthroughs." As noted in the church history
section above, the church attributes its survival through adversity as evidence that God can
do anything. Difficulties may be brought on by human and spirimal enemies, and there
may be casualties, such as the loss ofpeople, but God can be seen to mm such things for
good, such as making the church family strong enough through previous trials so that is
was able to take on long odds to get the results seen in the 2008 election.
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APPENDIX 7
The Corporate Cuhure of First Wesleyan Church, Jersey City, NJ
Deep Level Assumptions
The nature of
truth and
reality.
Truth is in the Bible. Interviewees at FWC believe absolute truth exists and that it can be
found in the Bible. Beyond the Bible, they note that parents pass truth down to their
children and truth can be found in one's self Human opinion can not be depended on,
and when it is in conflict with the Bible, the Bible, properly understood, "ends
arguments." Questionnaire responses indicate that 69% (9 of 13) read the Bible outside
of church services weekly or several times a week, and that members are split in
describing the Bible as "literally, word-for-word" tme (6) or "perfectly tme," but
requiring interpretation (7) (Q24). As for the existence of spirimal beings, 12 of 13
absolutely affirm their belief in God, angels, heaven and hell, while 1 1 absolutely believe
in Satan, demons, and the rapmre (Q27).
The nature of
time.
Present/near future orientation. Interview groups carry a present to near fiimre orientation
when they are asked about the activities and "greatest day" of the church. Respondents
talk about recurring events such as whenever people "accept Christ," or are baptized, and
annual events such as revivals. Friends day, and holiday celebrations. Some members
recall past events, but the most common response is "every day," or a fumre "day" when
former attendees remm or all church participants operate in their gifts.
The nature of
space.
Neighborhood presence. The FWC building, buih in 1923, is a two-story stmcmre. Perhaps
more than is generally the case, the location itself speaks. The building resides in the
neighborhood and stands distinctly as a church, even as its building materials reflect the
age and urban namre of the community. There is off-street parking for 50 vehicles,
including 36 within the church grounds and 14 in a purchased lot across the street. The
gates provide security at a level common to the neighborhood, yet do not communicate a
fortress mentality or fear.
Worship and community center. While the outside communicates neighborhood presence,
the inside space presents the church's priority for worship, fellowship, and education.
The interior is well cared for, but also well-used as a place for people and events, not as a
museum or place to be preserved. The building is a gathering place and a sacred place.
The top floor consists of a small foyer, and a smaller pastor's office, with the worship
center occupying most of the space. The foyer contains several bulletin boards, including
one dedicated to posting events at other neighborhood churches. The worship center
contains a platform, with an area for a few chairs and a pulpit, and a section for the choir,
piano, organ, and dmms. Audio and video equipment are up to date, and there is searing
capacity for approximately 200 people. The parking lot and entiy are gated and locked
when the property is not in use. A sign clearly marks the church with its denominational
name and can be a marquee for events or sermon tities. The basement/first floor contains
two rooms for infants and toddlers, bathrooms, a small office used by the secretary, a
kitchen, and a large room. Office space is negligible. The large area is used for
fellowship, and has folding walls that create as many as five spaces for classes. Almost
all church fimcrions take place on the property, with few home groups.
The nature of
human nature.
Every person a mixture of good and bad. Two-thirds ofFWC questionnaire respondents
see people as "basically sinfiil but capable of good," and one-third as "basically good but
capable of sin" (Q29). Group discussions yield a similar result, as members voice their
understanding that humans are made in the image ofGod and that they are "extremely
self-centered." Participants note that everyone has a story and that ifChristians would
listen to others they would find good in them. This reflects a number of expressions that
declare that all people, both inside and outside the church, have a mixmre of good and
bad within them, and therefore the potential for good.
The nature of
human
activity.
Culture currently winning the battle. FWC participants have a mixmre of views regarding
human influence and the role of the church in society. Discussions reveal a confidence
that human free will, decisions, and actions determine the course of human events, rather
than a predetermining force ofGod. Groups also point to culmre as a powerful force.
When asked whether the church or culmre has more power over the other, most express
their view that the culmre changes the church more than the church influences culhire.
Another indication that members doubt the power of the church in society is found in the
questionnaire responses in which only slim majorities believe their church encourages its
members to actively seek social justice (51%) or apply political or economic pressure on
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political leaders and institutions (54%) (Q17).
Prayer is a force. On the other hand, 10 of 13 respondents agree or strongly agree that the
church speaks about reaching the world or having a world impact (Ql 8). The people of
FWC demonstrate the belief that their prayers influence the world. Several prayer
meetmgs are held weekly in homes and at the church facility. All-night prayer meetings
are also held occasionally, and some members practice fasting. Six of 12 questionnaire
respondents indicate they pray several times a day (Ql 0), and 75% indicate they recently
prayed for "general world concems and affairs (Q12). Also, 92% state that their church
encourages or strongly encourages the laying on hands and praying for a healing miracle
Localized, rather than generalized change. The two kinds of expectations: that culmral
forces are largely beyond the scope of the church, and that God acts in response to prayer,
IS curious. The holistic namre of the church's ministry does not suggest a dualism that
would concem the church with "spirimal" realities, while leaving "physical" to others.
Perhaps this urban church is highly in mne with the dangers, the past losses and fiimre
threats to loved ones and neighbors that they pour their passions into these immediate
needs. Some things are surrendered to God, while others are taken as beyond the reach of
church participants. Some conversations also indicate a history of disappointments from
the vast difference between the promises ofpoliticians and govemment and the lack of
change that follows elections. Realism may move people from high societal expectations
to a focus more on praying for, influencing, and seeing God work in individuals and
families rather than in the stmcmres of society.
The nature of
human
relationships
Love and family. FWC groups consistently use familial language when discussing what
keeps the people of their church together. Young adults speak of "growing up together"
in the church. The term "family" is raised in almost all groups and the word "love" flows
freely. Rather than a general word, it is used to describe the product of shared joumeys,
"like when people go through troubles" and because "we have worked through it like a
family." One person testified, "There is a family-like atmosphere that is attractive." Of
the seven metaphors offered for the church in the questionnaire, two received majority
votes for being "prominent." These are "hospital" at 54%, and "family," at a nearly
unanimous 92% (Q20). Many speak about the care members of this family have received
trom Pastor and Viola Shoemaker, and seem to honor them as the mom and dad of this
faith community.
Family conflict. The individualistic/competitive namre of relationships remms, however,
when there are intemal "family feuds." As noted above under "human namre," FWC
participants are not idealistic regarding human tendencies, so conflict is to be expected.
Questionnaire respondents are split between those who think there should be no conflict
in the church or that it is evidence of the enemy's work, and their affirmations that
conflict can be initiated by God and can be constmctive (Q14). Members recognize that
the love that usually unites them somewhat disappears when "gossip,"
"misunderstanding," and "pride" appear. Though 10 of 13 respondents agree that the
church has clear policies for handling conflict, people who have conflict with one
another, or who felt "rebuked" by the preaching, do sometimes leave the church.
Sometimes an offense that causes a deparmre is attributed to someone's "lack ofbeing in
the word."
Worth it Whether the world and the church are competitive or cooperative, there seems to be
a hunger in the membership ofFWC for meaningfiil, accountable, and edifying
relationships.
Homogeneity
versus
diversity
Diversity both valued and difficult. Diversity is a stated value of this church and, as
discussed above, has been an important part of the church's story. Members are aware of
the difficulties inherent in diversity, noting that there are significant culmral differences
between African-Americans and black islanders, and also between those from different
islands. The worship ministries intentionally draw from a variety of genres. When it
comes to diversity of opinion, only three of 13 respondents could say the church isn't
concemed or encourages its members to express views contrary to the official views of a
church leader (Q17).
Assumptions That Guide External Adaption and Survival
Mission and
Strategy
Taking the Word to the unsaved and bringing the unsaved to Christ. The responses to
questions on the church's mission or purpose are quite varied, giving no indication that
people have been schooled to memorize the published, or any other mission statement.
The combined statements in the questionnaire (Q8) and group interaction produce a four-
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fold purpose for FWC: 1 ) To reach/witness to the unsaved and bring them to Christ, 2)To teach/preach the BibleAVord ofGod, 3) To demonstrate unity within diversity,
mtentionally bridging culmral and racial differences, 4) To disciple believers in living
godly lives. Of these purposes, it seems that bringing people to Christ is the ultimate goalthat participants believe will be accomplished by teaching the word, demonstrating unity
in diversity, and discipling believers. It is worthy to note that "bringing the unsaved to
Christ" IS not the same as bringing them into FWC. While members are cleariy invested
in the continuance of their neighborhood church, they see their purpose as bringing
something of value to outsiders and bringing them into a family larger than their own.
Community building. Some statements are also made by participants to suggest the church
exists to be a gathering place and to foster unity with other churches. Announcements are
made and a bulletin board is populated to promote events in other churches and
throughout the community.
Goals Church goals unknown. When asked about the church's goals, group members are moved to
acknowledge "we could be more specific with setting goals," "we may not set goals as we
should," "could not say what our goals are," and that "most in the church could not say
what our goals are." Some recall past efforts to develop strategic plans, such as in 1996.
General goals for some ministries. Several people, however, note that specific ministries do
make plans and set goals, and others speak of programs that contain implicit goals,
though these goals may be very general, such as "more prayer" or reaching "more young
people." One group could identify a numerical goal of having 100 people in Sunday
School in the current year, though it is not clear if that is for one day or an annual
average.
Means Weaknesses threaten to overwhelm strengths. Church participants affirm that their church
has weaknesses and strengths when it comes to understanding and accomplishing goals.
Two realities identified as weaknesses in the church is its failure to align means and goals
with the church's mission, and the potential of the pastor being overwhelmed with the
volume of needs and programs, so that he and the rest of the church do not have the
energy or inclination to plan for the fumre. On the other hand, people affirm that the
church is strong in understanding the importance ofpeople operating in their spirimal
gifts, in having distinct ministries and identifiable leaders for each ministry, and in having
a free flow of ideas, communication and decision making. Another important strength
members identify is having an organization that is concemed with reaching the
community.
Partnership of pastor and people. Most discussion groups understand the basic stmcmre of
the church, including the functions of the pastor and board, and that lay ministers and
group leaders fill important roles. Decisions are made within this church family in
various ways. People recognize that many of the decisions are made by Pastor
Shoemaker, and that decisions made by other people need to be known and approved by
him. "Important" decisions are made by the votes of the church membership at its annual
meeting, and the church board has a role in approving or disapproving such decisions that
are made through the year.
Keeping outsiders in view. Significantly, two of the four organizational charts produced by
FWC groups include the outside community in their drawings. One example, drawn by
Sister Phyllis Isaac, has a number of strengths, not the least ofwhich is the inclusion of
the surrounding community and the interaction of each ministry with those outside the
church.
Measurement Numbers. FWC participants maintain different opinions regarding the measuring ofprogress
toward church goals. Many put stock in numbers. Members want to see "increased
attendance," at weekly worship services and within various groups and ministries.
Concem for numbers also includes some tracking of how many "souls are saved." A
third statistical value is found in financial figures, which hopefiilly indicate the church
"didn't go over budget." People may determine these measurements by their informal
perceptions, but do not need to rely on subjective impressions. They express confidence
that all this information is regulariy printed in emails and bulletins, and announced by the
pastor from the pulpit.
Sensing God with us. Many members, however, do not judge the state of the church based on
monetary and demographic figures. They are rather concemed with whether "the
presence ofGod" or "anointing" is "with us," and whether or not they sense that lives are
being changed. They contend that even in times when "the church does not show good
numbers" it can still be successful in ways that "will bear fruit in the fiimre." Church
participants are not divided between those who look for "spirimal growth" and those
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hoping for numerical increase. These are, rather, two kinds ofmeasurements all people
hope for.
Correction Pastor and people. Group members identity Pastor Shoemaker, ministry leaders, and the
church board (in that order) as entities responsible for addressing and correcting
problems. People describe a free exchange of thoughts and ideas between these three and
all the people of the church. Though Pastor Shoemaker is described as the one who
cames the final decision, participants are confident that he listens responsively to many
others. During day to day events. Pastor Shoemaker is frank with church participants,
expressing his expectations and soliciting desired actions, such as help and participation
from the membership. It is not clear from observations how the pastor, ministry leaders,
the board and membership hold one another accountable in regards to goal achievement.
Assumptions That Determine Internal Integration
Common
language
Blessing and praise. Church participants frequently speak words of blessing to one another.
"Blessing" and "praise" are mentioned most by members when generating terms a visitor
should expect to hear on the property, "God bless you" and "you have been a blessing"
are frequently spoken to one another, and "Praise the Lord" toward God. They like to
refer to their church as "Friendly First Wesleyan" as though the first word is part of the
official name.
Present battle is against Satan and the powers. FWC's use ofpotenfially militant language
is approached in the language-response section of the group interviews. "Kingdom of
God" has a fiimre orientation, the etemal reward members hope to enjoy. Similarly,
"victory" is something primarily fumristic, though some associate it with the cross of
Christ. "Deliverance," on the other hand is very present, the "freedom from sin" and
freedom to experience "grace" that is offered to all and enjoyed by these participants.
Most often "our enemies" cues group members to Satan/the devil and his agents, and then
to "love/humility/prayer." The phrase "ministry is a battle," is affirmed as a tme
statement by most people, soliciting responses such as, "Yes, because you are constantly
working against Satan and the battle will continue until he is fully and finally conquered,"
and "If you are vrith Satan and not in ministry with Christ, Satan doesn't bother you, but
if you are reaching out you get hit." Respondents are evenly split regarding the term,
"militant Christianity." For half it evokes fimdamentalist and cultish religion or
associates the spirimal battle with physical weapons. The rest see value in being militant
in prayer and discipline and recognizing we have a spirimal enemy. They also value the
church "agreeing with the peasants against the powers" as shown by "Louis Farrakhan or
Reverend Wright." Some consider Modem Israel as important in prophecy, and many
expect that the "end times" are very close, perhaps "in our lifetime." But, group members
do not associate the USA or current wars with the fulfillment of prophecy. "Intemational
war" is considered a terrible thing, but few seem familiar with the term "Christian
pacifism," most associating the term with Christians who are passive and uninvolved.
Regarding "the church and the poor," all groups agree that their church is involved in
meeting needs and all churches should do more, but responses are mixed when it comes
to the church's role injustice, with some seeing the concem as central and others
lamenting that the church is increasingly marginalized from the legal system. In general
conversations and questioning, FWC participants use militant terms very rarely, but when
prodded with the test group of terms they demonstrate familiarity with such language, and
generate their own, especially focused on the spiritual battle. Parallels between physical
and spirimal warfare are valued as motivating people to overcome the spirimal enemy.
On the other hand, many are wary of the language of spiritual warfare being interpreted as
physically threatening.
Group
boundaries
Non-Christians are outside of grace. FWC participants have a sense of commonality with
all people, while maintaining a strong sense of group identity. They perceive a great
difference between Christians and non-Christians both in this life and in their etemal
destinies. When asked to respond to the term, "non -Christians" responses are
compassionate, such as "sorrow," "souls," and "those who don't believe." More than half
of questionnaire respondents believe that no non-Christians will get to heaven (Q28).
FWC open to all. In looking for those who might be a part of their faith community, group
participants celebrate their openness and their desire to embrace "those in the most need."
Members are looking for people who "want to grow in Christ," and get involved, and
emphasize their compatibility with "any nationality or dress or hair."
Official membership important. Though some non-members feel very much that FWC is
their "church family," there is a value and a clear process for becoming a member of the
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church. Members recall the process ofbeing made to feel welcome, attending a several -
session membership class, being baptized (if they had not been previously), sharing their
testimonies and being welcomed during a ceremony as part of a Sunday worship service.
The membership class let one person know "the difference between being a member and
a follower ofChrist," perhaps suggesting that the church has higher standards or
expectations than Christ, or at least additional expectations or a more visible
accountability system.
Distributing
power and
status
Significance in titles and dress. Care in how people dress and address one another in this
church seems to communicate identity, belonging, and honor. People attend services in a
wide range of dress, with most adults maintaining a high value on wearing their best. The
pastor always wears a suit and tie and encourages his lay ministers to dress similarly,
especially if they are going to preach. Ushers wear white, making them visible for
worshipers who might have questions or need help. Participants address one another
semi-formally and in meaningfiil tifies that carry increasing levels of honor. Addressing
people by first name is rarely observed. People should be known at least by first and last
name. A respected visitor may be addressed as "mister," "miss" or "misses," but that is
not as valued as "brother" or "sister," which indicate belonging and place. Members most
commonly refer to one another as "Sister (first name)" or "Brother (first name)" if they
are younger, or "brother/sister (plus last name)" if older. Lay ministers are spoken of as
"Minister Oracle," "Minister John," etc. Persons with such titles and leadership duties
take their responsibilities seriously. The pastor is addressed or referred to as "Reverend
Shoemaker" or "Pastor Shoemaker." One senior lay minister explained in an interview,
"People treat ministers differently in the black churches. 'Pastor,' 'bishop,' etc. are very
important, because when you have nothing, the only thing that may influence how others
treat you is your position and title." What is tme for clergy titles may also apply
throughout the congregation. One may have no honor out in the world, but be a person of
high significance within the church circle. Titles serve to recognize participants for their
godly lifestyle, faithful participation and meaningfiil service.
Service is a privilege. Continued service and recognition are not guaranteed. Those who fail
morally, or who neglect their service, will usually resign, and if they do not "the board
and pastor may sit them down." Usually, this is done privately and with the goal of
restoration.
Norms of
intimacy,
friendship, and
love
High affection and openness. FWC participants speak of their church as a place where there
is a lot ofhugging, as well as hand shakes. One person advises that a "lot of people like
to hug and kiss." Others note, however, that there is a mixmre of levels of touching, due
in part to sensitivity to the diversity of culmres represented in the church. Many people
find safe places to share their personal issues, usually in Bible smdies, with the pastor, or
with a prayer group, but some, especially men, are hesitant to say they have sounding
boards for their "innermost thoughts." To an unusual degree, worship services have
become a place where church attendees can bare their souls through sharing testimonies,
which are sometimes a message of praise to God for provisions received, salvation
experienced, but in some occurrences becomes a revelation of a recent or continuing
stmggle. Hearing these testimonies, along with continuing in long-term friendships, help
many to feel they "are a close knit group."
Rewards and
punishments
Celebration of all accomplishments and service. This church celebrates the
accomplishments of its members whether they take place within or apart from the
programs of the ministry. Members recall worship services in which the pastor has
acknowledged children for good report cards and for other awards they have received in
school. Special days include recognition for women, seniors, youth, and various workers.
Every group interviewed agreed that many expressions of appreciation are given by the
pastor either in print or from the pulpit, and every service is enlivened by words of
appreciation and applause for those sharing a testimony or song. A few note that there
are some "unsung heroes," such as those who "do things like praying in secret," and other
"behind the scene people," who the leaders "need to work to find" and recognize.
The redemptive discipline of being "sat down." Church respondents contend that the only
punishment, if it can properly be called that, is for someone in a position of leadership to
be "sat down," either by the suggestion or insistence of church leadership. Though this
does not happen often, it has occurred, and provides the person time to "sit and think."
One person who went through this process views it as representative of the character of
the pastor and church. In response to a question about notable stories in the life of the
church she responded:
I would share my own story about being in leadership, becoming pregnant
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without being married, having a child, and stepping out, then being restored to
ministry after a time out. When I told the pastor I was pregnant he cried with
me and I knew the depth ofmy pastor's love for me. This is kind of pastor we
have. More than shock, whispers and talking, I felt support and prayers.
Occasionally, this discipline and possible restoration includes the censured person
confessing their offending actions to the church.
Explaining the
unexplainable
Miracles and God's blessing. The people ofFWC freely explain great things with the words,
"miracle," "God," "hand ofGod," "grace of God," and "blessing." They claim to expect
such things to happen, because "He sets his angels over us and gives us the desires of our
heart," "He intervenes in our lives," and because "The Holy Spirit filled the place and
made a move." Questionnaire respondents affirm terms which refer to God as imminent
and relational, and reject those that would represent God as a "force," or "distant" (Q25-
6). One member accounts for the church's survival through the decades of community
transformation by explaining "God has held this church alive. So many churches have
closed their doors but this one is still going on."
Satan fights against us. When pressures rise on the church or individuals, participants say
the church comes together for prayer. Members do not claim that God or prayer solves
all problems, however. Reviewing the church's history and large surrounding problems,
one person reflects, "Satan fights against our boys. They couldn't get jobs even with a
decent education, so many went into the military." Society's stmcmral problems, and
Satan, help to explain life's disappointments and those things beyond individual control.
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APPENDIX 8
The Corporate Cuhure of New Hope Family Worship Center, Brooklyn, NY
Deep Level Assumptions
The nature of
truth and
reality
Truth in the Bible, properly interpreted. New Hope participants affirm the existence of
absolute tmth, even as they note that not all sources of knowledge are dependable. The
Bible, properly interpreted (Q24) communicates tmth, and members tend to read it
outside church services (Q9). Respondents affirm with absolute confidence the existence
ofGod, angels, Satan, demons, heaven and hell, and are somewhat less sure of the
realities of Armageddon, Purgatory, ghosts or the rapmre (Q27). Members believe in
moral right and wrong, though there is not unanimity regarding where the lines should be
drawn in various issues (Q35-38).
The nature of
time
Time on the march. Groups respond to the suggestion of "New Hope's Greatest Day" by
referring to recent events such as a church family day, youth concert, and the Easter '09
shoe give away. Some point to the daily and weekly value of the church as a ministry not
only to its own people, but to the neighborhood. As one says, "Because ofNew Hope
Church there is something great here for people." While the time orientation for many is
on the recent past to the present, several participants have a more fumristic view. One
member looks forward to the services being broadcast on national television (Q23), an
end toward which efforts are already being made.
Polychronic time. The church has a polychromic tempo, with a great deal of activity, but a
pastor and people who seem unhurried and unharried. Various groups and ministries are
carried out without pulling away from others. The prayer and evangelism schedules, both
claiming daily activity, do not seem to detract from one another, any more than the
compassion ministries distract fi-om weekly worship events. Some members disagree
with this conclusion, one contending that the church would be more successful if it would
reduce its goals and focus on one thing at a time (Q23).
The nature of
space.
Urban facility conversion. The church facilities suggest much about the namre and values of
the New Hope faith community. Purchased and remodeled in the year 2000, this former
Brooklyn factory is shadowed by train tracks that pass 30 feet overhead. Passenger trains
rattle through several times per hour, sending vibrations through the south-facing walls.
The 1 6,000'" building maintains an earlier-painted mural on the west side and otherwise
appears to have been painted at about the time of the church taking ownership. To the left
of the entry is a 2400^" fellowship hall that is used for church and community meals, and
for children's classes, and seminars, among other events. A kitchen has been constmcted
off the north end of the hall. Class and storage rooms occupy the perimeter of the building
and the worship center, capable of seating 500+, occupies the center and largest area of
the stmcmre. Of the peripheral rooms, only two are currently usable for classrooms, one
ofwhich seems to be reserved for adult Bible school. Offices are utilitarian. The
administrafive office has three desks and keeps watch on the front entry. A small space is
dedicated for one of the assistant pastors, and another space is half storage and half office.
The senior pastor's office is of sufficient size and is nicely decorated, though portions of
it, too, are used for storage. This is a church for people familiar with urban life. There is
virmally no off-street parking, and though there is usually parking available on the streets
surrounding the property or other side streets, attendees must be willing to leave their
vehicles unattended or to travel by foot or public transportation. The transportation
system has a stop a block or two away.
Centrality ofworship. The realities of the physical plant suggest at least six important clues
to the mindset of the congregation including the message that worship is pivotal. The
worship center occupies the center of the building, and what happens here is central to the
church. The emphasis on worship, music and the word, on bringing people to decisions
for Christ and the carefiil tracking of church attendance also suggest the centrality ofwhat
happens in this location.
For the people. Providing a community meeting place is important The size of the
fellowship hall, and its use as a community meeting place and center for compassion
ministries, suggests a high value given to these and to all-church fellowship. Significant
space and efforts are dedicated to community service even beyond the large meeting
room. Even with the little space given to classrooms, a room near the front door is
dedicated to clothing that is put out daily, and significant storage area is used to gather,
sort, and prepare dropped off household items for free distribution. Household items and
clothing are simply put in front of the church, where people from the community are free
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to take whatever they wish, without supervision. The buildings are for use, not
admiration. The location and maintenance of the building reflects the pastor's contention
that finances are typically short. The noise and shadow of the public train system most
likely served to make the purchase price attractive. The interior is not as clean as a
professional custodian would keep it, and the bathrooms are not supplied with hand
towels, yet no complaints are sounded about either of these realities. The utilitarian namre
of the offices suggests the public service priority of the staff No one sits in these areas to
smdy or enjoy sancmary removed from church activity
The nature of
human nature.
Seltish, but with hope. The people of this church see humans as a mixture of good and bad.
Questionnaire respondents are split between those who say people are "basically good but
capable of sin," and those who say people are "basically sinfiil but capable of good."
None argue they are fully good, nor that they are basically evil (Q29). Some have been
moved by experience and observation away from an optimistic view ofhumanity. One
states, "Currently 1 think of how the heart is desperately wicked. People are basically
selfish." But, there is hope. The same speaker continues, "Only God can bring change to
humans." Several group participants express hope for all people based on their being
created by God and the present or fiimre work ofGod in their lives. Similarly,
questionnaires reveal a reluctance to estimate how many people of various categories will
make it to heaven (Q28).
The nature of
human activity
People shape the future. New Hope participants give no support to the suggestion that God
has predetermined everything. They speak against the history ofChristians withdrawing
from society and becoming isolated. Withdraw is seen as abandonment of the
opportunity to influence the culmre for the good. They contend that the church should be
providing a greater positive influence on society through being integrated in various
segments of the population. Christian believers and their places ofworship should be
flexible and current with the culmre, but not govemed by it or a religious reflection of the
world. Participants agree strongly that their church speaks of "reaching the world" or
"having a world impact" (Q18), but they are unsure regarding the kind of social/political
actions their church supports (Q17). One clear avenue of influence, however, is the
proclamation of Scripmral teachings, which one group expresses as follows: "The church
influences people through the sharing of God's word and the message of Jesus, who is the
teacher and the Lord of the universe."
Prayer works. The high level of prayer in the church's schedule, the fervency with which it
is practiced in services, and the frequency of prayer claimed by questionnaire respondents
(QIO), suggests that participants believe prayer is one activity which bears fruit in their
lives and world. Several members recall a time a woman brought her young child
forward for prayer and a hole in his heart was miraculously healed. Participants speak of
prayer and intercession as "a lifeline," and "one of the main functions of the church."
Faith should be demonstrated. The priority and energy given to compassion ministries, as
described above, points to this being a community that believes all their actions matter,
regardless ofwhether the actions are considered by some to be either "spirimal" or
"practical." Of all options questionnaire respondents could affirm as religious
experiences, the most common choice ofNew Hope participants is that they "felt called
of God to do something" (Q3 1 ). Actions of service are seen as a value in and of
themselves and as a visible demonstration of the faith.
The nature of
human
relationships
Desire for cooperation. There is a desire and some success within the church to cooperative
rather than compete, and to be collaborative, even communal, rather than individualistic.
Members speak of their shared faith, relationships, honest communication and sense of
belonging to a family. There is a high level of sharing, both in terms of verbal exchange
and meeting one another's needs through prayer and physical provision. At the same
time, there is a consciousness that individual demands and sensitivities push people to be
competitive, leading to "gossip," "negative attimdes," and to resist the change that comes
with growth and competing visions for the fiimre of the church.
Psychological contracts tied to trust in the leader. Participation and loyalty for some
people seems to be tied to their appreciation for Pastor Graham. Members have a high
level of respect for their pastor and are far more likely to attend services when he is
speaking. Some note that when there is a guest speaker many do not attend, and interpret
this as loyalty, though the Grahams believe it is important that their people are exposed to
other preachers. One interviewee recalls that a couple of years ago, "A group of about 20
people left over issues of control, not having patience for Pastor Graham's vision to come
to light." This was around the time the church changed its name and some objected that
dropping the name "Wesleyan" demonstrated lack of loyalty to the denomination.
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Psychological contracts depend highly on trust in the leader and the pastor apparently lost
that with those who left. Leslie Graham suggests a metaphor: "Leadership is like driving
a bus. Some people get on and some get off, and some of those you think are going to be
with you for the whole trip get out. But you keep driving the bus." Pledges of loyalty
and commitment do not always survive conflicts or disagreements.
Many relationships needed. Despite the high level of pastoral influence in connecting
people to the church, participants understand that many people are connecting points and
many are involved in making decisions. They are aware of the membership's role in
electing officers and ministry directors, and the responsibility of various groups and
leaders to make their own decisions. It is in the realm of "large issues" that the board,
and the pastor, as head of the board, take a prominent role.
Homogeneity
versus
diversity
Unity in diversity. In some ways, diversity is namral for a church in this community,
however, it is sustained and beneficial, because it has been identified and managed with
intentionality and purpose. Diversity is celebrated at New Hope, and yet diligence is
given to mitigating problems inherent in multiculmralism. Approximately 90% of the
church's adults were bom outside the United States. Flags of the Caribbean nations line
the worship center, but the only time specific nationalities are highlighted is in an annual
meal, where various island foods and culUiral artifacts are demonstrated and shared.
Following the meal, however, there is worship in an atmosphere that reminds people of
their unity. Leslie Graham is troubled whenever people try to segregate, and contends,
"We are here not there. We try to teach people that we are here for a common purpose
under God and need to support each other despite where we came from ... We are in
God's plan for our lives."
Developing youth. Diversity can be seen as the church presents varieties ofmusic, speakers,
and ministries. Women serve in prominent roles, including preaching and leadership.
The platform and worship time highlights those highly skilled as well as those developing
their speaking and singing skills. Children and teens receive the church's investment in
their education and open doors to present their talents before the congregation. Hearing
again from Leslie Graham:
A lot of kids are alone in their homes for hours. We want to make these kids
into leaders, not followers. This requires us to show them the way and allowing
them to stretch to be up front and sing and dance and speak. We are pulling
talent out of them to show them they can do it and push them into purpose.
Contrary views questioned. The answers to two questionnaire items suggest that diversity of
certain viewpoints in the church is not valued. Three of six respondents believe the
church should be conflict free, and four believe conflict to be an "indication that the
enemy is at work" (Q14). At the same time, none of the six respondents could say the
church had positive attimdes regarding people "expressing views contrary to the official
views of a church leader" (Q17). Pastor Graham affirms that the church "works against"
people expressing contrary views (Q17), but also agrees that "conflict within the church is
unavoidable (Q14). Graham has developed a lesson on proper ways to handle conflict,
which is reviewed with the congregation annually. Perhaps regular teaching on conflict is
one way the church "works against" unproductive ways people might otherwise express
opinions contrary to leadership, while encouraging healthy channels of communication.
Assumptions That Guide External Adaption and Survival
Mission and
Strategy
Gospel outreach. Interviews and questionnaires yield 17 statements of the church's mission.
Sixteen of these are strictly outward statements or contain the word "outreach." Several
are proclamation oriented, such as "preach the gospel," or "help people believe in God,"
and several have a holistic message, stating "We have embraced the community and offer
real help for the people that live around here and the intention to "bring family and
community together by faith." Some invoke the church's WORD acronym representing
worship, outreach, relationships and discipleship. Between the common general
alternatives of "taking care of the flock" or impacting the community, member responses
suggest the church has an unusually strong outreach consciousness. Like many
expressions of church purpose, the responses focus on actions more than outcomes, such
as kingdom advancement, city transformation, etc. Outreach in this church includes both
word-based evangelism and holistic concems, even as the most valued long-term effects
of church ministry seems to be the spirimal salvation of individuals and families.
Goals Goals for fun and effect. New Hope members speak comfortably about setting and pursuing
three kinds of goals. "Events" and "activities" are goals in themselves, whether they are
prayer or evangelistic occasions. The number in attendance at special events and regular
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services are a second kind of goal. A third type of goal involves compassion ministries.taster 2009 included all three kinds of aims, with a goal of celebrating the resurrection,
having 1000 in weekend attendance, and giving away 500 pairs of shoesMeans betauea plans and activities. Participants are aware that setting goals flows into appropriate
activities, such as coordinating calendars, inviting people, assigning some to "go around
picking up children," and advertising. Outreach and prayer goals are supported by the
weekly schedule and the participation that is encouraged and tracked. A system for
following up on visitors is carried out, and people report that when they are absent
someone calls to find out their needs
Measurement Track by impressions and numbers. The church has both informal and formal means of
evaluating success. People gage the spirimal response at events, such as how people are
engaged in the worship or respond to the message, and have an eye to how many are inchurch or "coming in from the community. More formally, numbers are reported to the
congregation through announcements, the posting ofweekly attendance figures over
several months, and both occasional and annual reports
Correction Serious review and accountability. New Hope staff carries out a "post-mortem" ofweekly
services and other events, comparing the stated objectives with what acmally happens.
This discussion produces both honest evaluation and ideas for improvements. For
example, the weekly pastoral staffmeeting following the shoe-give-away highlighted not
just a celebration of goals reached, but a determination that similar events would employ
more advertising, because many shoes went unclaimed. Groups are confident that the
final arbiter and authority for making corrections is the pastor, who gathers, and makes
decisions with, his administrative team. Post-mortem reviews results in note taking and
fumre improvements.
Assumptions That Determine Internal Integration
Common
language
Loving God, blessed lives. The people ofNew Hope speak freely and often about being
blessed, prayer, and their community. They speak of the growth of the church and their
fondness for their pastor. Reflecting their stated priorities, people speak of "worship,"
"reaching the lost," "compassion," and "relationships." Cuing "God" most frequently
solicits "Creator" and "Father" or "Daddy," and naming Jesus Christ brings responses
such as "Savior," "mediator," and "king of kings." Questionnaire respondents favor
words that speak ofGod's personhood and immanence, rather than a removed deity, and
they favor language ofGod's loving provision and care, even while strongly identifying
with terms ofGod's anger with sin and sinners (Q25-6).
Comfort with spiritual battle terms. Militant test words provoke responses that reveal a
comfort at New Hope with spirimal battle terms. Reference to God's "kingdom" solicits
"authority" and "mlership," but no sense of kingdom conflict. "Deliverance" evokes
"freedom" and "captivity," but no references to the demonic. Respondents give a chain
reaction of "devil" or "Satan" when hearing "our enemies," though there is some
consciousness of human enemies and the need to "take them to Jesus." The term
"victory" draws responses such as "overcome,' "conquer," and "win" that seems to be
applied in daily living as well as in the spirimal realm by Jesus and his followers. The
phrase "ministry is a battle" triggers both agreement and an opposing view that the battle
is not ours to fight, but God's. "Militant Christianity," prompts some negative reaction,
but is well received as "fighting the devil," "ready for war," and being in "the Lord's
army," meaning that "you will serve him and spread the good news." Some New Hope
interviewees indicate familiarity with "Christian pacifism" and believe the church should
be a "conduit for peace," and though there is a consciousness of "end times," and
"suffering" is seen as a "fulfillment ofprophecy," there is no hint that the United States
figures into the end. Modem Israel, is, however, spoken of as "God's chosen people."
Asked to label conflict language (enemy, victory, defeat, fighting, kingdom), respondents
nominate "militant," and "overcoming," and suggest it is indeed "church language," a
part of the group's vocabulary. Group members use what could be considered militant
terminology as they affirm that helping and "defending" the poor is "one of the church's
main missions."
Group
boundaries
Three lines of inclusion. New Hope appears to have three levels of inclusion. The first line
is traversed as outsiders become those we might call "passing participants" (those who
visit, or attend occasionally). This is a fiizzy line, in part because the church sees itself as
part of the community, is active in the community, and receives within its doors many
who come for the compassion and connecting ministries without any intention of
worshipping there. The size and activity level of the church allows for passing
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participants. A middle level of inclusion is maintained by those who move from
"passing" to what could be labeled "family participation," such as those who attend
services and events over a period ofmonths or years and establish relationships. The
third level is "member." Crossing this boundary involves rimal, including Christian
baptism, participation in a membership class, and official reception by the church. It is
hoped that members will be those "committed to a task," and "living in Christian graces
m their daily lives." Despite the official rittial, the line between "family" and "member"
can be fuzzy, since many people remain in the prior position for years, making them
ineligible for a few roles and functions, but otherwise enjoying the privileges of group
life.
Distributing
power and
status
High expectations for leaders. Faithfiil attendance and volunteering for ministry
participation and leadership are expectations for those moving through group boundaries.
People gain influence by impressing both peers and leadership that they are committed to
the work of the church and are seeking to please God by the way they live. This may
begin with a response to a need the pastor announces that requires volunteers. From the
pool ofworkers, "the pastor calls some people about taking up a ministry role." People
maintain and advance by following "guidelines and modes of operation" and keeping
"things fresh," and by staying "in the Spirit ofGod, in prayer, in the Bible, in the
preached word." These responses suggest both room for flexibility and a high level of
accountability, fitting with a church that states "we are our brother's keeper."
Honor through titles. New Hope participants honor those in various stages ofministerial
preparation and activity by speaking of and to them by their last names preceded by titles
such as "Brother/Sister," "Minister," "Pastor," "Doctor" and "Reverend." These titles,
along with "Mr." and "Mrs." are also to be marked as people fill out attendance cards.
"Brother" and "Sister," as well as other titles, do not reflect distance, but are spoken with
a familial tone and reverence, and with a sense ofaffirming the person's inclusion in, and
value to, the group.
Norms of
intimacy,
friendship, and
love
Broad affection and relational needs. New Hope participants describe their group as a "very
affectionate church," and demonstrate this by their welcoming one another with
handshakes and their singing a welcome song to newcomers. Pastoral staff freely
embrace, express love and encourage participants. Members speak of sharing their deep
emotional concems with friends, their ministry leaders, and "the pastor" or "one of the
pastors." In a church of hundreds, people must find a niche, usually an age-specific or
ministry group, where they can develop shared experiences, in order to go beyond the
shallow relationships that come with mere church attendance. Many do, though more
groups are needed there is a concem that more go deeper relationally.
Rewards and
punishments
PubUc acknowledgement, private correction. Groups are very aware ofpublic expressions
of appreciation from their pastor. They identify rewards in terms of "applause," the
pastor giving people gifts for birthdays, anniversaries and special accomplishments.
Those who serve are recognized with trophies and gifts at the end of the year. One
observes, "People need to be recognized," and it seems that while acknowledgement of
"those who serve" may be a means of reinforcing that value, the recognition given on
father's and mother's days, birthdays, etc. extends public acknowledgement potentially to
everyone. The giving and removing of tifies, as noted above, as well as placing and
removing individuals from positions of service and leadership, fimctions as other means
ofbestowing rewards and sanctioning behavior. Participants contend that the pastorwill
address misbehavior and problems individually "lest it come out publicly." Discipline
can include being "sat down" from a position, and occasionally requires an offender to
apologize before the church.
Explaining the
unexplainable
God answers prayer. New Hope participants are comfortable speaking of the "power of
God," "miracles," "healings," and the "supemamral." They contend that "science cannot
explain everything," and can recall hearing about a significant healing in the church.
They also consider their current building a divine provision. Problems can also be
attributed to the unseen worid. One group identified "sin" as the biggest threat to this or
any church. Prayer is the favored response to both hopes and threats, reflecting the belief
that God responds to the requests of the faithftil.
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APPENDIX 9
The Corporate Cuhure ofWoodland Hhls Church, St. Paul
Deep Level Assumptions
The nature of
truth and
reality
God IS truth and Bible is true. Woodland participants strongly affirm the reality of absolute
tmth. They point to God as the source of all tmth and the Bible as a place to find tmth,
even while some express their difficulty in grasping absolute tmth. The majority of
responding covenant partners say they read the bible weekly (9%) or more often (48%)
(Q9), and a strong majority (85%) affirm the Bible is perfectly tme but must be
mterpreted rather than taking it word for word (11% prefer a "word for word"
understanding of Scripmre) (Q24).
Truth revealed and discovered. Next to the Bible, group members assert that believers must
rely on their "relafionship with God," as the means of disceming between "big and little T
tmth." Science, inner peace, and both general and direct revelation from God are also
means of settling on tmth. Tmth, then, has to be both revealed and discovered.
Certainty of spiritual beings and places. More than 95% of respondents "absolutely" affirm
their belief in God, Satan, angels, demons, and heaven (Q27). A lesser number (90 of
1 08 (83%) are as categorical in their belief in hell, though another 1 3% still consider it a
probable reality, for a total of 96% (Q24). This may reflect a 2008 sermon in which Boyd
raised questions about how to properly interpret what the Bible says about the nature of
hell and damnafion (Boyd "What Is Real" 5/4/08).
The nature of
time
Present orientation. When asked about the "greatest day" ofWHC, most group participants
reflect on key events in the church's past, though a few look to the present or fiimre. The
most common reference is to the group's movement from being a wandering
congregarion to having their own building. That transition is seen as a "God thing," and a
rime of celebration. The "Cross and the Sword" season of 2004 is remembered both as a
rime in which leaders showed they were more concemed with the trath than human
response, and as a rime the church was strengthened through subtracrion and a
reaffirmation of those who remained. One group affirmed the words of a participant who
tesrified, "I love it when I feel like leadership will say stuff they believe to be tme
regardless of reaction�it demonstrates integrity." Other past sermon and small group
series are also seen as great moments for the church and individuals involved. An
affirmafion of "every day" being great solicits positive response in groups, and strong
support is evoked within one group when a member states the greatest day is "yet to
come." Though no specifics are envisioned, respondents look forward to increased
"community and ministry outside the building." Overall, there seems to be a strong
present-day rime orientarion that is based on the church's ongoing story, and which gives
people hope for its conrinuing intemal integrity and outward ministry. Participants
evidence neither a sense of living in the past nor the pursuit of ftimre visions.
The nature of
space
Openness. For several reasons, "openness" may be the word that best capmres the sense of
space at Woodland Hills Church. First, the entry is into a spacious gathering area that
enables uncrowded interaction before and after services. During worship services a large
portion is used by attendees, who because they have young children, or for some other
reason do not want to enter the worship center, to sit and view the service on video
screens. The worship center is spacious and informal. Secondly, the buildings are made
available to community groups for meetings or celebrations. It is seen as a resource to the
people of the area, whether they are families, other Christian ministries, or even groups
such as a gay organization which requested and was granted the privilege of holding a
special meeting in a classroom. Recently, there was great enthusiasm over the proposed
use of the facilities for temporary housing for homeless families. Third, though the
building is important to church participants, there is a prevailing emphasis that ministry
takes place beyond the physical stmcmres. Home groups are not simply facilitated and
encouraged, substanrial curriculum and energies are put into their continuance and
development. Similarly, the emphasis on volunteer service to the community adds to the
sense of a church beyond walls.
Pragmatic and shared. Though it may seem a contradiction of terms, the church's office
space is both open and crowded. Dozens ofpastors and assistants have their offices in an
area more fitting for half their numbers. Rooms of approximately 1 00 square feet are
offices for 2-3 pastors, so many meerings are held in other areas of the property. The
executive pastors' offices are neither larger nor less shared than the others. Upstairs is a
larger area for offices, but finances and/orministry priorifies have prevented church from
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completing the building plans. The layered and pragmatic use of office space is
reminiscent ofmany urban churches ofmuch smaller size, and no complaints are likely to
be heard among staff over the space limitations.
The nature of
human nature
Troubled humanity. WHC participants view humans as a troubled race. While using
positive terms such as "searching," "seekers," "in process," "good," and "created in
God's image," they more commonly use terms such as "fallen," "sad," and "self-serving."
Some distinguish between namral humanity and those who have received "God's
intervention," and been given a "regenerated heart" "when the Holy Spirit is deposited
within it." One group member echoes some of the pastor's language in affirming, "Ifwe
had a perfect world people would tend to be good, but in a warzone world they do bad."
Nearly 70% of questionnaire respondents prefer the statements that "people are basically
sinful" (12%)) and "people are basically sinful but capable of good" (57%) to those stating
that "people are basically good (1%) and "people are basically good but capable of sin
(25%) (Q29). In short, the culmre affirms that humans are by namre more bad than good,
but can become more good than bad with God's help.
The nature of
human activity
WHC goes against the general culture. The people ofWHC are very cognizant of the push
and pull between the general culmre and the church, as well as the tension within people
of faith over the conflicting draws of culmre and church. They believe most churches are
more highly influence by the culmre than their own, and assert, "Our church effects
culmre. Our goal is to go against the culmre." They also express the belief that people of
faith can bring about change: "Those who belong to Christ have a profound and invisible
influence on culture." The fiimre is not seen as predetermined, as one group contends,
"God doesn't have it written out. We live in a fallen world with spirimal warfare going
on." The conviction that it is possible to have a real influence on the world is something
participants feel is part of their church identity. Eighty percent of questionnaire
respondents agree or strongly agree that their church speaks about reaching the world or
having a world impact (Q18).
Influence through justice seeking and prayer. Two ways the church seems to attempt to
impact society are through seeking economic justice {11% of respondents indicate their
church advocates this) and prayer (92%) agree their church encourages laying on hands
and praying for miracles) (Q17). Perhaps in fidelity to this belief 74% of respondents
indicate they pray daily or several times a day (QIO). Some interviewees worry that
prayer is not as high a priority in the church as it once was, citing the loss of a pastoral
level prayer leader and a decline in prayer groups and events. Conversely, few believe
their church encourages its members to serve in the military (12%) or to pressure political
leaders and instimtions (13%) (Q17). So, while there is strong faith that people can effect
change, there are equally strong convictions regarding appropriate and inappropriate ways
to accomplish positive ends.
The nature of
human
relationships
The difficulties of analyzing WHC's relational assumptions are similar to sorting out the
church's master analogue, because the group's sense of its own distinctiveness must be
weighed alongside its social focus. It may be pmdent, therefore, to make several
observafions without attempting to force the culmre into preset, either-or categories.
Conflicting values and competitive ideas. Church participants are keenly aware of opposing
value systems that are held by the general population, including many churches and
Christians, and the values they advocate in their church body. When asked what holds
the people of their church together, the most common reply is "Greg Boyd." Though they
affirm this is not Greg's desire ("Greg doesn't foster hero worship"), "the church would
change significantly if he were not here." Such statements, however, seem not to reflect a
personality cult, but to be motivated by Boyd's teaching that gives the church a
distinctive identity. One group member says the people stay together because they "are
counterculmral and all the people there are looking for something different in a church
that goes against the grain, and want a church that is diverse and reaches out to
everyone." So, while most people and churches blend into the culmre, this is a group that
is moving the other way, and while many churches exclude some people, this fellowship
opens its hearts and doors to all. Interviewees also believe they are held together by their
common understanding that there are competing forces at work in the world. One
celebrates, "WHC gets the bigger story about the warfare worldview and that we are
opposed and have a battle role," while another adds "preaching the kingdom," as a
unifying factor.
A battle to build community. Church participants, themselves, battle competing forces
vrithin. While interviewees argue that many are attracted to the church by the distinctive
teaching, they identify the same as the primary cause of division. As one testifies, "when
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Greg is preaching truth you can either repent or leave, and many people don't want to
deal with the conviction. There is something in their life that they are battling. It is tough
to look in the mirror " Some recall the departure of the thousand after the Cross and
the Sword series, but "controversial preaching" has moved others to leave as well.
"Politics" and "pride" are noted as reasons former participants have left. Community and
mterpersonal relationships are seen as necessary for both individual and church health.
While there are some affirmations that the group is bonded by "mumal love, respect and
dignity," and "community," it is the stmggle to find and build meaningfiil relationships
that is often cited as the reason people leave the church. One gathering of people from
active small groups voiced this series of responses to the question ofwhat breaks the
people ofWHC apart:
Not getting to know people. ... It is easy to come and be anonymous. ... On the
flip side even if you want to connect it is difficult. ... I used to think anonymity is
good, but no more. It is good to be connected. ... I am sincerely trying to develop
meaningful relationships here, but I am not always successfiil.
There is a great draw toward community on the part of the people, and there is a pull from
the leadership to establish significant relationships. The fulfillment of this dream,
however, remains both a need and a hope.
Individualism. The overall picmre of human relationships at WHC reflects strong
assumptions of something the leadership preaches against: individualism. Families or
individuals fie themselves to the group largely by their choice to be part of a
"counterculmral community" to be challenged by Greg Boyd's and his staffs preaching,
and to seek to live out the kingdom. Once in the doors, they must choose to develop
relationships or remain anonymous. They choose to leave primarily because they are
offended by Greg's teaching and secondarily because of their lack of robust relafionships.
Psychological contracts are not held as binding beyond a person's preference. The idea of
Covenant Partners was designed to ameliorate the weaknesses of typical church
membership, but its year by year lifespan may reinforce a provisional commitment of
participants, when not countered with some means of affirming life-long commitment to
the church's mission.
Homogeneity
versus
diversity
Diversity valued and reinforced. Diversity is a stated goal of the church, and is observable
in various aspects of church life. Musically, the alternating worship teams each have their
unique styles that emphasize, to one degree or another, black gospel, contemporary, folk
and bynm genres. Leaders resist calls for utilizing a narrower range such as what is heard
on the Christian contemporary music radio station KLOV (Blagman 2009). Regarding
diversity of opinion, only 10% of questionnaire respondents believe the church
discourages its members from expressing views contrary to the views of church leaders
(Q17), and 61% say their church believes intemal confiict can be constractive (Q14).
Demographically, approximately 90% of those who completed the questionnaire are
white and 76% college educated, and 77% estimate their household income at above
$50,000. Observations, and the sense within interview groups, suggest a greater degree
of diversity among the larger group of church participants than is suggested by the
questionnaire responses from covenant partners.
Assumptions That Guide External Adaption and Survival
Mission and
Strategy
An outreaching community. Interviewees and questionnaire respondents reflect the various
elements ofWHC mission and vision statements (above) in describing their church's
purpose (Q8). Forty percent speak of "showing"/"reflecting"/"proclaiming" God's love,
and the same portion speak of "serving"/"reaching" their immediate community.
"Advancing" or "building" "the kingdom" is important for more than one in three, with a
few mentioning that this advancement is "against the kingdom of darkness."
Approximately a third incorporate terms of their corporate identity and the call to "be a
community," as a starting point for mission, while a few less generate terms of reaching
"the world, as the Lord leads." Many also express the church's desire to be a "bridge" and
to "bring down the walls" that divide people.
Demonstrating the kingdom. Though the fiillness of God's kingdom is the ultimate vision, it
is not envisioned as being within the control ofmortals. Still, the mission of the church is
to work to further the mission, and 80% of questionnaire respondents agree or strongly
agree that their church speaks about "reaching the world" or having a "world impact"
(Ql 8). How this is to be done is both through "being" and "doing." The corporate
understanding of the church's mission is to be a people in whom God's kingdom of love
and service is present, and to demonstrate it in such a way that others are helped and
welcomed.
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Goals Outward community service and inside community development. Group members cue to
two subjects in response to questions about church goals. First, they point outward to
various ministries that have risen to help the homeless and others in the "inner city" and
such places as schools, and note the sending out of local and overseas missionaries.
Secondly, they reflect on goals related to the deepening of relationships in the church
community, recalling that in the past couple ofyears small groups have been revived.
One group affirmed, "The point is to deepen as a community rather than grow. We try to
have a small church feel." Both outreach and in-group relational goals come together as
respondents identify the development of current goals for groups that will deepen the
awareness among the church population of the realities ofpoverty and need around them.
Non-numerical objectives. The June meeting for covenant parmers included a staff
presentation of goals for 2009-10. The presented goals were very general in character,
including plans for developing educational programs, homeless care, and recycling. The
only goals that included numbers were the financial budgets. According to group
interviews, goals presented at such meetings often reflect ongoing discussions between
staff and church participants. The communal development of goals appears to be a more
recent development, perceived as an improvement from earlier top-down planning,
though some people sfill believe they are left out of consideration.
Means Team leadership. Attempts by groups to describe the church's organizational stmcmre
proved difficult and provided little common ground. Participants are confident, however,
that the church is led by the three executive pastors, and that they give direction to the rest
of the paid staff and volunteers. Interviewees believe the stracmre provides direction for
a "well organized church," that is both top-down and draws from the "root system of the
people." They believe that through these systems, and adequate communication, goals
can be wisely pursued.
Measurement Not a metric kind of church. Church participants seem sure of the kinds of results they want
to see, and equally confident that they are difficult or impossible to measure. A sense of
victory and celebration flows from such things as "a generous outpouring of giving for a
need," or hearing "testimonies about touched lives." A clear reluctance to most numerical
measurements is voiced through such statements as, "we are not a metric kind of church,"
"we have to tmst," "in the kingdom, we don't know yet whether something is successfiil
or not," and "we don't even list attendance." A numerical exception is that "money is a
metric," finances are tracked and reported, and missions giving is quite important to
many. When asked about the success of the church (Q23), many affirm that the church is
already successfiil, while others look for higher retention of families, observable
improvement in the surrounding community, and more authentic imitation of Christ by
those who claim to be Christians.
Big on mission, small on measures. Questions that sohcit knowledge ofWHC mission and
goals (Q8, 23) produce similar responses, indicating that the church's covenant partners
are quite in mne with the church's larger purposes and judge ongoing actions according to
these principles. The general character of the church's goals and a declared opposition to
most numerical metrics leaves measuring the state ofministries to subjective evaluation,
which can undermine the ability of leaders and participants to make serious evaluations
and changes when these might be needed.
Correction Constructive view of conflict. While participants look first to the executive pastors with
Greg Boyd "as the front person," to correct serious problems in the church, some others
who are looked to as problem solvers include God, the board of tmstees, overseers the
fiill staff and "the congregation as a whole." Conflict within the church is not seen as
malevolent. Only 20% of questionnaire respondents would perceive such difficulties as
an indication that "the Enemy is at work," while 74% affirm that conflict with the church
can be constmctive or even initiated by God (Q14). Few (10%) view the church as
lacking clear policies for handling conflict, even as the majority are split between those
who perceive clear policies (48%)) and those uncertain (42%)). Reflecting the limited
number ofmetrics, the only specific stories of correction to church problems surround its
financial crises. People recall that changes in the budget involved pay cuts among most
of the staff and that these were made in a collaborative fashion over a period ofweeks,
rather than being quickly ordered by top staff
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Assumptions That Determine Internal Integration
Common
language
Kingdom, love, community and Jesus. WHC participants have several expressions that
mform their identity. The most common term they cue to is "kingdom," either by itself
or m phrases, such as "build the kingdom," "bringing the kingdom," "upside down
kmgdom, and "do the kingdom." This theme is followed by "love," "walking in love,"
"its all about love," and the more peculiar expression "unsurpassable worth," meaning
ascribing to each person, particularly troubled ones, great and etemal value. Participants
expect visitors to hear the language of "building relationships," "building bridges," and
"community." The name of Jesus is expected to be heard, as in "the bottom line is Jesus,"
"look at Jesus and look like Jesus," and "reflecting Jesus." Cuing vocabulary in group
interviews gains affectionate terms related to God. To "God," participants consistently
and enthusiastically respond with "love," then a variety of terms, such as "good," and
l^awesome." With "Jesus Chrisf cued, common expressions include "love," "Savior,
"'"'^fr "sacrifice." The "kingdom ofGod," prods responses such as "now and noty^t," "great place," "where 1 want to be," and one response of "holy warfare."
"Deliverance" is seen as synonymous with "freedom," "the Exodus," and "salvation,"
with one group noting that the deliverance God gives is away "from Satan."
Church as community center, family and team. Terms which quesfionnaire respondents
say most prominently represent the feel of their church are "community center," "family,"
then "team." Second tier terms include "school," "army," and "hospital" (Q20).
Spiritual warfare, yes. Militant Chrisfianity, no. Other language-response items in group
interviews touch on militancy concems. References to modem Israel, the United States of
America, and end times are given a variety of responses, but no participants seem to tie
the three entities together in prophetic expectation. In fact, one participant asserts, "Greg
doesn't like going there." On the other hand, many comfortably respond with "warfare"
or "spirimal warfare" when asked to label church words like enemy, victory, defeat, etc.
Suggesting the word, "victory," moves people to responses like "Jesus," "mine," and the
contention that "victory is ours, so we fight from it not for it." The majority of group
participants affirm the statement, "ministry is a battle," associating it with the experience
of those in ministry who find they need to wear their spirimal "armor," because "the last
thing Satan wants to do is leave someone unscathed who is ministering." Some, however,
chafe at the phrase because they "don't believe in fighting," and believe one must choose
between love and fear. The term, "militant Christianity," consistently provokes at
negative response. It is called an "oxymoron," "hypocrisy," "perversion, "legalism,"
"scary, and among other things, "inappropriate." A few sympathetic voices allow it as a
partial tmth, one conceding, "technically, we are supposed to be militant, but not against
flesh and blood." This sentiment is echoed when participants are asked to complete the
sentence, "We fight against . . ." and they respond with "principalities and powers,'' along
vrith "Satan and his kingdom," "stmcmres and instimtions," and "injustice." Rounding
out the exploration ofpotentially militant terms, WHC groups show about a 50%
familiarity with the term "Christian pacifism," some associating it with Mennonites and
Greg Boyd, while the other half are unfamiliar with the meaning. "Intemational war" is
perceived as "inevitable," "everywhere," and "destmctive of fiesh and spirit." While
some call it "wrong," there are few either hawkish or dovish statements that would either
defend or oppose war categorically.
Group
boundaries
Welcome without judgment. To employ a metaphor of the church as a house, it could be
said that Woodland Hills has a large porch and front doors that are open wide. Church
facilities are open to a wide variety of groups and events. Ministries, such as the Refuge,
provide a place for individuals with a range of stmggles and spirimal understanding.
There is a decided reluctance on the part ofWHC participants to judge the condition of
souls with whom they are unfamiliar. While overwhelmingly believing in heaven, "no
opinion" is the most common answer given by questionnaire respondents regarding
whether heaven is where "average Americans," "your neighbors," and "non-Christians"
will spend eternity (Q28). So, while they believe there are lines that separate kingdom
insiders and outsiders, they are reluctant to draw those lines themselves. The physical
openness and large number ofpeople make it possible for attendance without
accountability. When asked what they look for in prospective new attendees, group
participants express welcome to "anyone," and "everybody," "regardless of their kind of
brokenness."
Insiders accept responsibilities. Group members express the desire to receive people in their
brokenness, but rather than leaving them there, they want to "help them find love," and
move from the entry area to the living space. This involves becoming a "covenant
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partner." Covenant partnership is a circle of people informed about and committed to the
church, within a larger circle of people associated with the group. While the requirementsofbecoming a partner are not exceedingly high, the requirement of annual renewal is a
remmder that being an insider is a matter of both choice and active participation. While
the typical understanding that "membership has its privileges" remains tme in this
environment, the commitment and renewal is at least as much a reminder that
membership has its responsibilities. Insiders accept responsibilities.
Distributing
power and
status
Volunteermg turns into position. The pathway to influence at WHC involves steps of
involvement, character, and recognition. Groups testify that church leaders "are always
looking for volunteers." They "put word out that a ministry is looking for members," and
"anybody can step forward." A volunteer is offered "lots of training," and does well to
have a "teachable and willing heart." Most of those in staff positions began by serving as
volunteers, received training and experience, and were asked by Janice to take a position
of greater responsibility. As one Refuge leader says, "My volunteering mmed into
position." This is a pattem that can be ttaced back even to the executive staff Janice is a
"most unlikely" executive pastor (Unger 2009, Eddy 2009, Rohling 2009), whose formal
education was in computers, work experience was in a constmction company, but became
a church board member, then was asked to be the church organizer and executive pastor.
None of the three executive pastors have pastoral preparation degrees, which is tme as
well ofmost of the staff Because several staffmembers have been with the church from
near its beginning, and other staff are related to the early staff there is some perception
that being in close relationship with existing staff is one key to advancement in ministry
roles.
Titles in formal documents. Distinctions are made of roles and responsibilities by titles in
printed materials. There are "pastors," and "associate pastors," indicating either oversight
of an entire area or leadership under another in the same ministry. However, titles are
rarely used by leaders in introducing themselves to others or by church participants
speaking of or to pastors.
Norms of
intimacy,
friendstiip, and
love
Warm relationships. Woodland volunteers and attendees present a warm welcome to guests
and relate to one another with enthusiasm. Interviewees see their church as friendly,
greeting most people with a handshake and their friends with hugs. Cross-gender
ministry relationships seem to be comfortable, perhaps aided by a strong gender mix in
the staff, the common reality ofhusband/wife teams in ministries, busy and shared office
space, and the common areas often used for meetings. Protective policies seem to be in
place for the extensive counseling programs. Consistently, group members testify that
their "deep emotional smfF' is shared in smaller ministry contexts, with one group
affirming "that is the hope and purpose for the small groups."
Conflict accepted as part of life. Congregants express mixed reviews in regards to the
decision making and conflict resolutions policies of the church. Many express confidence
that decisions flow from the executive staff to the larger staff then to the covenant
parmers and congregation in top-down fashion. Some interviewees believe that there is a
lot of listening and surveying of the congregation regarding opinions and church
direction. TTiere is a consciousness that in such a large church the process must be less
democratic than in smaller bodies. There is somewhat less confidence that the church has
equipped its people to wisely settle differences that do not involve higher levels of
leadership. Fifty-two percent of respondents are unsure that the church has policies for
handling conflict or believe it does not (Q15).
Rewards and
punishments
Recognition given to those who serve and the church as a whole. Church participants and
leaders identify "those who serve" as heroes of the faith through public recognition.
Interviewees indicate they feel honored to be able to serve and give and that the message
"good job, we're moving forward" is motivating. Some of the praise that can be observed
is not directed at individual leaders, but to the church as a whole, such as appreciation for
giving to a food pantry or other community-care ministry. Not everyone, however, is
confident that there is a sufficient level of appreciation shared. Whatever the level of
public congramlations is shared, it is far higher than the public display of discipline or
punishment. Many have never been aware of church discipline being carried out, though
some can recall that there have been a few times when a staffmember has been brought
"before the congregation," but do not recall the reasons.
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Explaining the
unexplainable
Comfort with the supernatural. WHC groups speak freely about great events as "miracles,"
"God deals," and "miraculous." They connect questions of the supemamral with Greg
Boyd's "honesty about smff like demons." One group contends that in "other churches
you'd be really weird to talk about the miraculous and supemamral," but that at
Woodland one is comfortable with it. Many church participants are aware of Pastor
Janice having prophetic visions, and some are willing to speak of "having a word" for the
church that can be brought to the leadership. These are received openly, albeit cautiously.
Janice notes that she "hated telling Greg about these visions because he didn't know what
to do with them" (Rohling 2009). What helped then, and formed a pattem, was sharing
such things among the leaders and sense-making as a group.
Pray and trust. In response to questions regarding what happens when a big threat faces the
church, interviewees respond with the words "prayer," and "tmst," and with real stories of
a youth pastor falling off the roof and breaking his back, of threatening financial crises,
and Greg stepping out of the pulpit to take a sabbatical, not knowing if he would remm.
While God is the explanation for great events, there is no finger pointing to a cause of
difficulties. They are apparently part of life without need of explanation.
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APPENDIX 10
Cross-case Summary Using Schein's Cultural Framework
(See Appendices 4-9 for greater detail)
Appendix 10:1-7
Deep Level Assumptions
Ark ofMercy Open Door Skyline
First
Wesleyan
New Hope
Woodland
Hills
1
The
nature
of
truth
and
reality Bible is truth.
Spirits exist.
Enemies exist.
Tmth is in Jesus
and Bible.
Spirits absolutely
exist.
Enemies are
spirimal.
Tmth in God and
Bible
Tmth is in the
Bible.
Tmth in the
Bible, properly
interpreted.
God is tmth and
Bible is tme.
Tmth revealed
and discovered.
Certainty of
spirimal beings
and places.
The
nature
of
time Presentorientation. Orientation mix. Monochronicand mixed.
Present-near
fiimre
orientation.
Time on the
march.
Polychronic
time.
Present
orientation.
The
nature
of
space Missionalfacilities. Planned forgrowth. Multi-purpose,"make it work"facilities.
Neighborhood
presence.
Worship and
community
center.
Urban facility
conversion.
Centrality of
worship.
For the people.
Openness.
Pragmatic and
shared.
4
The
nature
of
human
nature
Sinfiil with
potential.
Getting fi-ee.
Saved or lost,
sold out or
lukewarm
Troubled.
Fallen and
diverse.
Every person a
mixmre of good
and bad.
Selfish, but with
hope.
Troubled
humanity.
The
nature
of
human
activity
Responsible to
do good.
Church as army
and hospital.
Militancy
needed.
Prevailing
prayer.
Church should
influence culmre.
Power in prayer.
Power over the
enemy.
Our actions
matter.
Power starts in
prayer.
Culmre currently
winning the
battle.
Prayer is a force.
Localized, rather
than generalized
change.
People shape the
fiimre.
Prayer works.
Faith should be
demonstrated.
WHC goes
against the
general culmre.
Influence
through justice
seeking and
prayer.
6
The
nature
of
human
relationships Church is family.Conflict avoided. Strong,affectionaterelationships are
essential.
Competitive
culmres.
Caring church
family.
Family stress.
Love and family.
Family conflict.
Worth it.
Desire for
cooperation.
Psychological
contracts tied to
tmst in the
leader.
Many
relationships
needed.
Conflicting
values and
competitive
ideas.
A battle to build
community.
Individualism.
Homogeneity versus diversity Openness withpreference forthe poor.
Diversity of
thought valued.
Pastoral
authority valued.
Homogeneous.
Diversity both
valued and
difficult.
Unity in
diversity.
Developing
youth.
Contrary views
questioned.
Diversity valued
and reinforced.
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Appendix 10:8-12
External Adaptation
Ark ofMercy Open Door Skyline
First
Wesleyan
New Hope
Woodland
Hills
8
Mission
and
Strategy Helping thehurting. Help, save,revive, equip.Blurry focus.
Encounter,
connect, and
serve.
Taking the Word
to the unsaved
and bringing the
unsaved to
Christ.
Community
building.
Gospel outreach.
An outreaching
community.
Demonstrating
the kingdom.
OS o
o
More ministry Propheticguidance.
Corporate
wimess.
Church goals
unknown.
General goals for
some ministries.
Goals for fun
and effect.
Outward
community
service and
inside
community
development.
Non-numerical
objectives.
10 Means Pastor andworkers.
Clear authority
and
accountability.
Equipping the
people.
Weaknesses
threaten to
overwhelm
strengths.
Partnership of
pastor and
people.
Keeping
outsiders in
view.
Detailed plans
and activities.
Team leadership.
11 Measurement Changed lives. Vaguemeasurements.Thoroughcommunication. Peopleresponding to thegospel. Numbers.Sensing Godwith us. Track byimpressions andnumbers.
Not a metric
kind of church.
Big on mission,
small on
measures.
12 Correction Pastor Janice. Systems in place. Pastoralleadership andcommunication. Pastor andpeople. Serious reviewandaccountability. Constractiveview of conflict.
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Appendix 10:13-18
Internal Integration
\rk ofMercy Open Door Skyline
First
Wesleyan
New Hope
Woodland
Hills
13
Common
language Love and
harvest.
Love and
blessing.
Equipped to
overcome.
Love and
affection.
Cautious use of
warfare
language.
Fumre conflict.
Blessing and
praise.
Present battle is
igainst Satan and
the powers.
Loving God,
blessed lives.
Comfort with
spirimal battle
terms.
Kingdom, love,
community and
Jesus.
Church as
community
center, family
and team.
Yes to spirimal
warfare, no to
militant
Christianity.
14 Group boundaries Get saved andinvolved. Open doors.Three levels ofinclusion.
Open doors.
"Skyliner"
through faith and
commitment.
Non-Christians
are outside of
grace.
FWC open to all.
Official
membership
important.
Three lines of
inclusions.
Welcome
without
judgment.
Insider accept
responsibilities.
15 Distributing powerand status Faithful service. Loyalty isroyalty. Honor to pastand presentservants.
Significance in
titles and dress.
Service is a
privilege.
High
expectations for
leaders.
Honor through
titles.
Volunteering
mms into
position.
Titles in formal
documents.
16 Norms
of
intimacy
Affectionate
family.
Opposed by the
devil.
Surrounding the
pastor.
A hugging
church.
Support through
hugs and prayer.
High affection
and openness.
Broad affection
and relational
needs.
Warm
relationships.
Conflict
accepted as part
of life.
17 Rewards
and
punislinients Workershonored.
Servants
appreciated.
Accountability,
not punishment.
Adulation and
accountability
for those who
serve.
Celebrate all
accomplish
ments and
service.
The redemptive
discipline of
being "sat
down."
Public
acknowledge
ment, private
correction.
Recognition
given to those
who serve and
the church as a
whole.
18 Explaining
the
unexplainable
A place where
miracles happen.
Affirmation in
enemy
opposition.
Expecting and
experiencing
miracles.
God grants
miracles in
response to
prayer.
Miracles and
God's blessing.
Satan fights
against us.
God answers
prayer.
Comfort with the
supemamral.
Pray and trast.
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APPENDIX 11
Group Interview, Word-Response Raw Data
Appendix 11:1-4
Ark of
Mercy
Open Door Skyline First Wesleyan New
Hope
Woodland
Hills
1.
God
Jehoveli Jireh.
Holy. King of
Kings. Peace.
Awesome.
Power**
Love**. Alpha
and Omega.
Power. Love.
Mercy
Almighty. 3 in
1 . Trinity.
Holy.
Almighty.
Almighty.
Father. Love.
Peace
Dad. Omnipotent.
Creator. Cool.
Sovereign*.
Awesome.
My dad.
Wholeness.
Everything. Life.
Powerful. Daddy.
In us.
Good. All-knowing. Perfect.
Almighty. In charge. Ruler of the
universe. Abides at skyline.
Beginning and the end. God is
love. Creator omniscient
awesome. Lord Jesus trinity
sovereignty love. Awesome.
Truth. Magnificent. Spirit. All
knowing. Omnipresent. Love.
Jesus. Creator. Compassion,
Sovereign. Savior. Creator.
Supreme being. Heavenly father.
Abba. Love** Jesus. Faithful
forgiving supreme dad friend
Lord. Jesus. Mighty. Love.
Savior Almighty My friend
Merciful Grace
Ultimate power. Authority.
Savior. Unlimited. One.
Patient. Kind. Almighty.
Good. Love, Eternal Life.
Mercifiil.
Worship. Supreme
Savior. Awesome. Creator.
Glorious. Redeemer.
Savior. Creator. Almighty.
Omnipotent. Healer. Father
Holy Ghost.
Mighty
Creator,
Creator of
earth. Great,
creator ofman.
Father. Daddy,
'ather. Creator,
Sustainer,
Omnipresent,
Shepherd Good
ind faithfiil,
-orgiveness.
Confession.
:.ove*** Good, Awesome
^ove** Peace, Brotherhood,
Trust
Jesus, Good, Love***
Love*, beautiful trinity Christ
Love, Creator, Jesus,
-oundation. Triune, Mystery,
1
2.
Jesus
Christ
Savior. Prince
of Peace.
Redeemer.
Tower. Lion of
Judah. Lamb.
Healer.
Provider.
Savior.
Sacrifice.
Redeemer.
Everlasting
Savior. Lord of
all. Savior
Life. Salvation.
Savior. Salvation.
Son ofGod
Savior***.
Redeemer. King.
Friend. Amazing.
Savior**. Friend.
Merciful. Savior.
Best friend.
Savior. Real. Chief
cornerstone.
Savior. Without him we would be
lost. Appreciate all he did for us.
God himself Savior. Lord. Truth.
Shepherd. Sacrifice. God Savior
Lord. Savior. Friend. Teacher.
Healer. Carpenter.
Savior****. Salvation. Only
begotten Son.
Savior. Son ofGod. Life.
Savior**8 brother sacrifice
forgiveness perfect intercessor
redeemer. Friend. Savior. God.
The way. Truth.
Savior*** He died for me.
Passion. The lamb that was
sacrificed. Salvation. Love
Mercy. Savior** my lord.
The example. Immanuel.
Everything. Alive. All
powerful. Wonderfiil
counselor. Peace. Truth.
God.* Friend. Mighty and
marvelous. Head over all.
Caring friend. Died for us.
Resurrected. Savior. Friend.
Messiah. Redeemer. Coming
again. Our savior, redeemer.
fhe cross.
Messiah, Great
teacher,
Jerusalem
Mediator, Died
on the cross.
Savior, Lord,
Redeemer,
Savior, King of
<ings, Lord of
lords. King of
5eace, of
�ighteousness.
Savior**Love, Friend
Sacrifice, Obedience, Love
tolerance forgiveness, Yahweh
Messiah
The cross Friend, lover ofmy
soul. Savior. Lord,
Lord beautiful love kind
Savior, Cmcified, Redeemer,
Sacrifice, Messiah,
3.
Kingdom
of
God
Heaven.
Home.
Heaven. Home.
Paradise.
Holy City.
Where we live.
Heaven. What
we are seeking.
Home at last.
Heaven
Church. Power.
Family. Militant.
Glorious. Advancing.
Bringing others in.
Cooperation of
heaven and earth, the
ideal ofGod's work
here. Strong. Army
with different
battalions. The world.
Advancement**.
Consummation ofall
things. Authority.
Advancement. At
hand. Our job.
The church* Heaven. We are part
of the kingdom ofGod. At hand.
God's people. Everything all
creation. Eternity
heaven. Etemal.
Heaven**** Within you.
That's a Jehovah's Witness term.
Heaven**.
Come quickly** destination.
Here ateady. Hope. Eternity. He
is king we are his princes and
princesses.
truth. Happiness. Joy. Peace.
Hope.
Reward. Everlasting. Big
prize.
Us**. Purpose. Still in the
making. Can't wait to get
there. Process.
the people, Etemal. The
promise. Everlasting, Hope,
Peace,
Adore, Extensive, Expansive,
Ruler
Can't be destroyed. Hope to
see one day. No kingdom can
compare.
Heaven. The church.
Heaven,
Golden streets.
Authority,
Rulership,
Salvation,
Etemal life.
Great place. Everyone, Whole,
Paradise, Brotherhood, Now
and not yet.
Mustard seed. People ofGod,
Reign of God, Manifest,
Heaven on earth.
Separate paradoxical holy
warfare where I want to be,
taken home, fiiture
Is within us. Vast, Now, And in
the fumre. Present,
1
4.
Deliverance
Me****.
Grace. This
church.
Freedom. Love
people and
pray for it.
"Me" Everyone
here has been
delivered from
something,
which is why
we have unity.
Peace. Free.
Deliverance
from this earth,
heaven.
Jesus. Freedom. Inner
healing. Casting out
demons. Demons.
Freedom. Joy. Fun.
Freedom from
bondage whether
demonic or not.
Freedom***. From
the enemy, anything
that binds people.
(comes from Exodus
and Jesus casting out
demons). Freedom**.
Demons and
demonic. Timer
healing.
From sin. Cured from sin.
the cross. Freedom.
salvation. Saved. Sin.
freedom. Salvation. Jesus.
from sin. Saving. Peace.
Freedom from bondage or bad
situation.
Set free redeemer salvation.
Healing miraculous victory
relief Sin. Jesus.
My life. Grace. Necessary.
Healing. Freedom. Liberty.
Tliank you Jesus.
Hallelujah. Freedom,
Amazing free grace.
Available to everyone.
Free from sin. Freedom,
Made it in,
Grace*** mercy. Love,
Peace, Freedom,
Free, Saved, Repent,
Redeemed.
Being saved.
Being safe.
Freedom.
Peace.
Set free.
Salvation. Over
captivity.
A door open for
us, Jesus,
Freedom*** set free.
Salvation, Exodus,
Jesus, Prayer, Freedom***,
Needed, Hallelujah, Needed**
Hallelujah, standing free,
freedom
Peace, Freedom**, Jesus,
Grace and mercy. Holy Spirit,
Deliverance is from Satan,
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Appendix 11:5-8
Ark of
Mercy
Satan. Demons.
,\nti-Christ.
Deceiver.
2 Father of Lies.
.\ccuser.
aj Ephesians 6.
Love them and
pray for them
Devil The
devil. Sin, flesh
and the world.
Satan. We
need to pray for
our enemies.
Pray for them.
Satan. The flesh.
Complacency
Love our enemies
Demonic powers.
in. Ourselves.
Defeated.
Strongholds. Prayer
for those who
despitefiilly use us.
'Our Enemy"
Satan**. He's
behind it all.
Opposers ofGod
and good. Not flesh
and blood. Satan**
Open Door
Satan and his angels. Self, pride.
love your enemies. Satan. The
powers of darkness. Doubt and
fear. The lost are against us and
this has come through in prop 8.
outreach. Spiritual forces. Satan.
Middle Eastem cultures that are
against Christians.
Satan. Anti-Christ. Negative
culture.
Satan****. Self Flesh.
Satan. Love our enemies.
Love them. Satan. The devil.
Satan. Evil One.
Skyline
Love them. Prayer. Tlie devil.
Destruction. Strength,
Footstool
Love. Patience. Warfare*.
Forgiveness. Atheists. Tlie
devil.
Our own selves. Satan and his
agents. Spiritual warfare.
Satan. Any of our enemies are
the enemies ofGod.
Keep us humble. Keep us on
our knees.
Satan**** devil. Lucifer and
his angels.
First Wesleyan
Devil.'
Satan**
demonic forces
Witchcraft.
Adversary.
lesus said he
put all
snemies under
feet. If I
lave an enemy
need to take
them to Jesus.
New
Hope
Satan** Love them.
Love. Opponents.
Satan.***** powers of
darkness. Ourselves.
Satan, fallen angels, pride
Satan. Love and pray for our
;nemies. Satan. Not flesh and
blood. Spiritual war. Sneaky.
Woodland
Hills
Satan. Anti-
Christ.
Demons.
Deceiver.
Father of Lies.
Accuser.
Ephesians 6.
Love them and
pray for them
Devil
The devil. Sin,
flesh and the
world.
Satan. We
need to pray for
our enemies.
Pray for them.
Lost*** Lost****.
Need to talk with
them. Not ignorant,
but educated in
different directions.
There's something
about coming
together with them
in love. Need to
talk with them.
Harvest. Needful.
Soon-to-be-
Christians.
Bondage.
Unbelievers,
Lost****
Pre-believer*,
Field. Our schools.
Lost souls. Not very bright if not
seeking the truth, but perhaps
have not heard the truth. Know
about God but perhaps not of
Jesus, Need Jesus, Children of
God and children ofSatan,
Broken, Blind, Need salvation.
Challenge, Lost, Empty, blind,
welcome, big part ofworld
helpless. Lost. Confused.
Lost. Sinners. Of the world. Love
them. The world. Love***,
The lost. Loved ones, God does
not want any to be lost. Our
responsibility. Pre-Christian.
Included outreach. Sirmers.
Unsaved. Evil. Lost. Needy.
Sorrow. Feel bad for them.
Sorrow***. Reach out.
Burden. Souls. Biblically
ignorant. Don't know any
better. Sorrow, Opportunity,
Chance, Unbelievers, Lost,
Growing in America,
Uninformed, Wanderers,
Haven't tasted the goodness
of the lord. Sometimes
hostile. Hard to get along
with, Tliose who don't
believe. Good friends and
associates. Work toward
them. Share the word ofGod
with them each day. Mission
field. The world. Non-
believers, Atheists, Camal,
Secular,
Not a Cliristian,
Don't celebrate
lesus Christ,
People who are
not saved.
Salvation, Need
salvation
Sin,
Unbeliever.
Love****
Strange. Question mark.
Sadness,
Lost,** needing love. Blind,
Pitied, Prospects, Victims,
inded. Prisoners ofwar.
Some Cliristians,
The best, love them,
unsurpassable worth******'
Love them. Lost,**** Potential
Deliever, Lost lamb.
Opportunity, Brothers and
sisters.
Our church.
Adopt a block.
Going out and
spreading the
gospel.
Spreading the
word. The soul
of this church.
Ark ofMercy,
Reaching out.
Something that
keeps you
going. An
evangelist
comes and stirs
you up and
helps you reach
out to others.
Lifestyle. Reaching
out. My job. Tough.
Relationship.
Reaching out.
Lifestyle***
Growing up it was
evangelists coming to
town for special
services. Position�
if you do what God
wants, he will
position you in the
right place and time
to share Christ with
someone. Outreach.
Loving. Sowing.
Easy. First. Not the
way its always been.
Outreach. Reach the lost.
Salvation.
spreading the good news. Our first
job. Love. Disciple. Our
commission.
outreach. Missions. The gospel.
The world, neighbors, family.
spreading the word. Outreach.
Teaching. Missions.
Sharing. Preaching. Missionaries.
sharing. Outreach.
Sharing. Great Commission
Salvation. Great commission. Go.
Reach out.
Necessary. What we're
supposed to do. Difficult.
Daily.
courage. Bull hom. Yet to be
developed here. Laborers in
the harvest.
outreach. Sharing the tmth.
Sharing God's love.
Commissioned to do.
Honesty,
spread the word, Tlie will of
God,
drawing, drawing people to
Christ spread the word.
Kingdom building.
Outreach, Making disciples,
Discipleship, Gospel,
going out and
winning people
to Christ,
Outreach,
Winning the
lost. Sharing
the love of
lesus.
Preach the
word. Gospel,
Going out. Reaching out.
Sharing. Highways and
byways.
Plight-a hardship, working
;ainst rather than what it
should be which is shining and
ittracting people. Missions. A
bad word today.
Love. Reach out. Tmth.
Spreading the good news.
Love. Leading people to Christ.
Truth with love.
Mission, our call, confusing,
Billy Graham. Instmctions on
what we are to do�Jesus told
LIS to make disciples. The great
commission. Our duty.
God's chosen.
Blessed
Chosen�
Modem Israel
= chaos
Apple ofGod's
eye. Pray for
them. A mess.
Home
Love to be
there.
Peace. Covenant
Zion. Unsteady.
Misimderstood. Not
what people think.
Broke covenant, &
Jesus followers are
the new covenant.
Watch for their
repentance near the
end. War-tom.
Fulfillment of
prophesy. Always
in battle. Lost***
?? Controversial.
John Hagee.
in whole lot of trouble.
we need to love them. Friend of
America. In need of prayer.
support. Gods people. Targets for
bad guys. Loved.
strength. Historical, Courage.
hallelujah. Prophesy.
battlefield. Groimd zero.
Still holy land. Place to watch.
Gods chosen. A miracle. Key to
our history.
Armageddon.
Prophecy, God will rebuild it.
Middle East,
Us, We are grafted,
confiision,
just like America
Hated by many. Constant
conflict. Arrogant,
Christian faith, Judaism.
Needs to be evangelized.
Jews for Christ. Rabbis.
Art. War.
Jerusalem.
Confusion
Jerusalem.
Chosen people.
The bible tells
us to pray for
Israel as God's
chosen people.
Love. Hope to see it soon**
Tragic. Poorly understood,
particular by dispensationalists.
Prophetic. Political.
Sad. Praise. Blessed. In
turmoil.
War, problems, sad
War, Lost,*
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Appendix 11:9-10
Ark of
Mercy
Open Door Skyline First Wesleyan New
Hope
Woodland
Hills
Used to be Lost
jlessed. God's Love America.
taken his hand Teetering on the
off of us. edge. Ripe for
Sodom and harvest�but which
Gomorrah. harvest. Blessed
Repentance. country. May be
Idolatry losing some of the
In big blessing. Patriotic,
trouble****. but losing faith.
Now in a Fallen away.
threshold of Strong. Most of us
time of dire are patriotic. Great
straits. hope. Resilient.
Lawlessness. Post-Christian.
in trouble. Lost**. Sad.
Judgment. Deceived.
1 love my Obama. Dire
country. straights. Gay
Wouldn't want agenda. Greatest
to be anywhere nation on earth.
else.
Now in a whole lot of trouble. Do
not understand. Blessed because
have honored Israel. Slipping
away from Christianity, Put down
Christianity. In need ofprayer.
Lost again. Looks like ancient
Israel. Had it all and is losing it.
Privileged and spoiled. Tossing
heritage away. Hedonistic, Glad to
be here. Colors that do not run.
Transition, Best country in the
world. Blessed, Disappointing,
Could be more blessed. Needs
prayer. Ifwe do not look out =
unsaved America, Weakening,
Leaderless. Declining, Home of
the brave. Lack of spiritual
guidance. Get on the ball.
Sadness. Over the hill. Same as
the world culture. Land of
opponunity. Blessed, but
judgment coming. Center of
culture wars. Post Christian�
debate. Socialist, Losing its first
love. Land of the free and home of
the brave. Still the greatest
coimtry***. Shambles, Lost,
Lonely, Tuming away. Holy
Spirit, Restraining evil
Sodom and Gomorrah,
Rebellion, Founded as a
nation built on God but we
have not humbled ourselves
so that is why we are facing
these financial crises,
Obama, Freedom, In deep
trouble. Lost,
confusion, Hope***,
Emotional feeling b/c a nation
with so much potential, but
very selfish and greedy.
Hungry for power. Lot of
unbelievers.
Freedom, Bondage,
Land of the free, God-blessed
country. Desire ofmany
nations. Still a lot ofwork to
do. Diversity of cultures.
Compassionate,
Christian community is
dwindling instead of
increasing. Greed. Secular.
Democracy.
Obama. James
Madison.
Superpower of
the world.
Recession.
Stimulus
Dackage. Most
generous nationp
an earth.
Melting pot. No
other nation on
the face of the
iarth is so
generous.
Obama.
Great nation.
World power.
Great place. Crazy. Good for
me. Love it,
Israel, Backslidden in a way
but not really�has lost some
good things. Empire, Looks
back on Cliristianity,
Lost, Broken, Walking away,
n trouble. Going down.
Revival,
Sad, war, problems, not the
kingdom, has so much
potential, so much behind us,
home, home sweet home,
power, money, all the things
the world sees we could use
wisely to influence the world
Lost, Really lost, 3"* largest
pagan nation in the world.
Christian fa9ade. Greedy, On
the edge. Faltering,
Independent, Materialistic,
Believe in entitlement.
Coming soon,
Etemity in
heaven.
Tribulation,
The rapture.
Great dragon.
Final judgment.
Now. Here.
Tribulation.
Rapture
Soon. Been
there for 2000
years. Now.
Soon. Near.
Could be any
day.
Jesus coming
back**
Getting there. In
long begiiming
stages. Biblical.
Net yet�more to
happen. Don't
know. Now�or a
lot fijrther than we
think. There is no
time with God.
Fulfillment of
prophesy. Soon.
Near. Now. Not far
away. Get to work.
Sooner than before.
Now.
Coming soon. Perhaps there now.
Hope. Closer than we think. Here
and now. Around the comer. Jesus
come soon. Hard times be
prepared. Etemity. Tribulation.
Jesus comes. Antichrist. Rapture,
Chaos. Depression.
Soon. Revelation. Destmction.
Be prepared. 2�'' coming**.
Close. Very close.
Tribulations. In them. Rapture.
Come quickly. Now. On brink.
On my way to heaven. No more
pain and suffering.
Be ready. Coming soon.
Come Lord Jesus, Justice,
Peace. Unexpected.
it is a season, the last days.
Prophecies. Rumors ofwars.
Fearfiil. Close. Could be in
our lifetime. Have we
transferred the word to the
next generation.
exciting. Really exciting. So
many things coming to pass.
Christ's retum. Coming soon.
almost here. Soon. Rapmre.
End of the
world. Death.
Doomsday.
Last days.
Fulfillment of
Drophecy.
Rapture.
Tribulation.
Now. Will
bring suffering.
Signs and
wonders are the
beginning of
sorrows. Until
the Word has
Deen preached
to all nations
Not worried. Hurry. We are in
it. Modem Israel. Revelation.
Case to be made that we are
there. Prophetic. We are in the
millennium. Judgment coming
in perhaps another dimension.
Coming. Unknown*. Now, it is
all the end times. Be prepared.
The beginning. Hurry,
eschatology, soon, revelation,
talked of very little around
here. Greg doesn't like going
there. Now. We don't know.
Judgment. Judgment day. I
can't wait. Gradually coming
upon us. Every day. Get to be
with Jesus. Our task is done.
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Ark of
Mercy
Victorious
War. Warfare.
Good atid evil.
Spiritual
warfare. Word
ofGod.
War
Overcoming
Kingdom. If
people are in
bondage to
drugs we have
to show them.
When you war
it is for souls
and freedom.
Jesus never
raised his hand
against anyone
physically, but
opposed their
spiritual
oppression.
We are walking
in victory and
kingdom
conflict now,
not waiting for
it. Christian.
Church.
Pentecostal.
Militant. Battle.
Epic***. Language
of the church,
though it is often
misunderstood.
Militant***.
Biblical lang. May
use different terms
in prayer room and
public.
Army. Warfare.
Dominion***.
Genesis 1.28.
Christian-insider
lang.
Open Door Skyline
Action words. Semantics.
Concems.
Military***. War. Army. We are
to put on our armor. Reality.
Scriptural. The more we see this
world, the more you see we need
to stand up to tmth. Spiritual
warfare. No hate in it. Used
repeatedly in the bible OT & NT
true. Everyday life. Stmcture:
explains the way things are.
Description of our lives. Spiritual
battles.
Feelings. Battle.
Bible. Revelation. Defeat.
Christian-ese�Christians
understand it but the world does
not. You have to speak in ways
the general public understands.
Spiritual warfare terminology
needs to be guarded until we have
good connection with those who
hear.
Militaristic. Revelation. Athletic.
Spiritual warfare.
Spiritual warfare.
First Wesleyan
Prayer. Spiritual warfare.
War. Do use them a lot,
especially in prayer.
church. Spiritual. Real talk.
Some don't see it as real,
at work lang. Insightful
words. Knowledge is power,
liaving understanding of the
power ofGod, Words that
create a lot of thought. Buzz
words. Evokes emotion,
sometimes negative or
positive. Evokes a response
and action. We have to face
daily, but not by ourselves.
We can overcome and have
victory and be part of his
kingdom. Be of good cheer if
we put ourselves in God's
hands. Culture clashes with
the church over these words
because they do not
understand the context. Say
the church is above others.
Headline, Strong words to get
the point across. Used among
believers. Christian lingo.
We should speak it outwardly
because it will get across the
point that others can
overcome and get victory.
Church words.
Religious lang.
Militant, (use
with some
God modification)
In the world we
have good and
Dad, We are not
to be deceived
3y men. Ifwe
alk with God
we are secure
with him and
God will be
with us to the
:nd. It is all
under Jesus, my
protector and
keeper.
Overcoming,
New
Hope
Animate, Fighting words. Pep
talk. Victory, Spiritual warfare.
Huddle.
Let go let God. Solution like
problem. Manichiestic.
Conflict.
Life. Warfare*****. Warfare
which is life.
Warfare motif Walking with
Christ. Spiritual warfare. The
story so far. Joumey
Spiritual warfare.**
Woodland
Hills
Wiimers.
Overcomers.
Me****.
Savior.
Jesus
Jesus***
the church.
Over present
problems.
Tomorrow
there will be
another one.
Jesus is back. On
the cross. Every
day. Battling our
own flesh and
winning, and going
to bed in perfect
peace. Freedom.
Absolute
destruction of the
enemy. Our lives.
Overcome.
Celebration.
Conquerors. Walk
it out. Expected.
When Jesus comes back. Heaven
on earth.
Christ won it already. Victory in
Jesus.
yeah. We won. Freedom. Jesus.
2�'' coming. Freedom.
The Cross. Church.
Breakthrough.
We have it. Jesus. He comes. God
is the uhimate mler.
great battle. Applause.
Celebration.***
triumph. Heaven. Resuhs. We
win.
is mine. The cmcifixion.
Overcomers.
Look forward to it if not in
this life in the etemal. The
end of so many things 1 have
had to experience.
triumph. Overcome.
Everybody Mine** Ours. Jesus**
wins. Winning. Victory sweet Jesus. Peopli
Freedom. take things too literally. Tend tc
Release. frame it in clear-cut ways to fit
Resurrection, our predispositions. World full
Success. afpeople smiling at each other.
Overcome. Many small victories�a soul
Conquer. Win. tums to Jesus, a person
Godly living, overcomes temptation.
lesus come to Jesus. Tlie cross. Tlie blood.
Jo his Father's Done. Resurrection.
business. Is ours, fight from not for.
Defeat of death Jesus.** has already been won.
and the grave, [rmth and love. Heaven.
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Ark of
Mercy
War. Don't
want it. Every
day occurrence.
Test. Trial.
Know you're
saved. Test of
faith.
Battle is with
Satan.
Spiritual
warfare.
War not against
flesh and
blood.
' Yes. Daily.
Yes. Never
easy.
Open Door
Yes**�. Amen***
Yes, in sense that
Pastor Mark is head
and moves us into
positions of battle
so we can win.
Ministry is life; its
what we are.
Negative sense to
the phrase, it is a
way of life, but yes
it is a battle.
Yes***. Yes and
no�enter into a
rest even in a battle
we still find God's
rest. Also a joy.
Agreed****
Skyline
Yes. Fighting evil forces. Need to
pray for pastors and for ministries.
absolutely. Always.*** Not every
ministry is a battle, like going to
serve people. It is also to be
enjoyed. We enjoy each other.
God made this earth for us to
enjoy, but there is a lurking
enemy. Ministry is not always a
battle often a joy. Talk to people
overseas. Our missionaries battle
governments and diseases.
do not give up. Remember there is
an enemy. Worth fighting.
Unending. Do not give up.
need to be prepared. Armor of
God. Battle of minds.
between good and evil. Spiritual
warfare.
Yes**. But also exciting.
Depends: if outreach yes, but in-
reach no�DEBATE here: some
affirm there a lot of difficuhies in
ministry: doubt, constraints.
Life is a battle. Do not agree-
debate-we have to put armor on.
First Wesleyan
Yes* Is a struggle you are
being crucified, whipped and
beaten�John's sermon from
Romans 12:2. It is killing
your flesh in order for God to
use you.
that's the truth. Spiritual
battle. It is. True. Definitely
in a war. Truth.
Don't' think so. We do have
spiritual warfare so there are
battles all the time, but
minish7 is an assignment, in
which there are battles, but
we are in ministry because of
God's goodness to us.
Ministry is a response.
Battles in mmistry. Yes, for
some.
yes because you are
constantly working against
Satan and the battle will
continue until he is fully and
finally conquered.
spiritual warfare. Sacrifice.
Walk with Christ. True**is a
piritual battle. If you are
with Satan and not in minisi
with Christ, Satan doesn't
bother you, but if you are
reaching out you get hit.
Never seen it
that way. Yes
Yes* In a sense
is because
you really fight
New
Hope
agamst unseen
OT invisible
enemy. When
you are on
God's side
there is another
side. There is
Iways conflict.
For me,
ministry is not
1 battle because
lesus said the
battle is not
ours, but His.
Some people
do want to
;ome against
the word of
God ministry
because they
don't know
God, but that
change
with an
experience, like
the apostle Paul
Armor. Armor of God.
think so. You are battling
darkness. If you enter a
ministry you are prone to be
attacked. Tlie last thing Satan
wants to do is leave someone
unscathed who is ministering.
Since 1 don't believe in fighting
don't see ministry as a battle.
Don't see it. Let go and let
God. Love does not fear or
fight. When 1 fight 1 am in the
problem. Can't be a zealot and
follow Jesus.
Life. Living life. Warfare.
utely****. Many people
;an't see the spiritual realm, bu
it is there.
Yes, amen, it's opposed, it's
warfare
True*** amen.
try will
Woodland
Hills
not flesh and
blood. Janice
takes authority
over spirits. No
fear of fighting.
It is not on our
own sffength.
principalities
and powers.
The flesh.
Rulers of
darkness.
siiL
principalities and
powers., not flesh
and blood.
Principalities and
powers. Battles are
within ourselves.
Principalities and
powers in high
places.
principalities and
powers. Flesh.
Principalities and powers and
unseen enemies of darkness. The
uninformed.
evil spirits. Eph 6 principalities
and powers.
principalities and powers of
spiritual wickedness. Satan. Sin.
evil spirits**. Not flesh and
blood. Oppression.
evil. Satan. Forces of evil.
the enemy. Spiritual forces of
wickedness. Satan. Not the world
or people, but evil brought on by
Satan. People are not the enemy.
Principalities powers. Sin. Evil.
Our old nature. Satan. Secularism,
Evil forces.
territorial spirits
Principalities,
evil. Principalities and
powers. Too often we fight
against flesh and blood.
Drugs,
unfortunately we fight against
flesh and blood but we should
not. It is not the people,
principalities and powers,
who are the establishments
and the things Satan puts in
place to move the
establishments that are
against it. We fight against
the establishments with Satan
the background. Includes
the govemment, schools,
neighborhoods, family,
countries.
War, The devil.
The bad things
that happen liks
Korean
missiles, Tlie
world system
and the devil.
The economy.
Evil forces and
Dowers,
Principalities
and power. The
flesh.
Not flesh and
Dlood, but
irincipalities
and powers, F
an the armor (
God,
Powers and principalities
Principles of darkness, not
and blood, sinful natiu-e.
Stmctures and institutions of
this world that keep us from
Christ, I ask God to fight the
battles. Let the opposition
break themselves.
Injustice, Satan and all his
minions. The unseen, Satan and
his kingdom.
Being inauthentic. Satan. Not
fiesh and blood. Powers and
principalities. Theologically
correct. Culture. Heavenly
places
vil. Principalities and powers
atan. We do fight against
flesh and blood but we aren't
upposed to.
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Ark of
Mercy
Warriors.
Prayer
warriors.
Overcomers.
Army ofGod.
Determination.
Authority.
Many people
are afraid of
God-given
authority.
Armor, like
soldiers. Good
term.
Yes. I like it.
J We need to
stand up for
what we
believe.
Open Door
Radical in good
way. Women
prefer love. That's
me. Not against
flesh and blood.
Double-edged
sword. Need to
know what fights
need to be fought.
Not bombing
abortion clinics.
Very strong,
reaching love.
negative in that it
can bring to mind
person who clubs
you over the head
with a bible and
doesn't love you. I
love militant,
warfare prayers. As
Christians we need
to march together
and need to be in
unity. I like that***.
Keep it in the
spiritual realm.
Most intercessors
like it. Some can
be militant in the
flesh and this is off
based, only against
principalities and
powers. There's a
lot of attack against
Christians and we
need to not be angry
but realize it is in
the heavenlies.
Aimoying. Rod
Parsley. Protesters.
Message that we are
against others. If
alone it is out of
balance.
Skyline
Onward Christian Soldiers.
Coming on too strong� like me.
Those really sold on Christianity
and doing it. Too Emotional.
Telling people what to do. Hear it
the news as a put-down.
makes it sound like we are forcing
people. No**. Prop 8 was not so
militant as the opposition was
violent. Skyliners do not put signs
in peoples faces. Some think our
taking things seriously is militant.
We are to overcome evil with
good. Stand against the enemy in
our armor. Militant sounds like
breaking laws. Misnomer. Tag
lines, others opinion. Opposites
Christianity is love and militancy
is not. Militant is tum or bum. To
many people speaking an
opposing view is militant.
Prop 8. Politics. Terrorism.
Spiritual warfare, "in your face."
**. I personally would not
want that label�as a Bible
thumping street comer preacher.
See it in mde, hateful Christians
like those who shout against gay
people. Positive; soldier for
Christ. Rock Church has ARMY
acronym. Nothing wrong with
veil directed righteous anger.
Soldier of the cross. Probably, if
proper Christianity. Negative.
Today if you talk about this it is
culturally unacceptable. In our
hearts we know we are. Army of
God. Tlie abortionist that kills is
militant. Play on words. Do not
like. Some like it.
First Wesleyan
Needs to go. That's a cuU.
Those who kill abonion clinic
doctors. Can be militant by
being firm in the gospel. 1 an
militant.
Something I need to develop.
Prayer warrior. Discemment.
Christianity that is forcefiil
and ignorant. Dictatorship.
'You better accept Christ"
but the bible says,
'whosoever will." Forced.
Since Christianity and the
spreading the gospel is a war
against the spread of Satanic
forces we need to be aware it
is a battle. Every step is
advancement against the
enemy. So it is militant, but
always tempered with love.
Laughter. Govemment is the
stumbling block. Like you are
fighting against organized
society�to me it is negative,
but to others it could be
positive. It can be the church
agreeing with the peasants
against the powers. Eph. 6.
Like Louis Farrakhan or Rev
Wright (positive). Soldiers foi
Christ. Armor ofGod.
Unyielding. In your face.
Bold. Christian
fundamentalists. Our battle is
not a physical one, it is
spiritual, and the word
militant is associated with
physical weapons and brings
to mind extremists of other
religions.
New
Hope
Fighting the
Like we
are forcing it on
lers. Just say
Make sure as
a Christian that
you do not fall
for temptation.
Ready for war.
Ready to fight,
;o defend.
Faith. Both
Dositive and
negative
:onnotation.
Radical.
Means you are
soldier of
God, a soldier
in the ministry.
You have the
men's army
and the Lord's
army. If you
are in the
Lord's army it
means you will
serve him and
spread the good
Woodland
Hills
Not good** oxymoron. Bad
connotation.
Hypocrisy. Perversion. The 70s
batman show�perverting.
to embrace it. Misreading
die bible in serious ways.
Legalism.
Scary. If is extemal it is scary.
If it is internal with the right
enemy then it feels right. Prayei
warfare, but it doesn't hurt
people. Megaphone on the
street corner telling people they
are going to hell. Bride of
Clirist with combat boots on
doesn't fit. Doesn't go together
Rather have diligent
Christianity. Depends.
Moral majority. Christian right
Far right. Off balance. Don't
want to go there. 1996
Inappropriate. Individualistic.
Pious. Self serving. Technically
we are supposed to be militant
but not against flesh and blood
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Ark of
Mercy
Peaceful,
loving, hope,
faith, resolution
Jesus
At peace, calm
(reacting to
passive
Christians)�
Disgusting.
Fence-riding.
Self-absorbed.
don't pacify.
There's a way
to live right.
Don't buy it. Jesus
was not weak but
had power and
masculinity.
Yes***, but we are
not to be doormats.
Passive Christians
let others do the
work.
Can happen to
anybody
Lukewarm. No
room for it [passive
Christianity]
Open Door
Bad, never heard of it. Chnstians
who don't do anything. Everyone
draws a line and says this is as far
as 1 am going spiritually. Tozer:
We have what we want.
Majority of churches, water dovm
the truth. Toleration
silence. Fearful. Ineffective.
Reverse of the militancy. Keeping
the faith to themselves.
compromising.
couch potato. Christian pretender.
Seasonal.
as bad as militant Christianity.
Complacency.
Oxymoron.***** undesirable.
Lukewarm.
Skyline First Wesleyan
Got to go. Needs to stop.
church is filled with just
staying quiet because they
don't want to stand out.
Defined: a good thing. This is
Christian non-violence"
shameful, too many
Christians are passive.
(understood as being passive)
when you come to church to
be pacified or to pacify
someone who wants us to.
Non-active.
Defined: haven't given it
much thought. Civil duty
non-violence: should
approach many things
through non-violence]
has something to do with
peace and tuming the other
cheek. We know the Lord
told us to tum the cheek, but
also said you have to put on
die whole armor ofGod,
which is only needed if you
are going to fight. Have to
know when to stand up and
when to hold back. E.g.
Jehoshaphat's people knew
they could not fight and win
with their armor and were
told the battle is the Lord's so
they watched God's work.
appeasement.
to defend
yourself Non
violence.
Defeat. Trying
to bring about
Deace.
Neutrality. We
are a conduit
for peace.
Very few show
their good
works.
New
Hope
Woodland
Hills
Taking care of self Fear.
The opposite of legalism. Too
much reacting to just war
theory. Are we being too
pacifistic to not recognize
Islam's holy war? Redundant.
Being able to come here for
years and not know what you
want. Incompatible words.
Lukewarm and Jesus will vomil
us out. 1 would rather be hot.
Interpreting as passive. It is
good in that it guides how we
relate with other people. Clues
us into what is happening on a
'orldly level. Need to
emphasize that the battle is not
against flesh and blood.
Mennonites. Greg Boyd***.
Church has lost touch. Power
under
A reality. Don't know what it
is. Conscientious objector.
Don't know. People sitting in
their pews, people sitting on the
sidelines.*** someone against
A Christian not doing
anything.
Battle. Hitler.
Spiritual armor.
Coming soon.
Armor ofGod.
Wiimers-losers.
Iraq
Sign of the
times. Next
could be the
big one.
Iraq
Yes, if its to
protect our
country and our
people.
Prayer.
Because of the lack
ofChristianity in
the world.
War brings peace.
Reason why we are
at war is that things
are imbalanced.
Terrorists are at
war and things are
out of order. IfGod
blesses, peace will
come. Generational
fighting. War will
continue imtil Jesus
comes. Trust
sovereign God.
News. Necessary
unfortunately.
Awful. Hard on people. Terrible
thing. Crazy. Depends on the war.
Better to not have any.
scary. There is a time and place.
end times. Far east. Coming.
Ideology. Armageddon.
Prophesied.
Iran. Differences in faith.
Afghanistan. Good vs. evil. Bad.
Axis of evil.
holocaust. Spiritual warfare.
Radical Islam. Heroism.
Ongoing. Bad. Armageddon.
Armageddon. Inevitable.
Unfortunately normal. Hardship
terrible. A plot from the
Antichrist.
2-Iraq. Want it to end. Dmg
lords.
3-Iraq. Terrible thing. People
don't regard life as anything.
4-the global world, we are
an island, so we can hate
people across the oceans as
well as those across the street,
or we can love them. The
world is getting smaller.
raq. Army
fights for our
lives. Countries
vs. countries
Nations against
nations.
not Language
carriers.
Need the king
Df peace.
Controversial.
Very destmctive of flesh and
spirit. In some respects
unnecessary. Cannot fiilly do
away with it. Manipulation.
Economic and political
stmctures, military industrial
complex. Cannon fodder.
Please, no. too late to stop it.
It is everywhere. Starts
within. Profit.
Wrong. Inevitable
Never ending. Nuclear
holocaust. North Korea. Will
it ever go away? Impacts
everyone.
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Ark of
Mercy
Open Door Skyline First Wesleyan New
Hope
Woodland
Hills
18.
The
Church
and
Justice
truth.
Judgment. God.
Final.
Advocate.
Jesus
Psalm 84.9.
Pillars ofGod's
throne are
righteousness
and justice.
Lived out in
this church and
its treatment of
the poor.
In prison
ministry we
recognize they
need to pay the
price. I don't
feel sorry for
them, but we
need to
minister to
them.
Big one. We can't
decide on justice.
We need to submit
to God. We can't
be judge and jury.
Can't gage sins.
Should be tme but
not always. God is
just and Cliristians
should be but are
not always b/c of
the flesh.
Seems the church is
not in on this. We
are not to be the
moral police,
making and
enforcing laws.
We want it.
Yes. Standing up for the
downtrodden. Do away with
Drejudice.
if church stands on the truth there
will be justice. We are not judge
and jury, but the bible is the
standard. Justice comes when we
are before God.
support. Fight for what you
believe in. prop 8. meaningfiil
action.
politics. Favor justice.
right and wrong.
Church needs to be involved but
we've don a poor job.
Prop 8. stand up for what you
believe. Make it known.
Compatible. God is a just God.
The only institution that stands for
justice is the church. Based on
what Christ did.
Don't mix because it comes
down to politics. Can work.
If Christ IS bringing justice,
but Christ is not the center in
our legal system. Used to mn
hand in hand. Now it is the
church versus everyone else.
church needs to be more
involved injustice system.
Every church will be judged
by their concern for justice.
We complain but don't get
involved.
should lead the way, but we
do not do it. Should voice
justice. We let the world set
the standard.
they are not mutually
exclusive. Should find justice
in the church. Should find it
in the halls of justice but it
depends on the church and the
courts and we need both.
There is a
connection.
The church
must be just.
Justice outside
he church is
challenging.
Jesus was about
ustice.
The church
seeking to do
what is right.
We should be
nvolved 100%.
Cneel and pray.
Churches can hurt people.
The justice of this world is at
jest a foretaste. Church can
change the orders that exist in
ways that point to the kingdom
ofGod like Civil Rights
movement. Separate church anc
sword. Govemment is to bring
brth justice. The whole
lurpose of the church is justice.
The church has been sleeping ir
his area. Justice in the
dngdom is different to justice
n the world. We need to not
udge and pass judgment to
jring about what we think is
ustice is harmful. Character
and behavior not what you
lelieve. Feel split here�God
s just and love and because he
s love he is just, so we are
called to be just in our dealings
with others. Vinegar and oil.
Don't mix. Church if about -
striving for. Judgment/justice
very difficult. About mercy and
grace. Righteous justice - God.
Delivered in kingdom ofman
based on our bias. Church?
What level. Body of
Christ/God. Civil Rights
movement - yes, separate
church and individual. Do it
from your heart. Abortion - not
stand as church with picket -
Dut to fight against it yourself is
different. Poverty - WHC ok
with intervening in that.
Christians try to play God a lot.
lustice should be primary in the
church. Leave it up to God.
1
19.
Jesus:
Lion
or
Lamb?
Both. Like two
different ones
we will see.
Was Lamb but
will retum as a
lion.
Lion first, lamb
too.
Came as a lamb
but is coming
back as a lion.
Both***. Powerfiil
lion, but can be like
a lamb or kitten.
Revelation: white
horse and fearsome.
Both. Once the
lamb, now the lion.
Lion.
Both
Both***.
Both
both
both. Responds according to the
situation. First as lamb, coming as
lion.
shepherd. Lion of Judah. Peace.
Both****
Both***
Yes.
both. Lion when you go after
one of his kids.
both.
Yes. Both.
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Ark of
Mercy
Open Door SkyLine First Wesleyan New
Hope
Woodland
Hills
Us. Half this
church is poor
or2/3**�.
Needs.
Help the
hurting
Lived out in
this church and
its treatment of
the poor.
feed the
hungry. Clothe
the naked.
Compassion.
Helping.
We need to
help them as
much as we
Responsibility. Like
the book of Acts
people are to give
what they can.
Clearly our calling.
Wednesday night
offerings go to meet
needs. We are
moving more and
more to caring for the
poor. The gvmt is
sending people to
churches because
their money is short,
this is a good thing.
"Give a man a fish
and you feed him for
a day; teach a man to
fish and you feed him
for a lifetime"** this
is what we should be
doing. The church
has a bad rap and bad
name so these don't
go together anymore.
Uncomfortable b/c
church seems to be
all about itself Sad.
At least in mind of
unbelievers. Our
church has always
helped the poor.
People need to get
jobs. Hard to get a
job ifyou don't have
an address.
Empowerment. Take
care, have mercy.
Be involved and help others.
Hope our tithes does this.
we should be supporting the
poor***. We will always have the
poor.
outreach. Sharing minisu^ do our
part. Food banks. Involvement.
give to the poor. Serve. Caring.
compassion. Service.
We are not doing a very good job.
Outreach. Give support. Love.
One area that the church
historically has been weak in.
food pantry.
should be one of our main
causes, which we do here.
Be a beacon. Feed the poor
provide safe haven.
soup kitchen. More needs to
be done. We can give our
love. Give what we can.
we help the poor. We
should. It is not that people
deserve to be poor, but the
nature ofman is that there
will always be poor. We
have a duty to meet needs.
wouldn't hardly have the
church if you didn't have
the poor. The rich feel they
don't need anything and the
poor know they need
everything. The hungry
pursue.
lesus taught the Reaching out. We are very
30or not the active.
rich and Love one another. Outreach.
powerfiil. Opportunity for the church to
Compassion help and let people see what the
ministry. love ofChrist is. Long process.
Church seeks to Long term commitment will
lielp the poor, give church chance to change
generally. This structures.
Dne of the We will always have them and
:hurch's main we need to reach out to them
missions, to and welcome them home. We
speak for, need to be generous and help
defend, help the the poor. This church is very
poor. The poor active in this area. Neglect. The
is always with poor have been neglecting the
the church. poor and we have abdicated it
The church has to the church. Mainline and
the poor and older churches like Catholic
needs to help, church have a better record at
this than the Evangelical
churches. Some churches don't
talk about it even though they
do help.
Supposed to be really involved
in that. Not doing our part. Just
about money vs. poor in spirit.
Hierarchal - poor is at the top
ofour list.
The church is the poor. We are
all poor. We are supposed to go
to the poor. Seek them out.
Jesus said the poor will always
oe with us. Love the poor.
Power.
Strength.
Communicatio
n with God.
Every day. All
day. Without
ceasing.
Necessary. Our
bread.
Intercession.
Talking to God.
Every day
Every day
more than
once. Prayer
changes things.
If you want
things to
change pray.
Warfare.
Communication***
Essential****.
Hanging out with
God time.
Conversation with
God. Love Lang.
Lifestyle. The Key.
Patience.
A must***.
Key***.
constant**
Necessary. The answer.
every minute of every day.
Incessantly. Direct line to God.
Privilege. Necessary.
constant. Without ceasing.
powerfiil. Salvation. Talking to
Jesus.
everything and everyone***.
Answer to needs.
Communication with God.
Worship.
Mighty. Works. Necessary.
Mechanism for implementing
gods will in the world. Talk to
God. Uplifting. Talking for God.
Necessary***. Important.
will make it alright. Every
day. Every hour. The
ultimate weapon.
the key. So important it is
our communication with
God. My blanket.
the only way you can exist.
Prayer is effective. It works,
whether effective things or
people. Having a
conversation that goes both
ways.
Prayer for
Forgiveness.
Worship.
Thanking God
for what he has
done
Dne of the main
fimctions of the
church.
Deliverance.
Divine groan.
Personal time. Conversation.
Connection. Building a
relationship with Christ. Love
dance. Helps spiritual battle.
Healing. Power within and
beyond. Wisdom.
Essential. Important. Real. The
weapons of our warfare.
Relational and lived out.
Intimate.
Bedrock. Foundational.
Communication. Spiritual say-
so
Essential. Foundational.
Continuous. Practice silence.
Listening. Communication.
Obeying.
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Appendix 11:22
Ark of
Mercy
Open Door Skyline First Wesleyan New
Hope
Woodland
Hills
Jesus. Prayer.
Carla. Prayer
warriors.
Bridging tlie
gap-
Prayer.
America
Powerfiil. Key
to what
happens here.
Sacrifice.
Prayer.
Groanings.
Wonderfiil.
Means you
break tlirough
fi-om praying to
intercession.
Pleading. Warfare.
Warfare**. Calling
for angels. Front
line.
Specific prayer.
Fim and work if its
your gif\. Standing
in the gap. Warfare.
Warfare. Life and
death. The gap.
Aggressive.
Constant. Theresa
Damron (church
member).
Holiness. Prayer
room is segregated.
Holy Spirit intercedes for us. Pray
for others.
special kind of prayer. New
priests. Do every day holy spirit
intercedes for us. Gift the best gift
to give.
prayer. Caring for others. Needs
to increase.
Jesus. Holy Spirit.
Jesus. Fasting and prayer for
needs of others.
Powerfiil. Works. Putting arms
around people. Outreach.
Clirist does for us now. We
intercede for the unsaved.
Needed. Necessary
having a heart. Seeing a
need. Standing in the gap.
Powerful. Can cause an
effect where we can in no
other way. We give God
control of things we can no
longer control. It is where
we stand and intercede for
others. Sometimes we are so
into our own emotions that
we need others to take it up
for us.
The best tool of prayer. It
helps you take others to the
Lord. A way for the Lord to
speak to you to stand in the
middle and bring two
wonderful ones together.
Deep prayer.
Prayer. All
different ways.
Difference: lot
af people pray
ind includes
supplication,
confession, but
intercession is
focused on
specific things
Dr persons that
you bring
Dcfore the
Lord. You are
ippealing to
God on
another's
Dehalf or
situation.
A Lifeline.
Standing in the gap*
Equality. One of the strongest
acts of love that one member o
the body can have for another.
Keys of the kingdom for
loosing and binding.
Lived out here. Loving.
Warfare. Standing in the gap.
Warfare. Interceding between.
Praying what God wants us to
pray for. Greg preaches a lot on
putting our 2 cents in in God
fiilfilling his will. Preparation,
Standing in the gap. Our job.
Linked with prayer. Critical.
Type of prayer. Prayer on
behalfof another. Petitionary
prayer. Community
Jesus' ministry for us. Job of
the church. Intercede for
pastors. Prayer warriors.
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APPENDIX 12:
Online Questionnaire Results
Appendix 12:1
1. Please check the church that you currently participate In, or add the church name and location In the box
below. Note that this is the church you should have In mind whenever this survey refers to "your church," "this
church," etc.
Response
Percent
Response
Count
Skyline Church, San Dieqo. CA 1 44.2%
5.5%
146
18Open Door Church, Chillieothe, OH ?
Arl< of Mercy, Winchester, KY | | 7.6% 25
First Wesleyan, Jersey City, NJ Q 4.2% 14
New Hope Family Worship Center, j-,
Brooklyn, NY
2 1% 7
Stonewall Wesleyan Church,
Lexington, KY
0,0% 0
Woodland Hills, St Paul, MN i 1 33,6% 111
International House of Prayer 0 0% 0
Lamb's Church, Manhattan 0.0% 0
Other (fill in below) ? 2 7% 9
Other (please specify) 12
answered question 330
skipped question 0
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Appendix 12:2
2. Which term or terms describes your religious Identity?
Response Response
Percent Count
Liberation ? 2.5% 8
Born-Again L J 72.6% 230
Bible-Believing 1 n 72.9% 231
Charismatic I 1 18,3% 58
Theologically Conservative I- � 1 16.1% 51
Evangelical 1 1 51.7% 164
Fundamentalist ? 5.7% 18
Theologically Liberal ? 3.5% 11
Mainline Christian [ZD 10.1% 32
Pentecostal 1 1 13.2% 42
Seeker ? 8.8% 28
Religious Right ? 6,0% 19
Moral Majority ? 4.7% 15
Holiness 1 1 16.4% 52
Other (please specify) 21
answered question 317
skipped question 13
306
Appendix 12:3
3. Please indicate the ONE term that best describes your religious identity.
Response
Percent
Response
Count
Liberation [] 0.7% 2
Born-Again 1 | 30.0% 91
Bible-Believinq 1 1 30.4% 92
Charismatic [] 1.3% 4
Theologically Consen/ative Q 1.3% 4
Evangelical 1 1 17.8% 54
Fundamentalist 0 0.7% 2
Theologically Liberal [] 2.6% 8
Mainline Christian [~] 3.3% 10
Pentecostal | | 5.3% 16
Seeker []] 3.0% 9
Religious Right [j 0.3% 1
Moral Majority 1 0.3% 1
Holiness [J 3.0% 9
Other (please specify) 22
answered question 303
skipped question 27
307
Appendix 12:4-5
4. How long have you attended your current place of worship?
Response
Percent
Response
Count
One year or less Q 5.2% 17
2-4 years | | 1 8.4% 60
5-9 years | | 26.7% 87
10-19 vears [ | 32.5% 106
20 years or more i i 1 7.2% 56
answered question 326
skipped question 4
5. How often do you attend religious services?
Response
Percent
Response
Count
Less than once a year | 0.3% 1
Once or twice a year | 0.6% 2
Several times a year [] 1 .8% 6
Once a month [] 2.1% 7
2-3 times a month 1 1 6.1% 20
About weekly | 1 1 2.5% 41
Weekly i 1 55.0% 180
Several times a week 1 ! 21 .4% 70
answered question 327
skipped question 3
308
Appendix 12:6
6. During the last year, approximately how much money did you and other family members in your household
contribute to your current place of worship?
Response Response
Percent Count
Under $500 j ,�� 1 13,9% 44
$500-5999 9,1% 29
$1,000-$1,999 ! 1 13,6% 43
$2,000-$2,999 9,8% 31
$3,000-$3,999 7,9% 25
$4,Q00-$4,999 LZ! 7,6% 24
$5,000-$5,999 ? 6,0% 19
$6,000-$6,999 ? 4,7% 15
$7,000-$7,999 ? 5,7% 18
$8,000-$8,999 E3 4,4% 14
$9,000-$9,999 a 1.6% 5
$10,000 or more 1 15.8% 50
answered question 317
slipped question 13
309
Appendix 12:7-8
7. How often did you participate in the following religious activities LAST MONTH?
Not at all 1-2 times 3-4 times
5 or more
times
Response
Count
Religious education programs, such
as Bible study or Sunday School 35.0% (108) 20.7% (64) 28.2% (87) 16.2% (50) 309
Choir practice or other musical
programs
79.6% (215) 7.8% (21) 5.2% (14) 7,4% (20) 270
Church-sponsored counseling
programs
86.0% (227) 5.3% (14) 5.7% (15) 3.0% (8) 264
Community or missionary outreach
programs
58.4% (160) 29.2% (80) 5.8% (16) 6,6% (18) 274
Church upkeep and maintenance 83.6% (219) 1 1 .5% (30) 2.3% (6) 2.7% (7) 262
Prayer meetings 56.4% (158) 25.4% (71) 12.1% (34) 6.1% (17) 280
Committee or administrative work
at your church
66.2% (178) 19.3% (52) 5.9% (16) 8,6% (23) 269
Small group or discipleship 36.2% (105) 25.9% (75) 29.0% (84) 9.0% (26) 290
Witnessing/sharing your faith with
friends
24.5% (72) 43.2% (127) 13.9% (41) 18.4% (54) 294
Witnessing/sharing your faith with
strangers
52.7% (147) 31.2% (87) 7 5% (21) 8.6% (24)
answered question
skipped question
279
328
2
8. Drawing from your memory of an official mission statement, or from your opinion, what is the mission or
purpose of your church?
Response
Count
278
answered question 278
skipped question 52
310
Appendix 12:9-10
9. Outside of attending religious services, about how often do you read the Bible?
Response Response
Percent Count
Never D 1.2% 4
Less than once a year D 1.2% 4
Once or twice a year ? 2.1% 7
Several times a year n 4,9% 16
Once a month g 1.8% 6
1-2 times a month 8,0% 26
About weekly 1 1 13,1% 43
Weekly 1 1 10,7% 35
Several times a week or more
often
1 i 56.9%
answered question
skipped question
186
327
3
10. About how often do you pray or meditate outside of religious services?
Response Response
Percent Count
Never 0 0% 0
Only on certain occasions D 0.6% 2
Once a week or less Q 0.6% 2
A few times a week \ 1 14.5% 46
Once a day 1 1 14.8% 47
Several times a day 1 1 69.4%
answered question
skipped question
220
317
13
311
Appendix 12:11-12
1 1 , How often, if at all, do you participate in table prayers or grace before or after meals?
Response Response
Percent Count
Never Q 1.2% 4
Only on certain occasions 1 1 19.0% 62
At least once a week | 9.8% 32
At least once a day 1 1 34.6% 113
At all meals 1 1 35.5% 116
answered question 327
skipped question 3
12. The last time you prayed, did you pray about the following, or not?
Yes No
Response
Count
Praise or adoration 88.2% (283) 11.8% (38) 321
General world concerns and affairs 55.0% (165) 45.0% (135) 300
Confessing sins/asking for
forgiveness
77.0% (238) 23.0% (71) 309
Your family 94.7% (306) 5.3% (17) 323
Someone you know personally 95.6% (307) 4.4% (14) 321
Someone you do not know
personally
53.1% (153) 46.9% (135) 288
People listed in a church bulletin,
program, or newsletter
27.6% (76) 72.4% (199) 275
Your personal financial security 47.5% (131) 52.5% (145) 276
Your personal health 58.6% (170) 41.4% (120) 290
Your spiritual life/relationship with
God
89.8% (283) 10.2% (32) 315
Other personal needs or concerns 89.4% (270) 10.6% (32)
answered question
skipped question
302
328
2
312
Appendix 12:13-14
13. Which statement do you feel represents how the church sees Its relationship with the broader culture?
Response Response
Percent Count
Not Sure 1 | 12.7% 40
My church wants to convert the
| |
culture 12.7%
40
My church wants tn t>ngarjo th�
culture 1 49.8% 157
My church wants to deliver people ,
from the culture
24.8% 78
answered question 31 5
sliipped question 1 5
14. Which statement or statements do you think are true when it comes to your church's view of conflict?
Response Response
Percent Count
There should not be conflict within | ,
the church
15.0% 46
Conflict within the church can be |
constructive
j 48.9% 150
Conflict is an indication that the
|
�,
Enemy is at work
28.3% 87
Sometimes God brings conflict | 1
within the church
13.0% 40
The church is often in conflict |
with the world
1 49.5% 152
answered question 307
stripped question 23
313
Appendix 12:15-16
15. This church has clear policies for handling conflict.
Strongly disagree Q
Disagree | |
Not sure 1 |
Agree I
Strongly agree | 1
Response Response
Percent Count
5.1%
6.8%
31.5%
39.9%
16.7%
answered question
skipped question
16
21
98
124
52
311
19
1 6. By your best guess, how would your current place of worship feel about each of the following?
Works
Encourages Allows Isn't Discourages
it
Pomography 0.3% (1)
Gambling 0.3% (1)
Wearing revealing clothing 0.0% (0)
Premarital sex 0.3% (1)
Use of contraception 5.8% (18)
Abortion 0.3% (1)
Homosexual behavior 0.3% (1)
Displays of wealth 4.2% (13)
it Concerned
against
it
Don't Respons
know Count
0.3%
(1)
0.6%
(2)
7.1%
(22)
0.3%
(1)
19.7%
(61)
0.6%
(2)
(4)
7.7%
(24)
0.3% (1) 24.9% (78)
4.2% (13) 44.9% (140)
18.1% (56) 53.5% (166)
0.0% (0) 47.3% (147)
22.6% (70) 5.5% (17)
2.6% (8) 30.9% (96)
4.8% (15) 37.6% (117)
29.5% (92) 19.6% (61)
73.5% 0.6%
(230) (2)
42.0% 8.0%
(131) (25)
12 6% 8.7%
(39) (27)
50.5% 1.6%
(157) (5)
2,9% 43.5%
(9) (135)
63.0% 2,6%
(196) (8)
54.0% 1,9%
(168) (6)
8,0% 31.1%
(25) (97)
answered question
skipped question
314
Appendix 12:17-18
17, By your best guess, how would your place of worship feel about the following behaviors by Its members?
Strongly
encourages
it
Encourages Isn't Discourages
It concerned It
Actively seeking social and
economic justice
31 6% (99) 36.4% (114) 10 2% (32) 3.5% (11)
Expressing views contrary to the
official views of a church leader
^'^'^ 15.8% (49) 25,1% (78) 29.6% (92)
Ser/ing in the military 16,7% (52) 35.9% (112) 27,9% (87) 5,4% (17)
Laying on hands and praying for a
healing miracle
52.9% (164) 40.6% (126) 3.5% (11) 0 6% (2)
Bringing political or economic
pressure to bear on political leaders 28.1% (88) 18.2% (57) 13.4% (42) 18.5% (58)
and institutions
Giving significant amounts of
money to non-Christian charities
1.3% (4) 9.0% (28)
(107)
8.3% (26)
against
know
it
0.6% 17.6%
(2) (55)
5.8% 20.3%
(18) (63)
0.3% 13.8%
(1) (43)
0.0% 2 3%
(0) (7)
4.5% 17.3%
(14) (54)
2.6% 44.6%
(8) (139)
answered question
skipped question
18. This church speaks about "reaching the world" or having a "world impact."
Strongly disagree i I
Disagree Q
Not sure Q
Agree I j
Strongly agree I j
Response Response
Percent Count
7.9%
2.9%
4.4%
37.8%
47.0%
answered question
skipped question
25
9
14
119
148
315
15
315
Appendix 12:19-20
19. Does your church work on its own or does it partner with other organizations? (Check one or more)
Response Response
Percent Count
We pretty much work on our own | |
Not Sure ?
We work with just a few like-minded
churches
9.2%
6.3%
12.1%
We work with a variety of
Christian ministries
We sometimes partner with non-
faith based organizations
We sometimes partner with non-
Christian religious groups
14.6%
answered question
sl<ipped question
315
15
20. Several words can represent the feel of a church. Which of the following word-pictures are prominent in your
current church?
Prominent
"Family" (loving support system) 73.8% (228)
"Hospital" (place of healing) 47.4% (147)
"Army" (people prepared for battle) 41.6% (128)
"team" (people working together) 55.3% (171)
Also used Not so much
17.2% (53)
30.6% (95)
27.6% (85)
33.7% (104)
"community center" (gathering
place)
60.3% (187) 27.1% (84)
"temple" (holy place for holy
people)
30.6% (94) 20.5% (63)
"school" (people leaming the v/ord) 45.6% (140) 29.0% (89)
7.8% (24)
18.7% (58)
27.3% (84)
10.4% (32)
11.6% (36)
45.6% (140)
Not Sure
1.3% (4)
3.2% (10)
3.6% (11)
0.6% (2)
1.0% (3)
3.3% (10)
23.1% (71) 2.3% (7)
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
309
310
308
309
310
307
307
15
313
17
316
Appendix 12:21
21 . Every church service is unique and serves to touch people in different ways. By your best guess, how often
does a worship service at your church move people primarily to . . .
Most or
all of the
time
Quite
often
Occasionally
Rarely or
never
No guess
Response
Count
Fight against evil in the world 30.8% (94)
41.6%
(127)
22.0% (67) 4.6% (14) 1 .6% (5) 305
Embrace the peace God offers
50.0%
(155)
39,0%
(121)
10.3% (32) 0.0% (0) 0.6% (2) 310
Live holy lives
47.1%
(144)
40,5%
(124)
11.1% (34) 1 ,0% (3) 0.7% (2) 306
Battle against personal sin or
addictions
38 0%
(117)
42.9%
(132)
17.5% (54) 1 ,0% (3) 0.6% (2) 308
Work for justice 28 2% (87)
34.4%
(106)
25.6% (79) 6.8% (21) 5 .2% (16) 308
Witness to the lost
35.3%
(107)
33.0%
(100)
27.1% (82) 2.6% (8) 2.0% (6) 303
Follow Jesus' example
71.2%
(220)
23.3% (72) 5.5% (17) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 309
Be committed to the church
33.3%
(102)
29.4% (90) 25.5% (78) 10.1% (31) 1 .6% (5) 306
Grow in their faith
63.2%
(194)
30.3% (93) 5.9% (18) 0.7% (2) 0.0% (0) 307
SevJe the needy
48.7%
(150)
39.6%
(122)
11.0% (34) 1 .0% (3) 0.0% (0) 308
Oppose people of other faiths 1.0% (3) 2.9% (9) 7.5% (23)
82.1%
(253)
7.8% (24) 308
answered question 310
skipped question 20
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Appendix 12:22-23
22. If a pastor at your church speaks about God
following?
s enemies, that pastor could well be speaking about which of the
Response
Percent
Response
Count
Muslims 1 ~ 1 5.8% 18
Roman Catholics [] 0.3% 1
Mormons [] 1 .6% 5
Non-Christians \ \ 7.1% 22
Christians [] 1.3% 4
Homosexuals ! | 6.8% 21
Straits 0 0.6% 2
None of these or don't know i |
Secular humanists I |
Atheists 1 !
Racists 1 1
Oppressors i
10.6%
12.9%
12.3%
11.6%
13.9%
33
40
38
36
43
Satan and demons I 88.1% 273
Islamist extremists 1 12.6% 39
answered question 310
stripped question 20
23. 1 think, or will think, of our church as successful when . . .
Response
Count
214
answered question 214
stripped question 116
318
Appendix 12:24
24. Which ONE statement comes closest to your personal beliefs about the Bible?
The Bible means exactly what it
says. It should be taken literally,
word-for-word, on all subjects.
The Bible is perfectly true, but it
should not be taken literally, r�
word-for-word. We must
interpret its meaning.
The Bible contains some human �
error.
The Bible is an ancient book of �
history and legends.
I don't know []
Response Response
Percent Count
0,3%
1.3%
answered question
skipped question
4
306
24
319
Appendix 12:25
25. Based on your personal understanding, what do you think God is like?
Strongly
agree
Agree Disagree
Strongly
disagree
Undecided
Response
Count
A cosmic force in the universe 19.2% (56) 15.1% (44) 25.0% (73) 31.2% (91) 9,6% (28) 292
Removed from worldly affairs 1.0% (3) 2.0% (6) 18.5% (55) 75.8% (226) 2,7% (8) 298
Removed from my personal affairs 0.0% (0) 0.7% (2) 16.9% (50) 80.7% (239) 1.7% (5) 296
Concerned with the well-being of
the world
88.5%
(269)
9.5% (29) 0.0% (0) 1.3% (4) 0,7% (2) 304
Concerned with my personal well-
being
89.8%
(273)
9.2% (28) 0.0% (0) 0.3% (1) 0.7% (2) 304
Angered by human sin
48.2%
(144)
32.1% (96) 12.7% (38) 3.7% (11) 3,3% (10) 299
Angered by my sins
43.0%
(130)
30.1% (91) 18.2% (55) 5.0% (15) 3,6% (11) 302
Directly involved in vwrldly affairs
58.1%
(175)
26.6% (80) 6.6% (20) 2.3% (7) 6,3% (19) 301
Directly involved in my affairs
69.6%
(208)
241% (72) 3.3% (10) 0.7% (2) 2,3% (7) 299
A "Person" rather than a "force"
70.4%
(212)
13.0% (39) 5,0% (15) 6.3% (19) 5.3% (16) 301
answered question 306
shipped question 24
320
Appendix 12:26
26. How well do you feel that each of the following words DESCRIBE GOD?
Very well
Somewhat
well
Not very
well
Not at all Undecided
Response
Count
Absolute 86.6%
(258)
10,1% (30) 0.7% (2) 1.0% (3) 1.7% (5) 298
Critical 14.9% (44) 9.8% (29) 30.5% (90) 40.7% (120) 4.1% (12) 295
Distant 0.7% (2) 4,7% (14) 13.9% (41) 79.7% (236) 1 .0% (3) 296
Ever-present
97.4%
(295)
2,6% (8) 0.0% (0) 0,0% (0) 0.0% (0) 303
Fatherly
95.0%
(288)
4,6% (14) 0.0% (0) 0.3% (1) 0.0% (0) 303
Forgiving
98.0%
(297)
1,7% (5) 0.3% (1) 0,0% (0) 0.0% (0) 303
Friendly
79.3%
(238)
14.7% (44) 4.3% (13) 0.0% (0) 1.7% (5) 300
Just
97.0%
(294)
3.0% (9) 0.0% (0) 0,0% (0) 0.0% (0) 303
Kind
95.4%
(289)
4.6% (14) 0.0% (0) 0,0% (0) 0.0% (0) 303
Kingly
86.6%
(259)
10.4% (31) 2.7% (8) 0,3% (1) 0.0% (0) 299
Loving
97.7%
(297)
2.3% (7) 0.0% (0) 0,0% (0) 0.0% (0) 304
Motherly
68.2%
(204)
17.4% (52) 6.4% (19) 4,7% (14) 3.3% (10) 299
Punishing 20.5% (61) 23.2% (69) 36.2% (108) 17.1% (51) 3.0% (9) 298
Severe 14.6% (43) 16.3% (48) 38.6% (114) 26.8% (79) 3.7% (11) 295
Wrathful 19.1% (57) 22.4% (67) 32.1% (96) 22.4% (67) 4.0% (12) 299
Yielding 21.7% (64) 23.1% (68) 25.4% (75) 19.7% (58) 10.2% (30) 295
answered question 305
stripped question 25
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Appendix 12:27
27. In your opinion, (joes each of the following exist?
No
Opinion Absolutely Probably
Probably
not
Absolutely
not
Response
Count
God 0,3% (1)
99.0%
(302)
0,3% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.3% (1) 305
Satan 0.3% (1)
97.4%
(296)
1,6% (5) 0.3% (1) 0,3% (1) 304
Heaven 0.3% (1)
98.0%
(298)
1,3% (4) 0.0% (0) 0,3% (1) 304
Hell 1.0% (3)
92.1%
(280)
5 .9% (18) 0.7% (2) 0.3% (1) 304
Purgatory 13.4% (40) 9.7% (29) 6.7% (20) 36.8% (110) 33.4% (100) 299
Angels 0.7% (2)
97.0%
(295)
1 6% (5) 0.3% (1) 0.3% (1) 304
Demons 0.7% (2)
95.7%
(290)
3.0% (9) 0.3% (1) 0.3% (1) 303
Armageddon 9.8% (29)
68.4%
(203)
14.5% (43) 6.7% (20) 0.7% (2) 297
The Rapture 8.0% (24)
69.3%
(208)
12.0% (36) 8.0% (24) 2.7% (8) 300
Ghosts 14.4% (43) 14,0% (42) 21.7% (65) 29.1% (87) 20.7% (62) 299
answered question 305
sidpped question 25
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Appendix 12:28-29
28. If you believe in Heaven, how many of the following people do you think will get into Heaven? (If you do not
believe in heaven, please skip to the next question.)
All Most
About
half
A few None
No
opinion
Response
Count
Average Americans 1 .4% (4)
6.0%
(17)
17.7%
(50)
42.8%
(121)
5.3%
(15)
26.9%
(76)
283
Your personal friends
3.8%
(11)
47.6%
(138)
14.8%
(43)
15,9%
(46)
2 ,1% (6)
15.9%
(46)
290
Your neighbors 1 -4% (4)
9.1%
(26)
15.0%
(43)
41 .8%
(120)
2.4% (7)
30.3%
(87)
287
Family members
8.4%
(24)
38.0%
(109)
20.6%
(59)
17.1%
(49)
2 .1% (6)
13.9%
(40)
287
Christians
50.2%
(151)
27.2%
(82)
9.6%
(29)
3.0% (9) 0.0% (0)
10.0%
(30)
301
Non-Christians 1 .0% (3) 2.8% (8) 1.7% (5)
13.2%
(38)
58.7%
(169)
22.6%
(65)
288
answered question 302
skipped question 28
29. Which statement best describes human nature?
Response Response
Percent Count
People are liasically good [] 2.0% 6
People are basically sinful 14.1% 43
People are basically good but ; 1
capable of sin
247% 75
People are basically sinful but ; j
capable of good
56.3% 171
Unsure Q 3.0% 9
answered question 304
skipped question 26
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Appendix 12:30
30. Below are different ways people understand why Jesus died and rose again
to which seem most important to you. "Jesus Christ died
Rank these statements according
Most important
expression
Second most
important
Third most
important
Response
Count
to forgive our sins. 83.8% (253) 14.6% (44) 1,7% (5) 302
to defeat Satan and conquer evil. 48.8% (142) 39,9% (116) 11,3% (33) 291
to provide an example of
submission to God.
28.3% (67) 27,8% (66) 43.9% (104) 237
to identify with those who suffer. 24.3% (44) 32,0% (58) 43.6% (79) 181
to display a refusal to conform to
the rulers.
12.1% (15) 12,1% (15) 75.8% (94)
answered question
skipped question
124
304
26
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Appendix 12:31
31 . Please Indicate from the following the experiences you have personally had.
I witnessed or experienced a
miraculous, physical healing
I witnessed people speaking in
tongues at a place of worship
I spoke in tongues at a place of
worship
I personally had a vision of a
religious figure while awake
I felt called by God to do
somethng
I heard the voice of God speaking
to me
I had a dream of religious
significance
I changed profoundly as the result
of a religious experience
I had a religious conversion
experience
I have experienced being filled with
the Spirit
I have experienced being one with
the universe
I have felt I have left my body for
a period of time
I have felt myself in a state of
religious ecstasy
?
Response Response
Percent Count
84.0%
36.2%
answered question
skipped question 43
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Appendix 12:32-33
32. How personally religious were you at age 12?
Response Response
Percent Count
Not religious at all 1 1 13.5% 40
Not very religious 1 1 14 5% 43
Somewhat religious 1 1 48.8% 145
Very religious 1 1 23.2% 69
answered question 297
skipped question 33
33. How comfortable would you feel talking about your faith with . .
Very Somewhat Somewhat Not at all Response
comfortable comfortable uncomfortable comfortable Count
your neighbors? 39.5% (117) 45.9% (136) 12.5% (37) 2.0% (6) 296
your coworkers (if applicable)? 42.3% (116) 44.9% (123) 9.9% (27) 2.9% (8) 274
your friends? 72.6% (215) 25.3% (75) 2.0% (6) 0.0% (0) 296
your family? 69.9% (207) 26.0% (77) 4.1% (12) 0.0% (0) 296
strangers? 29.6% (88) 39.1% (116) 23.2% (69) 8.1% (24) 297
answered question 297
skipped question 33
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Appendix 12:34
34. Do you think your participation
compassion toward the following?
in your current church has resulted in your having greater or less love and
Greater love and Less love and
Don't know
Response
compassion compassion Count
IVIuslims 74.9% (218) 5 8% (17) 19.2% (56) 291
Roman Catholics 77.8% (224) 3.1% (9) 19,1% (55) 288
The Poor 91.1% (265) 1.0% (3) 7.9% (23) 291
Mormons 70.6% (204) 5.2% (15) 24.2% (70) 289
Non-Christians 90.8% (265) 1.7% (5) 7.5% (22) 292
Christians 88.7% (259) 3.1% (9) 8.2% (24) 292
Homosexuals 85.4% (251) 2.0% (6) 12,6% (37) 294
Straits 40.8% (115) 3.2% (9) 56.0% (158) 282
Secular humanists 55.8% (158) 13.8% (39) 30.4% (86) 283
Atheists 76.9% (223) 3.8% (11) 19.3% (56) 290
Racists 60.3% (173) 12.9% (37) 26.8% (77) 287
Oppressors 60.5% (173) 12.9% (37) 26.6% (76) 286
Satan and demons 11.3% (32) 64.1% (182) 24.6% (70) 284
Islamist extremists 63.4% (184) 10.0% (29) 26,6% (77)
answered question
slfipped question
290
295
35
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Appendix 12:35-36
35. How do you feel about abortion in the following circumstances?
Always
wrong
Almost
always
wrong
Only
wrong
sometimes
Not wrong
at all
No
Opinion
Response
Count
The baby may have a serious
defect
65.8%
(194)
13.2% (39) 8.8% (26) 2.7% (8) 9,5% (28) 295
The woman's health is in danger
35.9%
(106)
21.4% (63) 19.0% (56) 13.6% (40) 10.2% (30) 295
The pregnancy is the result of rape
58.8%
(174)
14.9% (44) 6.8% (20) 8.8% (26) 10,8% (32) 296
The family cannot afford the child
86.7%
(255)
4.8% (14) 1.7% (5) 0.7% (2) 6.1% (18) 294
The woman does not want the child
86.8%
(256)
4.7% (14) 1.7% (5) 0.7% (2) 6,1% (18) 295
answered question 297
skipped question 33
36. How do you feel about sexual relations in the following circumstances?
Always
wrong
Almost
always
wrong
Only
wrong
sometimes
Not wrong
at all
No
Opinion
Response
Count
Before marriage
86.5%
(257)
5.1% (15) 3.0% (9) 1.3% (4) 4.0% (12) 297
Behftreen two adults of the same
sex
90.9%
(269)
1.7% (5) 1.7% (5) 2.4% (7) 3.4% (10) 296
With someone other than the
marriage partner
96.6%
(284)
1 .4% (4) 0.0% (0) 0.3% (1) 1,7% (5) 294
answered question 297
skipped question 33
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Appendix 12:37
37. How do you feel about the following marriage and family related issues?
Always
wrong
Almost
always
wrong
Only
wrong
sometimes
Not wrong
at all
No
Opinion
Response
Count
Divorce 8.1% (24)
53.2%
(158)
31.6% (94) 3.7% (11) 3.4% (10) 297
Living with a partner before
marriage
73.5%
(219)
15.1% (45) 4 7% (14) 1.3% (4) 5.4% (16) 298
Having a planned pregnancy
outside of marriage
74.3%
(220)
13.5% (40) 4.1% (12) 2.0% (6) 6.1% (18) 296
The adoption of a child by a gay
couple
63.9%
(188)
10.2% (30) 3.1% (9) 9.5% (28) 13.3% (39) 294
Adopting a child of a different race 0.3% (1) 0.3% (1) 3.7% (11) 93.2% (276) 2,4% (7) 296
Gay marriage
86.1%
(255)
2.4% (7) 1.4% (4) 2.4% (7) 7.8% (23) 296
answered question 298
skipped question 32
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Appendix 12:38-39
38. How do you feel about the following?
Always
wrong
Almost
always
wrong
Only
wrong
sometimes
Not wrong
at all
No
Opinion
Response
Count
The consunnption of alcohol 13.8% (41) 12.8% (38) 42.1% (125) 25.9% (77) 5.4% (16) 297
The viewing of pornography
92.6%
(274)
5.1% (15) 1.0% (3) 0,0% (0) 1 .4% (4) 296
The use of marijuana
60.3%
(179)
20.9% (62) 13.5% (40) 2.0% (6) 3,4% (10) 297
Physician-assisted suicide
74.0%
(219)
11.1% (33) 7.8% (23) 0,7% (2) 6,4% (19) 296
Embryonic stem cell research
46.6%
(138)
9.5% (28) 14.5% (43) 12,5% (37) 16,9% (50) 296
War 11.9% (35) 23.5% (69) 47.3% (139) 8,8% (26) 8,5% (25) 294
answered question 298
skipped question 32
39. Indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements about gender issues.
Strongly
disagree
Disagree Not sure Agree
Strongly
agree
Response
Count
It is important that the man is the
head of the home
9.8% (29) 11.9% (35) 6.1% (18) 48.1% (142) 24.1% (71) 295
As 1 understand the Bible, women
can fill any role a man can, in and 7.1% (21) 25.4% (75) 13.6% (40) 35.3% (104) 18.6% (55) 295
out of the church
If possible, a woman should stay at
home and care for the children, 9.2% (27) 21.1% (62) 14.6% (43) 42.5% (125) 12.6% (37) 294
until they are grown
answered question 296
skipped question 34
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Appendix 12:40-41
40, To what extent do your agree or disagree with the following statements?
Strongly
agree
Agree Disagree
Strongly
disagree
Undecided
Response
Count
God favors the United States in
worldly affairs
4.1% (12) 17.7% (52) 37.9% (111) 27.3% (80) 13,0% (38) 293
God favors one political party in
the United States
1.7% (5) 4.1% (12) 43.1% (125) 46.2% (134) 4.8% (14) 290
The United States was from the
beginning a Christian nation
34.5%
(101)
28.3% (83) 13.3% (39) 18.4% (54) 5,5% (16) 293
The United States is a Christian
nation
4.8% (14) 24.4% (71) 36.8% (107) 25.8% (75) 8.2% (24) 291
answered question 295
sliipped question 35
41 , To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the educational system and the
media?
Strongly
agree
Agree Disagree
Strongly
disagree
Undecided
Response
Count
A RACIST should be allowed to
teach at a public high school
2,1% (6) 17.5% (51) 22.9% (67) 47.6% (139) 9,9% (29) 292
An ATHEIST should be allowed to
teach at a public high school
8,9% (26)
46.7%
(136)
11.0% (32) 21,0% (61) 12,4% (36) 291
An admitted HOMOSEXUAL should
be allowed to each at a public high
school
9,6% (28)
39.4%
(115)
11,6% (34) 26,7% (78) 12,7% (37) 292
A MUSLIM should be allowed to
teach at a public high school
1 1 ,0% (32)
55.8%
(163)
7,2% (21) 12,3% (36) 13.7% (40) 292
The typical college professor is out
of touch with my values
30,1% (88) 32.5% (95) 13,7% (40) 4,5% (13) 19.2% (56) 292
The mainstream media is out of
touch with my values
51.2%
(149)
33.7% (98) 7,2% (21) 2,1% (6) 5.8% (17) 291
answered question 293
skipped question 37
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Appendix 12:42-43
42. In the year leading up the the 2008 elect!on, did you . .
Yes No
Response
Count
read newspaper or magazine stories
about the election? 86.4% (255) 13.6% (40) 295
visit internet sites related to the
election? 79.2% (232) 20.8% (61) 293
give money to a political campaign,
party, or candidate?
27.6% (81) 72.4% (213) 294
write, call, or visit a public official? 31 .4% (92) 68.6% (201) 293
attend a political rally or meeting? 24.1% (71) 75.9% (223) 294
attend a class or lecture about
social or political issues?
22.4% (66) 77.5% (228) 294
participate in a public protest or
demonstration?
10.2% (30) 89.8% (263) 293
work for a political campaign or
voter registration drive?
14.7% (43) 85.3% (250) 293
watch or listen to a political debate? 91.5% (269) 8.5% (25) 294
pray and fast for a particular
outcome?
62.9% (183) 37.1% (108)
answered question
sifipped question
291
295
35
43. Of the final candidates, who did you want to win the 2008 presidential election?
Response Response
Percent Count
John H/lcCain 1 1 70.6% 199
Barak Obama 1 1 29.4% 83
answered question 282
sliipped question 48
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Appendix 12:44-45
44. How would you describe yourself politically?
Response
Percent
Response
Count
Strong Democrat Q 5.4% 15
Moderate Democrat [ � | 6.1% 17
Leaning Democrat Q 5.0% 14
Independent 1 1 20.9% 58
Leaning Republican 1 | 1 0.8% 30
Moderate Republican | - - j 20.9% 58
Strona Republican 1 1 30.9% 86
Other (please specify) 22
answered question 278
skipped question 52
45. What is your gender?
Response
Percent
Response
Count
Male { 1 32.6% 97
Female 1 1 67.4% 201
answered question 298
skipped question 32
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Appendix 12:46-47
46. Please indicate your year of birth
Response Response
Percent Count
Before 1943 | 1 9.2% 27
1943-1964 I I 59.2% 174
1965-1975 I I 16,7% 49
1976-1985 I - 1 13,3% 39
1986 or later Q 1 7% 5
answered question 294
skipped question 36
47. Where did you grow up?
Response Response
Percent Count
Within 50 miles of my current ^ | 4197 124
church
In the same state as my current | | .^^
church
In another state I - I 33,8% 100
In another country [ I 6,1% 18
All over the place 0 3,0% 9
answered question 296
skipped question 34
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Appendix 12:48-49
48. Please indicate your race (You can mark "yes" to more than one.)
Yes
Response
Count
White 100.0% (257) 257
Black or African-American 100.0% (28) 28
American Indian/Native American 100.0% (5) 5
Asian 100.0% (5) 5
Pacific Islander 100.0% (1)
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question
1
12
289
41
49. What is your current marital status?
Response
Percent
Response
Count
Never married 1 1 14.8% 44
Married 1 i 67.0% 199
Living as married 0.0% 0
Separated [J 2.7% 8
Divorced 1 1 1 2.8% 38
Widowed [J 2.7% 8
answered question 297
skipped question 33
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Appendix 12:50-51
50. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Response Response
Percent Count
Short of high school completion Q 1.4% 4
High school graduate 1 i 10,8% 32
Some college | - | 24.7% 73
Vocational training j j 5,7% 17
Colleqe araduate 1 1 32.1% 95
Graduate work or degree 1 1 25 3% 75
answered question 296
skipped question 34
51 . By your best estimate, what was your total household income last year, before taxes?
Response Response
Percent Count
$10,000 or less ? 4.6% 13
$10,001 -$20,000 ? 3.2% 9
$20,001 -$35,000 ? 6.3% 18
$35,001-$50,000 1 1 14.7% 42
S50.000-S1 00.000 1 1 44.9% 128
$100.001-$150.000 1 1 16.8% 48
$150,001 or more 1 1 9.5% 27
answered question 285
skipped question 45
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APPENDIX 13
Lead Pastor Interview Responses on Esciiatology
Appendix 13:1-2
1. Describe what you have in mind when you thinli of the future Idnedom of God.
Janice
Claypoole
It will be a time ofperfection and total peace and healing, what God wanted it to be in the beginning.
Holiness will be on everything.
Mark
Pfeifer
I am a Pretenst. I am certain that the church has a purpose right to the very end, and that we will fulfill
our purpose. Our future is bright and glorious. The remm of Jesus is a coronation, not a rescue. I look
forward to the physical retum of Jesus and the reign of Christ. We need to work toward that. Israel will
be discipled and saved. The future kingdom is not in this age, but church leads up to that age.
Jim
Garlow
The Kingdom is here in embryonic form; we have a taste. I am conflicted in my eschatology. The news
says we are going to hell in a hand-basket. But, from the word ofGod I am drawn to the fumre, the
forward movement of the kingdom ofGod and the advancement of the church. The kingdom is here and
now, and in the future will be coming closer and closer to earth. I often reflect on a conversation with
Dennis Kinlaw, who said that we are on the mrf of heaven and those who came before us, and that the
new heaven and earth will be very much here.
Donavon
Shoemaker
I do see two sides, the George Ladd approach, the already and the not-yet. The future will be a time
when Satan and his angels will be out of the picture and temptation will be gone and God will reign.
But I cannot visualize what that will be like. It may be entirely different, but it will be with God and will
be good and we won't have all these frailties.
Anthony
Graham
I see the church reigning on the earth. I see Christ coming to remove the church from the world, then
remming with the church to reign. I see the capital in Jemsalem, and would like to be captain over some
cities.
Greg Boyd Eye has not seen, ear has not heard what the Lord has in store ... it is a perfect version ofwhat we have
now and will be on earth. New heaven and new earth, but it will be here and will be free of violence
even in the animal world. Isaiah 1 1, no carnivores. God will be Lord over all creation and his
benevolence will permeate everything.
2. What has to happen before then?
Janice
Claypoole
The rapture of the church and the tribulation.
Mark
Pfeifer
See answer to the previous question.
Jim
Garlow
The church needs to rise up and understand how to exercise the authority we have been given by prayer
and fasting and declaring God's word. Purity precedes praise, and praise precedes power. In the great
divorce between holiness and Pentecostal movements, purity and power were unfortunately divided.
They need to be reunited.
We are conflicted and dragged back into this-worldly whining rather than other-worldly declaration.
Proposition 8 was won with that kind of crying out in faith, on November 1, between 4:20 and 4:50pm.
That is the kind of thing that needs to happen. For 40 days we were fine mning ourselves into God's
will.
Donavon
Shoemaker
I am not a great prophecy person or highly interested. The gospel may already be being preached
throughout the world. Not following closely how the temple in Jemsalem has to be rebuih, but I don't
see that as happening. My feeling is that there will be a rising of the Anti -Christ. I am not a pre-
tribulation person.
Anthony
Graham
The church needs to be ready for the marriage supper of the Lamb, so God will take his people through
the process ofpreparation for the marriage. We need to occupy until he comes. We will be pmned and
prepared for ministry.
Greg Boyd We have to keep on becoming the bride that God is looking for, a corporate bride that reflects his
character. He is delaying his retum for the bride to be ready. We are not going to Christianize the world
and the world become better and better. It will not be gradual, but a cataclysmic over-hall. Even the
laws of physics will be different. Don't see any value at all in speculation of antichrist. I'm a Preterist
and see archetypes repeating.
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APPENDIX 14
Lead Pastor Responses on Militant Language
Appendix 14:1
1. How
enem
langu
io you describe the language you use when you talk about defeating the
y, fighting the darkness, advancing the kingdom of God, and some of this
age of fighting the good fight?
Janice
Claypoole
We speak in terms of taking authority over the enemy. We have been given power over the enemy and
ifwe don't take it then he runs rampant. He'll go as far as we will let him go. You can't say "please
Mr. Devil." You have to use the name of Jesus and the word and blood as a weapon. It is the language
ofGod's authority.
Mark
Pfeifer
It is biblical language. It is aggressive and purposeful language. If you say the Bible is the bedrock of
our worldview there is no way not to be militant. We have an adversary the devil, according to 1 Peter.
We have three adversaries: the world, the flesh and the devil. From the fall ofman, humans are
conceived in pleasure and birthed in pain. The work of the kingdom of God is to invade the kingdom of
darkness with light. If there is a battle and war between kingdoms, how could you not use warfare
language.
Jim
Garlow
I am influenced in what we talk about in Paul Hiebert's terms as the "excluded middle." There are
realms of both the natural and spiritual. I am trying to fine-tune our understanding and teaching on this.
I really believe in the authentic war and believe Frank Peretti's books are probably not that far off
There is demonic activity, though I would say that people probably credit the devil and God with more
than they should. There is much in the world working against people and these influences are trying to
steal, kill and destroy.
Any militaristic tone must be understood as being in the spiritual realm. The gospels point to conflict,
and I use terms of "intensity," "urgency," and "activism." I teach we need to think Christianly as
citizens of Jerusalem and residents ofBabylon.
Donavon
Shoemaker
I think very much that wdth Ephesians 6 we need to put on the full armor of God and that we battle not
against flesh and blood but against the spiritual dynamics that are behind what we see. It is spiritual
warfare language. As we try to reach people for Christ there is opposition that tries to hinder us from
that. I believe in Satan, but don't blame everything on him. There are principalities and powers.
Anthony
Graham
It is militant, certainly. We have done series upon series ofmessages on spiritual warfare and being
prepared for battle. In the city the strongholds are intensified, making it so hard to do ministry and to
raise money. In some congregations a few hundred people can give more than a city church with 600
members. We call it as we see it.
Greg Boyd Warfare worldview. Speaking out of the warfare world view in contrast to the blueprint point of view
and that we have a role in reestablishing the rule of God. We are to exercise dominion.
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Appendix 14:2
2. Some people don't like warfare terms (army, fighting, conquering, etc.) to be
associated with the church. Why do you suppose that is?
Janice
Claypoole
For many, they don't deal with people who need deliverance. They don't understand that these are
words of taking authority, and if they don't need that because they are not dealing with those needs,they wouldn't know to use the language
Mark
Pfeifer
It scares them. In our current political climate we do need to be careful. The church has too much
aligned itselfwith the Republican party and so we have some public relations problems. For example,the actor Sean Penn says, "We see the signs ofhate," and he is talking about Proposition 8 signs and
Christians are tied to hate. People see conservative Evangelical church people as hate-mongers, and
they perceive militant Christianity and militant Islam as twins. When they hear our language it scares
them. This is not an excuse not to use the language, but it is a plea to use wisdom and perhaps keep it as
more insider language.
Follow up question: In your writing on Dominion Eschatology, and other teachings, you speak about
the Kingdom ofGod and the Christian faith filling the earth. Is there some reason a faithfulHindu
orMuslim should not be made fearful by this kind of thinking?
By that teaching, I do not mean everyone will become Christian, but that the good news of the kingdom
will touch every culture and lead to the betterment of earth. I am echoing Harold Eberle's, Victorious
Eschatology, and another J. Marcellus Kik's, An Eschatology of Victory. We anticipate the time when
the earth -wiW be filled with the glory of God.
Both Islam and Christianity are dominionist. They look toward the same thing and are evangelistic,
dominionist religions. But we believe our warfare is not against flesh and blood. Not that we don't have
a marked history. We do need to restrain language out on the edges, because it can provoke outsiders.
But we are called to disciple every nation. Nations are to be in our target. We were set on course by
Christ to go out and take the world. This includes bring people to conversion and helping to change
their minds.
Jim
Garlow
Some are milk-toast and don't want to fight. It is easier to be a Girl-scout than a Marine. We need the
Bonhoeffer spirit. People are afraid they will be disliked, and are especially concemed with any vestiges
that carry over fi-om the Crasades. The Cmsades were terrible, though they were not as odd and one
sided as once thought. Many are also reluctant to be identified with the religious right. If you have a
kingdom view, then confronting societal problems is understood as rescuing people from the swamp
and then draining the swamp. It is the nature of the gospel to transform culture, and simply converting
individuals does not do that. We must do what God is doing, not ask God to bless what we are doing.
Donavon
Shoemaker
Some of it has to do wath being against war period. My father was a Quaker and avoided the war. I have
a great aversion to war. If you can separate it from physical war it is better. There is a spiritual war
going on. Objections are probably based on aversion to violent war, though that is perhaps necessary
sometimes.
Anthony
Graham
Some people are not aware that these things for us are so real. I know what it is to see demon possessed
people and lay my hands on someone and have a devil's voice say, get your hand offmy head. Some
who seem Christian are still demonized. Some, either willingly or unknowingly are not aware of these
things and think everything is psychological. The bible says the devil does attack people and we have
the name that can deliver. A man with an experience is never at the mercy of a man with an argument.
When you have seen it, it is hard to deny.
Greg Boyd The terms have been used in barbaric ways. I totally understand that. The whole idea ofChristendom is
ideological warfare. Often been used for violence and nationalism. Even the term Christus Victor is
used historically on cathedrals statues of a crasader with armor and sword. We so easily go to physical
warfare because we don't keep aware of the spiritual. The way we do spiritual warfare is by refusing to
do warfare physically. If it has flesh and blood we must fight for them not against them.
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Appendix 14:3-4
3. Have you seen negative consequences to the use of this lansuase in the church?
Janice
Claypoole
Not asked in interview
Mark
Pfeifer
Some people make events too deep and perceive a cosmic battle over a flat tire. We have seen that.
Jim
Garlow
Yes. Some people make it purely political, not moral, so it can divide people along party lines. Another
negative is that some people leave because it is too intense. It is the tendency ofmany to prefer a cruise
line to a battleship.
Donavon
Shoemaker
I don't use it a lot, I don't think. No, no negative results from what we have done and seen. I don't
appreciate how some want to cast everything out. I was involved in one exorcism that I believe was for
real. If you talk too much about demons and if someone is going through mental problems it could have
a negative effect and kind of make them snap. Children can misunderstand talk about the devil getting
people. We do have to be careful. On the other hand there are some who will not confront this and treat
everything as psychological. The westem worldview needs to be examined as to how far from the
biblical worldview it is. A lot has to do with the fall. There are natural consequences of things being
out of order and out ofwhack.
Anthony
Graham
Not here, for people here in the city realize, in and of themselves, that they are in a battle. There is
constant reference to the enemy. We are surrounded by darkness and call it darkness.
Greg Boyd Not in our church, but I see it in a lot ofEvangelical churches even today.
4. What, perhaps, do people who object to such language need to understand
better?
Janice
Claypoole
That we must take authority over the enemy by the name of Jesus and by the blood. It is a must. I can't
imagine dealing with addicted people. Ifyou've ever seen the spirits fly off oppressed people, you know
that these spirits respond to the authority.
Mark
Pfeifer
The Bible. It is just there. "1 came to bring a sword," "full armor ofGod," and even if the Old
Testament is a metaphor, the whole book is about conflict between light and dark. Understanding
human nature is to recognize that we are warlike. Look at two little boys in a room. That's why we
play soccer and football and avoid riots. It's what God did in giving Adam and Eve the command to
subdue the earth.
People unify against an enemy, more than under a leader. I will take a first class enemy over a second
class leader. This is not to say I manipulate language for that reason. I really believe it. There are
demons. You would have to take a low view of the bible to think otherwise.
Jim
Garlow
If you are at war you are calling everyone to action. People sift out.
Conflict is part of the fundamental namre of the gospel. There is a worid system that the gospel is
against. As citizens of Jemsalem and residents ofBabylon we need to be aware of false myths. Bama
says most Christians�^perhaps as low as I percent�have a biblical worldview.
Donavon
Shoemaker
Worldview. If you only look at things scientifically you miss it.
Anthony
Graham
The reality of the devil. He is very real. Yet, his job is to get people to believe he does not exist.
Greg Boyd It only makes sense if you have a warfare woridview. Believing in angels
and powers and demons is
absolutely vital to the Christian woridview. The appropriate use of this language only makes sense ifwe
believe that these impact us. We must live in revolt against the powers that impact the culture. It is in
Jesus who heals the ear not Peter who cuts it off Take away the powers and the warfare language can
only do harm.
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